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Introduction. 

The Buchanan Journal and Maps. 

Pn!.CTIC.A.LLY the whole of the information which is 
now a-railable concerning the life and work of the author 
of this Journal, including an account of the circum .. 
stances under ·which his great statistical Slll'vey of Bengal 
was undertaken, and the subsequent history of the 
mn,nuscripts connected therewith, is to be found in Sir 
David l!rain's admirable :Memoir published in Calcutta 
in 190.:), entitled '' A Sketch of the life of Francis 
Hamilton (once Buchanan), sometime Superintendent of 
the Honourable Company's Botanic Garden, Calcutta,. 
It is therefore unnecessary to attempt a summary here, 
particularly as Sir D. Prain himself has been good enough 
to promise a contribution to the Journal of the Bihar 
and Orissa Research Society on the subject. 

The Journal, which is now published for the first 
time, forms only a small part of the manuscripts 
relating to the Survey, on which Dr. Buchanan-as he 
may btill be called for present purposes since he did not 

1 SO R. & J, 
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assume the name of Hamilton until three years at· 
his retirement from India-was employed between t · , 
years 1807'" and 1815. It is the ofdcial daily J ourr• 
which he kept during his tour of the districts of Pat~ 
and Gaya in the cold·\Yeather months of 1811·12, i.\ 
the fifth season of his work on the Survey. The origin,,' 
manuscript is in his own handwriting and extends ovt1~· 
2 2 t pages, bound up with other papers in the last t 

those three volumes ofthe Buchanan 1\Ianuscripts in th 
Library of the India Office which are concerned witl~-. 
Patna and Gaya. As regards other districts of Biha' 
included in the Survey, similar Journals kept during 
the cold-weather tours of Bhagalpur, etc., in 1810-11 
and Shahabacl in 1812-13 are also in existence in the 
Library, and occupy 250 ancll75 pages respectively in 
the corresponding volumes of the series, but the Journal 
of the tour in Purnea undertaken in the season 1809·10 
cannot now be traced, and apparently has never been 
in the Library's possession. 'Jhere also appear to be 
no Journals in existence relating to the Bengal Districts 
of Dinajpur and Rangpur, and the United Provinces 
District of Gorakhpur.* 

The three .Tournals which still remain are quite 
distinct from Buchanan's Reports on the corresponding 
districts, and are only to be regarded as supplementary 
to the latter. It is necessary to lay emphasis on this 
difference in order to avoid any possibility of misunder· 
standing, especially because on page xxxviii of his 
:Memoir Sir D. Prain refers to the Heports themselves 
as " a journal of the utmost value, which has never 
been completely published or properly edited", while 
in later pages when describing the attempts which have 
been m1de to publish the Reports, he con tin nes to 
refer to them as a " journal". It seems possible that 
when he wrote he was under the impression that 
Buchanan had drawn up his Reports in the Bengal 
Survey in the same form as that ador)ted in his 
u Journey from :Madras, through the countries of 

• I am indebtel to l!r. C. E. A. W. Oldham, 1.r.s., retired1 for thia 
in !e>rrx.a~ion.. 
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:Mysore, Canara and Malabar" which was undertaken 
iu lSOU-01. '1his was a daily Journal, which was 
published in lo:1doa i~ 1807 in the form in which. it 
was writteJ., although m the preface Buchanan explam .. 
ed that he had intended to abridge it and alter its 
arra:1c·ement before publication, but could not do so, as 
the p1~utiug had commenced before his arriral in England 
on leave in the previous year.· Taking warning by this 
experieace and by tha criticisms of the form in which 
the work appeared, his methods were altered when he 
uadertook the Survey of Bengal. His study of each 
districb which he thea surreyed was arranged so as to 
occupy a whol~ year. After aa extended cold-weather 
tour, during which he and his assistants collected a very 
lar£e amount of information additional to that actually 
rec'~rded in his daily journal, he established his he~d· 
quarters fl.t ~orne town in or near the district concerned, 
aud spent the follo~ring hot-weather and rainy seasons 
in comp1e~iag his e!lquiries and in writing his Report. 
Each of these Reports is therefore a self-contained and 
carefully fiaished work which was clearly intended for 
publication. Noto:1ly was it drawn up in strict accord· 
ance. with the detailed iustructioas issued to Buchanan 
by the Government at Calcutta in Septerr~ber 1607, as 
recorded in pages viii to x of the Introduction to 
" Eastern Iudia", but ia its arraagemeat it follo\\'ed. the 
actual order of these instru::tions. The Journals, on 
the _pthar hand, were evidently not intended for publi· 
cation, and uufortuuately were not maintained during 
the period spent at headquarters. Uuch of the infor
mation recorded in them has been included in the 
Re1:orts, and hc~s ofte:1 Leea transferred rrithout any 
substantial modificatio:1, hut in all cases it has been 
rearranged under the appropriate !!ectious. 

Of the Heports and their various Appendices, with 
the sole exception of the Journals, two copies arc 
kuown to be in existence, one of which is in tho 
Ir.dia Oh1cd Library, as already mentioned, and the 
other in the I .iLrary of the H oyd Asiatic Society. 1'he 
original manuscript canuot be traced and appcn.rs to 
have been destroyed, as neither of the s:;;ts is i!1 



Bachn.Iin.n~s own h:indwriting, bnt Loth have been 
1rritten in a Len.utifully clear hand by the same copyist4 
'l'here is some uncertainty about the identity of a set 
()f the Reports which was in the possession of tha 
Indian Government at Calcutta about 1833 and, as 
Beveridge suggested, it is possible that a third copy may 
still be in India, even though the efforts to . trace it 
made by Sir W. W. Hunter, Sir D. Pr~1in and others 
have been unsuccessful. It seems much more probable1 
howe-rer, th::\t not mor~ than two copies 11ere ever made, 
and that the volumes ·now in the possession of th,e 
Royal Asiatic Society are in fact the set of the records 
which were formerly kept in Calcutta, and referred to 
in the following extract from the preface to the Report 
()n Dinajpur, published at Calcutta in 1833 :-

11The original records, oecupying twenty-five folio volumes 
in manuscript, were transmitted by the Indian Govern
ment to the HonouraMe Court of Directors, a. cop.v of 
the whole having been previously made and deposited 
in th~ oi:Ilce of the Chief Secretary at Calcutta. Duplicates 
of the drawings and maps were nnfortur:ately not pre· 
!'erved with the rest, probaLl_v from the ditTiculty at that 
time of getting them exe\:uted in India.)' 

This duplicate copy was made after Buchanan had 
left India in February ldl5, and the originals sent to 
London were received there in the following year. As 
regards the copy then retained in Calcutta, it is known 
tl::1t in 1831 the :M. S. Repo!'t on Dinaipur was made 
over hy ~Ir. G. Swinton, who was then Chief Secretuy, 
to Cnptain Herbert, the editor of Gleanings en Science, 
in order that it might be published by instalments in 
that Journal : and three years later James Prinsep, the 
first editor of its still living successor-the Journal of the 
.Asiatic Saciel!J of Bengal-in the preface to Volume II, 
11hile a~nouncin~ with regret that the publication of 
the remaining Reports would have to be discontinued 
owing to lack of support, mentioned that on completion 
£>f puLlication of that on Dinajpur :-

"The Government meantime placed the remaining volume:4 
of Buehauan in the Ed~tor s hands, with an intimation of 
its de~ire tLat the printing of these re~ords showJ be 
lontinneJ." 
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It seems not unrrason:~hle to suppose, therefore, 
that this set of the lleports reached the Royal Asiatic 
Society after passing out of Prinsep's possession; ai!.d. 
further tlu~t no copy of the Journals, as \rell as of the 
drawings and maps, was made before the originals were 
forwarded to the Court of Directors, since no such copy 
is included in thel'c volumes. This fact was probably 
not realised in 1871, when permission WAs given to 
Sir W. ,V, Hunter to bring the India Office collection 
of the manuscripts temporarily back to India, as the 
original J"ournals, of which no copy hnd been retained, 
were thus ex}JOsed twice again to the risk of total loss 
at sea. 

These Journals of Buchanan's tours in the Di~tricts 
of South Bihar seem to have attracted wry little atten· 
tion hitherto, probably owing to their close re~emblanco 
to portions of the corresponding neports, and to the 
greater importance of the latter. The following extract 
from :Mr. H. Beveridge's article on "'Ihe Buchanan 
Becords" in the Calcutta Review for July 189-1 is the 
only published reference to them which I have been 
able to trace :- · 

'
1 There is a goo<l deal o£ repetition in Tiurhanrjn, and some 

pnrtion:~ of his folios are taken up with his J cumal, e.g., 
his Bhagalpur and ShahabaJ Journal, whieh does not 
contain anything material that i:; not also in h:s report.'' 

This statement is not strictly correct, as will Le 
indicated later, and even if it were, it apfEars that 
the publication of the Journals, esfecially the l)atna· 
Gaya Journal, can serre a useful pur:r;me nt tte preEent 
time, because much of the material included. both in the 
Journals a~d in the Reports has never yet Lren pub
lished. Montgomery :Martin's methods as editor of 
."Eastern India", the three-volume abriclgrr.eut of the 
Reports published in 1838, have Leeu jmtly <:oralemr:eu 
by everyone who has examined. the original manns<:ripts. 
In. deciding what portions of the ller:orts should Le 
omitted. he followed no consistent. plan, hut merely,. 
as Sir ":-· W. Hunter ohserred, left out " the pari~; 
'rhich ht• did not understand or whieh did not iuterest 



him ". Matters of topographical and antiquarian 
interest are the principl featme of the Journals, and in 
these respects the 1:eForts, and .particularly the Bercrt 
on the districts of .Patna and Gaya, have gnatly 
suffered at his hands. On this point lkvtridge ~ays :-

"On the whole I have not f(,U!Jd that Mr. M a1tin las 
,.:uppressed muc'1 of value in the l.istorical or antiquarian chapt"rs. 
For imtance, there are no mppressions in tbe account of Llaur, 
which, by thB way, is toLe found 1u tLe Purniah volumes. The 
most serious omissions are in the accouds of Patna and Shahabnd. 
'£here ~Jr. ~lartin has drawn ln~ rencil through mu~h int-rding 
matter, thou.~;b in not a lew cases he bas a''terwanls repented and 
written "stet''. In all the volumes he has omitted a good deal. 
of the descriptive matter, and he h:-1s greatly abridged tht.· elaborate 
account of Cl~tes which occurs in the first of the three volumes 
1·elating to Purniah." 

During his tou1• of the districts of Patna and Gaya, 
Buchanan naturally came acrQss antiquities considerably 
more extensire and important than those contained in 
the districts which he ht:d previously surveyed, and his 
description of them may be regarded as the special 
feature of the .Patna 11 eport. Unfortunately, though 
fifth in natural sequence, it 'ras the first .on which 
Martin began his ·work of abridgment, ancl he carried 
it out "·ith special severity, as may be judged by the 
fact that approximately 107 out of the 3i0 pages in the 
~I. S. Report, which form the chapter on topography 
and antiquities, haw been omitted from the correspond· 
ing Chapter III of Eastern India, Volume I. This repre ... 
sents about sixty of the pages as priuted in that volume, 
and the omissio:1s include the whole of the account of 
~faner, as well as importa::1t portions of the ~escriptions 
of Patna, Gaya, Bodh Ga~·a, Rajgir and .Daragaou. 
\Yith the exception of Paba itself, Buchanan's obser
vations at each of these places are adequately recordecl 
in the Journal. 

Nohrithstanding nr .. Beveridge's unfavourable 
opbion, "hich was prob(4bly based on a somewhat 
cmsory e:s:aminatioa of the manuscripts, there are senral 
respects in which the J onrnals are an extremely useful 
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supplement to the Reports, even in places where the 
latter have not been abridged. They principally differ 
from the Heports in giving a detailed description of the 
route which Buchanan actually followed, without which 
it is at the present day very difficult to identify some 
of the places described in the Reports, particularly 
the various hills· and the mines, quarries, caves or 
Eprings associated with them. Many examples of this 
which have come within my own observation could 
be quoted, but the following will suffice :-In the 
Bhagalpur Report (East. Ind., Y ol. II, pp. 184·85) 
Buchanan describes "a calcareous matter in mass, called 
Asurhar, or Giant's bones", which was used for making 
lime, and says that " the greatest quantity is found at 
a place, in the centre of the (Kharagpur) hills, called 
Asurni, or. the female Giant". The manufacture of 
lime from this source has long been discontinued, and 
as the existence of the place a}?pears to be unknown to 
the Koras and Naiyas who now live in the vicinity, it 
would be almost impossible to find it without reference 
to the Journal. This gives not only the route taken on 
:March 22nd, 1811, from Bharari along the valley of the 
Anjan (Azan), but also a rough sketch showing the 
position of the quarry itself at the head of a side valley· 
near Karahara, by means of which t4e remains of the 
kilns, etc., can be found without the least difficulty t
although they are concealed by thick jungle. Similarly, 
in the ratnn. Report (Vol. I, pp. 251-51::>) the interest .. 
ing description of the cave "at a place called Hangriyo, 
in the southern range of the Rajgir Hills from which 
silajit was pr~cured, was not sufficient to enable me to 
identify this cave without reference to the Journal for 

. January Uth, 1812. This showed that the cave was 
not the Rajpind Cave in the Jethian valley, as I had 
been inclined to suppose, but one in the southern face 
of the Ranria Hill, the existence of which is kept as. 
secret as possible owing to the value of the silaJit still 
obtr..ined from it; and an examination of this caYe has 
served to clear up several difficulties connected with 
lliuen Tsang's route between Eodh Gaya and Rajgir, 
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and lias shown that the Hanria Hill itself was lliuen: 
Tsang's Buddhavana Mountain. 

Another feature of the Journals is that they fre .. 
quently contain minor details which Buchanan did not 
consider of sufficient importance to include in the 
Reports, but which are of value in unexpected ways. 
For instance, in measuring the temperature of a hot 
spring in order to ascertain the nature of its seasonal 
or secular variation,· a problem in which I have been 
interested for the last fourteen years, it is of particular 
importance that the thermometer should be placed, if 
possible, in exactly the same part of the sprinp; as that 
obsm·ved on previous occasions. In the llhagalpnr 
Report (Vol. II, page 20u) when describing the hot 
springs near Bharari in the Kharagpur Hills, Buchanan 
says :-

(( The thermometer on being placed in a crevice o£ the rock, 
from whence the water issued accompauieJ by air 
bubbles~ rose to 150)/' 

There usually are at these springs four or five 
places which might answer to this description, at none 
of which is the temperature either identical or constant, 
but the corresponding passage in the Journal removes 
all uncertainty, since it can only refer to one particular 
place:-

H Where the finest spring is, and the water issues immediately 
from the fdot of the hill, without running any way 
nnde1· the stones, and is accompaniecl by many air· 
bubbles, the thermometer arises to 150°," 

No other hot spring in Bihar, issuing in its natural 
state directly from the earth instead of rising, as it usually 
is made to do, into the water already contained in 
a tank or kund, can be identified with such absolute 
certainty as this. Since 1909, I have measured its 
temperature on several occasions, at different seasons of 
the year; and as the maximum temperature noticed, 
after allowing for all necessary corrections, has never 
exceeded 1-.19°, and as there is no 1 reason to suppose 
that there h?.s been in this case any measurable 



change of a secular nature eren in the last hundred 
years, the inference is that the thermometer which 
Buchanan used in his measurements on hot springs 
read at least one degree } ... ahr. too high. This is con .. 
firmed uy similar though less· reliable comparisons 
else~rhere, such as at Bhimbandh, Sitakund near :Mon .. 
ghyr, and Hajgir; and in. any case is likely enough, 
since the discovery that all ordinary mercury-in-glass 
thermometers, ercn if cdhectly graduated when first 
made, read too high as they grow older was not made 

·until 1822, so that Buchanan was not aware that 
any correction of his own thermometer was necessary. 
It may be mentioned that one of the thermometers 
which I hM~e used for making these comparisons 
shows this effect plainly enough, in spite . of the 
precautions now taken by the instrument·makers, as. 
it reads 0·5 degree Fahr. hi~her than it did when it 
was graduated by them, and 0'1 degree higher than 
when it ~ras first compared in October 1912. 

In these Journals it is interesting to notice the 
care with which Buchanan tested the truth of any 
statements made to him, whenever opportunities 
occurred later ; as well as, iu general, the thoroughness 
with which he had aJopted the principles of modern 
~cientific research. A goou example of his methods is 
shown in the present J onrual, in the endeavours which he 
made, though without much success, to obtain a criterion 
by which Buddhist and Jain images could ue distin· 
guished from one another. 'fhe hot springs of Bihar, 
which he was the first to describe, have been examined 
by sercral later observers, such as Kittoe, Sherwill 
and 'V addell, but their own accounts are in no case so 
detailed or .precise, and in fact possess very little 
scientific value. 

Ruchanan had practically no works of reference to 
asdst him in identifying the antiquities of Bihar, such 
as the 'l,rarels of the ChiD.ese pilgrims which hare 
·rere:lled w much to later archreologists, and it is not 
~urprising that at times he rejected 'information whit'h 
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now appe!us 'fery significant. For instance, on the 
grounds that his informant was ''a stupid fellow, and 
no other person has heard of such a tradition", he did 
not think it worth while to refer in his Report to the 
names "Hangsa Nagar" and" Hangsapur" mentioned 
to him in connection with Giriak. Fifty years later, 
the remains which still exist on the hill above Giriak 
were conclusively identified by Cunningham with the 
Goose Stupa and Monastery ~escribed by Hiuen Tsang. 
Similarly, ~he jungle-covered valley of Old Rajagriha 
seemed to him obviously so unfitted for the site of a city, 
being " surrounded on every side by arid rocks, which 
would render the heat intolerable" and the situation 
" to the last degree insalubrious ", that he did not 
trouble to im·estigate for himself the truth of the local 
belief that it was the site of the old city of Jarasandha. 
There can be little doubt that Old Rajagriha was 
actually proved to be an unpleasant dwelling-place, 
partly owing to the reasons mentioned by Buchanan and 
perhlps still more to lack of water at the hottest season 
of the year : and that its abandonment and the establish· 
ment of New Rajagriha outside the hills were due to the 
comparative advantages of the latter site, rather than to 
the legend:try reason as related by Hiuen '11sang. But 
that Old Rajagriha was at one time inhabited by a large 
population is a fact which cannot but be evident to 
anyone who examines the site even now;* and the 
Journal shows that the reasons why Buchanan never 
noticed even so much as its massive walls were, first,. 
that he did not ascend either Baibhargiri or Vipulagiri 
sufficiently far to get a proper view of the valley within 
the hills, and second, that when he did enter the valley 
in order to examine the Sonbhandar Cave, his path went 
past a part of the old city where its wall has been almost 
completely cut away by the western branch of the 
Sarasrrati stream. · 

The Journals of South Bihar show that during his 
tour in each district Buchanan kept up the practice 

~ Sotcs on OIJ Raja.grib, !. S. R, l:H3·U, page! 26~-271. 
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. adopted during the Uysore survey; which was, in the .. 
words of Sir lJ. Frain·: · 

"To make a stated daily m:nch, an~ in the m~rning berore 
leaving camp to gather round h1m the lead1ng people of 
the neighbourhood whom he questioned ~on the various 
points enumerated in his instructions. During his march 
and at the places whe:·e ht<: halted, his own observations
were carefully noted, and extensive botanical and geological 
collecti0ns were made. 11 

1\I uch of the material recorded· in the Journal of 
:\Iysore, especially the observations on agriculture and 
botany, finds no corresponding place in these Journals, 
but has been incorporated direct into the Reports. 
~l'here is one feature, however, which shows a marked 
development in this later series of Journals. This is the 
care with which the distance is estimated between each 
successive village, river or other notable feature of the 
country passed over during each day's march. Buchanan 
had discovered that the existing maps of the districts 
included in the Bengal Survey were all more or less 
unreliable, and the details of distance which he, sets 
down in his Journals :were evidently intended for use in 
preparing the revised map of each district which he him
self drew. This task, which he set himself for it formed 
no part of his instructions, must have involved much 
labour, especially as no trained surveyor was attached to 
his party; and practically the whole of th~ work which 
he carried out in this'manner-both as an independent 
geographer and as the direct successor of Hennell--has 
escaped notice hitherto, owing to the fact that his 
manuscript maps, still preserved in the Map Department 
of the India Office Library, have never been published 
except in a very incomplete and unsatisfactory form. 
For this reason, a detailed account of those which relate 
to South Bihar may appropriately be set down here. 

All internal evidence points to the conclusion that 
l3uchanan had no ma}lS of Bihar to consult during his 
Sun·ey other than those contained in the second eclitiou . 
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of Renne1l's Bengal Atlas, published in 1781. The first 
edition .Of this Atlas, which was published in 177U-80, 
contained only Plates I to XII, but there are references 
in the Bhagalpur Journal (January 2nd, 1811) tr 
Rennell's plans of Mir Kasim's fortifications at Udhua 
Nullah near Rajmahal, and in the Patna Heport to his 
plan ,of Patna City, which are included only in the later 
and more complete edition, as Plates XXI m1d XV 
respectively. 

'There is no indication that Buchanan knew any· 
ihing about the series of larger maps (on the scale of 
five British miles to the inch) dra1rn by Rennell in 
1773 and published quite recently by Major F. C. Hirst, 
Director of Surveys, Bengal, from the originals in the 
India Office collection. As Hirst points out in . his 
accompanying :Memoir,* these maps must have been 
used by Rennell in preparing the Atlas, but they 
differ considerably from the .latter in certain important 
(let&ils which Buchanan would undoubtedly hn,ve noticed, 
if he had had access to them. 

So far at least as the Districts of l\fonghyr, Bhagal
pur and the San tal Parganas are concerned, the existence 
of any maps later than those in the Bengal Atlas is 
conclusively disproved in the first paragraph of the 
following passage, which :Martin omitted from page 2 of 
the BhagalpJlr Heport as published iu Eastern India, 
Volume II:-

" The turbulent state of the inhabitants, anti the di fficnlty of 
access into the country, when Major Hennell made his 
survey, opposed obstacles which have rendered his map 
of this distr"ct less valuable than most part of his 
excellent work, and I have to regret that a copy of 
a more recent survey, which had been deposited in tba 

. office o£ the Collector, has been lost. Owing to these 
· circumstances, to the very uncommon manner in which 

many of the subordinate jurisdictions have been inter· 
mixed, not only with each other, but with other districts, 
and to the disputed and undeterL1ined nature of the 

• The Survtys of Beogal, by Major Jsmu Renne::, I.R.S. 17JJ..,-77, 
C~o.lt utta,Hn7-
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Louutl~tde:o~, I have not been able to trace .these in a manner 
th<~t can be at all satisfactm't and in alruo:it every case 
I have been under the ~ecessity of pNceeding by 
conjecture, and that in many ca:ieS of a. very vague 
nature. · 

•~ In ca1cu·ating the proportion of various kinds of land and 
the extent of cu!tivation, I found the proprietors so evi .. 
dently depatting from the truth that 1 have in great 
measure be(:>n obliged to tru·t enti1·ely to what I and my 
native assi~tilnts could actually observe, on which account 
we traversed the di!itrict in many directions and with 
much pains. Nat-withstanding this labour, 1 am much less 
:sati!;fied with tbe rPsult than with those which I procured 
in the districts formet·ly surveyed. The conduct of my 
enquiries owing to tbi~:~ circumstance has in this district 
been rather disagreeable. The managers of . the estates 
llhowed much alarm, a want of veracity . that could 
only be equalled by their tota.landifference about its being 
discovered, and~ d~grec of intellect vastly inferior to the 
people of Bengal. No general statement could be 
}Jrocured from the most intelligent, and the details which 
t.hev gave were in such diame~rical opposition according 
to the nature of the questions proposed that no reliance 
whatever could be placed on their assertions. If for 
instance a. man was asked, why so much land was waste, 
h~ ~'ould assert)ihat seven•·eighths of his estate were 
cultivated; but in explaining the heaviness of his 
bUl·thens be would show an account in which, with an 
extent or ten or twelve miles ~quare, be had not above one 
or two thousa.nd.bighas_in cultivation. JJ 

In addition to the passage just quoted, there is 
.ample evidence throughout the Journals and Reports 
that Buchanan ~·as by no means satisfied with the accu
racy of Rennell's maps. Though he .himself does not 
·sa,y so, it is interesting. to note that the plan which he 
formed was to prepare a. revised edition of the tnaps in 
.the JJengal Atlas itself, so far as they. related to his 
Survey. His own maps have been drawn on exactly the 
same sCAle as the somewhat inconvenient one employed 
by RP.nnell in Plates I to VIII of the Atla,s, which are 
<'ommo!l to both editions. This scale was one of ten 
·geographical or nautical miles to an inch,. Rennell's 
mm·ked preference for nautical units being explained 
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by Hirst in the memoir already cited as being· due 
to his training as a Jlariue. Surveyor. Rennell assumed 

. that. a nautical mile was 6,090 feet (6,080 feet is 
more correct), so that this scale should correspond to 
11· 53 statute or British miles to an inch. In the 
copies of his maps Trhich· I possess, the real scales are 
slightly smaller than this, owing doubtless t'o a certain 
amount of shrinkage in mounting, and the actual 
values are approximately 11·8 and 11·6 miles to an inch 
in Plates i P and liP re:;pectively. Small though this 
difference may appear, it is not altogether negligible, 
as it corresponds to a discrepancy of about three miles 
between the extreme limits of the map which shows 
the boundaries of .Monghyr,. Bhagalpur, and the Santal 
Parganas. 

Alt<>gether, there are eight of these manuscript 
maps in the 1ndia Office Library, and very careful 
iracings of the tbrt:e Trhich refer to South Bihar have 
been made for me by Miss Anstey. The description 
of these is as follows :-

(.A.) "M. S. maps, of Districts by Dr. Buchanan 
Hamilton. Drawn iu about 1814. No. 1. 

. Bhagalpur. Size 11 inches by 14." · 
Title on )fap, in Buchanan's handwriting," Bhagal· 

pur ". No scale of miles is drawn on this map, but 
comparing selected points on the tracing with Rennell's 
map, the scale is 11·67. miles to one inch. 

(B) "Map of Zila .Behar, including the City of 
Patna, drawn by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton 
about 1814. Scale about Ilk miles to 1 
inch; size 8 inches by 11." 

Title on Map, in Buchanan's handwriting, as given 
above. Scale of miles drawn on map. On the tracing, 
60 miles = 5·11 inches, or 11·74 miles to one inch. 

(11 ·• The .J .. ngle.e. ry D:stric• anrl the adjacent Prvvinces of Birboomi, 
Ra.jemal, t:cgli. ror, etc., c"mprehendir:g the Cuuotrie• situa~ batwoon 
lt.or~hed I bad atd a .. hal' ••• 

('J •• A liap of Sou.U.\ :Baha.r, including the CO'.lrn of the Gangea to 
Chunarc;ur. :: 
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(C) "~fanuscript map by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton: 
Drawn in about 181-t. No. 4. District of 
Shahabad. Scale about 11! miles to 1 inch ; 
size 12 inches by 11." 

Title on l\fap,_in Buchanan's handwriting, ''Sketch 
of the district of Shahabad ". Scale of miles drawn on 
map. On the tracing, 60 miles = 5·18 inches, or 11·58 
miles to one inch. 

, The small variations in scale can likewise be 
explained by unequal shrinkage of these tracings, and 
the original maps were evidently superimposable on 
Rennell's own. It is hardly likely that all of these 
maps were drawn in or about 1814, as stated, for 
Bachanan was busy on the survey of Gorakhpur during 
that year, and left India early in February 1S15. It 
is much more probable that each map was drawn at his 
headquarters immediately after finishing the tour of the 
district concerned, and that it was used for the general 
geographical description contained in the Report, such 
as the courses of the various river,s, etc., much of which 
has been omitted in :uartin's abridgment. If so, the 
Bhagalpur map must have been drawn at l\Ionghyr in 
1811, the P.atna-Gaya map at Patna in 1812, and the 
Shahabad map at Chunar in 1813. 

Buchanan's opinion of the ordinary roads in Bihar 
was by no means high, as numerous entries ·in his 
Journals indicate; and his maps show none of those 
between various places which are given by Rennell, but 
in all other respects the details which they contain are 
fuller as well as more accurate. The only names written 
on th~ maps themselves are those of the rivers and their 
tributaries, every one of which is thus distinguished. 
In order to avoid the confusion which would have been 
caused by attempting to add further lettering to maps 
drawn on so small a scale, the method which he adopted 
as regards other particulars is the following :-

Hills are shown in their proper position and 
approlimate outlines. Their names~ so far as the 
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l3hagalpur and Patna. maps are concerned, can be 
~scert'tined by reference to separate maps of the Hilb 
drawn on a larger scale (about two miles to an inch). 
'The corresponding map of the Hills of Shahabad cannot 
now be traced, if it erer existed. Thana boundaries 
are drawn on the maps, and distinguished from one 
another by coloured fringes, while the Thanas them· 
selves are indicated by roman numerals. 1\-'"ithin each 
Thana the position of the chief 'fillages or market 
places is shown by small circles and arabic numerals. 
'fhese numbers refer to an "Index to the !Iap " of each 
district which forms one of the (unpublished) Appendi· 
ces to the corresponding Report. Each Index further 
c:mtains under e'\"ery Thana and market place a list of 
merchants and petty dealers, as shown in the following 
extract from the Index to the Map of Bhagalpur :-

IX.-JJivision under Thana!~ Jlallepur : 
~0 Dealers in grain, Falt, catee:hn and cotton wool, etc. 

(Bep:ni or l\lahajnn), 2 have capitals of Rs. lOu each, 
48 hare from Rs. hO toRs. 200. 

10 PE>rsons who import cotton, wool and cloths and retail 
themselre!'!, capital· from Rs. 5U toRs. 200. 

5 Dealers in grain, ~<alt, drugs and tobacco (l3aniya), 
capitals from Rs. lOU toRs. ~00. 

11 Baldiya Beparis who keep catlle and deal in grain, etc. 
lZ5 Retailers of provisions and drugs {Modi or Baniya, 

Bepari or Pasari), capitals from Rs. 10 toRs. 50. 
1 Person who exports timber, fuel, wooden posts and 

bamboos, etc. (1\athaiya Mahajan), capitals Rs. l5G. 
200 Farmers who deal in same, capitals £rem Rs. 5 to Rs. 20, 

50 Stl'ange Dealers (Baldiya·Beparis) who come in the dry 
~eason from Behar and Mungger and reside here about 
8 months when they expqrt grain by their cattle, capitals 
frQm Rs. JOO toRs. !300. 

4 Retailers of betel-leaf (Tambuli), ca.pit~ls from .It3. 4t 
toRs. 5. 

1 Retailer of Capsicum, .etc. (Khattik), capital Rs. 5. 
1 Retailer of vegetables {Kungjra), caJital Rs. G. 
1 Retailer of Hemp Buds (Gangja.waleh). 
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:MARKET Puc.ES. 
1 . .Jl allepur, 

11 De·~lers in salt, grain, cotton cloths, e~c. (.Bepui or 
Goldar), 

11 13aldiya Eeparis who keep cattle and deal in grain, etc. 
8 Retailers of provisions and drugs (Khichd furosh). 
3 Retailers of sweetmeats {Halwai). 
3 Retailers of oil (Taili). 
2 Retailers of betel-leaf (Tambuli). 
2 Retailers of potters ware (Kumar). 

15 Goyalas, who retail curdled milk, etc. 
1 Tailor. 
1 Mali, or seller of garlands and flowers. 
1 Worker in lac (Laheri). 
4 Goldsmiths. 
1 Distiller of spirituous liquors (Kulal). 

2. Jamui. 
2 Hats in the week (with similar detaib). 

3. Sono. 
2 Hats in the week (with similar dctaib). 
4. Pan/lzrukhi, ditto. 
5. Kharmn, d:t~o. 

X.-lJivision under Th.anah TrArJpur :
And so on. 
:Martin has extracted the names of 'Thana 3 ariel 

market places from the Indexes to the Maps of Uhagal· 
pur and l'atna (Vol. II, Appendix, page 8, and Vol. I, 
Appendix, page b4), but has omitted the corresponding 
list referring to the :!\lap of Shahabad. He has also 
summarised in a separate Appendix (Vol. I, Appendix, 
pages 35·3R) the statistics regarding the number of 
"arbists '' and th3 nature of their occupations in the city 
of Patna and in the various districts of Bihar, but has 
only given the distribution by thanas, and not by indivi· 
du:tl towns or hats. He has omHted the correspJnding 
lists of traders and the nature of their trad~. 

'rhe \'alue of Buchanan's maps would haYe b~en 
consideraLly enh3,uced if they had Leen reproduced 0.1 a 
somewhat larger scale, such as that of eight miles to a.u 

2 so F. & 1. 
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inch adopted in the most recent Gazetteers; because it 
'rould then hare been possible not only to retain all the 
information which they include, but also to add the 
names of the hills, and to substitute the actual names of 
'l'hanas and mm·ket places for numerals, thus rendering 
the maps independent of their indexes. Had this course 
Leen adopted in 1838, when they were copied by J. & C. 
1Yalker for :Martin's Eastern India, the extent of 
Buchanan's contributions to geographical knowledge; 
ns compared with the Bengal Atlas, would have been 
clearly recognized ; but unfortunately a different course· 
was adopted. In order to conform to the size or the 
printed pages in these volumes, the scale of the maps 
was reduced to one of about 25 ~ miles to the inch in 
that of Bhagalpu.r, and 21~ miles to the inch in those of 
Patna and Shahabacl. 'lhe omissions thus l'endered 
inevitable hare greatly impaired their ralue. The only 
features "·hich have been reproduced just as Buchanan 
drew them are the boundaries of the thanas and the 
tourses of the rivers and tributaries. None of the hills 
haye been shown, and nearly aU the names of rircr~, etc., 
l1ave bfen omitted. 'Jhe names ofthanas, and of-some of 
the market places in each thana, haYe been transferred to 
the maps l1y using the key giY~n in the Indexes, but in 
thoosing place-names, the Fpace arailable for their 
i~scrtion rather than the relative imrortance of the 
]"laces themselves has been the dominant consideration. 
'Ihe Bhagalpur map, over whkh Buchanan had taken 
~pecial pains as the extract already quoted shO\Ys, is 
the one which has suffered most-not only by the 
reduction of its scale, but also by the absence of proper 
rcliting. No less than 163 out of 186 Jiames of riYers 
and tributaries and 10-t out of 181 names of places 
J.ayc been left out. The tmm of Bhagalpur itself js 
f-hown merely as " K otwali ", l\1 onghyr as "Baraba zar ", 
nud Rajmahal as "Neyamutullah Khan", th€~e bein~ 
the names of the J,azars in each of the towns which 
~· ccur first in the lists giYen in the Index. 'Jhe map oi 
]',:tna in "L'l~tern India" is on the ,d:ole less umati•
f<:c~uy, nlthoug-h (30 out of 7:J umnes of rircrs, etc., ai .. ll 
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155 out of 236 names of places have Le~n left out. 
Even amongst those inserted there are several mistake~, 
such as'' Rasisa " instead of Buchanan's BahadUl'ganj 
(one mile east of Ghosrawan)~ while his "Kazi }"ateh· 
chuk" (Kazi Chak, six miles north of Sheikhpura) 
has been inserted twice over, 'once in its proper place 
though spelt "Hazefutechuk ", and once as "Hazi. 
},utehchuk ''instead of his" Chauyari '' (Chewara, six 
miles south-east of Sheikhpura). 

Notwithstanding the absence of any reliable 
maps, it will be noticed that all the distances recorded 
in the Journal are set down with scrupulous accuracy, 
as even fractions of a mile are pot omitted. It is quite 
clear that during each day's JOUrney Buchanan only 
walked when his road became too bad for any other 
means of transport, or when the nature of the locality 
re~uired ~lose examination. '1 hough he seldom specifies 
his actual means of conveyance, he usually travelle(l 
either on an elephant or in a palanquin. His methocl 
of estimating distances is not stated anywhere in so 
many words, and the only indications of it which occur 
in the P1;1tna-Gaya Journal are the following :-

" ~f y watch baYing sto}1t 'hy the '\ray, I cannot jndge oF the 
·. 'distance, which is' calkd four eoses.'' (N O\'erub~;r 

li~th, 1~11.), . ' .. 
11 ~J y .wa.t.ch now: goes so ill tl1at I c..nnofrelyin co,mptiting 

distances by it. Jl lX on·mLer 3~th, 1611.) 

-·The necessary clues are however contained in the 
Bhagalpur Journal of the previous year. On the tith 
December 1810, at the end of his account of a march 
from Gunpura to N arayanpur, a distance of "a Lout 
eight coses by the direct road, that I came through the 
copse", and in which the total of the individual dis· 
tances recorded comes to between 15 and 16 miles, he 
says-" I took four hours to go it on a good elephant ". 
On the 5th and 6th ~larch 1811; when he was on a parti· 
cularly Lad road and was almost certainly travelling by 
palanquin, against each of the di~ta.nces recorded in the 
body of the Journal he has inserted a mlrn·iu:.ll cutrr 0 • 
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showing t~e number of minutes taken. These clearly 
show that his practice in all such cases was to allow 
an a-reruge of fifteen minutes to each mile. On the 
5th ~[arc!!, in fact, he hls himself added up in the 
marginal no~C3 the tot:1l numb3r of miuutas, namely 
225, and has divided Ly 15, getting the quotieat of 15 
miles \v hbh cornsponds to 1·1~ miles as approximately 
re~orded item by item iu the Journal, arrd similarly on 
the 6th :March he has allowed lOi miles to 154 minutes, 
the time actually taken. 

A Suppleme:1t con.sisting or 18 pages of "Observa· 
tio:1s" is attached to the M. S. J ouraal for Shahabad, 
au exambation of which brings out the iateresting 
fact that Buchanan carri.;;d this method of estimating 
approximate distances much furtl:.er. ~he Observa· 
tions themselves are chiefly concerned with the state 
of agricLlltura as noticed on each day's march from 
November 3rd, 1812, when ha started his tour of the 
district from Koilwar on the river Sone, until February 
24th, 181~, whea he left the district to enter thnt of 
llirzapu.r, on his way to Uhunar, his headquarters for 
that year. Day by day, except on December 17th 
when " watch stopt" is recorded, or during his tour of 
the hilly districts of Rohtas, ~hsrgarh, etc., a, series of 
figures is set down in columns headed " Hivers (or 
\Vater) "; "Hills " ; " Occupied Land "j auil'' "~ aste 
Land "; the totals of which are as follows:-

Rivers (or water) 53 · 
nm~ 211 
Occupied land 4130H 

. waste lanJ ... 3,077 

'!otal ... 7,672} 

Comparing the individual e1tries as well as the 
totals for each day's march with the corrE:!<fOnding 
distances recorded in tha ShahaLad Journal, it teco:rrcs 
clear that thes'! ftJ'trPs repl'e~nlt in ere· y case t/1e lime 
takwJ to the nearest h~,lt miuute, in lraceliing ocer tha 
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types of country thu., apecified. As the corresponding 
·total of· approximate distances giren in the Journal 
is 4!10 miles, the average rate allowed works out as 15i 
minutes to each mile. 

In the daily notes contained in the Shahabad 
Observatiom, the " '\'raste land " is as a general rule 
still further sub-classified ia the same way, as the 
following summary shows :-

]roken corners 2~3 

Land covered with woods 915 & 

, , , bushes 303~ 
, , , long grass 429 
, clear, but never cultiratccl 4 0:) \ 
,, deserted, formerly cnltirat!!d... 3:7 
, uneven, ne;1r hills ... 15 ~ 
, covertd with Soda (Reh) 1 

11 marshy ... 1 

Total 2,i2l 

In all probability Bucbana':l 'kept a similar record 
in each of the distric~s which he surveyed, and made 
use of it in preparing his elaborate statistical table 
showbg the soil, situatio:1 and manner of'occupation of 
tle laud in each district, as given fer I'atna . and 
Shahabad on ru~es 2 and 44 of the .4. pfeudix to 
:Eastern India, ~ olume I. lt is sjg:1ificant at least that, 
in the Tallie i'eferring to Shalmbnd, he estimated that of 
the "level waste land c:sempt from flcods and of gcod 
soil ", i.:43 square miles were t:tkea up with " wocds, 
Lushes and desutecl vilkfcs ", a.n4 ;)27 sqi1are miles 
consisted of " re~ds, p~.stares cr des2rted fields "; a 

_ relative propcrtion which rp·ees very clcsrly with the 
ccrresponding figures of 1,25~ and l,:..OOi minutes shown 
in the summc.ry just giveu. 

It is not so e1sy to chec \: the ~ccuracy of BuchR.· 
nan's methcd of estimating distances by comparison 
with mcdern large-scale mr:.ps as 17light Le suppos¢.. 
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Lecamc th~rc is usually· a certain a.momit of uncertainty 
regarding the track which he actually followed. The 
.jcneral indications are. howe-rer, that for journeys 
across country or on had roads the method was accurate 
enough, but that it led on decent 1·oads to an under· 
estimate of distances, amounting at times to as much 
v.s 15 or 20 per cent. For instance, in travelling from 
]1elua to Yatna between October 26th and November 
4th, 1811, it seems certain .that the old military road 
which Buchanan used hardly differed from the present 
road close to the south bank of the Ganges, and that it 
was in fairly good condition. The exact distance along 
the present road from 1\fekra to the site of the eastern 
gate of l'atna City is 43 miles, but according to his 
estimate it was only just over 36 miles. On the 
:iOth November his route from Gaya to the foot of the 
Gurpa Hill clearly followed· the present District Board 
road as far as E'atehpur, which is now marked by mile· 
stones but ·was then probably only a rough cross-country 
track. The correct distance from the "small hill about 
a mile from the south end of Sahebgunge '~ (at Salimpur 
on the east bank of the Phalgu) to :Fatehpur is eighteen 
miles. Adding up the distances recordecl in the 
Journal, Buchanan's own estimate comes to "at least" 
16! miles, considerably nearer the truth, although he 
suspected the reliability of his watch on that day . 
.Another instance of close agreement is shown on the 
:·rd December, when he made the sum of the distances 
from the small hummock at Kewali to Koch to be 
rather more than 13 miles, whereas this distance by 
mileshmes on the District :Board road from Gaya to 
Koch is exactly 14 miles. 

The references to Patna and Bankipore in the 
Journal are extremely brief, and I have therefore added 
in full the account which Buch:tna~ incorporated in 
his Report. Some of the most interesting passages 
omitted by l\Iontgomery Martin from this have pre~ 
vionsly been published by Beveridge in the Calc,utta 
Redetc~ among£-t which in recent years attention ha~ 
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Leen particularly directed to the story of the recovery 
of the two remarkable statues which are now in the 
Calcutta :Museum.* Amongst others which have not 
been previously published may be mentioned the 
estimates showing the great strength of Sikhism at 
Patna about 1812, from which it would appear that the 
number of adherents of both sects,- including their 
families, was well over 50,000; the clear statement 
that the building on the river bank at Gulzarbagh now 
occupied by the Government Press was the old English 
Factory, and not a Dutch building as is generally sup· 
posed ; and Buchanan's characteristic comment on the 
Golah at Bankipore. The compiler of the Statistical 
Account of Patna District, misled as so 1pany others 
have been by Montgomery Martin's methods of editor .. 
ship, regarded the omission of any reference to this 
building in ~he 'account of Patna which appears in 
Eastern India, Volume I, as a sign that Buchanan's work 
was defective :-

"Dr. Buchanan Hamilton was clearly so di~gusted with the 
dust and disorder of the place that he was unable to sea 
any good in it whatever. He has even omitted to des· 
cribe the Gola, a high dome-like store~house, which is 
certainly the most striking building in the whole extent 
included by him in his account of the city.11 (Volume 
XI, 1~77, page 69.) - · 

This criticism is all the more unj ustifiaLle because 
the full Beport was available at Simla while Hunter's 
Statistical Account of ]engal was being compiled. 

The Journal of Patna and Gaya has been printed 
from a copy of the original manuscript in the India Office 
Library which I was permitted ~y the Secretary of State 
in Council to make, while on leave in 1911, on the usual 
conditions as regards publication. I took special pre
cautions to ensure not only that this copy should 1e 
verbally accurate, but also that as regards punctuation, 
orthography, etc., it should be a faithful reproduction 

fj:, P. Jayaswa~ Statues of two Saisunnka :Enlx;erors (4f3·~Cg i!('.), 
J. Jl, 0, r... S., V ~!awe V1 Part I, lf:uch ~n9, · . 
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of the original. No alterations have been made,· in 
the present text, except a few which appear neces~ 
sary on grammatical or similar grounds, and these 
have beea indicated in all cases by brackets. The 
punctuation ancl the spelling of all ordinary words have 
•bean revised, but Buchanan's spelling of proFer names 
has teen retained. Thelatter, however, may not be 
accurate in all cases, because his handwriting, though 
apparently distinct enough, lends itEelf to different in~ 
te1 pretatio:1s when dealing with unfamiliar words. 
:N urr.erous examples of I;ossible alternative readings 
could be quoted, of which '' iya" or" vja ,,, '' tda,. ,. 
or '' snai n J '' S1'at~ "or '' 1wn ", '' Laur ", or " Taw· ", or 
" Sanr" are specimens.* Such cases have been decided 
whenever po'ssible by reference either to the He port or 
to the Index to the :Map, in which names of places 
are spelt phonetic::tlly and with much closer resem~. · 
blance to the llunterian system .. 

Since this copy was taken, I have made much use of' 
it in -various ways, especially in retracing, by such instal· 
meuts as my ordinary duties have permitted, the greater 
plrt of the tour which Buchanan made in 1811-12. :My 
original intention was to apply, as soon as I had com· 
pletecl this work, for permi~sion to publish the Journal 
together with some observations of my own and allneces· 
sury references to the work of archreologists, etc., who 
have followed after Buchanan. Owing to the interest 
taken in the matter, especially by Sir :Edward Gait and 
:Messrs. Oldham and :McPherson, a proposal to publish the 
Journals through the agency of the Bihar and Orissa He· 
search Society WP"s sanctioned by the Secrebry of State in 
1916. .At the Society's request 1 undertook to edit the 
present Journal and to supply a series of notes such as 
I h~d criginally propcEcd. I must therefore acknowledge 
reEponsibility fer the regrettcble delay which has tal.;en 
phce, but owing to varicus causes, all more or less 

•In bis f8'1 phlet or• the .Aboriginal Races cf the 8:·nthal Psrgan 9, 
~rr. H. :\!d'h~rSl•U has po:nted out tb11t the wc.rd '' SaJ.lJ,al" itoeh, spds 
•• 81•-n:-;tar "by Buchanan, aprrars, in Easteru ludta, V uluwe 2, I age ZHJt in 
\he unrecognizable form of "taun:;<~u ·• •. 
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directly attributable to the War, I have found it im; 
possible to complete this work on the original lines. 
lt h:ts therefore been decided to publish the Journal 
without notes of this kind, especie1lly as some of these, 

'on Old Hajagriha, the Barabar Hills, Hanria, etc., have 
already been published separately. -

The brief footnotes which have now been added are 
mainly confined to a series showing· wherever possible 
how the names of places mentioned by Buchanan were 
entered by Rennell either in his large·scale maps of 1773 
or in Plate III of the Bengal Atlas of li81, and how 
they a,re recorded in the most recent series of standard 
Survey maps. These are distinguished by the letters R. 
Gr B. A., and by heavy type, respectively. Another 
series refers to the numbers by which in this J ourual 
(though not in the Journa.}s of Bha.galpur or Shahabad) 
Duchaaan usually distinguished the various mineral 
specimens which he collected. Corresponding to these 
numbers an Appendix has been added, which gives an 
idea of the manner in which the collection was classified. 
In the Preface to the Uysore Journal, Buchanan himself 
mentions that the collection which he made during that 
Journey '\V("Ls presented to the Court of Directors in 
London and deposited in the Company's Library; and it 
is probable that the minerals collected during the Bengal 
Survey accompanied him to England in 1Sl5, together 
with his other collections on natural history, and that 
they were similarly disposed of. 

Slips of the kind that travellers often make, in 
writing "e1st" inste1d of "west", etc., have been 
indicated and corrected wherever they have been noticed. 
A few notes of a more general nature contain new 
information which may be of interest, such as 
the references to the usual temperatures of the 
R?.jgir and. Tapoban hot springs at the present d!J,y. 
For convemence of reference, a m3·P has also been added 
showing JJuchanan's tour. In his time th~ south· 
western boundary of Ga,ya extended only t:s far as the 
dotted line Ehown on the map, and did not include 
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Sherghati or other parts of the counh'y traversed by the 
Grand Trunk Road. When this is taken into considera· 
tion it will be seen that very little of importance in 
the districts of Patna and Gaya, except in the neighbour~ 
hood of Rajgir and Jethian, escaped his notice. 

PATNA, 1 
September 1923. 

V. H. JACKSON, 
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On page!, paragraph dated 26th October,for '~ Chuhusari '' 
retJil "Chakwus ''. 

On page 9 amo~g U:1e footnotes tl{ter (2) insert '' \3) 
Belkhara ,, • 

On page 31 and the fourth line of paragraph 2 /o1· 
" Tilhetais ~• rtotl '' Tilheta is ". 

In the statement on pages 1~0-196 in the fourth column 
of Reference for the page numbers read one figure in e:xces:; with 
the exception of items 1, 11, 16, l!.i, 27, 38, 44A, 44B, 76, 81, 
89, U5, 96,100, 101, 104, 105, 108, 109, 111 and on. page 196 
one figure in excess with the exception of items 2, a, 4. . ' 

On }llge 196 under Minerals of the Plains read item 4 thus ' 
"Yellow clay, called Rapura or Gori llati, from the Ganges 
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Gyah Journal. 
16th October 1811.-I left Mungger 1 and went to 

Baha. 
17 tl~ October.-I went to Suryagarha.1 

18th October.-! went to Bolguzor 'in Gyah. 
About ll miles from the custom house at Suryagarha, 
came to the Gundri nullah which at this season is very 
wide and deep, although almost stagnant. Immediately 
below the ferry it sends a small branch to the west, 
which is also called the Gimdri. I proceeded along its 
southern bank most of the way that I had formerly 
come.' About 3! miles beyond the great Gundri I 
crossed a small torrent called the Hoel, which is incon~ 
siderable but rapid. It forms the western boundary 
of Perganah Suryagarha, and its banks seem to have 
heen fortified. Rather more than five miles farther, 
through a rice country and very bad roads indeed, I 
came to the Kiyol,S which now contains a great stream, 
but not knee ueep and very dfrty. -The channel may be 
half filled and 400 yards wide. · From thence to the 
riverside at Bolguzor is rather more tha~ three miles. 
The country is well wooded and tolerably occupied, but 
nt this season looks very ill, the villages being uncom~ 
monly slovenly and the fields being mostly either new~ 
}Jloughed or too soft yet for that operation, but when 
the winter crops . spring it will probably look well. 
'!'he huts mostly mu~. 

I had hecn led to expect that the roads from 
lfungger to Suryagarha were almost impassable, and, 

(I) .Monghir, R. and B.A.; Monghyr. 
(2) Suragegurra, R.; Surajegurra, B.A.; SuraJgarlt. 
(i) Balgudar, R.; Balguda., B.A.; lalgudar. 
(~l U_n 25th ,March, 181.1; see Bhaa~aipur JcurnaL. 
l·J Ktwll! ~., B.A.; K1ul H. 



from S.uryagarha to Dariyapur that they were good, and 
accordmgly made· arrangements to obviate difilclllties, 
but this care was vain, as I found that. the very revEno 
of the accou::1t given was the case. 

Bolguzor is a large village chiefly i::.haLited by 
Dusads and Doms. It is situated at a lit~le dista1:ce ' 
from the river which pas~es Gyah; hut l:ere it is not 
called the .Fulg0, its name changes to Huhran.1 It is 
navigable seven or eight coses up, and at Eolguzor is tever 
fordable, although it dces not seem to be a Love :oo yards 
wide. It has little current and is very dirty. 

19th Oclobe1·.-Having crossed the J>hulgo, I rastcd 
through a very fully occupied and popukus country to 
Dariyapur.9 The country finely wooded, atd muny uew 
rlantations forming. The villages are ,·ery E1oven1y 
and not shaded, but many of the huts are gcod and 
their yards surrounded by mud walls. I pmed tbrm1e;h 
1'rotarpur3

, J yet pur\ Indupur, :Boraiya6
, II orij:1, Damna", 

:Mnrah 1
, and Hadda8

, all large villabes with shop. 'l he 
fourth and sennth are Invalid 'lhanas. 'I he wur:en do 
not conceal themselves so much as in Bhc&d].J"Gr. ~hey 
are as dirty. 

2r1tlL Oclober.-I was detained until thjs dry at 
Dariyapm by the backwardness of the rccrJe to ,.:ive 
information. · I believe that they were jn prt "ithheld 
by the Muharir of the Thana, lrho it is Eaid f!d-ri:.ecl 
them to be very cautious. 'Ihe Darc~n, a d::ctnt rr nn. 
appeared to do all that he could. Threats, it is E:;id, 
were med against one of the zemindars who first crme 
forward. I Eaw only the people of Ginpu. 'IhtEe 
of lfilki the Chuhusari, and these of Selirr,aLrd, ~.ept 
at a dislance. In the morning I went aLlut file coEes 
to :Maha9, an invalid station. Dariyqur is n 1rrge 

(ll Harohar N. 
(2) Derryapour, R.; Derriapour, B.A.; Dariapur. 
(3} Partappur. 
(4) Jaintpour, R. and B.A.; .Jaitpur, 
(S) Barhla. 
(6) Doomarah, R.; Doomarra, B.A. i Dumra. 
(7) Marancht. . 
(8) Hattedaw, R.; Hathldah, 
('} :Macrah, R. ; Mekra. 
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vilhge with many shops and a very large inn. It is 
poorly built, the houses huddled tcgether. Th€;re is 
one regular street, but very narrow. 

~rhe country very beautiful, well planted and 
cultivated. Passed several large villrge!:, all containing 
shcps. No gardens, very slovenly huts mostly Luilt 
oi cby but very rough. The ruincus walls in many 
p~nts have raised little eminences en which the villa~€S 
stal.J.d, new clay being chosen fer rebuilding the walls. 
:Many gourds, etc., partly on the roofs, partly on arbours. 
A few Hicinuses occasionally. as a shade for the yard, 
road narrow, much neglected. 

At .Uekra the invalids compbin much .. They say 
that dter having been at the expeme of clearing the 
]iita, of which each had five or six bighas, the whole has 
le2n taken from them and Tal given in iijs stead. rJ he 
Tal produ:!es about 2 mans and lets at 3 annas. M ekra, 
that is, the invalids' station is a large village with a wide 
street. A Lun~low has as usual been built at it by 
Colonel Hutchinson. It consists of one very large 
room, rather ruinous. A fine camping grouild in front 
for a small detachment. At the other two stages in 
this district where I have been, there was no place 
fit for a dozen tents. 

26th Octo~er.-I went about four coses to Bar' 
through a similar country. The road in most part very 
narrow, about eight feet [wide] and not much beaten. 
Many pilgrims, very few other passengers. · 

1st i\ .. oz-emhrr.-Remained at Dar until this day. 
:Bar is a very large place, the Kazi says that it contains 
5,000 houses (Varis). The streets very narrow. The 
brick houses of the worst Hindustani fgshion, and 
the thatchEd roofs and mud walls inconceivably Iude. 
Several :\1 uh1mmadan families in respectable circum· 
stances and good manners reside at it. 'Ihey seem to 
prefer towns, as they have all landed estates but seldom 
-risit these. 
---·--~ 

{1) Bar, R. i!td B.A.; Barh. 



In the morning went about fire c .. oses to Bukhtiyar· 
pur.1 The road part of the way led by the side of a nalah, 
a branch of the Ganges, which becomes dry in spring. 
The river there seems to be gaining although the 
people complained that a whole 'rapah had been carried 
away. A good many large villages with shops, thatch 
in particular exceedingly rude. Bukhtiyarpur a small 
village with some shops, as usual in this country. 

2nd November.-! went about 8! miles to 
Vaikanthpur,2 through a country much the same· as that 
seen for some days past. Vaikanthpur is a large serayi. 
The village .has once been large, but all except the 
Drahmans have left the place. The reason assigned by 
the zemindar is that they were very much subject to 
be seized as porters. The zemindar, who pays 8000 Rs. 
a year, is a decent peasant, exceedingly civil. 

3rd N ovembe1·.-I went rather more than eight miles 
and halted a little west from Jaffier Khan's garden. 
About two miles from Vaikanthpur I came to an old 
garden of Setab Rai's, now grown quite wild. It is sur· 
rounded by a square wall of brick with a kind of turret 
at the corner. It is not of any considerable size. About 
two miles farther came to Futwa,S for ·this country 
a large town. Most of the houses clay, a great many 
much neater than [at J Bar. It is close built, but the 
streets very narrow. In the town I crossed the river 
Pun pun,' of considerable size. There had been a wooden 
bridge with very massy piers of bricks, but some of them 
have given way and the Company defrays the expense 
of an excellent ferry. In the time of .Major Rennell 
Futwah would appear to have been on the west side of 
the Punpun. A part is still so, but by far the largest 
part is now on the east side. The great Punpun of that 
geographer is now quite dry,· but a ·small bridge marks 
where a small stream passes in the rainy season. From 
the size of the two bridges, both old, what Rennell calls 

(1) Bakhtlarpur. 
(2) Bycontpour, R.; Bykontpour, B.A.; Bal~atpur, 
(~) Futwah, R.; Futwa, H.A.; Fatuha, 
( '; Pvmpon, r.. and B .• \.; Punpun H. 



the !imall Punpun must always hare Leen the larger. 
'Vithout the town towards the west is a large Sangot 
of brick. Near Jailer Khan's garden has been another 
probably dependent, nothing however remains except 
four turrets surmounted Ly cupolas at the corners. 
The whole is cultivated. Near it, towards the east of 
it, a native merchant of Patna has a very handsome 
country seat. A shut up zenana, and an open house for 
entertaining company at some distance, with a neat 
garden between. There is besides a stone temple of 
Si v in a garden on the opposite side of ·the ·road, the 
handsomest Hindu building that I have seen, although 
it is small. It seems to hare been built on·a European 
pll1n, and consists of a pyramid with a portico towards 
one side. Between this garden wall and the road is 
a terrace covered with plaster and shaded with trees for 
the refreshment of passengers. A merchant has also 
dug a tank near Jailer Khan's garden and lined it ·on 
four sides with brick, but it is a very poor rude work, 
the steps on the descent being about t\fo feet high and 
the banks quite rough. J afier Khan's garden has been n 
kind of fortification, surrounded by a wall strengthened 
by turrets ancl some buildings, part of which remain. 
In the centre has been erected the chief Songot of the 
Sik sect. I was admitted only into the garden in 
front, which is surrounded by a mud wall with a gate 
towards the north daubed with wretched paintings of 
Hindu Gods and Heroes; I could not be admitted into 
the brick buildings south from the garden with my 
shoes, and as the .Uahant and his chief disciples were 
absent at the :liela, I did not think this worth while.-

4th No~;ember.-I went to Patna. All the way 
from J a flier Khan's garden to the eastern gate, about 
1! miles, is a kind of suburb very meanly built. But 
there is one very handsome house belonging to some 
natiYe, entirely in their own style but built with much 
taste. .From the cast gate I wenf1 through narrow 
l1n·~~, but with many toleralJle houses, to the Wf'~tern; 
·which I shouid haYe taken to be a distance of three 
wile:", Lu~ ~bjor ltcuudl makes it 0nly 1 ~ miles. 
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From the western gate and to the west end of the town 
of Bankupur is not quite two miles. Bankupur is in 
general vEry :poorly built, but contains many of the 
European houses and that of H ajah Koliyan Singh, a very 
great building in the Anglo-Indian style. l3eyond it is 
a plain round which many of the }:uropean houses are 
situated, and terminatEd to the west by the Golgarh. 

6th l\'orern1Je1·.- I went to Phulvariya,t h'aving 
remained a day at Patna in order to procure orders for 
the agents of different officers of Government. Phul· 
variya is a large village with many shops and a few 
brick hom;es, one of which is a respectable-looking 
village. About four miles from the Golgarh, I passed 
a tank d11g by Balaichand, a merchant cf Patna. It is 
lined with brick, but from the rude state of the bank is 
a very unsightly work. Fhulvari was said to be four 
cases from Patna, but I do [not] think it can be 
so much as six miles. 'l'he country high and well 
cultivated. Few plantations except those of Palmiras. 
'Ihe road fully as good as the great road to Calcutta. 

Phulvariya is a large close-built village inhabited 
chiefly by ~luhammadans, among whom are several res· 
pectable hmilies. One cf them, Kazi of the Perganah, 
has a respectable houEe of brick. The others live in very 
large houses of mud, tiled, which on the outside at 
least are very slovenly. These three families keEp 
1\ladrisahs, one of which is in a :Mosque fronted with 
stone and in a V€ry different style of architecture from 
any that I have seen. The rocf is flat, supported by 
stone pillars along which large stom:s are laid, and 
these again Sllpport tho flags which cover the roof. 
The pillars are fcur-sidEd bnt flat and with few or no 
InO'Jldings. In rlace of the domes there are three 
cupolas over the three '8iches in the back \Tall. The 
structure of these yery ch1msy. l'art of the ornaments 
of the gate are c,f a rEd stone said to have been brought 
ready carved from Dilli or .Agra. The carving -rery 
neat and the stone singular . 

. \JJ .h..!afilry, J,'t. and B.A.; Pbulwarl. 



~th ~7ovember.-·I went no~ quite 'eigltt m11es to. 
l\obutpur.1 I was assured at Patna that the distance was 
at least sixteen miles or eight coses~ which made me 
divide the journey into two stages, lm£ in fact the road 
does not seem to be above thirteen miles. 

9tlt Not:embe1'.-I trent above three miles south .. 
west to see the old fort of the Cheruyan Raja.2 It has 
no traces of a ditch, and is an elevated square terrace of 
about thirty yards each side, \\~ithout any cavity in the 
middle. The people say that it was surrounded by 
a thick brick wall, and the space within filled up with 
earth, but what purpose such a. building could serve 
excEpt as a place of worship I cannot my. .At the 
north-east corner is a ruined very small temple, in 
which are several fragments of imag·es carved in relievo 
on stone. One is a female. 'I' he "·hole is called Goriya; 
or the deity ef the fort, and. sacrifices are still off~::red. 
At a little distance from the tc:mple is lying another 
stone carved with images in relievo. It is said to 
represent the doorkeeper of the deity. The ruin apr ears 
to me to Le of the. highest Indian antiquity, while 
the princes lived in castles rather than forts. · 

lltlt 1\'ovember.-I went west to the Son 3 river, to 
see the manner in "·hich the peL Lies are found. It is· 
an immeme channel filled with sand. The water at 
this Eeason is about one hundred yards wide, not very 
deep nor rapid and rathc::r muddy, but it is not fordable. 
'l'he channel is however filled 1dth shallows, so that 
only very small Loats :pass up and down. 1 n srrix:g it 
is fordaLle and canoes pass with difficulty. Small 
stones nre thinly scattered atnong the sand or in a few 
places form Email L<::ds, and I understand are found 
everywhere from 1\louer ' to Rotru;gar 6 or highu, but 

· m0re and more plcuty the farther up. Ther are frag .. · 
ments of various ~ilicious stones, none of them 

(l) Naubatpur. 
(~) Baliyadihi in Report:. About two miles aonth of Ar~SJ f 
(3) Soane R.; R. and B.A.; Sone R. 
(4) Moneah, R. and B.A.; Maner. 
(S) P.otasgur, R, and B.A.; Fiwhtat. 
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aggregate, some are quite opaque fat white qual·tz, or 
quartz tinged red, yellow, or various colours. Others are 
diaphanous glassy quartz, and what are called the Son 
pebbles. These are pretty common, so that in a few 
minutes I found eight or ten, but none of them 
fine. 'Ibis was about three coses from the mouth 
of the river. 

I passed two old channels of the Son called by that 
name, besides the one near the Thanah. I do not know 
which it is that is laid down by Major Rennell. At 
present they contain no stream, and in most places are 
dry. Near the second is a ridge running some way 
east and west and containing many fragments of brick. 
This place is called Raph,t and is said to have belonged 
to a Cheruyan Raja. I presume that the ridge is in 
some measure natural, being too large for a ruin, although 
the ruin may have added very considerably to the size, 
the fragments being very numerous. No appearance 
of any fortificat~on. 

12th November.-It was said that Thanah J ehana· 
bad was hrelve coses distant, and that half way was 
13agwangunj,2 a village of Shahabad. There is a more 
direct route, but the road at present is impassable 
for loaded cattle. I found that Bagwangunj is aLout 
sixteen miles from Nuhubutpur instead of six coses, 
nnd in many places there was no other road except 
the small banks confining the water on rice fields. 
About eight miles from N uhuLutpur I came to the 
Pompon at a village called Pituangsa (Fetwas, hennell). 
It is rerhaps 150 yards wide, half con:r~d with a dirty 
stream, lmt is fordable, Leing only abcut two feet deep. 
About 1! miles farther on, came to the boundary of the 
two zilas. 

KuhuLutpur. k a clo~e-lJuilt Yilla~e with mnny 
Ehcps asl mual in thi~ ccuntry. .A lmt was held while 
we wen- therE'. )~~ny Jrtty tr:Hlrr~ came with ,lira 

lrl f•<JI •. 
\~) E-h<£ r.~rf;;.r'.j. 
~.:;.1 f"t_..l .. ~ .. I;..; ~·t·t·~\.1~, :B.A.; Fitt.V&nt. 



and Turmeric on oxen, Lut there was not that hubbub 
usual in Bengal, and few women attended, nor were 
small wares sold. 

Bagwangunj is a close·built village with many 
shops, belonging to Masaur 1 Pergana, which together . 
with ArvaP is the property of the Rani of J eswont Sing, 
whose name it is not decent to mention. She resides 
at Belkari,3 eleven coses from Bagwa~gunj which is on 
the west side of the M.urahar' riYer. The people say 
that near Pollay 6 was the abode of another Cheruyan 
Baja, none of the caste remain. · 

13th iVoZ'ember.-My people are now beginning to 
become sickly, for a long time they have been remark~ 
ably healthy. I first went south for about two-thirds of 
a mile parallel to the Murahar, which' I then crossed. 
It is a small channel, perhaps 20 yards wide, with some 
dirty water pretty deep in pools, but little stream. 
Bottom muddy. About half a mile farthe1· I came to 
the boundary of Behar, from whence to J ehanabad6 is 
about nine miles, but there is no road and the path lies 
chiefly along the banks of reserroirs, and therefore is 
exceedingly circuitous. 'Vith a little pains they might 
be made to serve for ror.ds Hifficirnt to admit loaded 
cattle. The road not so had as yesterday. About two 
miles from ~ehauahad is a Yery large marsh~ 

J ehanabad is a large couutrr town, clogc-built with 
narrow .crooked streets, many of the homes tiled, all with 
mud walls. Those that ha-re two stories have at a 
distance a good effect, the roof Leing somewhat in the 
Italian style. 'The walls in general on near· approach 
exceedingly slovenly. A very little pains in smoothinoo 
them would make neat houses, especially if" hitewashed~ 
The windows alJOYe all very rude. At the junction of 
the rinrs a merchant has Luilt a temple, where he has 

(l \ ~ra~sor~. R. nnd B.A.; Masaurhi, 
(2) .\r\'Jl. J:. :n1(l fl..\.; Arwal. 
\4) ~IIJl'a:m 1\ .• 1:.; Li!tl•· l'ulllpon R, B.A.; rnorhar t!. 
(·') 1'111l.ly, 1!. nn1l ll .. \.; Pali. 
(") J~h~uill'ad, It ;~nd IL\.; Jahanallad. 



placed the grave of a Sanyasi (a Somadi) and the ashes o! 
a faithful spouse 'rho buraed with her husband's body, 
and images of Krishna, Ham Chanda, de., and has 
appointed a Sannyasi as Pujari. This person has no 
hesitation in declaring the place to have been sacred for 
many years, but has not had impudence to dream nor fA> 
contrive a miracle. The temple is therefore neglected; 
although the junction of the rivers is holy. The situa· 
tion is fine, and the square area in which the different 
small temples are placed is surrounded by a wall, at'the 
eorners of which arc s:q:tall buildings for the accornmod:t· 
tion of holy travellers. Behind is a flower-garden, very 
slovenly. · 

16th Noumber.-I went'almost three miles easterly 
to Dumaula, to see the Cheruyan Hajah's house. I 
crossed the river just below _the junction. It is a 
channel ab:mt 100 vards wide with -a small stream in 
each branch. It wih soon probably be dry. 

The Chernyan Rajah's house is an oblong heap, not 
near so long as that I saw at Raph, Lut it must have 
been a very consideraLle building. fJ.'he villagers say 
that the merchant who built the temple at Jehanabad 
opened it, and took ou~ the stones and bricks with which · 
he ere:::ted that work. So far as opened, it consisted of 
many sm:1ll chambers filled with rubuish. The people 
at J ehanabad say that only a few stones and bricks were 
Lrought. One of the steps has evidently been a rude 
piltu· of rough gra.nite. North from the heap is a small 
tank. There is no trnce of a .town or of fortifications. . 

19th Nco?mber.-- I went to the vicinity of Dora 1 

ancl Kurta,1 iu order to see the place where soda was 
collected. ~Jy watch having stopt by the way I cp.nnot 
judge of the distance, which is called four coses, south-

. e:tst. rrhe c:~S8 here I mderstancl is E.bout tlir2e miles. 
I crossrcl the ri rer just lJelow the junction and C()ntinu· 
ed nen the wst lJa:::1k of the [.Jamnna J most ofthe 

ll} Dhourha. 
(2) Kurtha. 
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20th ]{oumber.-I went about ten miles, but by a 
very circuitous route, to Keyoa Dol.1 I proceeded first 
south·east about three miles untii I left to my rig-ht a 
vil111ge and old mucl fort nam<::d Uuraut.2 I then inclined 
more to the south about 21 miles, until I cau:.e to the 
east end of Deyok,3 a detachEd part of an exce<::dingly 
ruggEd ridge of granite amcng which are only some 
stunted Lushes and climlJers. A great many tUJ:tle 
doves breed in the crevices. It does not consist of 
great rocks but. of immense irregular blocks. It is a 
middle·sized grain of a grey colour very slightly tinged 
with red. The felspar occupies mueh space. 'l'he 
micaceous matter black minute grains, in a pretty 
considerable proportion. The quartz granular. lt is a 
very perfect· granite.4 North from this hill are two de· 
tached smaller hills of a similar rock. I went '\lest along 
the south side of this ridge for about one and a quarter 
miles, and it continues some way farther, but is exceEd· 
ingly irregular. I saw one round mass detached a little 
way south from its west end. I then proceedEd wuth 
through a fine plain for about one and a half miles when 
I came to the west corner of a low ridge adjoining to 
[the 1 "·est end of Burabur pahar,6 the highest and largest 
of this cluster, and I passed between this low ridge and 
another detached hill farther west. The north face c:f 
Burabur is not near so rugged as the northel'n ridge, but · 
is only covered by stunted Lushes, but on the wuth it is 
exceedingly rough and contains some immense precipi
tous rocks. Its west end, Dihiri, consists of a fiae-grained 
perfect grey granite, much Llack granular micaceous 
matter. The felspar small and not in a great proportion. 
'J he quartz granular. This forms the boundary between 
Hulasgunj and Sahebgunj. J?rom thence to l\Iulidum· 
pur6 at the foot of Keya Dol is about one and a half·miles 
along a fine plain. 'l'he phi us cdjaceut to these hills are 
free of sto::tes. The granite rises like rocks from the sea. 

(1) Kawa Dol. 
(2) Dharaut, 
(3) Ehekh. 
(4) Appendix, No. 16, 
(5) Caram8haw Hills, R. and B . .!.; Barabar Hill.. ' 
(6) Makhdumpur. 
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Keoyadol is an immense very naked rock of perfect 
middle-sized-grained white and black granite. The 
people at a distance pretend that its name is derived 
from a rocking stone that was on its top, so nicely 
baL1.nced as to be moveable by the weight of a crow. 
This they say fell down about 50 years ago, but the most 
respectable people of ~Iukdumpur say that their fathers 
never remembered such a stone, nor do they believe that 
it ever existed. They say that no blocks have fallen 
within their memory, ancl although some ot the top 
would appear to be in a very tottering state, it would 
seem in fact that no considerable mass has fallen for 
a.ges, as on almost all the large blocks towar.ds the plain 
are engraved figures of great antiquity, and these blocks 
are undoubtedly the latest that have fallen. All along 
the north side and east end of the hill these carvings in 
relief are very numerous, and represent various deities or 
persons remarkable in Hindu mythology, ·all exceedingly 
rude and many of them much w.orn by the action of the 
weather, although as I have said they are engraved in 
a very perfect granite. . The figures are therefore of 
a very great antiquity. The only figures almost about 
which any two persons are agreed are those of Ganese 
aml the Linga, which cannot be mistaken, but the most 
com men represents a female with four arm~, killing what 
is probably meant to represent a buffalo. This is called 
by the people of the neighbourhood merely Devi, that is, 
the Goddess, but among my followers n.o two. agreed, 
that is to say, the image differs in some points from 
any that they know, having several attributes common 
to different deities but others by which it may be 
distinguished fruo any one of them. Among these 
images are several of Bhouddhs or J ains, I will not take 
upoa myself to say which, although the former is most 
probable, because the chief temple near the place contains 
aa image called Bouddh Sen. ' 

I shall now mention the most remarkable places 
about the hill. At Mal:dumpur, towards the north-west 
side of the hill, are several lar.ge heaps of brick, which 
are with probability supposed to have been dwelling 
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houses of f:Ome prince; but the people are not a~reed 
whether he was a Cheruyan or a Bundawut, both of 
which races are said to have governed the country 
before the :Muhammadan invasion. The images are 
most usually attributed to the former. Farther east, 
proceeding along the north face of the· hill, are ~wo 
large blocks forming an angle, and on each of them IS a 
row of figures. One of the rows· consists chiefly of an 
repetition of the female figure destroying the- buffalo. 
Of these I have direqted a drawing to be taken. 

Near this is the monument of Hus~ ::Mudin Sahei, 
much frequented. It is a large tree surrounded by a 
terrace constructed of pillars, capitalR, doors, windows, 
etc., and proLaLly taken from the chief temple of the 
place, which is situated a li_ttle farther east. It is totally 
ruined, but the image remains entire in its place in a 
recess at the east end of the temple. It is called Bouddh 
Sen and is of the usual form, made of black indurated pot·. 
stone, and the recess has been ornamented with the same 
and covered with figures of the Hindu Mythology, of 
which many fragments are lying round to a great . dis· 
tance. The temple has been aLout 44 yards from east to . 
west by 30 from north to south and has been of brick, but 
has been supported by pillars of granite, and the doors · 
and \"findows have probably been of the same material, 
as many fragments are scattered. round. The pillars ' 
are exceedingly rude, ten or twelve are still erect and 
entire. The roof has been very low, probably not 
above 8 or 10 feet. Near the temple has been a small 
building of brick perched on the top of an immense 
block of granite, which it has covered, and has pro· 
Lably been the den of some ascetic. Some way 
farther for\"farcl, a small block of granite has been cut 
square and on each face has been engraved an .image. 
This on the whole although exceedingly rude is the 
most elegant work of the whole. I have therefore 
directed drawings to be taken of it. At the east end 
of the hill are the foundations of a small stone build· 
iug, ne~r which on the face of a rock js a Boudh with 
a row of disciples sitting on his rjght. and a Ganesa on 
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his left. Of this al:o I hare directed a drawing tote 
takEn. On the Eouth face of the bill, a little west frcm 
its east end, is the most perfect relid of the rrost 
coJLn:O:J. female deity with the buffalo, which alw 
I have directed to be drawn. 

It is said that a Sr~tri Brahman 11ho lives abort 
a co~c off is Plljari for a1l the icols on the hill, r~td 
mc.kes cff.:rings to l3cuddh ~ea as "ell us the ethers.' 
~Ihe r~:mdit ca.u fi:::d no tradition concerning the pl~ce, 
except that J ~ra Sandha stood with one fcot on K€oy~ 
Dol and the other on BuraLur. 'Jhe Pujari is a most 
jgncraut creature, snys his anc~;;stors haye for 7 or 8 
gmerations enjcyed the place, which has no endowrr:ent. 
He is d the sect of Sai-ra, and bdng nskcd why he 
'WOrships Buddh Sen, he says that the image was mrde · 
by Bncldh Sen, but represt.'llts Bhairov~ The Pandit 
eeems to think that the ancEstor of the f'ancla finding 
the people still afraid of the image, took upcn himfelf 
the worship, and called the image of Buddha a Bhairov 
merely as an excuse, as it has not the nr.allcst affinity 
to the representations of that destructive power. 

21st Sorrml1er.-I 11ent rather le!'s than four miles 
to the foot of the hill called :Kagatjun,1 which is a n:ry 
rl1~gEd peak of granite at the east end of BaraLur. 
I hrcd ~iren the most positive orders to have my tents 
pitchEd at Karn' Chaupar aLout or:e mile farther west~ 
but as thne '"as a lre!l at Nagai'juni and none at Karn' 
Chaurar this was totally neglected. ,J howen:r found 
at ~agarjuni a fine cave of which I pnht'ps mjght not. 
have heard had I not gune to tbe place, for the people 
here are so stupid, and Lave so little curic~ity, that you 
can scarcely fi::ul out any antiquity except Ly chance . 
.An exceeding rmle stair of granite and mcrtar winds 
t~p the hill for aLout DO yards among debched blocks 
of· granite,2 until it reaches a solid convex rock running 
fast aml west. On a little lenl at the Lcttom of 
the l'CCk has bEen built an ldgai of Lrick and mortar 
whkh pcints out the direction o'f Medina, towards which 

(1) Nagar)unl. 
(Z) Arpendi:~, No. 6l 
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the faithful turn when they pray. This Idgai and the 
stair have every appearance of being very modun, 
although the kefper, who has 25 bigas of land, Eays that 
they are above a hundred years old. Behind the place 
cf prayer, a small door in the wlid .rock leads into an 
oval cave, 4.3 feet long and 18 fe0t 10 in(!hes wide, the 
door beiag in the ce!ltre of one of the sides. The walls 
rise about six feet perpendicular and the roof is archEd, 
10 l f~::et high. '11he whole has a marble polish but not 
neat, as the chisels employed in excavating the rook 
h:1 ve in a vast many parts penetrated deerer than the 
surface that has been polished. 'l'here is not the slight· 
est ornament nor moulding, and the roof being covered 
with soot, the whole is very dismal even when lighted. 
It has no aperture except one small door, and is therefore 
hot and noisome, althougli pufectly dry. A small 
platform of brick and mortar is placed against .the wall 

. near the west 1 end, and is called the Chilla of Mukdum 
~aha ~1inhajuddin,2 who acccrding to the keeper came 
here at the sa,me time [as] Sherifuddiu came to Behar. 
'l'he Chilla is the place where the saint sat two years 
without moving, to pray and meditate on divine things. 

, He had 3nO Chillas in this district. On the rocks above 
the door is a small inscription very much defaced. On 
the left sids of the door, entering, is a long inscription 
in an old N agri character pretty entire. On the 
right hand· is one line more like the Pali. The l\1uzuir 
says that when the saint carne the place was in posEes· 
sion of N agarj uni Deo, a holy man who was destroy<:.d 
by the saiut. This saint afterwards we:1t to Eusora 
where he was buril'd. His son ·was buried at Behar. 
1\ly informant is a desoenda.nt, there are many others 
near Behar, at Baliyari, and n,t Soho, and at Kotbunpur 
J affra3 near N agarjuai where a graudson Kotbun Haji 
is buried. Uy informant says he is the seventh of eight· 
in descent from this perso:.:t. All the descendants of the 
Saint are Pirzadn,s.. The Edga was · Luilt [by J N'ahar 

(1) Should be "East.'' 
(2) Haji Hurmayen; in Report. 
p) Jafra. 
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Khan N ewati an Amil, lfitirjit Singh repaired or built 
the stair. It was formerly of earth only . 

.After breakfast I went to visit what is called the 
Satgar, or seven houses, situated towards the east end 
of Burabur hill. I passed the easternmost point and 
went into a recess between it and the next projection, 
where I ascended a crooked bad path . a little way 
towards the west. I there came to an old wall of rude 
stones going across the gap between two rocky peaks, 
but the wall is now mostly fallen. There had been 
a gate here, as a pillar remains erect and the stones 
which formed the door are scattered about. Ad· 
-rancing west a little way, with an old tank and a 
small level on my right and a ridge of solid granite 
on my left, I soon came to a door in the latter facing 
the north, where a high peak crowned by a temple · 
of Mahadeva bounds the plain in that direction. The 
rock at this door has been cut perpendicular, leaving 
a small projection at each side some way from the door. 
Eefore this door have been some small buildings of brick. 
The door leads into a chamber, polished like that of 

· Nagarjuni and equally devoid of ornament. It is about 
16 feet from east to west and 40 from north to south, 
and about seven high to the spring of the arch. At its 
west end is a platform about a foot high and three feet, 
broad. On the projection west from the door Me three 
images in relief, very much defaced. One is evidently 
a linga. The others seem to have been males with two 
arms and standing. It is impossible to say what these 
represent. Some Brahmans call them Gauri Sankur, 
but this is very doubtful. On either side of the door 
is some writing. This cave is called Karn Chaupar or 
the house of . Karna. This . Karna is supposed to be 
the brother of Yudishtir, who passed some time here as 
a hermit. 

Passing round the west end of this ridge t > its 
south ·side, you come to two doors. The first or most 
western is plain, and has on each side a few words 
engran:d. It leads into a chamber of about the mme 
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size with that called Karna Chaupar. At its east side 
is a small niche. At its west end is a door in the 
wall, which is convex, and over the door is a kind of 
cornice. rl'he door leads into a circular chamber, 
arched above like the others and polished in the 
same manner. The floor of these chambers contained 
about a foot of dirty water and mud. This cave is 
properly called Satgar and is supposed to have been 
Luilt by Sudama, brother of Krishna. The other door· 
east from the above has been somewhat [but J 1 very 
rudely ornamented, as ·will appear from the drawing. 
Under the arch above the door is an inscription of 
considerable length., It seems to have been intended 
to have formed two chambers similar to those of 
Satgar, but although both h:we been excavated, neither 
has been completed nor polished except in a few parts. 
This is supposed to have been the abcde of Lomus 
His hi, pronounced 1\fomus Rikhi, or M. uni, a hairy 
saint of these remote times. 

Having visited these places I returned to the tank, 
and ascending a ridge of granite I looked down upon a 
torrent called Patel Ganga, which in the rainy season 
contains many pools, near which in the Chaterdesi of 
Bhadur about 50,000 people assemble, and next day they 
bathe in the pools, besides that during the whole of 
Bhadur perhaps 500 people bath daily. · The virtues 
of this were discovered by Ban Raja who founded· the 
temple of Siva on the adjacent hill, and who had 
a house at Sonpur about three coses west from Karna 
Chaupar. 

, Descending to the west side. of [the J ridge_from 
which I had viewed Patal Ganga, I found a cavity 
in the rock about 7 feet high, as much wide, and 9. feet 
deep. In its far end is a door, and it seems to have been 
intended to have made a chamber there, but the work
ruen have abandoned it after excavating a few feet 
iu diameter. This excavation has an inscription, and 
is said to be the ~Iorai or small house of V iswamitri, 

_(I) " by '.! ilt M S. 
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one of the Mup.is. The passage between [the J ridge 
in whkh it is dug and that ,on the right of the path 
by which I nscend£d, has also been closed by a strong 
rude wall of stone. Ou all other sides the sn:all 
hollow ia which the£e cells are lisJ surroundfd Ly the 
most rugged ro::ks and precipices. These cells, how· 
e-rer, cou1d have 0:.1ly beea b.tendcd as habitations for 
as::etics, and why they shcu1d ha-re Leeu fortified would 
be difficult to say. Karna may have been au ascetic 
by for:::e, and it may have been necessary for his 
bro~ht.r to have acctss shut up. 'Ihe whole is supposed 
tJ have been dug by Karna, and no doubt the cutting 
a:1d polishing such chambers must have been a costly 
work, although nothing can be more destitute of con· 
venience, elegance or taste. Although polished they are 
so sombre that two torches and a lantern with two wax 
candles served only to make the darkness visible and 
to see the wall cloEe to where any of the lights was held, 
but the form could only be ascertained by groping. Our 
eyes were no doubt dazzled by the sun and lights, 
and a stay of some time might have rendered the parts 
more distinct, but the noisome stifling of the air 
rt.ndered tmy stay exceedingly di~agreeable, ar.d I 'Wts 

snthfied with ~oing round the walls to ascertain whether 
they conbined any passages, ornaments, images, or 
writing ; L11t the intE:rior cf all the chambers is destitute 
of su::h. The writing- is confined to the sides of the 
doors, whue alone indeed it could be visible. 

'Ihe gnnite of these rocks is grey white fel~par 
a::1d glassy q,mrtz in middle-sized grains, with a good 
d.::al of black micaceous matter.1 In some plac)s 
th~t h:rre Leen roli~hEd the fehpar is reddish, but I d1d 
not see any detached blocks of that colour. 

. I sent a man to the temple of ~Iahadev on the hill 
ca1lt:d 8urjiruk,3 said to have been originally founded 
by HaJ. l{aja, but there is nothing of antiquity re· 
maining except the images. 'Ihe linga is generally 

(1) Appendb:, No. 38. 
(2) '.fhe Gorath.lgiri Hill; au J.B.O.R.S., Vol. I. Part II, Dec. 19l.S. 
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admitted to have been p1aced there by Ban A sur, but is 
broken. There are two female figures carved on stone in 
relief and called Bhairav, Bhairavi, but Loth are female. 
One of them has over it an inscription in Deva !\ agri, on 
which account they are probably modern. 1'he prEsent 
buildings were erected by a Gulal Raruti, a Dosnami 
Sanniyasi of great virtue and chastity, about 80 years 
ago. He built several other small temples of Siva 
in various places. This is called. Siddheswar. The 
temple has been lately repaired by J evonath, another 
Dosnami, who built a small chamber near the texrple, 
for the residen~e of a Sannyasi, but he only stays 
there at night. The owner, Siva Baruti, of the land 
attached to the temple lives at Lahagunj 1 near Tikari, 
where he is :Uahant of an akhara. ..~bout five begahs 
below the temple towards the east is a natural cave 
called Yogiasna, or the seat of the Yogi. In this it is 
said that Goruknath passed some time in prayer, 
sitting on an asnaor seat med in prey~, which remE,ins. 
The bottom cf the cave, which is merely a cavity under 
an overhanging rock, is said to be z.lweys co~ered with 
ashes, which many use for putting the mark on theil' 
foreheads. A man that I seat sBys the cave itnot deep 
and tontains a.shes. All those thr:.t brthe in Prtrl
ganga make offerings to the Siva., and a few go toY cgi 
Asna. At the bottom of the hill a.re to be found Ecd
tered many masses of fine iroa ore, cz.Ued Losinghan~.1 

23rd NovPmbe1·.-My people bdng €mployed on the 
inscriptions, it was necesse,ry to halt some dvys at N B~r
juni. I went therefore to visit the neighlourhcccL 
Pa-ssing east along the south face cf N rgerjuni, I found 
th:!l from the stair leading up to the Dcrgn. thEre htd 
run a wall of stone paraUel to the hill, r:.nd termi· 
nating on the Bunbuni 3 where the hill &lEO terminates. 
'Jhe Bunbuni has here on its orrosite Lank a. small 
graaite ridge called Rawa. The Bunbuni a little way 

ri Lashkarganj? 
(2) Appendix, No. 105. 
\!) Ilhurbhuri, in Report. 
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Lelow joins ~he [west]~ Lra~ch of the Fulgo called San, z 
and on their ·west s1de 1s a fine plain called Ram 
Gaya, about t a mile from north to south, bounded on 
the former by the hill called Soleya and on the 
south by N agarj uni, which is a very narrow rid O'e 
through the immense blocks of which are ma~y 
openings that admit the light to pass.- The plain 
from east to west is very irregular, a small hill named 
Murli rising in its middle and an arm of Nagarjuni 
passing from its west end far through the plain to· 
wards the east. There are many heaps of bricks and 
stones throughout the plain, and an old road leads up 
to the top of :Murli, where there appears to have been 
some building; but the most remarkable antiquity is 
in the recess between the two arms of Nagarjuni. On 
entering the ·recess you first find a heap of brick. 
1'hen you come to the foundation of a wall of stone 
forming with the northern arm of the hill an oblong 
area, in whic:h there .is a heap of brick and a well. 
The west end of' the area has been shut up by [a 1 
lniilding of brick, which may hare lJeen 50 by 30 
feet. it has contained many stones, some of a £.ne 
hornblende with very large crystals, but not polished. 
In the rock immediately adjoining to the east front of 
the building, is a door leading into a small chambe1· 
about 10 feet }Jy 15, arched abore and polished, Lut 
the arch is not above 9 feet high. 1'here is an inscrip· 
tion on the sides of the door. It is said to be the Mirza 
m:.tndh1 or house of a Moslem noLle; but the inscrip·' 
tion is Hindu. At the north end of the brick building 
has been a stone door lending out to a Email angular 
recess formed by the meeting of two great blocks ,oi 
granite. In the face of the western of these l>locks is 
another door with an inscription, le1:ding to another [a 1 
similar cave, but a wall of brick has been built ~cross 
towards its far end, leaving a small chamber behind, tl:e 
only access to which is through a kind of window 
through "·hich a slender mnn mny creep. This is ~alkd 
the abode of Haji Hermain. The house is said to hare 

111 "~~a~t" in MS. 
1'.15:a:·, R.; E•.:11gr, in Buchatnn's ~hp. Phalso N. or Sur.r N. 
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been [\milt 1 by a N audiya 1 Seyud. · It is possible that 
a .:\Joslem may ha1e built his house in the place, and 
made use of the Hindu ca1e as a concealment for 
treasure, and the brick wall countenances this opinion, 
but no doubt the plain from the number of ruins has 
heen a town, and probably the residence of the Hindu 
prin~e of whom so many works remain in the neighbourM 
hood. The neighbouring Brahmans say that Ram perM 
formed his ceremony on Gaya here, and still about 20,000 
people assemble on the plain on the Viswa or end of 
lJhaitra .• 'l'he Brahmans of Gaya have found it conM 
-renient to ha1e a Ram Gaya nearer themselns : but 
.many 6£ the Goyali Brahmans come to the lfela and 
employ the Srotriya Brahmans of the place to perform 
some ceremonies for them. '.l'he only temple remaining 
is a small ruinous temple of Siva. 

23rd ]{ovember.-I went above five cases, called 
, three, to \'isit the quarries near Kukuri.1 I crossed the 
l!Iunmuni at the end c£ Nagarjuni, and aboutll mHe 
from ilie tents. I came to the bank d the Fulgo, up 
which 11 proceeded aLout half a mile to Sultanpur.3 

Where I crosFed it the channel is aLo1e a quarter cf 
a mile in width, hut is nen now mere sand with a few 

. ~hallow pools . d water and a very trifling stream 
indeed, but plenty of gocd water may at all seasons be 
prccurEd Ly digging a very little way into the sand. 
I coutinufd to go south for aLent ll miles until I had 
the little hill Keni on my rjght and Lcdi on my left, 
lJoth npJ>ear to l:e ~mall heaps cf granite. I then 
turned em;t l d a mile and passed close lJy the south 
~ide cf Lodi. A Lout 1 t miles farther east came to 
Tianniya,• a Yillage Irith a kind cf wretchEd mud castle 
with locphoh:s and rath<'r ruin<,us. ALout four miles 
farther on, cari.1e to Laili,O m:othu Yillage with .an old 
mud castle, and r.lJcut four miles farther I came to 
another' called Katari.6 Near this are senralima~es 

(ll Kawdph, R.; KawJia, B.A.; Haudih1, 
(~) Khukhari. • 
(l) Sultan pur. 
( q Rauniyan. 
(5) H~m. 
(iJ Katsrl. 
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carved on detached stones of hornblende, and such as 
are carved 0:1 the rock at Keoyadol. The female figure 
killing a bufblo is much larger than any of the others 
a:1d differs a good de:.tl from those at Keoyn. Dol, hniug 
eigM hands, and the head of the buffalo is separated 
frum the body which a lion is tearing, while the female is 
]dlling a m'ta seated on the neck of the buffalo. This 
figu:.-e is cllled Jagad umba aad the others were c~lled her 
c1ildre:l, although two of them represented Har with 
Gauri his spouse sitting . on his lmee. These villages 
with castles belong to .\1Hrjit, and were fortified by his 
grandflther, who had predatory habits. 

From thence I went about half a mile to the 
quarry on the hill called Baluya 1 from the number 
of bears that ib shelters. It consists of several small 
h~aps and pe1ks of granite,1 about a mile in length 
and a qm.rter of a mile wide. '11owards its south-west· 
cnr:1er are thr<-'e quarries of very heavy blackish 
potsto:1e, c::tlled by the workmen Song Mus:1. Abouh 
1~ years ago being in want of work they fouud 
this · stone proje;.:ting in a small m~ss at three. places, 
two on the hill and one near it. They fvllowed 
t1e stJne, which is in veins ru:1ning with a great 
in~lin'1~ion from the p8rpendic:J.lar and covered by a very· 
C'lriom granular white calc!Lreous marP to a considerable 
t1i;::kaess, per}nps b som;;! places 10 or 12 feet. Among 
the m'lrl is folnd sc:tt~ared brge rounded Llocks of a. 
ruda whita jasper4 with la.rge irregular greenish m·uks. 
'l'h~ Llools are oftaJ. four or fi va f0et ia diameter but 
i~ seems am.logouJ t() th~ fliJ.b found in chalk rocks. 
'l'h3 Song Mmn. or S~one of Mos.:s 5 is fou::td. in .small 
masses never h.rger thaJ. a cubih ia diameter a.ud of very 
irr~gabr form, coverod with a decayiug grey crLLSt an~ 
disposed in veins, which are covered above and on both 
sid;;s "i:h the marl. One of ths qu~uries is now above 

(1) Baijla. 
(2) Appendix, Nos. 76, 82. 
(~) , No. 100! 
(4) ,. No. 109 . 
. (5) , No. ~ 
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20 feet deep, and the sides falling in have killed one man 
, and disabled two. Another is filled with water, so that 
stones are procured with difficulty, the workmen being 
as unskilled in quarrying as usual with their countymen. 
'!'here is little or no ·demand for the marl although it 
makes very good lime. It has therefore to be thrown 
out, and the masses of jasper (Baru ~~ must be pulled 
up with ropes, for they have not had sense to make 
a sloping road. The gr~nite (Urdiya ~m) is above 
and around the whole, and most of it doe& not differ 
materially from that of N agarjuni, but some seems to be 
composed of small grains of white felspar and mica 
intermixed with granular hornblende.1

. About a,.,quarter 
of a mile north from Baluya is a large heap of granite, 
a quarry of the Marl (Chunapatar),2 not quite so harsh 
as that on Baluya, has been opened. , It is said that the 
bridge of Futwah was constructed with this lime, and 
the excavation is pretty considerable and quite super· 
ficial, surrounded on all sides, however, ·with granite. 
The silicious masses 3 found intermixed with this marl 
seem very different, as it is of an uniform greY. colour 
but seems to contain many disseminated masses of 
felspar. This little heap is called Chuniya. It is said 
that Mr. Thomas Law took it as a substance for 
making china ware, but this is probably a mistake. We 
can scarcely suppose any Euro1)ean to have been so 
ill informed. I saW\ not the smallest trace of animal 
exuvire among this marl. 

Between the heap called Chunea pahar and the 
quarry on the hill Baliya, is a small smooth heap which 
seems to contain a mine of iron, as all round its bottom 
is covered with little bits of ore • which is entirely 
neglected. 

Having examined these I visited the quarry on the 
hill called J erra or Jlaterkati,5 situated. about a mile ---------

(1) Appendix,· Nos. 82, 76. 
(2) , No, 101. 
(:)) No. L 
(4) , No. 89. 
(>) Jarha or Patharkatl. 
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south-westerly from Baliya. It is also very rugged, 
and consists in a great measure of granite, but its 
southern end is chiefly of the hornbleade kind. Tht1 
greater part is black potstone with a fine grain, and is so 
much impregnated with silicious hornsto;.;.e that it has 
a conc~oidal fracture. 1 It is very hard and l.is J used 
for makmg pestles and mortars. It is called merely 
Kalaputur or black stone. There is however a very fine 
quarry of [hornblende ]3 consisting of large crystals, 8 

which is called Vishnupodi, because it was employed 
to t::rect the temple of that name at Gaya, and the work· 

·men were brought from J aynagar on purpose. There is 
no demand for this stone now, and the workmen are 
reduced to live by making cups, plates, etc. of the pot
stone, and mortar and pestles of that impregnated with 
silicious matter. Very fine masses of the pure hornblende 
may be procured, the silicious potstone is m'ore inter
sected by fissures. 

The tradition at the quarry is that it was first 
wrought by Harchand Rajah, who built Hotas and dug 
the caves of Dura bur, etc., and who finding the materials 
too hard desisted and sent his workmen to Alura 
(Ellora) in the south, where he dug very great works in 
the rocks. 

In the evening I' returned to N agarjuni by a route 
further north, le.aving Tatariya" a:~.d Dunmoa,5 two small 
hills, on my left and Niyera6 on my right. These hills 
are low and smooth and therefore probably of a different 
structure from the ru~ged granitic masses of the neigh .. 
bourhood (consist). Near the Fulgo I had on my right 
a very rugged ridge named l Jibhiya J on which there is 
a small temple of Siva, and I passed close to a granitic 
heap which is r south] from the above mentioned 
ridge. 'fhe Fulgo here divides into two. 'fhe western 

(t) Appendix, No. 10. 
(1)" Hornstone" in MS., but 1ee later, and also East India VoL !,p. 262. 
(8) !pve1 d x No. 113. 
(') Tetariya. 
(~! Dhanmahua, 
{~) Nadlra. 
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branch called Sanr passes on one side of the ridge, and 
the eastern bmnch re.tains the name and passes on its 
other side.1 

24tl~ November.-I went a little way east to Ibra· 
himpur 2 in the fork between the Sanr and Fulgo rivers. 
To the former from Nagarjuni is about i of a mile. 
The river is about! of a mile [wide]. Immediately in 
the fork has been a small fort with round bastions at the 
corner, but the buildings within have left several heaps, 
one round and pretty considerable. The walls of a 
small brick building are still remaining. The village 
extends about half a mile from the fort to the ·mosque, 
which is small and covered with three domes, but is not 
destitute of taste. It stands on a terrace raised on short 
thick pillars, which support flags under which some holy 
men have made hovels. There is a gate and place for 
a crier on the east side of the terrace, opposite to the 
mosque which occupies the western. South from the 
mosque has been the house of Ibrahim the conqueror 
of the vicinity;· who with the spoils of the infidels seems 
to [have] erected a large abode of brick and stone. Two 
parts of the walls only are now standing, but the size 
of the heaps cf ruins shew that the building has posses· 
sed considerable dimensions. This Ibrahim "·as a great 
saint, and is buried at Behar. 

25tlz No1jembeJ·.-I went to Aima Choki 3, and by 
the wuy -risited Ke:1ipahar, ·where it was said there 
"ere sc1::e rsm.aius of 11:1tiquity. Hather. less than 
t\\'o mile3 from !\n;-arjuni I c:1me to the boundary 
cf S.1tehg:mj, a::.d follo"·cd it a little way south, 
havbg tn::tt divisioa en my right flnd IIolasgunj on my 
left for alout a quarter of a mile. About one mile 
from the bou:1dary I came to the Fulgo, which I 
crossed obliquely for half a mile to Keni, which is 
washed_ by the riYe~·· H is a great heap of very large 

(1) \Vesternmost branch now called Phalgo N. and easternmost branch 
Mohaue N. The former divides again about eight miles further 
north, and its eastern branch is calloo Sunr N. 

(2) lbrahlmpur or .Jaru. 
(~) Alwan. 
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masses of per£ect granite, where Yery fine stones ini~ltt 
he procured. I went a little way along its south side, 
where I found a small temple. 'fhe Pujari said that 
the only thing remarkable was a cave where a hermit 
had passed his time in devotion. 'Vith great difficulty 
I scrambled up the rock and found the hermitage to be 
a den under a shelving rock not above three feet high, but 
wide and long enough to shelter several people, and quite 
dry. The priest then shewed me at the foot of the hill 
a large block of granite under a tamarind tl·ee, where 
he said the great man (Mahapurus) was wont'to play 
(Kelna). 1\-"hat play the holy person used I cannot say. 
There were two holes on the stone such as those in 
which the people here often beat rice. l',roru the east 
end of K eni I proceeded about 1! miles east to j,oin 
the great road between Patna and G aya~ which is 
miserable. I followed it south-west for about three miles 
to Aima Choki, so' that my route was e];ceedingl~ 
circuitous. · 

I 

26th Novembe11.-I went to Sahebgunj. The road 
until near that place leads near the Fulgo, and is very 
bad. A bout .a mile from Ham Sil are two ruined! 
small mud forts called Alepi. They seem of modern 
Hindustani structure, being square with bastions at the 
corner. South from them I crossed the Fulgo, which is 
yery wide and contains some small islands. Rather 
more water than at Nagarjuni, and several fine canals go 
from it for irrigation. The water clear. In the rainy 
season it l'ises and falls with great suddenness. I 
crossed at Ramsil. The Gunj begins a little way south 
from thence and is not large ; but the streets are 
straight and tolerably wide, with a row of trees on each 
~ide. Almost all the houses are tiled, but in general 
small and poor, Some howeyef are decent, and some 
&re built of brick or rough stone~ The Jail is large, and 
consists of se-reral ranges of tiled buildings surrounded 
by a strong wall of rough stone and brick. South 
irom the Jail are two gateways with a street bebreu1, 
one is like a triumJlhal arch built after the E urvJlUlll 
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~tyle -R·ith brick.' It ne-rer seems to hare been 
finished. These gates seem to hare been intended 
t.o have formed the entrance into a serai, which has 
never been finished. They are attributed to Mr. Seton, 
one when Register and the other when Judge. The town 
may be rather tnore than half a mile from north to 
south and somewhat less from east to west. 

29th Nov~mber.-I went to mit Ramsil, which is 
about a mile from the south end of the town. At its 
south side is a tank dug a few years ago by a Krishna· 
Chond Bose of Calcutta. Immed.iately_above this is an 
European bungalow, beyond which, passing to the north 
mth the hill on the left, fOU come to th~ ImamTari, 
a small building. Beyond this, where the hill comes to 
the edge of the Fulgo, is a small but neat temple of SiT& 
built after the .Moslem style with a dome, and adjacent 
to it is a small tank surrounded by a wall of stone wit:&. 
turrets on the corners. The stone of the temple and 
tank is in rough masses covered with plaster. Two 
~nscriptions in white marble, one in Songskrit the. other 
in Persian. It was lately (about 2-Q years ago) built by 
Trikait Rai, Dewan of the Nawab Vazir. 

From the temple of Sira to the top of the hill 
· the abo'\"e mentioned Krishna Chond ·has constructed 
a way, where the hiU is steep in the form of a stair; 
and where the declirity is small in l the] form d.,. sloping 
pavement. Both are constructed chiefly of rude stone 
found on the hill, united 'With lime, and are inconceiv· 
ably,rude. In the rainy season the stones are so slippery 
that many of. the pilgrims have been sel"erely hurt, and 

. if the ascent has been rendered more easy, the descent 
has become much more dangel'Jus. On the left at the 
top of this stair is a small temple cf rude stones, said 
to be that of Ram and Sita. The images shown as 
such and as Hanum.an appear to be totally different 
from such as I have before seen. '!hat of Sita. has 
been broken, and the larger portion thro\lll out. 
Above this bas been constructed a terrace of' stone, 
mo~tly of granite which must hare been hPought from 
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a distance. On this is a small mundir of cut granite 
which conbins :1 Linga.. The Paud::-,s h!rve no tradition 
by whom it was lniit, they 1\aow tll''ot the im3ge came 
to thephcccfitseli (Pnka~). rille S1JllC Kri:hua Chand 
has erected a small arrd rud::J X at .JJa;1dir in fl'orrt of this 
temple. It seems evicbut b me th)t the temple has 
been built of the ruins d another, which has been much 
larger and probably occupied its present site, or rather 
the whole summit of the hill. .:For a great many of the 
stones of which the terrace consists, from the ornaments 
carved on them being broken through the middle and 
placed without symmetry, show that they have been taken 
from a ruin ; and those which contain no ornaments are 
exactly of the same granite with them which are carved 
and with the temple. 'Ihe mass contained in the terrace 
is vastly larger than that of the temple, and a great 
many stones of the same kind have been employed in 
the structure of the stair. From this I judge that the 
old temple has been much larger than the present, and 
the present temple also contains many stones ornamented 
with carvings that could not have been intended for 
their present situation. Raja Mitirjit indeed alleges 
that no one of the present temples at Gaya is above 90 
or 100 years old. What the Gcd was which occupied 
the old temple, I cannot say. Among the ornaments 
built into the new temple or terrac_e I observed nothing 
in the human form, but on the terrace are lying several 
images, and by the sides of the stair are placed a good 
many, some·of which are .still objects of worship and most 
of which are exactly in the same style with those called 
Ram, Sita, and Hanuman. 1:\Iost of them are standing, 
which is here considered as a sign of their gods wor· 
shipped by orthodox: (.A.stik), but some are sitting, which 
Raja 11ittrejit contends is a proof of their having been 
made by heretics (N astik). Among them is one evidently 
of a Buddh in the usual sitting posture, but it is at 
present worshipped as Brahma. This image is however 
said to be a stranger. A Brahman two or three years 
ago found it among the ruins of Kurkihar, about six coses 
.east from Ram Sil, and established it on the hill with a 



!mall endowment for a priest. There are howeYer other 
images in a sitting posture, especially some said to re• 
present Bhairob, but quite different from such as I have· 
seen of that deity. I have seen the same, howeYer, both 
in the ruins of Peruya and 1\lungger, and it seems to me 
to represent a man sitting in a boat, but so very 111de 
that I may readily be mistaken. The priests '\\ere very 
sturdy beggars. 

The view from Ram Sil is exceedingly fine-an 
immense rich plain like a map under your feet, studded 
with little rocks, and terminating towards the south and 
east 'by mountains. The hill is very rocky, barren, and 
parched, but not so rugged as those of proper granite. 
It has more the appearance of those of petrosile:x:, and 
the stone 1 certainly approaches nearly to that, being 
divided by numerous fissures, horizontal · and Terticalj 
into cuboidal masses, and being exceedingly hard. It is 
however an aggregate, consisting of black, ash-coloured, 
and some glassy particles, concerning the nature of which 
I cannot pretend to decide, but they may be of the 
three natures usually found in granite, some"· hat changed 
from their usual appearance. · 

30th November 1811.-I went south-east in order 
to view that part of this overgrown division. 

Crossing the Fulgo obliquely, I went up ·its east 
bank to a small hill about a mile from the south end 
of Eahebgunj. The country near the river very poor 
and sandy, Lut planted with mangos and palms, which 
grow 1rell enough. At this hill I turned easterly; 
and for about a cose went along high poor land, 
very. LadJy occupied hut clear. I ho'\lever crossed two 
fbe canals conveying water from the Fulgo, aud even 
now cont.!lining strEams. Abcut a mile from the rivet 
[I 1 had on my left a small cluster of low bare hills.~ 
mmed Gunhar. 1 On the eastern edge·~ o_f the high 
land towards my right was a low smooth bare hill. 

(1) Appendix, No. U. 
(2) Gandhar. 
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JJeyond this for about 2l miles I went throug·h verr 
fine rice lands belonging to Sohipnr, 1 where there is 
=t prpHy large tank qnite chokEd with weeds. Beyond 
thi' rict' Q'ro·,md I went abcut a mile over hi<rh poor· 

' 0 
htid, cvrered with bushes, and passing through an open· 
ing in a long bare hroken ridge extending from south-
west to north-east for a considerable way, I first came 
to a small hill on my right, consisting of arid white quartz. 
The low hills forming the left of the passage consist of 
quartz or rude jasper, in some places stafued red. The 
north end of the south part of the ridge, 2 which is by far 
the highest, consists also of a white silicious stone with 
neither the fracture of flint nor of quartz, and stained 
of a dirty red in irregular specks. On passing this 
ridge I had in full view the Moher 3 hills, leaving 
on my left a high conical peak with a chain of low hills 
running to the south. The 1\Ioher hills are smoother 
than the last-mentioned ridge and covered with stunted 
trees. I passed between the large hill and a small hill 
Tilheta4 beyond its southern end ; but saw no rock near. 
The fragments are of silicious stone, white and reddish, 
with a foliated texture in decay. The l\Ioher ridge is at 
least four miles from that of Sohipur. The country be· 
tween very much neglected, perhaps one-third of it waste. 
There is however much rice and some dry field, but I saw 
no irrigation by machinery except at Moher, where there 
are some gardens. Near the Sohipur hills is a small river 
in a narrow deep channel of clay called the Kewar. 6 It · 
contains however a fine little stream, and I passed 
a canal (another river) 6

<» taken from it for ·irrigation. 
In the middle of the plain I came to a large·heap on 
the south side of a large tank. Both are called Badan, G 

and the peasants at work near it had no tra·dition· 
concerning the p1act>. · It seems· to me to ha.ve been a 
l;u~e temple. At its side are lying three broken images, onf' 

(1) Sohaipur. 
(2). Bandhuwa. 
fl) Mahar (Maher). 
141 Telheta. 
(fi) Paimar N. 
(•1 «) Written a!terwar-4 
(") Shadan. 
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in a standing posture, with two arrns resting on the headS' 
of two dwarf attendants, has a resemblance to one of the 
figures in the Elephanta. At Koch I observed two such, 
one called Surja has in both of the hinder hands a wheel 
or Chakra. The other has such in his left hand and a 
mace or some such instrument in his right. This was 
there called Vishnu. The other two are the common 
representations of Buddhs. in a sitting posture. 

Between Badan and 'Moher is the Bangsi, 1 a fine· 
little river in a narrow channel of clay, which sends 
off several canals for irrigation. Immediately beyond 
Tilhetais a fine tank in good repair. From Moher 
to Futtehpur 2 is about 3t coses. 'Ihe first 1 t cose to 
Dibor3 is mostly waste, with stunted Palas trees. Dibor 
is a good village with some sugarcane. About a cose 
beyond Dibor is a large . brick Math belonging to the 
Sannyasis, where about 21) reside. Near it is a large 
Grange or farm. 'fhe building large but clumsy. The 
country west from thence waste, east from it to Futehpur 
well cultivated. ltice chiefly, some sugar. Futehpur 
is the residence of Bahadur Sing, a Kutteri, who pur~ 
chased it. Komgar Khan the original proprietor. 
Bahadur Sing very kindly invited me into his house, b11t 
I could not stay. He made his fortune of a Majer 
Crawford who took Bijaigur. Futtehpur is a· large 
village "•ith a mud fort in tolerable condition,. which nc w 
!Serves ai a zanana. 

About a mile from Futtehpur I came to the Darha1,~ 
a wide sandy and rocky channel with a little clear 
stream, and affording canals for irrigation. The rock 
in its channel is a fine-grained grey granite with 
silver mica, but much decayed. On the east side ol. 
the . Bangsi is Dunaiya 6 belonging to Mahummad 
llusayn of Shakhpur, who takes the title of Nawab. 
lie is building a neat brick house at this place and his 

(1) Bansl N. ' 
(2) Fatehpur. 
(8) Dlribar. 
(4) Dahder R.; R. and B.A.; Dhadhar N. 
(6) Dunalya, 
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residence there will perhaps tend to improve the country, 
for all beyond Dunaiya to near Katautiya 1 three coses 
east is a forest, stunted near Dunaiya but containing 
brge trees towards the hills. The most common trees 
the Boswellia which I see notched for extracting the 
rosin ; the Catechu from whence some drug is prepared ; 
and the Asan and Emblica. At Katautiya some Tasar is 
reared by the G hatwars, who occupy that village and 
cultivate much in the same· style as in the jungles of 
Banka. :Maize and Orrhor with probably Maruya- seem 
to be their chief crops, but they also raise Bhut, Sirsu. 
Kurti, and Cotton. ].Ir. Christian has induced them to 
sow indigo merely for the seed, and it has thriven amaz· 
ingly. The second cutting five feet high. The Ghatwars 
have exactly the same countenances with the hill tribes. 
They speak only the Hindi dialect, and say that they are 
different from the Bhungiyas. I went about a mile south 
from the village to the fqot of Gauripa 1, the highest 
peak of a granitic ridge extending east and west about 
four coses. Gauripa is about one cose from the west end of 
the ridge, and consists of a large-grained granite, white 
qu1rtz and felspar, and black foliated mica. On its top 
is said to be an image of Gurupasin carved in the human 
form. The peak was so high and rugged that I could 
not ascend. .All the neighbouring castes when afraid 
offer sacrifices. There is no priest, and if one is required 
the \otary brings a Purohit with him. I returned, a~d 
at Dunaiya found that the Nawab's people, it being even· 
ing, had prepared a dinner for me, and I was sorry that 
I could not accept of the kind offer, but as it was I did 
not reach my tents until two in the morning. ].Iy 
watch now goes so ill that I cannot rely in computing 
distances by it. 

lsl Decem~er.-I went to Preth Sila, distant three 
coses by a fine road with a. row of trees on each side, 
made by Monun Dotto Bose3 a Bengalese, about twenty . . 

(1) Kathawtlya. 
(2) Gurpa. 
(8) Madanmohan Datta, in Repori. 
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years ago. Pret Sila is the most considerable peak 
of a cluster of rocks either granitic or approaching to 

, granite in their nature, but having also a nature 
approaching to hornstone like the neighbouring rock 
of Ramsila. The lower peaks are the most rugged, 
and are of the more clearly defined granite, while 
Prethsil is not so much broken and its stone is 
smaller-grained and more flinty in its fracture.1 At 
the bottom of the hill is a small tank and some buildings 
for the accommodation of pilgrims, constructed by the 
same Mod on: Dotto. A small spring, very dirty and swarm• 
ing with frogs, runs from the bottom of the hill into the 
tank. The ascent of the hill is by a stair constructed by the 
same ~fodon Dotto, as rude as that of Ramsil and much 
steeper, but not so long. Most of the stones are rude 
fragments taken from the hill, but many are squared 
perfect granite brought, I suppose, from Burabur, as the 
stone is of the same nature. The people say that these 
squared stones are t.hose of a former stair which had 
become ruinous and "Was too narrow ; but had been 
entirely constructed of such stones. .Modon Dotto has 
carved his name on se-reral steps of the stair in different 
places. Several small images tare lying by the side of 
the stair in different places. One only is I believe an 
object of worship. It is called Brahmapod or the feet of 
Erahma, and represents the impression of two feet cut on 
a square stone. Near it are some broken images, one of 
which seems to me to represent a Boudh sitting and sup
ported on a globe held by [a J figure kneeling below. A 
Brahman called it Lakshmi although it is male, but I 
soon found that these images were "fiewed with no inter
est, and were called by each person by whate-rer name 
first occurred to the person's memory. The buildings on 
the hill, partly by Modon Dotto partly by Abila Bai, are 
very petty and quite modern. Tradition relates that 
there was an old temple on the place, and I observed one 
pillar built into the stair ; but there are no traces to show 
that this old temple has ever een of considerable size. 

(1) Appendil:, No. 8. 



~'he oriO'inal object seems to have Leen a projecting 
rock called Prethsil, or the devil's stone, and part of 
the ceremonies is still performed before this emblem ol 
terror. A priest attends, directs in a very careless 
manner and with no affectation of devotion the manner 
in which the offerings are to be made, and concludes by 
asking a Paisa from each votary, who has previously 
paid fully as much as he could afford. The Paisa was 
probably the whole originally demanded, and the cere~ 
mony of asking for it is continued after such an offering 
would be received with contempt. In fact, the words 
were mere matters of course, as no Paisah was given. 
Another fat dirty ill~dressed priest leaned very care• 
lessly against the rock, and the votaries after having 
made their offering according to their rank either 
stooped down and touched his body or threw themselve~ 
before him and kissed his feet. . 

Near the rock and covered with dirt was 1y1ng a 
small image carved on stone, which represented Gaud 
sitting on the knee of Sankar in the usual manner, but· 
was called Pr~th .Bhawani. The othtr object of worship 
in the temple 1s a mark on a rock supposed to have been 
made by Brahma. It is an octagonal space about 
two ftet in diameter, very uneven in the surface and 
surrounded by a notch. The angles are so sh.arp that it 
appears to me very modern. The inequalities of the· 
surface are attributed to the feet of the deity who has, it 
is said, left on the stone three marks of gold. The place 
was covered with dirt, but although washed 1 could not 

· from the distance of 8 or 10 feet see any such marks 
with the· assistance of a glass, but being short-s1ghted 
some yellow marks may exist. 

The number of Yotaries is very great.. At the 
Devil's Stone, during 8 or 10 minutes I looked on, one 
succeeded another as fast as the priest could repeat 
the forms, which did not take half a minute. He said 
n1erely-Pour water there-Throw your pots thcre-Gi ve · · 
me a Paisa-or some such words. The whole worship 
is totally destitute of splendour, neither :priest nor· 



\'otaries being either clean or well dressed, ·nor is there 
any order or imposing procession; all is •done in a 
hurry -with much noise and tumult. The priests are 
quite. ignorant, nor do they affect any extraordinary 
devotion. 'lhey live at Gaya and resort daily to the 
temple, where they go through the ceremony with as 
much indifference as a huckster retailing Fetty wares j 
but are to the last degree clamorous for money. The 
case with the votaries is very different. They seem 
strongly impressed with devotion and the remembrance 
of their deceased puents, to whom they were perform· 
ing their duties. ~Iany of them were old and infirm, 
and required the assistance of friends or servants to 
enable them to ascend and descend the stairs, which 
they did on their bare feet. Some of them from distant 
parts bestowed blessings on me for the protection 
and safety with which under the British Government 
they ~njoyed their religion, while two of them made 
bitter complaints of the rapacity of the priests. One 
from llahra alleged that he had been stript of every 
thing that (he] had;, another that the demands were 
so exorbitant that he could not· afford to perform the 
ceremony. :For such evils I had no remedy to offer. 

3rd JJecember.-1 went west about 161 miles to 
view the country in that direction. Not quite four miles 
from my tents I came to a small hummock at the south 
end of Kewali, 1 the southern peak of the cluster of hills in 
which Prethsila is placed. This hummock consists of 
a stone exceedingly difficult to break, and consists of 
small grains, some patches are a grey consisting of black 
and white grains.1 Other patches consist of black and 
rust·coloured grains. In some places the black grains 
are pretty equally diffused, in others they are conglome.! 
rated into irregular spots. Its fracture is somewhat 
conchoidal, and it is vastly more difficult to break than 
granite. It has no appearance of stratification. About 
lt miles farther I came to the Yomuna,3 a small river • 

(1) Kewall. 
(~J Apr.eondir, No. 15. 
lJ J .r:.nah !'\,,H., l'omna N., B.A.; Jam una N, 
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in a deep channel of clay, but it contains a fine little 
stream and affords several fine canals for irrigation. 
One of the best bridges that I have yet seen in the 
course of this survey is on this river. It consists of 
three small arches of brick in the gothic form, but is wide 
and the road good, with very neat parapets and a stair at 
each end to facilitate the descent to the river ; just 
beyond it is a neat small temple of Siva. ·Both built 
by Haja Mitrejit. From the Jomuna to a small hill 
named Dhermsala1 is not quite li miles. This hill has 
at its north end a small hummock, bith are of a smooth 
surface, and I saw no rock within reach to give me an 
idea of their structure. Near Dhermsala I found people 
employed in maldng lime from Ganggot. 

From Dhermsala to Pochananpur3
, a market place 

is rather more than 3l miles. Pochananpur is a little west 
from the Morhar3

, a river which has a sandy channel 
perhaps !- of a mile wide. The stream is very small but 
exceedingly clear, and contains many small fishes, EO that 
it probably is perennial. ~everal fin.e canals taken from 
it. So far the road is good, with many bridges and in 
many plac~s an avenue of trees. All made by Raja 
11 itirjit. Rather more than two miles from Poch~nanpur 
at a village named Pali,t I observed three heaps of 
brick, and all are said to have been temples of Siva, which 
would appear in some measure to have been the case. 
1.he heaps are also attributed to the Kol, once the lords 
of the country. The largest is by the side of a tank, by 
the side of which is lying a large Linga. The heap of 
bricks and stones is '\"ery considerable. On its summit 
has been erected a small temple of granite, a few of the 
stones of which are still in their places. 1Vithiu these 
is standing up the end of a stone of hornblende, probab· 
ly a lintel. On one end of this is carved a Buddh. 
On the heap next to this is placed a square block of 
lornblende, the top of which is carved into a Linga; but 

(1) Dharampur. • 
(2) Pa.cha.inpour, R., Pacia.npour, B.A.; Panchanpur, 
(S) Muthar N., R., Moorhar R. or Little Pompon R., l3.A.; Morhar N. 
(')Pall. 
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this obscene object of worship is evidently placed upon 
the heap after it had become a ruin. Near it is lying 
a long stone of hornblende much carved. It co:1tains 
four figures sitting, with many others in a posture of 
adoration. The four figures are in the usual fOsture of 
Buddhs, and resemble them in every respect except in 
ha.ving four arms. The third has no images, but it is 
said that it contained a Ling a which has been removed.1 

From Pali to Koch2 is rather more than 4~ miles, 
From the Morhar to Koch the road has as yet been only 
marked out by two ro~s of young trees, and in the rainy 
season must be impassable as the country there is low.· 
There are several fine wells ~(Inderas) built by Raja 
Mitrijit, who seems to be an attentive Landlord. Koch 
is a very large village, mostly tiled as indeed is the caEe 
with a great many houses on the way. A few are neat, 
being smoothed and painted, and a very little pains 
might make such houses very pretty, but in general 
they are very rough and slovenly. From entering the 
town I went about half a mile north to an old temple 
of Siva, which is a little beyond the town. '!he north 
end of the town stands on some large heaps of bricks 
and stones, usually said to be the remains of the Kol. 
Beyond these heaps and a mud fort recently gone to 
ruin, is a tank, and on the west side of this is a larE,e 
heap of bricks and granite, among which are some· 
pillars of a curious structure but not exceeding four feet 
in length. 

The whole of these ruins are supposed to have 
belonged to the temple of Siva, and the vulgar allege 
that they are the work of the Kol, but the piest says 
that he knows nothing of the Kol, and that the temple 
was built by Raja Bairn Indra, Lut the prie'st knuws 
nothing of what country he governed, nhere he dwelt, 
to what caste he belonged, nor when he livtd. I am 
inclined to think that the temple is of very modern date, 
as so much of the plaster by which it was encrusted 

(1) " See Journal from Jehanabad ·~ (Note by J;>r. B.), 
l¥) Cowcht B., Couch, B.A. j Koch, 
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remains entire that it cannot well be above four or five 
.centuries old. It further seems to me to have been built 
on the ruins of a former temple. Before it are lying 
many images carved in relievo on hornblende. These 

. were probably among the ornaments of the former 
temple. Among them are many of Surja, Vishnu, Devi, 
Ganesa, Hurgauri, Krishna and Rada, etc.; and two re· 
markable groups, one repregenting the Avatars. of Vishnu, 
among which Budh is omitted and Rada. put in to 
~mpply his place. The other I have nowhere else observed. 
it represents eight females sitting in a row on an equal 
number of animals, but it is callea N augraha so that one 
figure has probably.been broken away. Among the other~ 
were two of Buddh, the only ones which contained inscrip· 
tions. They were broken, and the head of the one and 
legs of the other have been lost, but the whole figure may 
be made out from the two. Their hands are in a posture 
different from the common, but over the head of 
one is placed a smaller Bouddh in the usual posture. 
I could hear of no other· inscription at the place. I was 
here met by the :Uoslem son of Raja Mitterjit, a very 
obliging young man, who has European instruments for 
drawing and has made a little progress in the art. He 
gave me two drawings of waterfo1rl which I had not 
before seen, and was employed taking a drawing of the 
temple for my use; Had he masters I have no doubt 
that he would make much proficience. 

Sorujugiri, a learned Dasnami of Buddh Gya, says 
that the account of the actions of Sankara Acharya is 
contained in the Sankar Dig Vijayi. He established 
four principal muts-Sringagiri, Jaisi near Rameswor, 
Sarada in Kashmir and Goverdon at J ugannat. He 
gives the following account of the origin of the Dosna
mis-Sankara came to Kasi destroying the Nastik. 
The Raja was a Buddh, and in order to make Sankara 
love his caste, confined all the Brahmans and dressed up 
some people like them. These people entertained San· 
kara and he ate their food and drank their liquor, after· 
Trards some of his disciples did the same and scandal 
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arose. The disciples having been accused of eating an~ 
drinking with low people by their master alleged h1s 
example in their defence. He reprimanded them seveN-
ly for their impudence in pretending to imitate him, 
who had license to do everything, and heating a piece of 
iron red hot ate it up. As they could not venture to do 
the same they were degraded. They are now mostly of the 
Virbhav and Sakti sect, and hare deserted the doctrines 
of the Smart in the South. The :Mahants and Chelas take 
the same Upades .. None ought to be admitted as San
nyasis but Brahmans, Kshatriyas and Vaisyas. In this 
district no Sudras are admitted. Raj puts and Kateri are 
both admitted to lJe Kshatriyas. The Kateri are -rery 
common in the Punjab, aud cannot pronounce the Ksh. 
The Dosnamis gire Upades to all castes. Those of them 
who are Saivi or Vaishnavas give Upades only to those 
of their own sect, but those of the Sakti sect give Upades 
to any one .. When they came to Gya, the whole people 
had left the place, which was a forest. They consider the 
image as representing Budh Avatar. The whole of [the] 
bricks and stones in the present 1\J ath of the Sannyasis 
[were] taken from the temple of Boudh. This contained 
many images of the ordinary Hindu gods, Lut a little 
different from those used by the Astik. On being shown 
the drawings of Keya Dol he says that they are all 
Nastik, and that [they have taken] vast numbers of such 
from the old temple. and have placed them in the new 
temple. The N astik as usual were .persecutors, and 
long stopped the worship of the orthodox at Gya. He 
says that the N astik and Astik always existed, but that 
sometimes tluo:me sometimes the other have prevailed. 
Formerly Vishnu, taking into consideration that mankind. 
offered innumerable sacrifices and put many animals 
to death, took upon himself the form of Budh Avatar 
and prohibited sacrifices : Lut afterwards considering 
that this was contrary to the Vedas he disappeared and 
sent Sankara and U dayan to destroy the- Boudhs. He 
says that he neYer heard of ~\.mara Singh having built 
Bouddh Gya, but such a story is current, and he says 1 

that Amara was no douLt a Nastik because in the 
i 80 R.·& J. 
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introduction to the Amarkosh he used none of the 
invocations which. if an orthodox Hindu he certainly 
would have done. 

4th December.-I went to Chakun1 to see a place 
·where Soda is found. l)assing north not quite a mile, 
I c1me to Hamsil, a hill already mentioned, which extends 
along the Lank of the l~ulgo for about !- of a mile. I 
then went north about seven miles to Chakun, where there 
is an old mud castle still inhabited Ly an Amildar of Rajah 
Mitrijit. Similar castles have Leeri at most of the 
villages by the way, but they have become ruinous. At a 
distance they have had a picturesque effect, hut ou near 
approach look very mean. 'fhey usually consist of four 
square towers with pent roofs, joined by lower buildings. 
Turning west from Chakun about a mile, I found the 
saline earth scattered among the fields, for the greater 
part is cultivated. The quantity .. of soda thttt I saw 
was small, but a good deal had been scraped away, and 
rcould find no intelligent man to show me the extent. 
'l'he people said that it is found 'rhcrc the svil is Rcrh, 
.that is, a poor light earth in a thin stratum over sand. 
'Vhcn scraped off by the washermen, those alone who 
take it away, new soda eflloresces again in the same 
place in from 8 to 30 days according to circumstances. 
It is never found in Kehal or clay, nor in every place 
where the soil is called Rerh. 

7tlt Decem~er.--1 went to visit some of the 'most 
remarkable }Jlaces in the town of Gaya. This town is large 
and built mostly of brick and stone, Lut the stoues are not 
squared except such as have lJeen taken from ruins, and 
the whole building "·hether brick or stone is often covered 

. with plaster. The town stands on a rocky eminence on 
the bank of the }~ulgo, andJas many of the houses are large 
looks tolerably well at a distance, Lut a near approach 
fills with disgust. Some with round turrets and open 
galleries have a very picturesque effect. 'Ihe streets 
.ue narrmr (6 to 10 feet) dirty and crooked. The gaperies 

(1) Chakan. , 
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'thich serve for shops are mostly very slovenly, arid 
even of those which are neat and gal}y painted some 
corner or other is usually defiled by smoke or dust and 
cobwebs. The very best houses are rendered slovenly by 
cakes of cow dung for fuel patched on their walls, and the 
jealousy of the men prevents any reasonable number or 
size for the apertures intended to intromit air or light, 
while the small· ones that are tolerated are secured by 
rude wooden shutters without paint or- polish. In 
walking through the town, precautions are necessary as 
formerly in Edinburgh. 'l'he passenger must call out 
to preYent inundation from above. 

It may be obserwd of all the buildings about the 
place except the Vishnupad itself, that in a great 
measure they are composed evidently of ruins, and 
consist partly of st?ne, partly of brick. The pillars of 
course are of various lengths, thicknesses and form, 
as found in various. buildings, but are all of granite 
and bear all the marks of a rude antiquity, while many 
pillars have [been·l built into the walls. A vast number of 
stones of a small-grained black potstone containing 
images can·ed in relievo, inscriptions, or the. sides and 
lintels of doors, are built into the walls, and the carvings 
and writings are often turned outwards as an ornament ; 
but placed without the least regard to symmetry. And 
unfortunately some of the inscriptions have been half 
built into the walls or cut half away, in order to suit the 
stone for the place it now occupies. Some of the iuscrip· 
tions and carvings are on granite, but · potstone is the 
more usual material. In fact the people say that the 
Buddhs had destroyed all the old temples, and that the 
place had lain waste and was unfrequented until about 
four or fire centuries ago, when the Gyalis again began 
to recowr and pilgrims to return, but it is farther 
acknowledged that the place did not recowr any 
considerable celebrity until about 200 years ago. 

None of the Gyalis would hare communication 
with me, each being afraid that Lis companions -would 
blame him, but I was accompanied by the most learned 
8annyasi of Buddh Gaya, by a learned Pandit from 
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Draveda, by an intelligent Purohit, as well as by the 
Pandit of the mission.1 Some of the inscriptions 
which I have had explained are by the Pal Hajahs, well 
known to have been Buddhs, and among the images carved 
in relievo a great many of them represe~t Bucldh. 
)!any more however represent various deities of the 
Hindu 'rheogony, but these are· common to all' the sects 
of Hindus, and some sects of the Budclhs admit of their 
worship although others reject this practice, hut these 
images seem merely intended as ornament and as such · 
would have been admitted even by Gautama. In fact 
by far the greater part of these images, although 
evidently representing pe:rsonages now worshipJJccl by 
the Orthodox, such as Ganesa, Naroyon, Kali, are said 
by the skilful to be represented with emblems which 
clearly show them to have been the work of the hetero
dox. Others it is alleged are represented in an orthodox 
manner, and it may ·be alleged that the Buddhs took 
these from previous orthodox buildings and placing them 
in their new temples associated them with others of 
their own heterodox invention. Similar images, ortho· 
dox and heterodox, are scattered intermixed through 
every part of the vicinity for 8 or 10 coses round, and 
in Keyoa Dol are carved intermixed on the same rocks 
and all in the same style of art. I suspect therefore 
that the whole are the work of the Buddhs, and that 
some of the images which these used resemble exactly 
what the orthodox employ, but there are evidently two 
periods in the buildings. The figures on the BuraLor 
hill, owing indeed perhaps to a difference of material, 
are vastly ruder than those of Gaya, and the inscriptions 
are in a very old N agari still used in some parts of 
the South of India, and legible Ly the Pandit of Mailco· 
tay, while the inscriptions of Gaya are mostly in a bad 
Deva N agari intermixed with Tirahuti, and vastly more 
modern. 

(1) The following is cro3sed out by Buchanan : "It seems to me that 
1f Gaya has in times of antiquity been a place of orthodox worship and 
has been destroyed by the Buddhs, it did not lie waste in the interval 
'J be Buddhs have evidently erected buildings on the place, and it is from 
the~ ruin! that the present temples have been con.structed. '! 
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I first visited the Vishnupad with the numerous 
small places Ly which it is surrounded. The entrance 
is by a very small door at the end of a lane. Over it is 
lJuilt a N ohobut Khana of brick and stone, very rude 
and mis·shapen. In a narrow court between the first and 
second door is a small temple dedicated to Gayeswori, 
a female riding on a lion and killing a buffalo, with eight 
arms. The image is one of those supposed to have been 
formed by Brahma. No one knows who built the 
temple, for the Gayalis have no sort of learning nor give 
themselves the smallest trouble about their benefactors 
or building. The second door is scarcely five feet high 
and not above two feet 1fide. It leads into a long court 
paved with stone, and confined by buildings. On the 
right is first placed a building called a Chatur. t\ vile 
stair leads UJl to a court surrounded by cloisters, intended 
for the entertainment of Brahmans. Some of the apart· 
ments are 'neat were they tolerably clean, but they are to 
the last degree slovenly. In one are placed three images 
of white marble, not so large as human size and clothed 
in dirty yellow cotton cloth. . Two are standing, and re· 
present Narayan and Lakshmi. The third is sitting, 
and represents Ahila Bai, by whom the building and 
Vishnu pad were erected. The statuaries from Jainagar t 
exceedingly rude. Farther on to the right of the same 
court is another building erected by a contribution of 
the Gayalis for giving entertainment to Brah11,1ans, and 
called a Dhermsala. On the left of the court is first au 
Akara or conrent of Sannyasis, said to have been built 
when the orthodox worship :was first 1·estored. Then 
there is a rude pillar of granite called Gyaguj, -which is 
taken as a witness by the pilgrims of their filial duty. 

Behind this is the temple of Godadhor, the next in 
size to the Vishnupad of all the temples alJout Gaya . 
.111 those of any considerable dimensions consist of two 
parts, a kind of pyramid called )fondir and placed orer 
the image. These mondirs much resemlJle the pyramids 
that in Drareda are placed over the gateways of the 

(1) Jaipur; ~ Report. 



great temples built hy Krishna of Vigayanagar. Before 
the pyramid, and connected ·with it, is a building usually 
supported by Sl'reral 1·ows of columns, and to which 
infidels may be admitted. This is callccl N atmondir 
or Soba 1\Jundup.. The Monclir of Godadhor is very 
lofty, and rudely constructed of granite. rrhe Soba 
:Mundip is very long and flat-roofed. Both \rere built 
a considerable time ago, probaLly on the restoration of 
worship, but having Lecome. ruh.wus hare Leen lately 
in a great measure reLuilt. In front of the SoLa 
Mundup is [a J N ohoLut Khana, with a door leading to a 
stair of granite descending the l)ank of the Fulgo, which 
would he a good work were not the stair vastly too 
steep. It has been just finished, but the Pandit from 
the South when he arrived, just before the work com· 
menced, saw in the old building a stone containing an 
inscription which attributed the old stair and a temple 
of the Sun to Le afterwards mentioned to Pritapa R udra, 
a well-known prince of 'Yarangkol. In the gateway 
leading from the temple to the stair is ~ww placed a 
stone containing a small defaced female figure with an 
inscription orer it. 'Whether or not the same with the 
above I have not learned. South from this stair is a 
Dharmsaleh built by Rai DuloLh, father of Rajbulobh, 

·well known in the English history of Bengal. In its 
wall is built a stone containing a defaced female 
image with an 'inscription. North from Godadhor is 
a Sannyasi's math in which are two loose inscriptions 
of some length. South. from that Dhermsaleh, and 
adjacent to it, is the residence of a disciple 1 of :Madhava 
Acharya, who is Guru of all the Gayali Brahmans. On 
my approach his people shut the door. 

From this court surrounding Godadhor there is 
a narrow winding passage into that surrounding the 
Vishnupada. This passage is surrounded by little rude 
buildings. In one of these is an image, not worshipped. 
On a rude pillar of granite at its door is an inscription, 
but it has a modern appearance and was probably cut 

(1) Dandi Swami; in Report. 
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after the pillar wa~ taken from the ruins to occupy its 
present situation. On ,entering the area of the Vishnu· 
pada you hare on your .right the front of the Katmondir, 
Lut so ncar that you can form no judgment of the 
rffcct which the building ought to have, and c~n only 
judge of its merit by a lateral riew and a consideration 
of the parts. ·~\!though it would make only a small 
parish chnrch, this Lnilding possesses nry considerable 
merit, and was erected entirely Ly Ahiliya Bai wit.h stone 
brought from a quarry already mentioned by workmen 
from Jainagar. The stone is only roughly cut, although 
soft and easily cut smooth, but the design of the 
.1\atmondi.J.· far exceeds in elegance any Hindu work that 
I hare seen. 'The ground lllan and elevation of the 
work will gire s\ome idea of the structure. ~Iy painters 
failed in an attempt at placing the whole building in· 
perspeetire. The ~londir is exceedingly' clumsy, after 
the fashion of the great gateways of the south, but built 
entirely of stone. The Natmundir is a light building 
and the outside of the dome.is peculiarly graceful. Its 
inside is not so light, but still is highly pleasing to the 
eye. The most singular thing is that although constructed 
entirely of stone it. is not an arch. The stones are built 
in horizontal rows gradually diminishing in diameter 
until they meet at the summit. The chief workman 
says that the dome might have been constructed on the 
same plan of double the size, and required no centre or 
support when lmilding. This is I believe a species of 
masonry totally unknown in Europe. 'Ihe stones are 
l!f cubits in width from the oufer to the inner side of 
the dome, and each row forming a circle round the dome, 
the sides are parts of the radii of the chcle, so that the 
stones are wedged into the row. Every joining is secured 
by three iron 9lamps. The outer and inner superficial ; 
the former in form of a dovetail, the inner a plain 
parallelepiped. The middle one is also a parallelepiped 
but de!'cends to the bottom of the joining. The key· 
stone is above, wider than the aperture left by the last 
row, but its lower part fits the apertme exactly. On 
the south side of this temple there is an open area. 
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sufficiently ample to give a good view of the whole, on 
all other sides it is shut up by wretched buildings, and 
it is kept in a miserable state of slovenliness. At the 
south side of the temple is an elevated terrace of stone, 
brick, and plaster. It is called Sworga Dewari, and 
on it are several Lingas, one of which is exceedingly 
indecent. Into its perpendicular sides are built many 
old images, on one of which representing Ganesa is an 
inscription. Near this is lying a broken pillar. In 
a wall is built a stone representing the nine planets 
(N augraha) exactly as [at J Koch, but it is N astik, each 
planet being- a female sitting on some animal. In the 
ruins are other Naugrahas, partly of the same form; 
partly Astick. 

The great temple, besides the impression of Vishnu's 
feet, contains a Siva placed there by Ban Raja. Ahiliya 
Baihas,added a lmllor Nandioflrhite marble, very rude. 
Close ·to the east front of' the great temple Ahiliya 
Bai at her death was erecting another · temple over 
a rock called Sorusbedi. The first order of columns 
had only been erected when her ueath put a stop to the 
work, which is much to he regretted as it would in all 
probability have been very fine. The rock is very rough, 
and the· eye of Hindu faith, assisted by a strong imagina
tion, can cliscovrr on it the impressions of the feet of 
eighteen deities. 

On some of the stones of the pavement between 
Vishnupad and Soroshedi are short inscriptions, but 
such as are legible, not yet havin~ heen worn by the 
treading of feet, merely mention the names of pilgrims. 

East from the Surusbedi is a small rude temple of 
Narasingha, surrounded by small irregular buildings. 
Before it, in particular on the left of the inner door 
leading into the area of the Vishnupad, is an image of 
Goraknath. Th~ door of the temple of Narasingha, which 
is very small, is constructed of a :tine black stone richly 
carved. The lintel. contains a Bouddh with an inscrip
tion on the back of the stone, written transversely with 

I 



respect to the in;tagc. Above the lintel on a separate I 

stone is a short inscription. On the wall at the left 
hand of the God is also a long inscription in Devanagri. 
In one of the small buildings north from N arasingha 
are heaped many images, Astik and ·N astik, and there is 
an inscription. 'Vithin. this is a Siva Linga in a ·small 
apartment. The door is of fine-grained black stone, 
much ornamented, with four Buddhs on the lintel. Over 
the door is an inscription on an old pillar, half built into 
the wall, and another inscription still legible is built 
into the wall of the inside of the apartment. 

North a little way from the Vishnupad is a small 
tank, very deep sunk but containing only a little dirty 
water. The 'mlls covered with plaster are exceedingly 
high, ~nd at three corners are places where offerings 
(Pindi) are made by pilgrims. The walls were erected 
by Rajah :Mitrijit, and the ·tank is called Surja Talau 
from au old temple of Surja. or the Sun, which according 
to the inscription formerly mentioned was built by Pritapa 
Rudra. 

A s4ort way west from SUl'ja Talau is .a place of 
worship called Krishna Dwarika, where there are several 
little ruinous temples, with a cloister surrounding a small 
court, lately built Ly the qywalis for their entertainment. 
In the wall of one of the temples is built un inscription 
and one of the numerous images similar to the Surya of 
Koch has a short inscription. . 

I went from thence south-west to the outside of 
the gate of the town, where there is a poor tank without I 

any building. It is called Boiturni, and many pilgrims 
here offer cows to the Brahmans, but it is not one of the 
45 Tirthas. On the east end of the hill beyond this 
tank is a very small rude temple, flat roofed, open at the 
sides and supported by six pillars. It stands on a rock of 
granite similar to that used in the buildings of Gya, and 
in this is a very large irregular cavity supposed to have 
been formed by the knee of Bhim Sen when he per· 
formed his devotions. This place is therefore called 
Bhim Gaya. Higher up this hill, which is called :Bas· 
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maknt, is a brick temple callecl Jenahdnn. It consists 
of a small vrramid with a porch in front. No one 
knows who lJuilt them. On a loosl' ~tone lying in front 
is au inscription much defaced. South from thence, on 
the descent of the hill, is a ~imilar small temple to that 
over the impre~sion of Bhim Sen's knee. This is over 
a rock of nry unequal snrface 'and covered with little 
cavities supposed to \Je the marks of cows' feet, on which 
account this place is called Gauprol'har. 

At the foot of the hill on the south side is a temple 
of some size, called Prapita l\Iaha. The lowe1; part of 
the building is of stone. Over the image is a l\1 undir 
of brick, over the porch or Soda 1\Inndip are the small 
pyramids of the same material. A small stone inserted 
into the north side of the temple near a door contains an 
inscription in impure Sangskrit dated in the (rear] 1277 
of the Vikram.a SomLot, and relative to this temple built 
by a Raja Deva, son of Rama Deva, son of.. ...... }Pal. 
Immediately adjoining· to this on the south are some 
Dhermsalehs, and contiguous to these [is] the Ol<sha Bot 
supposed to hare been planted by Brahma. It stands on 
a rery large elerated terrace, composed of ruins and 
haTing erery appearance of a rery recent work. Under 
the tree is a small temple of Siva. In its wall has been 
lmilt an olcl inscription. South from the temple is 
a choked tank called Goda Lal. In it is shown a stone 
supposed to he the mace with "·hich Vishnu killed 
IIetnama Rakshus. I had with me the most learned 
persons that ccmld Le procm·ecl, Lut they differed rery 
widely in their accounts of this personage. It was 
agreed howerer that like Ravana he was the son of a 
Brahman, by a female Rakshasa who were a very ugly 
black race of people, who ate everything and obeyed no 
law, but were rery strong and violent. 

West from the Okhyabot is a small ruinous. tank 
called Rukmikund, which has been lined with brick. 

A little east from 'the ·okhyahot is a small tank 
called Brahma Sara war, lined with stone at its north end 

(1) Left blank. (Probably .Ajaya.) 
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where there is a small temple huiH orer a bole dug into 
the rock. In the lJottom of this hole is a figure, beyond 
all description rude, of J om the judge of the infernal 
regions. . 

A little north from thence is a temple and poreh of 
Lrick, dedicated to the 1\larkanda SiYa, which came there 
of its own accord. It is situaterl at the west side of the 
Baiturni tank, which I haye mentioned as being situated 
without the southern gate of Gya, imd immediately 
under the temple of Jenahdun. 

· North froni thence, between the two eastern arms o£ 
the ridge of hills, is a dirty pool called Gada veri, on i: s 
north side are two small places of worship, one dedicated 
to Pap l\.fuchun alone; the other to Pap Muchun and 
Rhin Muchu. Near them is a well of nry modern 
structure called Girdukup, and a Banyan tree called 
Girdu Bot. This shades a terrace with many old 
images. Opposite to the tree is a small temple of Gir
deswor Siva. East from that is a neat small temple 
lately built by Mitrejit orer'a Siya that· was found· by 
Mr. Seton when forming a road. 

Akas Gunga is a spring coming from a recess in 
the hills west from these last-mentioned places. North 
from them is the ruin of a tank called V asishta Khund, 
through which Mr. Seton made a road, on which account 
the· Tirtha has been deserted. 

Sth Decembt-w.--1 went to view the range of hills 
south and west from the city of Gaya.. Proceeding 
along the city .I came to its north-east end, called Muruli 
or Girdkut, beyond which is a lower })art of the hill, 
called Singrik. At its west end, ~rhere there are some 
small modern buildings on the plain, is held a great 
Mela. Beyond this is a small hummock, and a lonoo 
ridge called :Uandam in the language of men and U dyant 
in that of the Gods. At the west end of U dyant is 
a small plain surrounded by some small hills. On the 
plain are the ruins of a small temple. By them is the 
image of a cow giring suck to a calf, I believe an emblem 
of the Jain worship. It is called Dhenukaruna. 
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From this plain I went west between l\Iondain and 

a. ridge to the south of it, descending on a recess between 
that ridge and the hill of Brahmajoni. Passing round 
the south side of this, at its east end I came to a dirty 
pool lined with rough stone, called Sabitrikund. On the 
top of the hill which. is a -rery l'llgged peak, is a small 
temple of SaLitri De-ri with a delan near it, both 
built by Balaji Pondit, a Marattah. Near them is a hole 
in the rock called Brahma Joni, through which sinners 
creep. A little north from Sabitrikund is a larger and 
cleaner tank named Radakund. · 

I had now surrounded the hill, which consists of 
several different hummocks and peaks, of various I'ocks 
very strangely intermixed. The greater part consists 
of an imperfect granite 1 like that of Ramsila but in 
Tarious parts approaching to hornstone, and this in some 
parts seems as if impJ:egnated with hornblende,2 becoming 
black and tough, and in others contains black dots. In 
others again, Loth the imperfect granite and hornstone 
haTe degenerated into a whife granular stone,3 in some 
places retaining Llack dots from the mica.~ At the 
east end of the hill is a portion of very perfect granite,5 

and immediately aLove Bhim Gaya there is imbedded 
in this a large mass of the hornstone,6 the two rocks 
being perfectly contiguous. In other places there are 
large rocks of quartz, white, glassy, etc., etc.7 The most 
remarkaLle is. a hummock west from Brahmajoni, the 
masses decaying on which ha1e a vertical appearance. 
They are partly red, partly white with a few greenish 
portions, and it is said may Le cut into seals. Perhaps 
they approach to carnelian, having a very greasy fracture.8 

West from thence the imperfect granite9 and hornstone10 

(1) Appendix, Xos. 34, 22. 
(2) Xo. 78. 
(3) No. 23. 
(4) No. 22. 
(5) , No. 41. 
(8) ,. :So. 'l7. 
(I) , No. 44. 
p) ,. No. 95. 
(') No. 22. 
( 1o) , No. 81. 
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is decaying in vertical schistose masses, but where the 
rock is entire there is nowhere the slightest appearance 
of stratification. 

I then went into the town to visit some places south 
from Vishnupad. I went first to Gyakup, where an 

. octagon well has been lately constructed by 1\.,ara Pant 
of Burahunpur, a petty work for so great a personage. 
Between this and Vislmu}Jad is a hole in a rock with 
a rude image caned in its bottom, exactly like . that 
of J om near Erahma Sarowar, but called Gaya Sir. 
It has o-rer it a rude temple. .\. little west from thence, 
through hilly narrow lanes, is 1\Iinduprista, a ·small 
temple of a Sakti. A :little south-west from thence is a 
rock where Pincli is offered to Godadhor. . There is no 
mark on the rock exce}Jt some Pilgrims' names, but it 
is co-rered lJy a small temple like that o-rer Bhim . Gaya. 
Behind it is the temple, with some good accommodations 
for the priest, · 

9th December.-I went to Buddh Gaya, distant from 
the south end of (the) Sahebganj near six miles, and 
situated on the west side of the Fulgo. The houses and 
gardens-of Gaya extend about l t miles south from Sahib· 
gunj. The country through which I passed, overloadea 
with plantations. I here was visited by and visited the 
Mahant, who received me very civilly, and his principal 
chelas, who have been very great travellers, were fond 
of talking on the subject, and had here laid aside the 
habit of begging; on the contrary they are here exceed· 
ingly charitable or hospitable. The convent is sur· 
rounded by a high brick wall containing a very 
considerable space on the banks of the west branch of 
the Fulgo, between it and the great temple of Buddh 
Gya. The wall has turrets in the corners and some at 
the sides, and has two great gates, the handsomest part of 
the building. Towards the rh·er is a Dharmsaleh, · 
consisting of a long cloister, but not quite finished. 1.'he 
principal building is a large square, with towers at the 
corners like a castle, and rery few windows outwards. 
It contains sereral courts and many 1lpartments totally 
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destitute of neatness, elegance, or convenience. Within 
the wall is also a garden, a plantation of turmeric, and 
a burial ground where se-reral Sannyasis are deposited in 
temple8 of Siva. The buildings have been erected at 
-rery different times, each Mahant having made various 
additions, so that there is no uniformity nor symmetry of 
parts. The materials hare been taken almost entirely 
from the ruins, and the l\Iahants seem to have been at 
particular pains to have rescued the images although all 
.Nastik, and to haw placed them where they might be 
saved from injury. In a small building is au image of 
Gautoma and ~lannat, near it in a wall have been built 
images of Sakimuni and Chandamuni. These three Munis 
are three of those admitted to haY~ been lawgivers among 
the Bnddhs. U ncler one of the s1des of the western gate 
is a flag containing a long inscription partly visible. · 
In the wall of one of the comts has Leen built an ins· 
cription in the Pali character of the Burmas. In the 
wall of the south-east turret of the 'outer -<rall fronting 
the rinr, is built an image of the Sakti, but having 
a necklace of Buddhs in place of human heads, with 
which she is represented in orthodox images. A short 
inscription partly defaced under her feet. Immediately 
north from the Dharmsaleh on a tower is a Buddh, with 
an inscription at his shoulders and anothei· at his feet. 
In the wall south from the gate facing the rirer is a 
large female figure with many heads and arms. It is 
allowed to lJe Nastik and to ha1e Leen taken from the 
ruins. In a small chamber on the north side of the 
same gate is an image standing with a short inscription. 

-The numlJer of )lunis built into the wall is YCry great. 
The Gosaigns say that there is a place of worship as 

celebrated among the Hindus as 'Mecca is among the 
:lluhammadans. It is situated nine days journey "beyond 
Tata on the sea side, and is named Hingulad, where there 
is a temple of Parbuti. The pilgrims go from Tata to 
Ram bag in. three days, from· thence to Soonmeane 
three days, from thence to Hingulad three days. ~rhe 
inhabitants of the Yicinity are ~luhammadans, and are 
called Lumri. 
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West from the north end of the Conwnt of the 
Gosaign.s, on the ruins of the old palace of Asoka Dherma, 
has been erected a large building, constructed lately but 
at different periods and containing two temples, one 9f 
J agahnath the other of Ram, built according to an ins· 
cription by Ganga Bai. In the wall of the temple of 
J agannath is also built au inscription but it has been 
taken from the ruins, Jagannath ha1ing l~een built by 
the present occupant's father. The' building on the 
whole respectable in siz~. It has no endowment. The 
ruin of the palace Yery large. It has had a ditcl1, but no 
cavity is to Lc observed within. 

· lJth Decemuer.--1 went to Yisit some places east 
from Buddh Gaya. I crossed the western branch of 
the J?ulgo just abOYe the COlrrent. rfhe river here is Yery 
wide, hut is di1ided into two channels by a low sandy 
island. The western channel is called Kauoksor in the 
Hindi and Sobomasor in.the Pali language. The eastern 
or laro·er branch in the Hindi is named NilaJ· un and in 

~ 

the ,l:Jali Nirinchiya.1 Both contain a stream, but Yery 
trifling. ·The channel fully as large as at Gaya. About 
half a mile b£youd the Fulgo. is a pretty large tank 
called .Uatungabapi, but it has become dry, although 
a dirty stagnant creek (Ralim nalah) passes through it. 
At its north end are t\10 small temples with many images 
from Buddh' Gaya, and a small tank lined with brick. 
The plain is ackno"-ledged to be Astik and to have been 
estahlishcd by .1\larkanda Rishi. About t of a mile 
beyond that, I crossed a smalluulah called Dherma Rond, 
and about au equal distance farther I came to a consi· 
derable heap of Lrieks on which four small buildings of 
brick have been erected. . One is OYer raJ deep pit like 

· a well, where Dhe1·ma Rajah, the sou of Pandu, per· 
formed yug. Of course this is the Astik story, as the 
Buddhs llerform no yug. One is a temple containing an 
image of that personage. Another is a temple of Par
swanath, which is frequented by the pilgrims of the 
Srau Jain who come from the west of India to visit 
------- --------~-------------------

{l) Garee R., R.; Amman&t R., B.A.; Lllajan N, 
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their holy places. I am told that most of the inhabi~ 
tants of Jainagar are still Jain, and that it is only a few 
years since the-present Raja was converted by a ~Iithila 
Brahman and became of the sect of Sakti. The last 
temple is that of .Brahma, but I am persuaded that all 
the images are N astik. That of Parswanath is placed 
on a throne evidently intended for the place it occupies. 
It is standing ana clothed. The others appear to 
have been brought from Gya, and many are built into 
the walls. 

A very little beyond Dherma Rond is the eastern 
branch of th~ Fnlgo, not such a wide channel hut con
taining a larger stream than the western branch. · In 
the Hindi dialect it is called l\Iohane 1 and in the Pali 
Mahanada. I descended' this river, passing two brick 
akaras belonging to the l\Iahant of Buddh Gya, for about 
a mile and a q narter, to a Slflall new temple called Sing· 
bahini, near it have been buried many of the Gosains, 
each has over his grave a very small monument ter
minated by a Linga or more commonly by an _ornamen· 
tal stone brought from the ruins and shaped like a bee~ 
hive, but containing images of Munis on gour sides. 

I then went down about 1! miles to Saraswoti, where 
many pilgrims bathe and where there is a small temple 
surrounded by buildings of brick with a tiled roof. In 
the court are many graves [ ofl Gosaiyns similar to 
those just now described. I returned from thence to 
Matunga Bapi, crossing Dherma Rond nalah alone, 
Rata nala having joined it higher up. Immediately 
west from Dherma Rond nalah a heap of red and white 
rude jasper rises above the surface. 

From 1\fatunga Bapi I proceeded west to a 1arge 
heap opposite to Buddh Gya, and near the river. I 
at first took it for a small hill, but was told that it was 
an old temple of the Buddhs, and I found that it was 
composed of bricks covered with a little earth. The 

. people say they remember it as entire as the temple of 
··---------

(1) Mahonah R., R. and B.A.; Mollan1. 



~Iahamuni now is, hut that it was round and solid. 
Mr. Boddam removed many bricks for his buildings 
at Gya, which reduced it to a mere heap. In digging 
for the bricks he is said to have found a stone chest 
containing bones and many small images of Lak. He 
also removed a stone pillar which has been erected in 
Sahibgunj. A. large image like that of Bhairab has also 
been found, but it has lately been covered with earth, so 
that I could not see it. Round this central temple are 
several pretty large heaps of brick, which have no doubt 
been accompanying buildings. On the whole this has 
been a pretty considerable temple, although not quite 
so large as that of Buddh Gya. It is said that ~-hen 
Gautoma lfuni came here to perform penance, accom· 
panied by a vast many other M unis, that one of these 
distinguished persons died and was buried in the 
temple, which is called Koteni Bakraur.1 ,This is the 
account of the :Uahant, who calls Gautoma indiscrimi· 
nately a Muni and a BaQ'awan. Mr. Sisson2 says that 
Mr. Boddam procured fro~1 this a small stone image of 
-rery ?reat beauty, which he saw. Some of the Astik attri· 
Lute this work to Amara Singha, but they do the same 
with the palace of Asoka Dharma, Amara Singha being. 
the only Buddhist with whom they are acquainted. 

I then took a view of Buddh Gya, accorn:-panied by a 
Rajput who has been converted to the doctrines of the 
Duddhs by two officers dispatched by the King of A. va; 
to visit the holy places of this vicinity and to bring him 
au account of their state. He says that the sect so far 
as he knows has become perfectly extinct, and that no 
Looks relating to it are now procurable in the country. 
'l'he messengers from Ava taught him much in the Pali 
or Sanskrit language, and from their books were able 
to discorer the old places of worship, which are numer
ous in this vicinity, as being the native country of 
Gautama. They said on the authority of their books 

(1) Bakraur, 
(2) ~· Acting Magistrate of Behar "; in Report. 

6 ' 80 R. & J, 
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that 1 the temple- was built by Asoka · Dharma, King of 
Mat:ades, who resided in the palace immediately adjacent 
about 5,000 years ago. The Rajput calls the Bmmas 
Brahmas. It must be oLserved that some families of 
Rajputs still continue to act as priests of the temple 
of the Bucldhs or rather of Mahamuni, for the image 
represents that lawgi1er, but he was worshipped by the 
messengers from Ava.2 'Ih2 Rajputs reconcile this to 
their conscience by considering the image as Budh Avatar. 

I have already mentioned that west from the north 
end of the Sannyasis' convent, there are trac£s of a very 
large building called the Rajasthan or palace of Dharma 
Asoka. These extencl aLout 1,300 feet from east to 
west and. about 1,000 from north to south. Cn the east, 
north and west sides are traces of a ditch, and on 
the west and south sides there are traces of an outer 
wall with a ditch Letween it and the palace; but by far 
the greater part seems to ha-re been a very large 
castle probably containing ·many small courts, as the 
ruin, except on the sides where there are traces of a · 
double wall, is ererywhere an uniform terrace con~ist
ing chiefly of bricks now covered with soil. Immediately 
south from the palace and separated only from it by a 
roacl was the temple cf Budclh, which by the messengers 
from A-ra was called :Mahabuddh, [it] has been about 
SOO feet from east to west and about 480 from north 
to south, and it also seems to har-e been composed of 
Yarious courts now mostly reduced to irregular heaps of 
bricks and stones, as immense quantities of materials 
have Leeli taken away. The largest heap now remain· 
ing is at the north-east corner, where there is a very 

Passages subsequently crossed out by Buchanan-
( I) " The place first became celebrated by [ ] King of Singhala 

ha>ing planted a pipal tree which he calls Buddh B ruv or the 
tree of Buddh and which is now called Brahma Pipul, ancl 
continues to be an object of worship with the orthodox. This 
was about two thousand two hundred and fifty years ago. 
About one hundred and twenty-five years afterwards the present 
temple-." 

FJ " .Although they cC>n~idered the whol.l p:ace as :wly lind tllok 
water from e>ery tuk near it to form a bath fol' their Kin~.'' 
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large terrace on which are two modern small temples. 
The one to the east is called Bageswori, and was erec· 
ted by one of the 'Uahants of the con-rent. The image 
was dug up from the ruins and obtained an orthodox 
name. It had been employed before as an ornament, 
not as an object of worship. The temple of Tara Devf 
is towards the west, and its history is the same. In the 
east end of this terrace is now making a great exca¥a· 
tion to procure materials for building. The "WOrkmen 
have laid open a chamber of brick, a cuLe of about 20 
feet, without door, window, or stair. South from this 
terrace and Eeparated. from it by a road which is said 
to have been corered with an arch, and to have extended 
all the way to the river, but which now only remains at 
its west end, has been a vast range of buildings, but 
the greater part of the materials have been removed and 
there now only remain some heaps of broken bricks and 
images, one of 'IYhich is very large. 

South from thence has been a tank. w· est from 
these two masses of buildings has been a court surro:m· 
ding the two principal objects of worship, that is, a 
Pipal tree placed on the west side of a terrace forming 
the lower part of a (Mondir) spire or prramid, containing 
the image of )Iahamuni. The arched way led from the 
east into this area in front of the great Uondir. On 
the right in entering is a small brick chamber, probably 
modern, and containing no imaQ;e. On the left are two 
small chamlJers, Loth modern. That nearest the entrance 
contains Eeverallarge images said to h:rre been taken 
from the ruins and built into the wall. Five of them 
in the usual sitting postm·e adopted by the Buddhists to 
represent their ·:llunis are said by Loth the orthodox: 
and hetercdox to represent the five sons of Pandu, who 
are claimEd by all sects. The other small chamber is 
the tomL (Somadh) of the first ::Uahant of the convent cf 
Sannyasis. 'Ihis person in the course of his penitent 
wanderings came to the place, then overrun with weed 
and Lushes, and finding the temple a ccnvenient shelter, 
ook up his altJdc in it, until his extraordinary s~nctity 
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attracted the notice of numerous pilgrims and he became 
a principal object of veneration among the powerful 
chiefs and wealthy merchants who occasionally frequent 
Gya. From these he received the various endowments 
which his successors enjoy. Before the porch of the 
great l\iondir is a stone containing impressions of the 
feet of a Buddh, and called Buddh Pada, and round it 
have been heaped many images. Among these, one 
representing a Muni has a short.inscription under its 
legs; another has an inscription round the head. A male 
figure with two arms, having the figure o:f a l\flmi sitting 
on his head, has an inscription round . his head and 
another below his feet. Adjacent to the Bucldh Pacla is 
lying a stone with a transverse inscription. 

The great :Manclir is a very slender quad1~ngular 
pyramid or spire placed upon a square terrace frolll 20 
or 30 feet high. :Except ornaments, the whole has been 
built of brick, but it has b~en covered with plaster and as 
usual in Hindu buildings has been minutely subdivided 
into numberless projecting corners, niches, and petty 
mouldings. The niches seem each to have contained an 
image of a Bucldh in plaster, and on each projecting 
corner has been placed a stone somewhat in the shape of 
a beehive and representing a temple. On one of the sides 
of these small temples 'is a door much ornamented and a 
cavity containing the image of a Muni, and on the three 
other sides are niches containing similar images. The 
number of these small temples ·scattered all over the 
neighbourhood for miles is exceedingly great. The 
~Ionclir has had in front a porch containing two stairs 
leading up to two upper stories that the temple contained, 
but the roof has fallen in, and almost every part of the 
Mondir is rapidly hastening to decay, except the northern 
and western sides of the terrace, which have [been J very 
recently repaired by a Maratah chief. The reason of this 
rep:lir is that on the east side of the terrace there grew a 
pipal tree, which the Bucldhs call Buddh Brup, and some 
of them allege that it was planted by a King of Singala 
before the temple Tras Luilt, while the Burma messen· 
gers alleg-ed that it was planted by Asoka Dharma. The 
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orthodox with equal probability allege that it was 
planted by Brahma, and it is an object of 'IOrship wit~ 
all. It is a fine tree in full \'igour, and in all probability 
cannot exceed 100 years in age, and has probably sprung 
from the ruins long after they had been deserted. A 
similar tree however may have existed there when the 
temple was entire. ATound the roots has been raised a 
circular heap of brick and plaster in various concentric 
stages~ and on one of these have been placed, in a confused 
heap, variDus images and carved fragments of stone 
taken from the ruins. On the pedestal of one of the 
images representing what the orthodox ·call Hargauri, 
the messengers of Ava engraved th~ir names and the 
date of their arrival. 

The original stairs leading up to the terrace were· 
through the porch which has fallen, but the stairs 
are still entire and for Hindu workmen tolerably easy; 
but the access to a holy place through a heterodox: 
temple appeared so improper to the }farattah who 

· repaired the terrace that he has constructed a new 
stair ou the outside. The chamber in the 1\Iundir on the 
ground story is very small, and is covered by a gothic 
arch, the plaster work on which has been divided into. 
small compartments, each containing the image of 
a :Muni. The whole far end of the chamber has been· 
occupied by a throne (Simhasana) of stone in a very bad 
taste, which has however been much disfigured by a row 
of images taken from the ruins and built upon the front 
of the throne on which the image of Mahamuni is seated. 
This image consists of clay, and is so vastly rude in 
comparison with all the other images as to favour very 
much the truth of a current tradition of the image 
having been gold and having been taken away by the 
Muhammadans. In fact the present image would appear 
to hare been made after the sect had felt persecution 
and were no longer able to procure tolerable workmen. 
The two chambers abore this temple are no longer 
accessible, but many people about the place remember 
the }lOrch entire, and have been often in them. The 
second story has a throne a~ its far end, but no image 
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"The uppermost was empty: These three chambers do 
not occupy one-half of the spire, even in its present 
reduced state. It perhaps may be 150 feet high, but is 
·not to be compared with the great temples in Pegu. 
There is nothing about this work to induce one to believe 
that it has been originally constructed of ruins. All 
parts not evidently quite modern are built with the 
symmetry which shows their materials to have been 
originally intended for the parts they now occupy. The 
outer door of the porch is indeed composed of various 
fragments rudely placed together, but that is said to 
have been done after the roof fell in and broke down 
the door. 

Some of the images are in the best style that I have 
·seen in India, but in general they are much on a par 
with those at Gya. Indeed, it is alleged that a great 
part if not the whole of the images built into the walls 
there, as also all the doors, windows, pillnrs and inscrip· 
tions that accompany them, have been taken from these 
ruins. It is even alleged by the Itajput convert that 
·all the images now worshipped at Gya were originally in 
this temple as ornaments, and hnxe had new names given 
to them by the Brahmans and suited for their present 
1Jelicf. That by far the greater part of them belong to 
the sect of Buddh there can be no doubt, and it is 
admitted by all that most or much of the materials in 
question hare come from Budclh Gya, but I cannot take 
1.1pon myself to state whether or not he is accurate in 
~omprehending the whole. He denies that Gya was 
e,-er a place of worship among the Buddhists, and asserts 
that it owes its celebrity to Vyas the son of· Parasara, 
who long after the time of Gautoma made an attack on 
the Buddhs and introduced the worship of Vishnu. He 
it was who pointed out the \arious places of worship at 
Gya, ·but the Buddhists continued their own worship 
until the doctrine of Sim under Sankara gained a deci· 
sire victory. It must howeY"er be observed, as I am 
informed by l!r. Jameson, sur6eon at Gya, that in the 
Dubustan lrozhayeb, a book by many attributed to Fyzi 
·the brother of Abul Fazil, which gi1es· an account of 
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the various sects in religion, it is stated that the ancient 
P::rsis1 claim Gya as a temple of their foundation, 'Where 
Gywa or the planet Satmn was worshipped. This 
Gya is by the Buddhists claimed as a )!uni, and by the 
Orthodox it is alleged that he was an infidel. Certainly 
the worship of the Sun was once very preralent, no 
image is still more prevalent in the ricinity, and one 
temple still continues an object of adoration. Between 
the temple and convent is a rectangular space containing 
the tombs of the Mahants. In its wall is built a large 
standing image with an inscription. 

The followers of Buddh say the Gyasur: was a )Iuni 
who performed religious ceremonies at Kolahal hill, ten 
cases south in Ramgar, the same place where Harischand 
Raja, King of the world in the Satyayug, performed 
his worship. Rotasgar was built by Kowar Ruedas his 
son. But Harischand lived long before Gyasur, who 
flourished at the end of the Laba or beginning of the 
Duaper. Gyasur is no object of worship among the 
Buddhs. They had no temple near the present Gya, but 
say that Gautoma lived six years under the Akshiya Bot. 
which they call Gautama Bot, and the tank called 
Rnkminikund the· Buddhs call Gautamakund. Vishnu 
Pad, Preth Sila, are not considered by them as holy. 
The messengers of Ava denied altogether Buddh Avatar, 
but consider themselves as of the sect of Brahma, on 
which account they allege that all men were Brahmans. 
That the distinction of caste '\\US introduced Ly Vyas 
the son of Parasara, who lived long after the time of 
Gotoma, who was one of the ancient Brahmans. Vyas 
pointed out to the people the places now considered 
holy. Sankara afterwards destroyed the Bouddhs. The 
messengers from Ava considered the Buddh Brap as 
the centre of J umbud wep, and reckon all distances of 
places in the world from thence. The Buddhists of Ara 
pray to the Sun but make offerings, nor do they ever 
burn offerings, and abhor the fire worship. 

lOth December.--! returned to Gya. 
,(l)l'euiallll; in Report. 
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12/h JJecernber.-1 went to Singutha,1 passing 
through Sahebgunj. About a quarter of a mile I crossed 
the Fulgo above the island, where it is fully half a mile 
wide, and beyond it is a barren sandy space. Having 
proceeded east along a wide but bad road for rather 
more than four miles, I turned south and went rather 
less than half a mile to a place where Soda is scraped 
by the washermen. It is an uncultivated plain of 
perhaps 300 yards diameter, intersected by a small windM 
ing stream. 'Ihe soil is s..'lndy and the grass thin and 
short. The soda effloresces on the surface, and after 
h~lring been scraped, in 10 or 12 days is again covered, 
but the quantity procurable in a year would be trifling 
as the whole plain is by no means covered. The effiore· 
scence takes place only in certain spots of very irregular 
shapes. From this field I went about 1! miles to the 
low ridge, the south end of which I passed on the 30th 
:Kovember. It consists of four distinct hills besides 
the one which that day I le~ on my right, and behind 
it are two peaks, one pretty high. I went first to the 
north end of the second hill, which consists of white 
quartz, ruther mealy with a few black speck~. From 
thence I saw nearly north a high hill named Tetuya,3 

which is one cose east from l'atarkati. Near Tetuya 
is a quarry of Khori and a clay called Pilamati. 
South-west from Tetuya is another considerable lower 
hill called Narawut.3 The space between the second 
hill of the ridge and the highest peak is cultivated, 
and may be 300 yards wide. From the peak proceeds 
a low ruzryed ridoe, about l of a mile in length, which 
consists ~f quart~ · tinged red. Between this and the 
next ridge towards the north, is a rugged space through 
which the Kewar river flows. It is a narrow rocky 
channel with a fine little stream, by no means, however, 
clear or clean. On the western face of this fourth 
p:1rt of the ridge is an imperfect Khori' which has 

(1) Slnghatiya. 
(2) TetYa. 
P) NarawaL 
('l Appenfu, No. ta 
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been dug up to a very trifling extent, so that being 
superficial no judgment can be formed of the position. 
The adjacent rocks on the left of the Pungwar1 are 
quartz stained red.z 'fhe south end of this hill and 
the north end of the one on the opposite bank of the 
Kewar ri rer are called by the same name, K urheripahar, 5 

while their two other ends are known by different 
names owing to the villages that are adjacent. The 
hill on which the Khori is found is almost a mile in 
length, and from its north end I passed about a quarter of 
a mile to rejoin the road, on the other side of -u-hich were 
two detached rocks and a long low ridge, all exceedingly 
rugged. 

From thence I proceeded to my tents not quite 
four miles, having on my right the high hill of :Uoher 
with a row of hills passing east from its nolih end. 
Where we halted is some way north from the road, 
for what reason I know not, as w~re we struck off 
there was a fine village with a mud castle. 

13th December.--! went to Bijabiga,t which was 
said to be only five cases distant, but 1 am persuaded we 
travelled at least eight. The road however, in order 
to a void the rice fields, was exceedingly circuitous. In 
the first place I went about i of a mile south to the 
road. I then went rather more than three miles east 
to the north-east corner 6 of the Moher range of hills, 
where the rock is an aggregate •of fat and mealy 
quartz with some black and red specks8

• From thence 
I went to the Dukari/ a small channel filled with dirty 
stagnant water perhaps owing to its being damned up. 
The channel may be about 20 feet wide. A little 
beyond it is a large ,·illage called Kenar,8 beyond which 
I found no road. About 1 i miles from the Dukari 

(I) Paimar. 
(2) Appendix, No. 79. 
(3) Kh.arharl, 
t•J Biju Giglia. 
(5) Asrah, R. and B.A.; Hansra or ~b~ath J:IIIL 
(G) Appendix, No. 73, 
(7) Dakhln Canna! 
(~l Kt~ar Paharpur, 
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I came to the banks of the Darhar,1 at a village named 
Paharpur. The river here forms the boundary between 
"Sahebgunj and . N owadeb,3 and is a sandy channel 60 
or 70 yards wide. Trenches drawn obliquely across it 
collect fine little streams that are conveyed by canals to 

·water the vicinity. Beyond the Darhar the people 
become more stupid. jlost of the people ran away, 
and none could be procured to show us the road. Not 
quite three miles from the Darhar I had to the north, 
at about two miles distance, a large hill named 
~Iajhuya,3 and to the west of it two small hills4 between 
which and it the Darhar passes. East from it are some 
low hills in a ridge, which towards the east approaches 
a pretty considerable peak. 

From opposite to :Hajhuya I went about 3! miles 
to Sita ~Iauri, where there is a low ridge of granite, in 
most parts so smooth and low that a cart codul pass with 
ease, but many blocks come to the surface and there are 
some low broken pe~ks. Sita :Mauri is a small chamber· 
dug into a great block of granite. The door is very 
small, and the chamber may be 15 feet by 10, and 
about 7 feet high in the middle. The polish has been 
attempted, but is inferior to that of the caves at 
Burabur. In the far end are placed t"WO small images 
supposed to represent Ram and Sita. Both seem to 
me to have been taken from Buddh Gya, as one is 
a Muni and the other a female figure very common in 
these ruins. The cave is quite dry, and has probably 
been the residence of some 11ell endowed hermit. A 
mela is held t11o days in the year, the merits of attending 
which are greatly enhanced by there being no water 
near. I had been told that there was an inscription at 
the place, but I found none. On the same ridge about 
a mile farther east is a small brick Dorga of Sheikh 
.Muhammed. 

From Sita Mauri to my tents beyond the village 
vf Bija Biga is about three miles, mostly south. 

(1) Dahder R.; R. and B.A.; Dadar N, 
(2) Nowadah; R. and B.A.; Nawadah. 
(3) Majhwe Hill near Je.muawan B.S . 
.(') at Tllera. 
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Bijl Biga is a small town belonging to the late 
Mr. Bodd1m's Munshi. When he purchased it, mostly 
-was~e. He is said to have laid out a good deal on 
c1nals, plaatations, etc., and having brought in much 
land has had a very good bargain. · 

14!!1 December.--I went to Rajauli,I six coses called 
four. I first went about i of a mile and came to a llide 
sandy channel on my left, called Teliya.3 About i of 
a mile farther I crossed it llhere it seems to be formed 
by the junction of the Teliya and Harhari. The former 
is a large sandy channel with a small stream, like the 
united rivers which may be 100 yards wide. The 
Dunaiya [Tilaia] is the western branch. The eastern is 
a much smaller channel, but contains nearly as much 
water,· which in some places is damned up so as to fill 
the channel. I went up its right bank for a little way, 
and. without crossing it I went alJout 4f miles to 
the Donaiya,8 llhich I crossed immediately above its 
juaction with the Danarji:' It is a wide sandy channel 
with water in small cuts which form streams. About 
h:1lf a mile beyond this I came to a nllage called 
Kanrura,5 at which are some heaps of bricks said to 
have Leea the residence of Bandawuts. Rather more 
than a mile from thence I came to the left bank of the 
Du::l:ll'ji, and proceeding up that bank for about a quarter 
of a mile I crossed it. There is no stream, but water for 
irrigation may be had at this season by digging a little 
way. About 2i miles [further] 1 came to this river again 
and crossing it obliquely 1)assed to my tents, through 
the town of Rajauli situated among fine mango groves. 
TLese were all planted by a Fakir, a most venerable 
personage, by whom I was visited on my arrival. He 
is a. Saind Lorn at Baragong near :Mirzapur, and after 
some ad Yentures in the west came and sat down here 
m the midst 0f wild Leasts and the devils worshipped 

(1) P..ajouly, R.; Rajowly, B.!.; Rajauli, 
(2) Tilala N. 
(3) Donata N. (called Tilaia N. further south.) 
(4) Dhanarje N. 
(~) Khanpura. 
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by the Infidels. After a residence of 25 yettl'S he 
attracted the notice of Kamgar Khan, from whom he 
obtained a considerable grant of lands, which he has 
brought into cu)tiration and ornamented with fine 
plantations. His abode is large, but slovenly and 
mean. He has been a fine-looking man, very fair and 
of good address, but has too much of the ascetic, his 
face being bedaubed "\lith ashes. One of his chelas 
wears a turban of hair like a Sannyasi. He has the 
character of having been very intelligent, but his 
facultie~ seem to have been greatly impaired. 

15M JJecember.-1 went to Belem1 in order to see 
some quanies of :Mica that are beyond it. About two
thirds of the -way I found my tents, which had been stopt 
on a pretence that no water was to be had at Belem. I 
ordered them however to proceed. In the first place I went 
about half a mile to the Dunarji which I crossed. The 
cultivation round Rajauli extends a little farther. Beyond 
this is a stunted wood in which, about one mile from the 
Danarj i, I came opposite to the south end of a small 
hill consisting of immense blocks of granite, with small 
trees in the crevices. A low ridge of granite extends 
from thence across the Suknar,3 a small mountain torrent 
now dry, and placed about half a mile beyond the hill 
which is called Loheri. East from the torrent this 
ridge rises into a small peak. About i of a mile beyond 
this torrent I came to a miserable Rajiwar village, about 
a quarter of a mile beyond which I crossed· the Kuri, 3 

a sandy channel now quite dry and about 20 yards wide. 
From thence until I came opposite to the end of Kukdihi, 
a low hill, I had woods with swelling ground of a sandy 
poor soil for about 1 i miles. From thence for about 
11 miles waa over swelling ground near the Kuri, but 
the soil good and clear. It is finely shaded with large 
Mohual trees, with a few others intermixed, and much of 
it among the trees is cultivated. The chief crops seem 

(I) Belam. 
(2) S~J.cknour R., n.; Sukhnar 11. 
fl) Coory R., R.; Cooree R., B.A.; Khurl H. 
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to be Maize, Orohor, Til and Cotton. The Orohor very 
good, as in Bhagalpur. The inhabitants of two villages, 
Bhnnguyar or Ghatwals belonging to Abadut Singh. 
The huts made of clay but very wretched. Much Seem 
about them supported on Ricinus, a.s is the case in the 
Hindi villages intermixed with these rude tribes, such as 
Rajauli. 

In the evening I was visited by Obadut Singh 
Tikayit of Domni,I to whom all the country on this side 
of the Su1mar belongs. He calls himself a Surjabongsi 
Rajput, and such of his people as live pure are called 
Ghatwals. Those who adhere to their old impurity, and 
eat beef, pork, fowls and every other abomination, are 
called Bhungiyas. All towards Korokdea east and south" 
is thinly inhabited by other Bhungiya chiefs belonging 
to Ramgar. The roads only l)enetrable for people on 
foot. The high-born chief is like an ordinary farmer, 
intelligent but without education. He has lost. his 
nose, not in the wars of Mars. The people of his 
village exceedingly alarmed at my appearance, a very 
timid small ill-looking people. 

16th JJecember.-1 went first to visit a mine or 
quarry of mica, and proceeded up the banks. of the 
13elem, about three miles, which I crossed six times in 
a narrow valley, but in some places cu~tivated by the 
people of Belem. I then ascended a hill for perhaps 
150 feet perpendicular height, when I came to the mine, 
which runs easterly and westel'ly along_ the northern 
face of the hill, which is there called Dorpayi. The 
vein may extend 200 yards, but is interrupted in the 
middle by a watercourse, to whi<:h there is a consider· 

. able descent from both the places that are wrought. 
The vein seems to wind very irregularly among the 
rocks that form the matrix, and nowhere comes to the 
mrface, little shafts and trenches are made, and from 
the shafts, small galleries are dug into the vein as far as 
the workmen venture to go, which seems to be a. tery 
little way owing to the danger of the roof falling in, 

(1) D.u!llllee1 B.A.; Dhaftlni, 
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although the galleries are miserably narrow and low. 
This is not attributed to their want of skill but to the 
wrath of the Gods. A stone-cutter in my employ was 
going into one of the shafts to bring out a specimen, and 
although a Brahman was going on without fear, 'rhen 
a U oslem guide called out, Pull off your shoes, will you 
profane the abode of the Gods? The shafts are ~eldom 
above 6 feet deep, but some require u latter (l~dder) of 
10 or 12 feet, but are not above 2 or 3 feet in diamder. 
The galleries are so narrow that much of the mica, 
which would be in large masses, is broken in forcing 
it out with crows. The lead being easily prccmed the 
mine should be regularly sunk from the surfat·e and 
the vein laid entirely bare, so that the pieces of mica 
might be taken out entire. All the workmen fled on 
our approach, although they reside the whole year on 
the spot. I understand that one of them takes the 
mine for a certain sum annually, works at it with the 
assistance of his companions as he pleases, and sells the 
mica to merchants. The quantity taken must be pretty 
considerable. 

'l'he rock in the channel of the Belem at the foot 
of the hill is a granite! consistingo of a little 1rhite 
quartz and much black shining matter, in some places 
perhaps hornblende as it is light, 1 and in others 
probably micaceous iron ore as it is very he~• vy, ~ and 
some detached stones which I saw seemed to have lost 
almost all the quartz and to have become an iron ore,' 
but I saw no rock of this kind. The granite I in some 
places is a solid rock, in others it is granular owing 
to decay. It approaches very near to the mine, but I 
saw it nowhere adjacent, and seems to form the 
basis of the hill while quartz the matrix of the mica 
occupies the higher portions. :Many mas~es of the 
quartz, however, and some of them containing mica 
are intermixed with those of the granitel, but proLaLly 
they have fallen from the top. '!here is however --------------------(1) .Appendix, No. 22. 

(2) Nos. 25, 112. 
(3) , No. 36. 
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adjacent to the mine in some places as well as 
lower down intermixed with the granite!, rocks of 
granite in a kind of intermediate state between the 
quartz containing mica and the granite!, for it is fine· 
grained and consists chiefly of white quartz intermixed 
with grains of the mica and black shining 1patter.1 

'l1he rock of quartz commonly adjacent to t~e vein 
of mica consists usually of white masses, about the 
size of a filbert, conglutinated and partly glassy and 
diaphanous, partly white and opaque and more or less 
intersected in nrious directions by plates of mica. On 
breaking one piece which was almost uniformly white 
and opaque, I thought I could trace the transition 
from quartz to mica.2 'l'he surface of the fracture was 
smooth and glassy like a plate of mica, and for a little 
way in there was somewhat of a foliated structure. 
More or less of this foliated structure may in general be 
obsen-ed. The mica of Dorpayi, (~9ft~) although when 
split thin it is perfectly pellucid, in thick masses has 
always somewhat of a brownish3 cast. Owing to the 
absence of the miners I could procure no large mass, but 
am told that such are to be had, although most of the 
pieces free from rents are very small. 

Having examined the mine I returned to Rajauli. 
lJ p the same valley watered by the Belem are three other 
mines of mica, named Durhi, (iS!~f"t) Beluya (~~ftnl) 
and Sophi, (~fir-~) all within a cose of each other and 
a bout three coses from Dorpayi ; Lut the road is so 
difficult that I could not have visited them without 
walking the whole way. I have since learned that there 
is another vein named Durkora, (~ml) but the whole 
were carefully concealed and it was by mere chance that 
I found them, by means of a trader who has been 
threatened for showing them. It was then pretended 
that they were all in Cbatra, but this I found is false. 
They all Lelong to Buniar Singh. 

(1) Appendix, No. 107, 
(~) , No. 69. 
P) , No. 71. 
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Tha channel of the Belem in some places is quite 
dry, in others contains small stagnant pools~ and in 
others a little clear stream. This is owing to various 
springs, which run a little way and are then absorbed 
by the sand. 
· In the evening I went about 3! miles north-west 
to Amaiya1 to see an old fort said to have been built by 
a :Maga Raja, but on coming to the place the people 
assured me that it had been the residence of a Hunjit 
Rai, zemindar of Jorra, who was a Rajput chief des· 
troyed by Kamgar Khan or his ancestors. There re· 
mains a long quadrangular space elevated by means 
of broken bricks, which is said to have been a' fort, but 
it rather has been a castle perhaps 100 yards long by 
50 wide, and near it have been several smaller edifices 
of brick all nearly levelled with the ground, so that 
the place may be of great antiquity. There is no hill 
near Amaiya as Mr. Rennelllays down. 

17th December.-! went among the hills to visit 
other mines of mica or Abarak. My route lay along the 
Dunarjun which I crossed eight times. Having crossed 
it twice about ll miles northa from Rajauli, I came to a 
small peak of large-grained granite west from my route 
with another beyond it in that direction. The river 
here, and where I crossed it next about half a mile 
beyond the little hills, is not quite dry and may be 100 
yards wide. Where I crossed it next, half a mile 
farther, it contains a fine little clear stream which con· 
tinues all the way up. A rock of large-grained granite 
here in the channel. A quarter of a mile farther up 
I crossed it again between the north ends of the great 
hills, and found a rock decaying into vertical masses 
running east and west, a fine-grained aggregate.8 This 
I learned is a continuation of the rock on Durbasa, as I 

· sent there and procured specimens of the entire rock, fine .. 
grained red felspar, white quartz and black mica.' 

(1) Amayah, R. and B.A.; Amanwan, 
(2) Should be " South.'!. 
(3) Appendix, N(). 26. 
(•) Appendix, N(). 108. 
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This is therefore probably the rock of the north end 
:>f Singra,t to which the mass in the river stretched . 
.dnothe~r specimen from Durbasa contained most quartz, 
a little red felspar, and little or no mica, forming a 
-granite I. 

Haring proceeded rather less than four miles south 
from Rajauli and crossed the rinr ~e1en times, I 
had passed the hill towards the ~1st called Dmbasarikh. 
I then turned east and crossed. a low rid::;e, round which 
the rin:r takes a sw·eep to the so:.lth, l~~~·oncl thi~ ridge 
I crossed it again for the last time a!ld proc:c~ded east 
alon;dts left !Jan k to Dub am·/ a Yilb~\~ of Bhunghiyas 
belonging to Brijomolnm Sahc1~ a Ghahral. 1 here 
crossed two sm:1ll torrents cc,miu!.:;' frolil the south, 
through a long narrow -ralle~- LeloilgiDg to this chief, 
and extending to Pangch B:thini 3 ghat, the boundary 
with Ramgar. This pass is situated Letweeu two hilli 
named Brahma. Derata and Gunde. ·This 1alley is 
bounded in the west by a continuation of Sringarikh, 
and on the east by a very e:s:tensire mass of low hills, 
which is separated from DmlJasa Rikh Ly a narrow 
-ralley watered by the Dunarjuu, which there howe-rer 
is called by -rarious names, and after coming from the 
east through this T"alley for aLout four coses, turns 
south through the nlley of Dumchatch' in Chatra, 
bounded on the east by a great hill, 1Iaramaku, and 
on the west by this cluster of Dubaur. 

This rillage of Dubaur is about half a mile west 
from the hill, and I proceeded up the ralley between the 
hill and the Dunarjun about a mile, when I came to the 
first mine named Chirkund~ which is about so11th-south
west from the highest peak of Dmhasarikh ,. called 
Anyari. Immedbtely adjoining to a fine ri . .:h lc:nl there 
rises a small peak of, fine fat qn:.ll'tz 5 not a bon! ,t() 

feet perpendicular, and joining to the southern hills by 

7 

(I) Singur, R aud R.!.; Singar or Srlngirikh. 
(!) Oubaur. 
(S) Panch Bhurwa. ! 
(f) Doomchauns. B.A. i Domchancll, 
(6) .AppendU:, No. 44. 

SO R. & J. 
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a short ridge. On the summit of this is found the mica 
without any gangue except the quartz, nor has this 
mtermixed with it any portions of mica. The vein runs 
north and south and has been wrought entirely by 
shaft, but has it is said been given up for two years, 
although I see appearances to indicate that it has been 
wrought very recently, although to a very small extent. 
From this quarry I went to another mi~w named Bandur 
Chuya, about one mile south-south-east from the former, 
with a considerable ascent the whole way among the 
little hills, on the summit of one of the most considerable 
among which it is situated. All the rock as I 
ascended, until neat: the summit, was exceedingly 
rotten but is a schistose mica intermixed however with 
red grains, perhaps garnets 1

• The specimens are the 
most entire that could be procured. Towards the 
summit the hill becomes. quartz, in some places pure 
white, in others glassy, sometimes without the 
least intermixture of mica, in others containing small 
plates of it. The gangue in some places is the pure 
quartz, in others beautiful, a white resplendent matter 
like felspar such as yesterday I took for quartz passing 
to mica ; and sometimes both this spar and glassy 
quartz are intermixed. ~ In some parts the gangue 
has, intermixed with it, portions of mica, in others it is 
quite free. The mica, itself is disposed in tables of 
various sizes, heaped together . without order, as will 
appear from a specimen of small pieces taken from 
a mass that rises above the surface. 3 Deep in the 
veins, where the tables are large, they are heaped 
together in the same disorder and exactly resemble 
what I saw yesterday. This mine is wrought chiefly by 
trenches running north and south and now in some 
places 20 feet deep, but this seems merely to have been 
owing "to the vein having been originally superficial, 
and to have been followed just where pieces could 
be most easily had. No pains have been taken to 

(1) Appendi1 Xo. fi2. 
(!) ,, No. 110. 
(S) No. 58. 
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. remove rubbish, so that the workmen descend into the 
<~reneb by ladders made of single bamboos, the branches 
serving as steps, or by still worse contrivances. 'fhe 
whole fled on our approach, nor could I IJrocure one 
fine piece as the tables are miserably broken in taking 
uut by the workmen. 

The only village I saw was tha~ of Dubanr, 
~nhabited by Bungi~'as who shunned me. It is • a 
poor place. The valley in which it stands is not very 
~xtensive, but were it all cultivated might produce 
a considerable revenue and would be exceedingly 
lJeautiful. The huts in proportion to the abundance 
of materials seem more and more wretched. From 
Rajauli to the hills might become a. very valuable 
possession, as abundance of water from the hills might 
be secured in reservoirs. What I have called Rajauli is 
properly Salabatgunj,I on the side of the river oppositr 
to Hajauli an insignificant place, so that Salabatgunj is 
usually called JJy the name Rajauli as being a new 
place in its vicinity. It is a tolerable village, with a 
good many petty traders and shops [and 1 besides the 
.Fakir's residence has a Sangot of the followers. ot 
Nanak, a large neat-looking place with a tiled roof. 

19th JJecember.-1 went about eight miles, called 
three coses, to Akbarpur.2 I first crossed the Dunarjun 
at Hajauli, and proceeded mostly through stunted woods 
about three miles to Bahadurpur,3 where there is a ruin 
consisting of a small mud fort that has surrounded some 
buildings of bricks. The walls of two of them are still in 
part standing, and they seem to hav.e been small dwelling 
houses. .Akbarpur is a ,·illage occupying the left hank 
of the Knri for about half a mile. The streets are 
narrow, but some of the houses are pretty larooe and 
a few are tiled .. It contains many traders and 

0 

shops. 
The channel of the Kuri is small but contains a fine 
limpid stream. 

(1) Salabatgong, R. • , West of the Dhanarje). 
(2) Akbarpur, 
(S) Bahadarpur, 
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19th December.-A Trader of Akbarpur ~rho has 
long dealt with the hill people in bamboos, mica, etc., 
and with whom I met ·at Belem, having there offered 
to show me the place where the people of Behar procure 
rock crystal (l'hatik), at a village named Buduya, 1 

I went to see the mine, with which he . said he was 
perfectly acquainted, and in the evening he had shown 
me two small hills about fhe or six miles from Akbarpur 

· as the· place 3
• On arriving at a small hill about four 

miles east from Akbarpur I ascended it to have a view 
of the country and to see a Dm·gah, and was highly 
delighted with the view, the vallry being rich and the 
hills and woods highly picturesque. The Dorgah is 
nothing. The hills consist of schistose mica,. white quartz 
and silver mica, running south-west and north-east 
with an inclination to north-west. On desiring the 
trader to conduct me to the two little hills close by, I 
was a good deal surprised when he told me that there was 
no crystal land J that the place he meant was about two 
coses farther east on a little hill that could not be seen 
from Akbarpur. I accordingly proceeded in that direction. 
A little less than three miles from the Dorgah I came to a 
number of fine little streams, branches from a fine spring 
named Kokolot,3 which are distributed through the fields 
and lost. Here I met a Tikayet, owner of the neighbour- ' 
hood, a good-looking young man. He ran after my pal· 
anquin all the way I went on his estate, and no persua
sion would induce him to go home. On coming to his 
boundary I met his neighbour, the 'J'hakur of Patra,' who 
acted in the same manner. On coming to his village, 
about a mile beyond the Kokolot, the trader halted and 
declared that he knew no farther, and had purchased the 
crystal there. Some of the Thakur's people said the place 
was eight coses, others two coses distant. On threatening 
the trader for hating given me so much useless trouble 
and expen~e, he agreed '\lith those who said that the place 

(1) BuJuwah, R.; Budhuwa. 
(2) At Ektara. 
(l) Kakotat. 
(4) Pathra. 
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was two coses distant, and undertook to show it. On our 
way ire were still followed by the Thakur, and having 
advanced through woods for about lt miles we came to 
a small clear stream called the Dighar, which [he] 1 asserted 
was his boundary "'ith Salguma2 of Ramgar, which I be· 
lieve is not true. We then went rather more than two 
miles through a thick wood to the foot of Mahabhar hill, 
where a fine clear stream, the Mangura, comes from it 
through a narrow ravine. This rivulet is the finest torrent 

·that I have seen in these parts, containing more water and 
that clearer than any yet observed. On its east side, just 
clear of the hills, I was shown some bare stiff soil on the 
surface of which were lying small bits of quartz, some of 
them pellucid and glassy, and some crystallized, and 
among them some opaque pebbles somewhat like those 
found in the Rajmahal hills.3 The people endeavoured 
to persuade me that this is the only place from whence 
the workmen of Bihar are supplied, but this being absurd 
the trader confessed that he had been terrified by the 
threats of the owners and traders. He then said that the 
quarry was two coses farther, but sometimes alleged that 
it was on the south and sometimes on the north of 
:Uahabar; so that it appea1·ed evident to me that he would 
not show me the place, and I sent people to search the 
hills which he had first pointed out. 

The rock in the channel of the :Mungara, just within 
the hills, is decaying in vertical layers running east and 
west of an aggregate of quartz, red, white and glassy, 
and consisting of fine grains with somewhat of a schistose 
structure.' The fragments that have rolled from the 
summit are similar in their materials, but the grains are , 
larger and their structure solid.5 

Having returned to Ak Larpur by the' same way I went 
to Nawadeh.6 About It miles north from Akbarpur 
I came to the east end of a low narrow ridge of fat 

(1) "I" in M,S. 
(2) Satgawan! 
(3) Appendix, No. 32. 
(4) Appendix, No. HAS. 
(5) Appendix, No. 98. 
l6) Nowadah, R. and B.A.; Hawadah, 
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qt~artz, consisting of large grains aggregated ani! mixed 
w1th black dots.1 This ridge is called the hill of Serpur.2 

On th~ opposite side of the Khuri I had on my right a 
long ridge called Kulana3 and south from its west end a 
rocky heap called Dhakni.4 From this hill to the K uri 
opposite to N awa~eh is about 3! miles. By the way I 
passed an old mud fort now ruinous,5 which belonged to 
Kamdar Khan. Near it a small neat mosque. By the 
way also, under a tree at a village named Karha,6 I saw 
some broken imagei. One is' that of a Buddh .in the 
usual posture, which has been new-named· and is 
worshipped by the vicinity. Such I am told are very 
common aU through the division, and the images are 
supposed to have been brought from Rajagrihi. For 
above a mile, hy the side of a canal for watering the 
district, was a nanow space on which soda effloresces, 
and it is the most extensive of any that I have yet seen. 
It is carefully scraped, so .soon as it effloresces, hy those 
who make glass and by the w~shermen. 

The people that I sent to look for the crystal on the 
two hills near Budnya, although they had seen th~t the 
~emindar would not show the place, immediately on my 
leaving them applied to these -very men, who took them 
aLout two coses farther among the hills, from whence 

· they bronght some small fragments such as I had seen. 

A man whom I sent to the hills on the right of my 
route gave me the following account :-The smaller hill 
of Dakni towards the south-east consists of a schistose 
mica, of white mealy quartz in plates with silver mica 
intermixed.' The larger bill towards tbe north-west 
consists of earth containing many masses from two or 
three feet in diameter of very fine hornblende in mass 
with small crystallizations a;cl very heavy.8 The west 

(1) Appendix, No. 57. 
(2) Sherpur. 
(S) Kulna. 
(4) Dllakni. 
(5) At Iarew. (Burdhoo, B.A.). 
(6) Karllar. 
(7) Appendix, No. 30. 
(8) , No. 87. 
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end of K ulna hill consists of fine-grained granular 
quartz or hornstone, red towards the bottom of the 
hill/ and white towards the summit.2

• 

21st December.-[ went about a mile and a half 
northerly to see Nukaur3 tank and the Jain temple which 
it contains. The tank extends east and west in its long· 
est direction, and is much choked with weeds, especially 
the Nelumhium. The temple occupies the centre, 
a small square terrace, and is a neat but inconsider· 
able building covered with one dome. A road in very 
had repair with a very rude bridge of brick lead into it. 
The temple is in very good repair, so that if built 100 
years ago as said, it must have been several times 
repaired. It contains two stones, much carved and 
perhaps old, as one is defaced. On the top of each are 
resemblances of the human feet surrounded by short 
inscriptions. There is not the smallest trace of any ruin -
in the vicinity of the tank to induce one to suppose that 
it had been formerly a place sacred to the worship of 
the Jain; to which they were allowed to return when the , 
Muhammadan conquerors looked on all Hindus with 
equal contempt and favour. Neither is there,a single 
Jain near the place. Why it has therefore been selected 
I cannot say. Perhaps the tank is old,- and the Jain 
knew from their books that the stones, the old object_ of 
their worship, were contained in the island. Its vicinity 
is waste and covered with bushes. Nawadeh is a small 
market village, very poor. 

2tth December.-Although the Duroga pretended 
that a predecessor in office had actually measured the 
whole roads, in the district, I found that no two persons 
agreed concerning the distance of the places that were 
proposed for this day's stage. Tetarii was fixed upon as an 
easy march of five cases, but it is somewhat more than 
15 miles. About ll miles from N awadeh I crossed:the 
Sakri 6 obliquely. It is a sandy channel like the Fulgo, 

(1) Appendix. No. 74. 
(2) , No. 30. 
(3) Nm Conawatola, (see page 102). 
(') Tetarl. 
(5) Sackry N., R.; Sacry N., B.A.; Sakri R, 
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about six or seven hundred yards wide. At this season 
its stream is very inconsiderable and is chiefly confined to 
small cuts made to convey the water into the canals for 
irrigation, ·which are numerous. About five miles farther 
on, I saw at l\lorera 1 a considerable brick building, the 
residence of some Sannyasis, it is called a Math. Be· 
sides the brick building they possess several large ones 
of mud. Near this was gibbeted a murderer, whose 
body was little decayed although it had hung almost a 
month. The crows and vultures, for what reason I do 
not know, do not appear to have touched it. Titari 
is a small village on the bank o,f an old tank. 

2'Jtl~ .Decembe1'._:_I went eight miles to Pally. 2 

About li miles from Tetari I came to Rukaur,3 where are 
the ruins of a mud fort on a very fine rising ground 
which commands a noble view. The fort has contained 
a large mud castle, and is said to have belonged to the 
l\Iayis. Abont a y_narter of a mile beyond it is a small heap 
of bricks 1rith two Lin gas, and about half a mile farther, 
beyond a tank, is a more considerable ·heap of brick.. 
The place has therefore . heen prohahly of some note 
among the Hind ns hefore the ~Ioslems carne. A bout three 
miles beyond this, I carne to a small dry torrent with 
woody banks. 'l1he villages contain many large mud 
houses, but are miserably huddled together, with such 
narrow streets that an elq>hant can only pass in some 
places, and that always ·with difficulty. 'The houses, 
however, as all Lebreeu this and Gya, are surrounded 
by small gardens of Ricinus and Seem, and are not 
contiguous. . ' 

26th Duembe1·.-Polly is a very sorry village, and 
seems to have decayed. I see no trace of the fort laid 
down by ::\Iajor Henuell.4

• I went Letween ten and eleven 
miles, called four coses, Ly a most villainous and circuitous 
route to Islamnagar.5 The only object of the guide 

(1) Mariah, B.; Marra. 
!g1 Pollay, R. and B.A.: Pl!li 
(S) Rupaw, B.; Rupau. 
(4) Not in B., but only in B.A. 
(I} Islamnagur, B. and B.A.; Jslamnagar, 
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seemed to be to keep us at a distance from the vifiages. 
About 5! miles from Polly, I crossed a small sandy 
torrent called the Lala, and a little beyond it a larger 
channel which is said originally to have been a canal 
from the torrent, but n<nr it is much the larger. 'fhe 
villages as yesterday. The people very poor and dirty: 

IslamalJad was the residence of Sundar Khan, the 
elder brother of Kamgar, who being a quiet man allowed 
his brother to manage as he pleased. He resided in a 
mud fort about 300 by 200 yards in extent, with a ditch 
and a wall strengthened with circular bastions. His 
house within, built of brick, has been pretty considerable, 
with a zenana mahul surrounding a smaU square court 
in which there were baths like the plots of a garden for' 
the use of his women. Thel'e are a good many :Moslems 
alJout the town, which is a, pretty large village. The 
fort had a small neat mosque in the gateway, and is 
finely situated on a l'ising ground which commands· 
a. very fine prospect. 

27th December.-! went bet"·een seven and eight 
miles, called four coses, to Lechuyar.1 For about one 
half of the way the soil was poor, and appeared in 
several places to contain soda. In one place about 
a quarter of a mile from Islamnagar I saw the saline 
effervescence, and I observed that the people had 
scraped it off and thrown it together in a shallow pit 
with water, so as to allow a crust to form on the surface. 
At a large village beyond this, 'a ~luhammedan landlord 
has a neat small thatched lJungalow in a large flower 
garden, but this is far from neat and has no walks 
through it. Between three and four miles from Islam· 
nagar is a large village with two or three tolerable huts, 
called ~lirzagunj.2 I.jeclmyar is such another place on 
the west side of a small torrent named Kawarmata,3 

which has a sandy channel and contains a small stream. 
The people not so dirty nor the huts quite so bad as 
near the hills of N a wadeh. 

(1) Lichwar, R. and B.A.; Lachhuar, 
(2) Morjagunge, R.; Mlrzaa"-'J• 
.P) Balluar N. 
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People that I sent to -rarious hills between 
Nawadeh and this, gave me the following stones:-

Dilawa, the western extremity of Sujnr, consists of 
quartz. The top is composed of fine white ~rains with 
black dots and some mica in cre-rices.1 In the middle 
of the hill the rock is an imperfect glassy quartz with 
some reddish matter intermixed.3 At the bottom of 
the hill the qu.:'lrtz is more perfectly glassy.3 At 
Hurkarghat in the middle of the same ridge is a granitel 
of hornlJlende and white quartz.4 'Ihe small hill 
Sumba, north from Hurkarghat, consists of a schistose 
mica,5 and all the small hills in front of that great 
ridge are -rastly more rugged than the great ridge itself. 
The next of these small hills, Bonsaha, consists of a 
rude jasper, reddish and white. Some portions covered 
on the surface with some imperfect crystallizations 
of white quartz. 8 

· 

Lechuyar is a pretty cQnsideralJle village, with an 
old n1inous house and mud fort which belonged to the 
Gidhaur family, the original proprietors of Bishazari. 
The principal residence of the family would seem to 
have been at Sekundera7 in sight of Lechuyar towards 
the east, where there is a brick fort still in repair and 
occupied by the agent of the Moslem who holds 
Bishazari in Altumga. The Gidhaur family still receive 
the commission of ten per cent. on the revenue, which 
was all that the zemindars in the ~Iogol Government 
could claim, as on the :Moslem obtaining this Perganah 
as Altumga he took possession even uf the family 
residence. 

28th December.-I went to Sejorighat8
, between twel-re 

and thirteen miles by an exceeding bad road or path. 
About a mile from Lechuyar there is much soda in the 

(1) .Appendix, No. 46. 
(2) , No.2. 
(3) No. 85. 
(4) ,. No. 59. 
(6) , No. 88. 
(6) , No.7. 
(7) Seeundra, .R.; Slkandra. 
(8) Sljllorl. 
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soil. Indeed it seems to continue from that village about 
1! miles in a northerly direction, but about a mile from 
the town I saw more than anywhere else, and some of 
it was collecting. I recrossed the rirer'at Lechuyar, and 
met wjth no other channel ~til I came to Sejorighat, 
where there is a small channel with pools of dirty 
stag-nant water. The villages generally occupy fine 
eminences and look tolerably well at a distance, hut are 
miserable enough on appr~ach, being miserably dirty 
wii h very narrow lanes. Some chief tenant or petty 
zemindar has however in general a kind of small mud 
castle, which produces a good effect. 

29th December.-I went between nine and ten miles 
to Sheikhpura.1 For about a quarter of a mile I continued 
along the hank of the channel, which is called Dundu.2 

I then went rather more than a mile to a village named 
Kewara,3 wl,ere there is an old mud fort said to have 
heen lmilt by the Rajewars. From thence, rather more 
than two miles, I came to a narrow channel in clay 
containing a good dea\ of stagnant water and called 
Korhari.' About half a mile farther I had three small 
hills on my· left, in one bearing, about south-west. The 
one nearest me, Chakonggra,5 consists of rude jas}Jer0 

disposed in white and red blotches. About two miles 
farther on, crossed a narrow clay channel containing a 
little water. About two miles farther on I came to the 
Sheikhpura hills which, like the others, look smooth at 
a distance and contain no trees, but on a near approach 
they seem to consist mostly of l'OCk without the least 
appearance of stratification, but cut into cuboidal masses 
by fissures vertical and horizontal. The stone is a 
quartzose approaching to rude jasper or to silicious 
hornstone,7 in most places stained reddish or intermixed 
with black matter somewhat of the appearance of 

(1) Sheikpour, R. and B.A.; Sheikhpura. 
(2) Nata H. 
IS) Chewara. 
(') Kaurihari N, 
151 Chakandara. 
,~) Appendix, No. 33. 
Fl No. 70, 
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Amiantus, but in many white and often aggregated of 
various grains, mealy and ·fat. I passed through an 
opening immediately west from the town. The two hills 
almost unite at the north end of the pass and leave an 
exceeding bad passage. The pass is not quite half a 
mile in width. I then turned 11est for more than half 
a mile, and halted east from the town situated at the 
west end of the largest hill in the range, which is a mere 
rock of quartz rising into many tops with very little 
soil, but not near so rugged as granitic peaks. 'J.'he 
northern face of these hills is much barer than the 
southern. · 

Persons whom I sent. to the small hills east from 
LPchuyar brought me the following specimens :-'J.'ek 
at the bottom consists of a strange kind of glassy and 

. brownish quartz. At the top it contains two kinds of 
irregular small-grained granite, one white with dark 
greenish spots, 1 the other brownish.2 'rhese are probably 
the rocks of which the hi'll consists. The· quartz is 
probably sporadic. In the adjacent hummock called 
N abinagar, the granite or rather gneiss has a very 
anomalous appearance.3 On the hill of Satsunda, west 
from Tek, are two granites, one grey tolerably perfect,4 

the other yellowish.5 On ~lajuya, between Tek and 
Satsundh, is a kind of blotched anomalous granite of 
a very strange appearance.6 On Donayi, south from 
Satsunda and Tek the rock is a silicious hornstone, 
whitish, livid or red.7 In many places, especially where 
red, it ~eems to me to be a slag. 

31st December.-! went to Jainagar to examine 
some remains attributed to Indrayavau Rajah. I 
proceeded, first, east along the ridge of hills to its end, 
which is about four miles road distance from my tents, 
or 4l from the Thanah. The first hill of the 4! may 

(I) Appendix~ No. 64. 
(2) , No. f17. 
(S) 1, No. 14. 
(~ 11 No. 20. (5 , No. 45. 
(I u No. 39. 

" Ko. U4. 
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occupy li miles, the second as much. I did not 
perceive the opening between the third and fourth which 
1 suspect join by a low and stony ridge, and the second 
and first do [so}. The whole is _evidently one rock, with 
fissures dipping from the north to the south at perhaps 
25::: from the horizontal, and with others vertical. East 
and west and north and south, although all evidently was 
originally one,·uow split by the action of decay, .its va~ious 
parts assume exceeding different appearances. The 
greater part is au imperfect quartz or silicious horn
stone/ in some parts white, in others red, in others 
blackish, with all manner of intermediate shades, 
sometimes the colours of pretty cousideraLkl masses are 
uniform, at others they are intermixed in veins, . dots, 
and blotches. The red I presume is from iron. 'l'he 
black seems to be mring to au intermixture of 
amianthus. In one specimen the silky fibres are very 
discernible. ln some specimens the grain is very 
fine and uniform. In others again, the stone is evidently 
an aggregate, composed of glassy particles intermixed 
with others that are powdery. If it is necessary to 
suppose that this rock has ever existed under a different 
form from L thatj which it now has, for which however 
at present I see no strong evidence, I would certainly 
suppose it has been in fusion and slight agitation, and 
that different parts assumed different appearances from 
circumstances attending their cooling. 'rhe distinctly 
granular parts seem to me very strongly to resemble 
rocks which I consider as granite having undergone 
a partial fusion. . · 

About four miles farther on, I came to the part of 
the country which is liable to inundation from the 
lower 1)art of the Fulgo river, and reached this about 
two miles farther on. It was here called Hurwar,2 and is 
a deep dirty stagnant watercourse, but not near so wide 
as at Gya. The water although deep seems to stagnate 
entirely back from the Ganges. The banks at present 
are about lt feet high, very little commerce seems to 
be carried on by this channel. I saw only five or. six 

(1) Appendil, No. 70. 
(i) Har~ H •. 
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boats, and these were not employed. I proceeded along its 
oank for rather less than two miles, when after passing a 
dry channel I came to the Sumar, 1 here a wide channel 
containing stagnant water f1·om the Hnrwar. I then 
proceeded east along the Hurwar to Balguzar, rather 
more than six miles. · 

:Prom Balguzar, which I had already seen, I went 
southerly for al)out two miles to a w'retched Invalid 
Thanah, near which there is a small dorga of brick in 
which some ornamented stones taken from ruins have 
been built. A bout two miles farther I halted near the 
hills of J oynagar/ in the lands of a village whose 
owner, a zcmindar Brahman, very civilly undertook 
to Le my guide after several rustics had given me 
a denial. For the last mile, the ground contains many 
scattered heaps of bricks, but none larger than what 
may Le supposed to have arisen from the ruin :_ of l 
a small temple, or of a dwelling house of very ordinary 
dimensions. These heaps are intermixed with many 
small tanks, which extend all round the hill to about a 
mile's distance, except where the Keyol river diminished 
the space. If the town extended wh~ever these tanks 
do, it has been very large, with a diameter of perhaps 
three miles, but the hills of course ·occupy some of 
the space. I am told that there are no heaps of bricks 
in any quarter but that by which I came, but this may 
have been the fashionable part of the city and the 
remainder may have been huts; the numerous small 
tanks being a strong presumption that the city occupied 
nearly the grou~nd which I mention. 

There are two hills, one about a mile long and 400 
yards 1\ide, another, much smaller, towards the north, 
and consisting almost entirely of a rugged broken rock. 
The larger is also rocky, Lut admits of trees, and has an 
ascent of tolerably easy access. I went to this in order 
to see Raja Indrayavan's house, as it is called, which 
occupies the summit of the hill and consists of two parts 
or courts. The one which occupies the very summit of 

(1) Some N. 
(2) Immediately aouth of Kiul. 
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the hill has been a small court, perhaps j 5 yarns square 
:m the inside, and has been surrounded on all sides by a 
very thick rampart of brick, or perhaps rather by narrow 
rows of building, the ruins of which have left the appear· 
ance of a rampart. At the north-east angle of this 
square, and projecting beyond it, has been ·a small cham• 
ber of large squared stones. The chamber within may 
be ten feet s<tuare, and the walls eight feet thick. ·rhe 
stones wry large. This is called the Rajah's chamber. 
The outer court, which is lower down the hill towards 
the east, is nearly of the same size with the inner, 
but seems to ha-re been merely a terrace with a 
small building in its middle. The small chamber 
lk1.s evidently b~en made of great strength as a place of 
security, but it is too confined for the den of any Raja, 
in whatever terror he may ha-re lived. Nor can it he 
supposed that Indrayavan, who possessed such a large 
abode near Gidhaur, could htwe hrrathed in such a place. 
As it contains no water, it could not he intended as a 
stronghold against an enemy, and the use of the building 
was probably to secure the revenue against thiens, who 
in India surpass far in dextei'ity those of all· other 
countries. The town was probably the residence of the 
officer who managed the revenue of a large district on 
the banks of the Ganges, for which it is well situated, 
being on the boundary of the inundated. tract but 
having at all seasons a communication with the capital 
near Gidhaur. , 

The building on the other hill I saw was still 
more trifling, and the difficulty of ascent and distance 
1 had had to return at night induced me to decline 

. -risiting it. At the east end of the hill has been a 
small temple, which the people say contained a LinO'a, 
They complain that Jl r. Cleveland took it awa/'to 
Bhagalpur.1 If this be true it was a most wanton 

The fullowing notes have been made in .pencil on the R. A. S. copy of the 
Report, on tillS subject (page 330), a port1on of the Report which has been 
omitted bv ~fartin :-

(i) "~lr. Davis carried away from this place the Image of 
Sureya (Soorooge) at present in the Museum of the India House. This 
is probably the transaction alluded to. The most remarkable thingt 
here are the fine tanks which Dr. B. has not noticed." 
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'.>Utrage, and his conciliatory measures to the natives 
1nust have consisted in lavishing on the hill tribes 11nd 
zemindars the public money and resources.1 On the 
Jpposite bank of the Kiyol, in Bhagalpur but probably 
tttached to J oynagar, I could see a loft~ narrow 
building raising its broken summit above the highest 
trees. It has probably been a temple, but. the people 
with me could give me no account of its date or use. · 

The rock 2 on the hill, where entire and undecaycd, 
resembles entirely the hard stone from the millstone 
quarry at Loheta,3 consisting of small masses of 
fat quartz united by a greyish powdery !lubstance, in 
some places tinged reel. Various detached masses4 

lying scattered on the surface, more or less tinged 
red, and some of them slaggy while others retain 
portions of the felspar entire, induce me to think that 
the whole has been a grap.ite in an imperfect state of 
fusion, so that the quartz remained entire while the other 
ingredients were changed. This opinion is. confirmed by 
the red slag found south from J ainagar at no very great 
distance, at Donayi mentioned lon the J 29th inst., and 
near .Mallipur 5 mentioned in my :1cccunt of Bhagalpur. 
Donayi is about eight miles south from Jainagar, and 
Mallipur may be ten miles south-easterly from thence. 
The anomalous appearance of the granites near Donayi 
seems to show that they have undergone great changes. 
Among the detached fragments on J aynagar are many of 
whitish silicious hornstone, and the rock is intersected 
by narrow veins of quartz running in various directions 

(1} " Mr. Davis did not consider that he carried the images away 
from the Villagers, but from a bear that had made the ruined temple 
whilh cor,tained it his den. The place was buried in unfrequent~ 
woods, and no villages within the distance of several miles. He 
purchased the consent for what he did cf a brarnin who was the 
only person claiming anything to do with the image." 

(2) Appendix, NrJ. 83. . . 
(3) Laheta, five miles nmth-west of Malra Hill, Monghyr. See E&st 

India, Vol. II, page 180. 
(4) Apnendix, No. 48. · 
(5) At' Kalauna _Hill. See Em India, Vol. II, page 182. 
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to a considerable distance. Can it be that all rocks of 
quartz, hornstone, jasper, potstone, trap, etc., are granite 
that has undergone various degree of fusion, and has 
been cooled in different manners ? 

3rd Janua1·y.-Sheik~ura is a very ·large village or· 
small town, closely built and extending more than a mile 
from east to west. It is however very narrow, . consis· 
ting of one very narrow street with many short lanes on 
each side. It was with great difficulty that I could 
squeeze an elephant through the street, and at the west 
end is a place between two houses not above three feet 
wide, where of course I was stopt and with great difficulty 
scramlJlcd. over a mud wall. 'lhe Daroga had informed 
me that the road to Behar was very good. This sample 
under his nose was a proof of what his ideas of roads 
were, a;nd accordingly I found no road except a foot
path and that not much frequented, although it is the · 
line of communication between two of the chief towns 
of the district. Sheikpura contains some tolerable houses 
of brick cemented with mud. One entirely of mud, 
belonging to a Uengalese merchant, is a very comfortable 
place, being kept smooth and clean and in some places 
painted, three points very generally neglected. From 
the west end of the town to a small round hill is about 
three-quarters of a mile, and about the same distance 
farther, leaving two other small hills to the left, I came 
to the north end of the southern of the two chief hills of 
a small range lying west from Sheikpura. This hill 
consists of a rude jasper, blotched red and white\ exactly 
resembling that of Chakoongga. I passed between these 
two chief hills, and then had two detached rocks on my 
right and one on my left, as in the plan. A very little 
beyond this hill the country becomes liable to inunda
tion from the Tati,2 a small channel in a deep clay soil. 
At present it is stagnant, and is about ~ of a mile 
from the hills. The country liable to inundation extends 
almost two miles west from the Tati and is very dismal, 
being much neglected. 

8 

(1) Appendix, No. 13. 
(I) Tall N. 

80 R. & J. 
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Beyond that is a fine?y wooded country ·au the way 
to Sawos,1 where I halted. The mango plantations at·e 
quite orerdone. Sawos is about ten miles from 
Sheikpura, about three miles before I reached it I came 
to :\1aldeh',-which notwithstanding its name (the abode 
of wealth) is a miserable rill~1ge, situated on the ruins of 
a mud fort which has containetl some brick buildings, 
Jlart of their walls is standing. The people said that 
they had belonged to an old zemindar, which seems very 
probable. lie had probably been destroyed by Kamgar 
Khan. Sawus belongs to a Pewar Rajput, who says that 
his ancestors hare had the zemindary for many ages. 
During the rule of the )Iahi they -u-ere deprh·ed of the 
management, but were allowed the usual commission, a 
farour that was shown to rery few. The rillage stands 
on the nm·th side of a large heap, eridently containing 
many bricks apd said to consist almost entirely of that 
material. It extends east and west about 60 yards, 
and half as much from north to south. It contains no 
ca¥ity on the summit, nor are there any traces of a ditch, 
so that it has been rather a house or castle than a fort, 
but is called Banwatgori or the fort of the Banwats, who 
are said to hare been Goyalas who ¥ery long ago possess· 
ed the country. At its east end there is a large }ll'O· 

jection towards the north. At its west end is a conical 
heap of bricks with some stones on the summit. This is 
said to ha¥e Leen the place where the Rajah sat to enjoy 
the cool of the evening. It seems to me more like the 
ruin of a solid tem1Jle of the Buddhists. This is con· 
firmed hy a number of broken images placed under 
a tree on the great heap, several of which are those of 
Munis, while the other:; are exactly such as are usual 
about Gya and Kewa Dol, especially the female and 
buffalo. The~e are said to han! been taken from a small 
temple some way east, beyond the ruin of a srjuare 
building. The ttmple was of IJrick supported by stone 
pillars, some of which have heen dug out to }Juild into 
a wall.. South from the great heap is a tank choked 

(1) sanwas. 
(2) Maldah. 



with ,;~e'eds and earth, among which are standing two 
large images which have probably been thrown in by 
those who destroyed the place. The others were lately 
dug out from. the ruins of the temple and have again 
become objects of worship; the people, not knowing what 
they represent, have given new names. They are all 
broken. 'lhe two in the tank represent .\tunis, but are 
called Bairab and LakshmiNarayan, although there is 

. only a male represented. The one called Bha.irab has 
round his head the images of sereral Bnddhs. 

4th January.-! went about thirteen miles to the fort 
of Behar.1 About four miles from Sawos I came to the 
Sakri, which is here a small channel about 100 yards 
wide. It contains soine stagnant pools of water. 'rhere 
is a small branch of it between Sa wos and the main 
channel, but so inconsiderable that it escaped my notice, 
although it properly is called the Sakri~ and the main 
channel is called the Kumuriya.2 About a mile and 
a half west from the Sakri I came to a large tank or 
reservoir, about 400 yards by 600.3 It has been made 
partly by digging and partly by a bank to confine the 
water of a canal from the Sakri, and is a very pretty 
piece of water, being quite free of weeds and covered 
with teal. A bout 4k miles farther on, I came to a small 
nallah containing a little water, the name of. which I 
could not learn.' About 1! miles from the fort of Behar 
I crossed the Adya, a sandy channel 400 yards w~de. 
It has no water on the surface, but supplies many wells 
for irrigation. 'Ihe road aU the way was a path. In 
some places very bad. There were many large villages. 
The houses so huddled together that no passage is left 
for a carriage of any kind, or even for an elephant. 

· 6th January.-Two Moslems of rank in the place, 
:Meer Nasser Ali and Mulori 'Mahummud Bassawan, 
decent men, know nothing of the history of .the Maga 

(1) Bahar, R. and B.A.; Bihar. 
(2) Kumhara N. 
(S) At .Jiar. 
(•) Golthawa N, 
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Rajahs, except thatthey were sovereigns of a consideraLle 
country and resided here. 1.'he name Behar they say is 
Hindi, and therefore must be Vihar, meaning pleasant. 
They say that the Rajah on Luilding the fort found 
that it was commanded by the hill, guns placed on which 
could lodge a Lall in any p:art of it. He therefore pulled 
it down, but guns proLaLly were little used 1rhen the 
fort was built, and if they had we cannot couceiYe any 
Rajah so stupid as not to have taken the hill into comi-. 
deration before he Legan so great a 'rork, for the 
ramparts have been very strong and built of nry large 
rough stones. It is very irregular, with all the anglrR 
strengthened by large round bastions. It is pl'ObaLle 
that the Moslems, when they found it no longer tenab1e 
against guns, neglected the work : but for .some time 
at least they must have continued it as a place of 
strength, as one of the gates is built of ruins taken from 
a Hindu work, as a stone built into it contains a Buddh 
and Ganesa. The original gate probably contained too 
many emblems of idolatry and was destroyed by the 
saint who took the place. 

These gentlemen whom I consulted denied that the 
town was destroyed or dese1·ted. An Amil always 
resided at the place, but it was never the station of a 
Subah or person of very high rank. Patna had always 
·this preference. The Amils within the old fort had 
fortified their Kacheri, and this was pretty entire 
within the memory of some of the gentlemen, 
but it has gone to ruin The work was small, intended 
merely to resist sudden outrages from the zemiudars. 
It would appear (for there are few traces of it remain· 
ing) to have been a square mud fort, perhaps 150 
yards each side with a small lJastion at each corner. 
The buildings were probably huts, as the office of the 
Amil, the walls of wh?ch are standin~, has been built of 
mud with a few bricks intermixed, },~tt has IJECI1 neatly 
ornamented and plastered with lime. rl'hese officers 
held their aa>Oinbuents lJy too precarious a, tenure 
to think of }'aying out moury ou buildings. 
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I visiteu several places in the vicinity. I first 
\fent north a little way to ~Iosatpur1 to look after the 
ltajah's house, but my guide did not know it. This 
part of the town is the neatest that I have seen. The 
houses though small are built of brick or of mud 
plastered, and are covered with sheets of paper stuck on 
to dry. This gives them a clean look. This part of 
the town is inhabited by paper-makers. Between it 
and the fort is a pretty large mosque, quite ruinous. 

From thence I went to see a house that had been 
built by a rich individual, not an officer of government, 
and it has been very considerable, but the family has 
subdivided into·many branches so that, though they 
still occupy the dwelling houses, these are very ruin· 
ous, the places of worship have been allowed to fall, and 
the places intended for pleasure and ornament are lying 
waste. 'l'here is a semi-subterranean building called 
a Bauli, which was intended as a retreat during the 
hot winds. An octagon space was dug down until water 
WJs found. This was lined with brick .and a building 
erected all round. This was square on the outside, 
without any windows, but within formed an octagon 
court adjacent to the pond. A suite of rooms opened 
into this court by eight doors, and without them were 
various galleries, stairs, closets, and bye corners. The 
floor was S1tak so low that in the rainy season there is no 
access, and e\en now there is a foot of water on the floor, 
but in the heats of spring they become dry and the 
water is confined to the octagon court. The hot winds 
are then entirely excluded, and it is said that the 
chambers are then very cool and pleasant during the 
day. Buildings on somewhat of a similar plan, with a 
supply of water Lrought in pipes so as not to affect the 
floors! wo.ul~ probably be a great luxury. Adjoining 
to tins bmldmg has been a garden, with many small 
c.·uulls and reser\oirs Luilt of brick and covered with 
plaster, in which there were jettl' eau1. Beyond this 
was a solid square Luilding of one storey, called 

(1) Musadp~. 



N ororoton from its containing nine rooms, one in the 
rentrc, one at each corner, and one at each side. They 
are arched with brick, and had the roofs been high and 
the doors sufficiently large the building might have 
had a good effect and been very cool. The execution is 
exceedingly clumsy. 

From thence I went to the hill, which· extenus 
north and south with a very abrupt face towards 
the west and a gentle· slope towards the east, but is 
the barest rock of such a shape that I have ever 
seen. It consists of granular quartz or silicious horn· 
stone, in most places white or grey, but in others stained 
red. 1 It is disposed in parallel layers rising from the 
east towards the west at an angle of about 26° from 
the horizon. The layers are from one-half to two 
feet thick, so that the rock might he considered 
as composed of horizontal strata. To me it appears 
that they are occasioned by· mere fissures produced by 
cooling, desiccation or decay, I will not take upon myself 
to say which. The rock is also intersected by vertical 
fissures, running east and west and north and south. 
The fissures running east and west have become very 
wide, often several feet, owing apparently to the action 
of the rain running down the declivity of the hill, while 
those running north and south are mere fissures. On 
the summit of the hill are several Dorgas of different 
saints with inscriptions in the Togara character. They 
are all ruinous except that of [ )lalik Ibrahim Bayu'] 
a very '1·ude building, although the bricks have been 
smoothed with the chisel although noways ornamented. 
In this manner they are as smooth as the bricks used in 
England and make of course as neat. a ')·all, so that the 
joinings do not admit of fig trees. This wall, although not 
plastered and built without lime in the mortar, is perfectly 
fresh although said to be above 400 years old. It is a 
massy square, the walls sloping considerably towards the 
top, which is covered with a very clumsy dome. The 

(l) Appendix, No. 42. 
(2) Left. blank in M.S. 
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door is the only aperture in the building. The others are 
much in the same style. One of them is said to 
contain part of the body of the saint of Pir Paingti, and 
the keeper pretends that along with the saint is 
included a Siva linga. On the grave, indeed, is made 
a projection of plaster as if formed by the point of that 
emblem of the deity, which has probably been done 
lately to extract money from the infidels. I do not 
suppose that 400 years ago any such idolatrous practice 
would have heen tolerated. 

From the hill I went towards tl1e south part of 
the town, where I passed the largest p1osque of the 
place, now. quite ruinous and of no repute. It is 
covered by five domes in one row. Near it are some 
decent houses surrounded by high brick walls. 
Some way beyond there is a pretty large tank, and a 
heap of earth and Lricks,. called Pajaia, which has 
probably been a Hindu temple. Beyond this I went to 
the principal place of worship, the tomb of Ibrahim. 
The buildings are of no great size and uncommonly 
rude, but although sloYenly are in tolerable repair. 
From thence I returned through a very long narrow 
Lazar, the dirtiest and poorest I have ever seen. Near 
the Thanah within the fort is the monument of Kadir 
Kumbaz; a poor place but in tolerable repair. 

In none of the~e buildings are there many 
ornamented stones, nor are many such scattered about 
the place. A few rude pillars haYe Leen built into the 
uifierent :\Iuhammedan places of worship, and I have 
already mentioned those in the gate. There is therefore 
no evidence that this Hindu abode has Leen a place of 
much splendour. The fort must have been strong, as 
the stone rampart has been very massy, as it has many 
salient angles strengthened by round bastions, and as 
the ditch would appear to have heen enormous. It is 
now entirely cultivated, and small canals wind throuO'h 
it, but where most entire, on the east face of the fort, 

0
it 

would seem to have been about 600 feet wide. On the 
west side where narrowest it would seem to have been 



about 400 feet. 1 The extent of the heaps of brick 
within the fort shows that it has contained many large 
buildings of that material, but no traces of their particu· 
lar form remain. It is however probable that they all 
belonged to the palace of the Rajah, 1 while the town 
surrounding the ditch on the outside was open. It now 
indeed surrounds the old ditch, but in its present state 
of decay has divided into separate villages ; before the 
famine, however, and before it had been twice sacked by 
the Marattahs, it went entirely round in a form as 
compact as is usual in Indian cities, and probably in the 
time of the Hindu Government may have been very 
considerable. ~he najah was probably of the sect of 
Buddh, as several broken images collected round a tree 
and also round a small modern temple, both in the fort, 
are evident representations of M unis . 

. I find that scarcely two persons agree concerning 
its history, and the chief 1\loslems of the place have no 
copy of Ferishta nor other historical "Work, although one 
of them is called a 'Moulavi, and all they say as "Well 
as what is said by 'others seems to rest on tradition, in 
general rendered very suspicious hy its being intermixed 
with the miracles performed by the numerous saints of 
the place. 

Some people pretend that the place continued to be 
governed by the Magas until the time of Ibrahim, but 
they do not kno"W the Rajah's name. Others again 
pretend that the 1\lagas lived very long ago, 15 or 16 
centuries, and that their fort had long been destroyed 
before the arrival of any Moslems. Among these is the 
owner of the Darga of Bara Sistani. Be says that on 

1 Crossed out-" The earth has I imagine been thrown on the inner: part 
of the fort which is very bi~h, nor can the height be attributed to the ruins of 
brick buildings, for although the surface and the interior everywhere consi~ts of 
bruken bricb I see many parts where the people have da~ and where the 
bricks extend only a few feet into the soil. t do not suppose therefore that the 
fort hu eontained many great buildingP, there is nothing remaining to show 
that any one was of great dimensiilns, but it was probably occupied by 
nrious mall courts s~orroun~ed bv small brick buildings in which the Rajah, 
hi a familtand immediate dependants resided, teMll tAe totcn '""ounding.' 
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the arrival of his ancestor 700 years ago, this part of the 
country belonged to Sobel Deo, a Rajah who lived at 
Tungi 1 near Behar, but no traces remain of his abode, 
which was probably therefore petty. 'J.1he country was 
then infested by Daityos or cannibals, the chief of 
whom the saint destroyed by miraculous power, on -
which the Rajah was converted to the faith, and gave 
his daughter in marriage to the saint. The heathen 
temple was then pulled down,' and the tomb of the saint 
has since been erected in its stead. One door of the 
temple has been allowed to remain, and forms the entrance 
through a wall which surrounds the tomb. It has contain
ed many images in relievo, the spaces for which remain, 
but Moslem piety has carefully eradicated the idols, by 
which the door has been so much defaced that it would 
not be worth while to take a drawing. When the saint 

. arrived, the fort of the Mag Rajahs was covered with 
trees and entirely waste. :Many people say that this 
is a mere idle fable, but it appears the most probable. 

The colony of H ajputs say that they came as soldiers 
with a :Mogul Amil who was sent to manage this part of 
the country, that on their arrival the town was large,.-lmt 
the fort was entirely unoccupied except by the .Fakirs 
belonging to the tomb of Kadur Kumbaz. It was then 
that the small mud fort was built, and the Raj put soldiers 
were cantoned in and near it. - About 15 nars ago they 
planted a tree in the old fort and }llaced under it a Siva 
Linga. About the same time they built a smalf temple , 
for another Siva. Having found several old images 
lying about the ruins, they collected them near these 
two places of worship, and these are the images of 
Uunis that I hare before mentioned. 

l1any allege that Behar is. not the original name of 
the place, and was given to it by the Moslems after the 
conquest. Behar howerer, so far as I can learn, is 
neither a Sangshit nor a Persian word, and is probably 
original. The Hindu town had probably gone to ruin 
with the llaga dynasty, and the Moslem city arose into 

(1) runalj (ab9_1U &:tro mUO!! IQa.th-.t of llihar~ 
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consequence from the numerous sa.ints belonging to 
the place. 

A little west from the old fort is a very considerable 
heap of bricks, called Pajaiya which means a brick kiln, 
and people allege that it was the old brick mill of the 
'Magas, hut its elevation and size renders this opinion 
untenable. It has proba~ly been a large solid temple, 
and its ruins indeed may have supplied . bricks for the 
modem town to a very considernble extent, to which 
the name may be attributed. 

The only detail concerning the Magas that I can 
learn is that one of their Queens, Rani Malti, had a 
house about 21 cose east from the town. It is said 
that there remain no traces except a considerable heap 
of bricks. 

8th J,nnary.-I went about seven miles westerly to 
Baragang/ where there was said to be many ruins. I 
first went about a mile south to the end of the hazar, 
which extends in a direct line from the edge of the 
ditch. Behind the wretched sheds which form the shops 
are many houses of brick, some of them pretty large 
but in general very slovenly, and neither plastered or in 
good order. The bricks seem to have been all taken 
from ruins. Near the far end [isl a large building of 
stones similar to those of the fort and probably taken 
from thence. It is said to have been the Kachery of the 
Phaujdar, and is a kind of rude castle. About one-third 
of a inile west from the end of the hazar is a long ridge 
of stones on the east side of a pretty considerable tank, 
in the centre of which is a stone pillar. The Dorga of 
Gungam Dewan has been erected on the ruin, which 
probably has belonged to · :Maga Raja. About 1! miles 
beyond this I crossed the principal channel ·of 
the. Punchanun, 3 which may be 200 yards wide and 
contains a small clear stream. About four miles from 
thence I came to a tank called merely Dighi, which is the 

(1) Bargaon. 
(!) Pancbany R., R.; Panchane N. 
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commencement of the ruin. It extends east and west about 
1,000 yards, but is not a bo-re 200 yards wide. No weeds., 
and covered with Pintans·. Immediately west from this 
tank is a very considerable space elevated with the 
fragments of brick. Its north end is occupied by part 
of the village of Begumpur,2 and a small ruinous mud 
fort erected by Kamgar Khan. This occupied the 
highest part of the heap, which sinks towards the south, 
but on that end are four smaller heaps which have 
probably been separate buildings, and their ruins have 
formed the heap by which they are united. On the one 
next the fort is a large image which the people call 
Bairqbh, but this name they strangely mis-apply. It 
seems to me to represent Narayan l'iding on Garuda, but 
is exceedingly rude. On the most easterly of the four 
heaps are two images, both male, one sitting with its 
legs crossed like a Buddh, the other with its legs down 
as Europeans sitting on a chair, and like this I have 
seen some images of J aiu in the south. 

South from this mass of building has been another 
much more considerable, on the north end of which is 
situated the village of Baragung. The two however 
seem to be connected on the east side by au elevated 
space filled with bricks. Between these two masses is 
a conical peak of bricks, which has evidently. been a 
temple. West from it is a small tank called Surjapukhor, · 
":here a great Mela is annually held.' On the north 
s1de of the tank has been a considerable mosque, totally 
fallen to ruin. At the north-west corner are three 
images. One a Linga with a man's head and shoulders 
on one side. There are several others such among the 
ruins. Another is a male standing, with a short 
inscription round his head. The third is a Buddh. The 
image of Surja is Mid by a Fakir to have been thrown 
in the tAnk, but this seems doubtful. On the south side 
of the tank, near a .small heap of brick, have been 
C?ll.ec~ several. images. Among others a Buddh 
s1ttmg m the usual posture, with several others as 

Vl Cegampur. 
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well as other human figures catTed on his throne 
anJ. rounJ. him, also a row of Buddh.;;. Also one 
rery usual near Gya, namely, a male standing, with 
four arms and leaning with two of them on two small 
figures, one of which is a female. On the east side of 
the tank temple a 1arge fig tree has destroyed a small 
temple, and under it have been collected many images. 
The largest, of very considerable dimensions, is turned 
upside down so that the figure cannot be seen. (On my 
return I had it placed ereet and found that it was a 
Varaha.) It is probably that which was worshipped in 
the adjacent conical heap, which is called Tarhari. The 
most remarkable image under this tree is one of a male 
with a boar's head (Varaha), on each side a Nagini or 
female ending in two serpents in place of legs. The 
serpents are twisting their tails round the feet of the 
God. Many Buddhs or Jains here also, for I do not 
know how to distinguish them, but on the whole most 
of the figures hare a .strong resemblance to those of 
Buddh Gya. Among others at this heap, I saw one of 
Surja such as he is represented at Gya. The real image 
howenr, to which the tank is dedicated, has been pro· 
baLly conveyed to a small modern temple built in the 
middle of the rillage of Faragung. In its walls hare 
been built sereral images, and a good many are lying 
about in the uea before the temple. One of the Buddhs 
in the wall of the left hand of the temple has a short 
inscription. Here as well as elsewhere, several Lingas 
with human faces on four sides, an idol Yery common near 
Gya also. 

In the street of the town, near this temple of 
Surja, is a large image which the people worship as 
Kala Bairobh. It is seated in the usual posture, one 
hand over the knee, '\'fith two small Buddhs above and 
two below in the same posture, and one reclining on a 
couch. Also a figure standing on each side. On this 
image there is a short inscription. 

Nearly west from the town of Baragang, a wretched 
place, is a conical heap of bricks called Dorhar, with 
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three others of the same name running in a southerly 
direction towards a large tank choked with weeds ; at the 
foot of this hill are three• large images of Buddhs sitting 
in the usual posture. Two are erect, oue supine. This 
has a short inscription, but it is much defaced. Its 
hand is over its knee, as is the case of that farthest 
north. The southernmost of those that are erect, which 
is the largest, and seems to have had its hands joined 
before the breast but they are broken, has two short 
inscriptions. Between this conical heap and the next 
towards the south is a small temple, whe~e a Dasnami 
Sannyasi is Pujari. The third image, which is an object 
of worship, he -calls Haituk BairoLh, but it is evidently a 
Buddh or Jain sittiug in the usual posture and clothed, 
with one hand on the knee. It is of great size, seated 
ou a throne ornamented with lions, and the execution 
better than usual. It is not a relief but a full figure. 
A vast number of images and fragments of all sorts are 
lying near it. 

The next heap has been opened for materials, and 
&eems to have contained only a very small square 
cavity. The door has been of stones, among the frag· 
ments an image of an elephant. 

Parallel to these conical heaps, evidently temples, 
has been a very long range of buildings between them 
and the great elevation extending south from Baragung. 
Traces remain to show that at its north end there has 
lJeen a row of five small courts surrounded by buildings. 
'l'he south end seems to have IJeen one mass, as there 
are no cavities on the top IJut such as may be 
supposed to haYe originated from the falling in of the 
roof of large rooms. On the east side of this and 
parallel to it, IJut much larger in all dimensions, is ·an 
elnated space containing many Lricks, and extending 
E>outh from Baragung. It would rather seem to have 
Leeu furmcJ. by the ruin of a congeries of Luildings 
than to hare been one mass of Luildings, or palace. 
On its north end, adjacent to the tmvu, has been 
erected a small tcmpl~ of the Sera 'raks, which 1,roLaLly 
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howerer isnot above 100 years old. It is in charge 
of a Mali, and in tolerable repair but very slovenly, the 
court round it being cultivated with mustard or filled 
with rubbish. The terrors of the Jain seem to prevent 
them from living near their temples, and they study 
concealment as much as possible. The doors into this 
temple are made so small that I was under the 

· necessity of creeping in on all fours. 

A considerable way south from thence, on this 
range of ruins, 'i~ a considerable conical heap, evidently 
a temple. Near it but at some distance are two large 
images, one a Buddh or Jain, the other a female 
supported by two lions. At the south end of this mass 
is a very considerable long heap with two smaller risin'gs 
on its west side, probably a large house or palace. 
Heyond this I saw no more heaps. There appear to 
have been many small tau~s round. At the south-west 
corner of this large building is the ruin of a small temple 
called Kapteswori, in and near which have been 
collected many images of all kinds, some of· them 
though Buddhs smeared with the blood of offerings 
made by the neighbouring peasantry. One of them, 
evidently a fat-bellied male, without a proboscis and 
sitting with one leg hanging over the throne, they call 
Devi or the goddess. Three female figures at this 
place hare short inscriptions. One of them is ·standing 
under two Buddhs. Another is very curious. It re· 
presents a small female sitting on a throne, supported by 
swine, tolerably well done but called elephants by the 
neighbours. Above her is striding an enraged Sakti 
with three faces, two human and one porcine. A Buddh 
on the ornaments of each head, and an inscription. 

Such are the ruins of the place which the people all 
agree in calling Kund.ilpuri and the residence of .Maga 
llaja, but that merely is to say that it was the residence 
of the King of the country. The nature of the heaps 
and the number of images induce me to suspect that it 
has been merely a place of worship, although it is 
pos~ible that the long range with the five small courts in 
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its north end may have been a palace. I further suspect, 
from the few traces of religious buildings about Behar, 
that the King usually dwelt there in the fort, and that 
this was his place of worshi}), where indeed he might . 
also have a palace. There is no trace of any fortifica· 
tion near it. Vast heaps of the materials, I am told, 
hare for ages been removed to Behar and other neigh· 
bouring places for building. Great quantities still 
remain. 

The Jain priest at Behar (Jeti) says that the proper 
name of Behar is Bisalapur, which first belonged to 
Raja Padamuda who had a country extending 48 coses 
round. He was succeeded by his son Sujodun, and his 
son Duryodhon, his son U griera. These Rajahs were 
Khatriyas of the Jain religion. Padamuda lived about 
2,800 years ago, and there are no remains of his work. 
After this dynasty came Rajah Srinik, a Jain, who dw~lt. · 
at Baragong, the proper name of which is Kundilpur. 
He only raised one temple of the Jain, where he placed 
the mark of Gautom'sfeet. 

The Jain here acknowledge Gautom as the chief' of 
ele,·en disciples of Mahavira one of their Avatars, and 
pay him divine honours. The priest says that at that 
time the bulk of the people were Buddhs, and that 
all the other temples and images belonged to that 
sect. naja Srinik lired about 2,400 years ago, con· 
temporary with Mahavira and Gautoma, and his 
country extended 48 coses. He left no heirs, as he 
betook himself to a religious life. 

The temple of the Jain at Baragang is called 
Buddh :Mundol, and is the place where Gautoma 
died. The presen~ temple was built by Sungt·am Saha, 
a merchant, who hred about 2o0 years ago and placed 
in it an iniage of Santonath, one of the Avatars. 
Kundilpur is also called Pompapuri. The Buddh 
temples had been there before. There were no other 
Jain Rajahs here. Raja Maga (a proper name) after· 
wards built the fort of Behar, but the Jain have no 
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account of him, as he was not of their religion. They 
have no account of Jarasindha as being an infidel 
but they say he lived before Padamuda. :Four of the 
Avatars, Molonath, Subodnath, "Kuntonath and Arinath, 
performed hermitage (Topisya) at Hajagrihi, on which 
account it has become a holy place and was published 
as such about 2,200 years ago. Four maths hare been 
built by the house of Jogotseit within these 100 years. 
It belonged to Raja !:lrinik. 

At Pokorpur near Pauyapuri is a temple of 
Mahavira, when he died he was carried as usual to 
heaven but some of his remains were left at that 
place. The temple built lately. At Gunauya1 near 
Nawadeh, Gautama Swami performed Topissia. He 
says that Vaspujiar died at Champahagar. Kurna 
Raja was not a Jain, but Raja Dodibahun was Raja 
of Champanagar an exceeding long time , ago, at the 
time of V aspuja. He was after Karna Raja. 

Twenty of the Avatars died at Sometsikur hill, 
called Parswanath, in Palgunj. Neamnath died at 
Grinar near Gujerat, Adinath at Setrurija near Palitana 
city. The places where the 24 Avatars were born 
and where they prayed are also holy, some were born 
at Kasi, some at Ayudiya. All the Avatars were sons 
of Rajahs except Nemn?tth, who was son of Samududra' 
Vijayi by ,Siva Devi. Samudra was a J odobongsi, or 
of the same family with Krishna. 

The whole Jain are called Srawakas, but they 
are divided into 84 castes (Jat), Osuyal, Srimal, 
Agarwal, ·Porwar, etc. The Osuyal and Srimal can 
intermarry, but inane of the other castes can intermarry 
nor eat together. Besides these are a class cl:llled Bojok 
or l'ushkarna, who are Brahmans. These were admitted 
about 350 years ago, when a King tnreatening the 
Srawakas with destruction, a number of armed Brahmans 
undertook their defence and have been received as 
Purohits for the whole. Formerly they had no l'urohit~ 

(I) Gonawatola, (ea~t. of the tank descrtbed on 21st. December, and of 
the nain road between Giriak: and &jauli), 
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The Bojoks although outwardly J a ins are generally 
supposed to Le priva,tely of the sect of Vishnu. At first 
he said that there were no Brahmans among the Jain, 
but he afterwards said that he had heard of Gujerati · 
Brahmans belonging to the 84 castes, and called 
Gujewal. The Agarwal, Osuyal, Paliwal, Srimal, and 
others perhaps, are Chitris. Bazirwal are J at or Goyalas, 
Golavaris and Poriwar are Vaisiyas. Any one of the 
castes o~ a Brahman of any kind may become a J oti, or 
the Gurus of the Sarawaks. ~ly informant in fact says 
that he was born a Gaur Brahman, and that his father 
was of the sect of Vishnu. 1\Iy people think that 
privately he still continues of that faith. None of them 
are married, and they give upades to the Sarawaks, who 
are all married. The abode of the Jotis is called Pausal. 
One Joti usually lives with his Chelas and such guests 
as he chooses to entertain. They also are divided 
into . 8-1 sects or Guch, each of which has a chief 
Sripuj. If a J oti leaves no chela the Sripuj is his heir. 
They are also dirided into two maths, Digumba and 
SwetumLa. The Digumbas should go naked, but they 
now content themselres with using tan1fed clothes. 
'l'hey follow the same gods, Jmt hare some different 
lJOoks. None of them here worship the Astik gods, but 
they h<1Ye a Chetrapal god of cities, as other Hindus have 
Grama DeYatas. Their templf's here they call Deohara. 
'.I hey perform Hom, that is, burnt offerings of honey and 
ghi. 'l hey make no sacrifices. They admit the sun and 
hearenly bodies to ·lJe deities, but do not worship 
them. 

The Rajahs of J aynagar were J ains until the time of 
Protapsingh, the son of Sew~i Jaisingh, who became a 
worshipper of Vishnu. The Astiks here deny this, but 
I heard the same from a Gaur Brahman who had come 
from Jainagar as an artificer. :Uany of the Rajputs of 
Bundeli, Mewar, :\Iarwar, Kundeir, Lahor, Bikaner, 
Jodpur, etc., are Jain, but many also are Vaishnavs. 
They admit tbe Buddhs to hare precedeq them, but 

• know nothing of their history. The Buddhs ·were 
succeeded, partly by the Vaishnaras, partly by the 

9 80 R. & J. 
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Jains. He says that Mahapal, Derapal, etc., were Jain 
merchants, not kings. 

In the Bhagawati Suth in 45,000 slokes is contained 
an account of the Avatars and Jain Rajahs. The Tara 
Tambul gives an account of the places of pilgrimage, with 
their distances. He has a good many books in Sanskrit, 
but not the Bhagawati Suth. The Jains' images that 
are sitting have both their hands supine and across. 
Those standing have both 'hands down, with the palms 
turned forwards·. They have 48 female deities, 
Padmawati, Chukreswori, Chundrakangta, Sri Maloni, 
etc. They make offerings of flowers and fruits to them. 
Some have many arms. 

He says that Vihar is the proper name of the place, 
and has always been its name in the vulgar dialect. It 
obtained the Sangskrit aprellation Bisalapur in the time 
of Mahavira. 

The old images in the fort at Rebar, the J oti says, 
are all of the Buddhists. One, a small stone with a 
muni on each of four face~, contains a short inscription, 
but so much defaced that no meaning can be extracted 
from the parts that are legible. Without the south gate, 
under a yolmg tree, some broken images have been 
collected, but I ,had no opportunity of consulting the 
Joti concerning them. One is a female sitting, with two 
elephants ab9ve her head. 

9th January.-1 visited the old Kacheri of the 
:Moguls. The mo3que alone remains, and has been by 
far the largest of the place, but exceedingly rude. The 
walls, pillars, and arches have been built Gf rude stone 
taken from the fort, and have been covered by domes of 
brick. The domes have been 21 in three rows. The 
spaces between the pillars have been about 15 feet 
wide. The pillars are masses about six feet square and 
seven feet high. 'I his may give an idea of the taste. 'l1he 
walls have been ntdely plastered. The size in the inside 
has been about 57 feet by 141. It was built by a 
~fir ~Iahmud, and a descendant, venerable by age and 
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appearance but of a very querulous disposition, retains the 
property of the ground, which may be three or four acres. 
No traces of the other buildings remain except a few 
walls, partly stone, partly brick. About 100 years ago 
the Kucheri was remoyed into the fort by orders from the 
King. It seems to me as if the south gate alone had 
been rebuilt and formed into a small kind of castle, 
l1y blocking up some openings ,with bricks. This has 
probably been done by the owner of a Dorga, who 
occupies most of the space within. 

lOth January.-! went to Puri. Ha\ing passed 
through the hazar and the Dorga of :Mukhdum, I found 
encamped a party of Jain pilgrims, and proceeding south, 
hy a road not however practicable for carts, about six 
miles, I came to the Panchanan. It is here not above 
200 yards wide,'hut contains a good deal of water, not
withstanding numerous canals that are taken from it for 
irrigation. I followed its bank for above half a mile, 
and then turning easterly went to the Tirth, about a mile 
farther on. Here I found another camp of pilgrims. 
The whole of the pilgrims assembled are Poriwars. 
There are fully as many women as men. 1\fost of the 
women are elderly, but some are young and a few have 
children. They are in general dressed in a red gown 
with a petticoat, and a cloth round their head and 
shoulders, not as a veil, for like the women of the south 
of India they show their faces. Many of them wear 
shoes and are well made girls hut very great hoydens, 
their clothes being thrown on without the smallest 
neatness. They hare many horses, some oxen, and small 
tents. They went first to .Kasi, then to Ayudiya, then 
have come here, they go on to Rajagiri, Palgunj and 
Champanagar, and then return home. They say that the 
whole of their tribe are traders, and at first said they were 
Sudras, Lut then recollecting themselves said they were 
Vaisiyas. They neYer heard of any Brahmans amon()' 
the Serawaks, hut said that west from Bandlekund 
there are m:my Rajputs among the Jain. The doctrine 
of caste, at least of Brahman, Kshatri, Vaisya and 
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Sudra, seems to.· me a mere innovation. Finding th~ 
three first titles become honourable among their neigh~ 
hours, the men of learning take the title ·of Brahmans, 
the }X\\Verful call themselves Kshatris, and the traders 
call themselves Vaisiyas. The Poriwar admit of no 
Gurus except those of their own tribe, and pay no sort of 
attention to a chela of the Behar J oti -who is here looking 
for employment: He is so like the J oti that I· suspect 
that he is his son. The Guru of the Poriwar resides at 
Gualior. They have no Purohit, each man offers for 
himself. They seem to abhor the .Brahmans, yet they 
say that they give them sometimes a couple of Paisahs 
for some yellow powder, with -which they mark their 
faces. 

Pauya Puri, I am informed by the convert, is con~ 
sidered by the Burmas as the place where . Gautama 
changed this life for immortality. For some time 
previous to that erent he:resided at Gya, but coming 
to Pauya Puri he died, and his funeral was performed 
with great pomp and splendour by Raja 1\Iol, then 
sovereign of the country. 

I expected to hare found Pauya Puri an old city, 
but on coming there I found that Pauya1 and Puri 
were two distinct places distant from each other above 
a mile, and that at Puri there was not the slightest 
trace of the Buddhists. On the contrary, ererything 
there seems to be comparatively modern and to belong 
to the Jain. Some of the people of Pauya having 
l'Ome to hare a peep into my tent, I by chance 
asked them if they had any old temple. rl'hey said that 
they had a temple of the Sun, and that there were 
nuny broken im1ges lyin~ near it. I accordingly 
·went to the spot and found the village situated on a 
t'Onsiderable eleration, about 600 feet in length and 
perhaps 150 in width, consisting of a mixture of earth 
and bricks, in general broken to small fragments. The 
greatest length extends east and west, and at each end 
is a tank nearly filled up. On the west end of this 
elevation is the temple of Surja, a small quadrangular 

(1) Paowa.h, B. ~d B.A.; Pawa. 
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building with a fiat roof, divided into two apartments, 
and perhaps 100 years old. It contains two images, one 
called Surja and the other Lakshmi, both males stand· 
ing with two arms, and exactly resembling many that 
are to be been at Gya. The one called Lakshmi has a 
short inscription which my people cannot read, and on 
her head a male figure sitting cross-legged with both 
his hands on his lap, as the Jains are usually represented. 
On the outside of the temple arc seYeral broken images, 
mostly females standing, but two small ones are of 
Munis of the Buddhists, having their right hands on 
their knee. 

This place, I haYe no douLt, is the proper Pauya 
Puri, and seems to have been a large temple. The 
Jains afterwards, having dedicated a place near it, 
called it merely Puri or the Abode, while the other is 
now .called simply Pauya~ The people of the village 
have not the smallest tradition concerning the bricks 
found in their village, but that is not surprising, as they 
do not know who built their small temple, and are asto· 
nished how any person should conceive them to know 
such a circumstance, as they say it was done three or 
four generations at least ago, and that is beyond the 
extent of their chronology. · 

The Jains at Puri have erected three places of 
worship. That farthest south is the place where 
llahirera was burnt. It is a small temple placed in 
the middle of a fine tank, and surrounded by a wall with 
very narrow doors. The temple was erected and is kept 
in good repair Ly the family of J ogotseit. A Brahman 
of 'felingana, of the sect of Vishnu, and a llali have 
charge of it.. The former takes the offerings, and the 
latter sells flowers, Lut neither is employed in the 
worship. Immediately north from the tank is an emi· 
nence formed by the earth thrown out. On this has 
lately been erected a place of worship in honour of the 
feet of :Maha vira. It is round, and rises by several stages . 
gradually narrower, but as each stage is only a reason· 
aLle step high and n~ry wide the whole elevation i£ 
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trifling. In the centre is a place like a large beehive, 
in which is placed the emblem of the deities' feet. 

North from this some way, at Puri village, is the 
most considerable temple. It consists of two courts 
surrounded by a brick wall, with very small doors 
as usual. In the centr~ of oue is a temple in excellent 
re1)air and of 110 great antiquity. The ascent to it is by 
a wretched stair, on each side of which are two small 
places like beehives, each containing a lump of earth 
covered with red lead, which is called Bairubh. The 
temple cousists of a centre and four smallmomlirs at the 
corners. In the centre are three representations of the 
feet of liahavira, who died at this place, and one of each 
of those of his eleven disciples. In the corner buildings 
are also representations of the feet of various }>ersons. 
Each has an inscription, whic.h has been copied, only the 

-inscriptions on four hare become obliterated by rubbing 
and are no longer legible. 'l'hese inscriptions are in 
Devanagri, which my people read. One is said to be 
very old. 'fhe Joti reads the date of the year of Sombot 
five 5, but the Karji thinks that what the Joti calls 
Panso; or five, are the cyphers 160 which would give 
the date 1605. The oldest. All the eleven disciples were 

'made in the [year J 169S by one man. Oue of the new 
ones of :Mahavir, made in 1702. The other, when the 
feet of the disciples were made. There is an inscription 
giving an account of thl:) persons by whom the eleven 
Padukas were made. At each side of the court of this 
temple is a building. One senes as a gate, two for 
accommodating strangers of rank, and the fourth for 
a Joti, disciple of the person of Behar. He is said to 
have been a Brahman and is I suspect a mere pretended 
Jain. The Poriwars will bare nothing do .with him. 
The Oshuyals alone seem to have 'admitted these 
Erahmans as Gurus, on their professing their faith and 
studying their law. The court is tolerably clean and 
planted with flowers. The other court cottains a build· 
ing intended entirely for the accommodation of pilgrims 
of rank. 
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lltlt Jmwary.-l went to Giriak/ about two coses. 
The village is situated on an elevation containing many 
bricks, at a little distance from the Punchanon, towards 
the east. Immediately south from the village is a tank, 
much filled up, called Dobra, south from thence some 
way is another called Dunsar, and south-west from that 
is another [called] Puraniya, from its being covered 
with the leaves of the N elumbium, called Puran ·as the 
flowers are called Kamal. North from Puraniya, and 
running alon·g the banks of the Punchanan between 
it and the two other tanks/ is a very large elevation 
composed of broken bricks, rude masses of stone taken 
from the hill on the opposite side of the Punchanan, 
and earth. That this is not a natural heap or hill I 
conclude from there not being the smallest appearance 
of rock, for all the hills of this country are mere rocks 
with a little soil in the more level' parts. Its shape also 
showing traces of symmetry supports the same opinion. 
It may be traced to consist of two parts. That to the 
south considerably the lowest, both have a projection 
towards the east and west, like porticos or perhaps 
gates. 2 The elevation of the northern: part cannot be 
less than 80 feet perpendicular. Nor is there any trace 
of a cavity within. If it has been a mass of building, as I · 
doubt not has been the case, it must have been a great 
castle or · palace,· without any courts or- empty areas 
which could have left any traces in decay .. The whole 
however, probably by the removal of the materials, has 
been reduced to a mere irregular mass in which no traces 
of building remain. On its top has been erected a small 
square fort with a ditch. The rampart and bastions have 
been faced with bricks, taken probably from the ruin. 
This fort is attributed to a Bandawot Rajah who govern• 
ed the country before the Batana Bamans. This fort is 
called the Boragara, while some irregular traces on the 
east side of the large heap are caUed Chotagar, and are 
also attributed to the same Bandawats, who were Rajputs. 

(1) Gireek, B.A.; Glriak Babholpur. 
(2) The river is cutting away this mound on its western side, exposing 

wells and the brick foundations of buildings, and the projection~ 
on the western aide have now disappeared. 
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The most sensible natives of the place hare no tradi· 
tion concerning the elevation on which the BaraO'ara is 
situated, but think that it was made at the same~ time 
with the fort, which is an opinion quite untenable, the 
fort-ditch having erid~ntly been dug into the heap of 
ruins. A Dosnami indeed pretends that the old name of 
the place is Hangsa Nagar and that it was built by a 
Hangsa Rajah ; but he is a stupid fellow, and no other 
person has heard of such a tradition. .\.t Patna, how· 
ercr, I heard the Hangsa Rajah lived at Phulwari. 

The greater part of th~ stones, as I hare said, arc 
rude blocks of quartz or hornstone taken from the 
opposite hill, but a few images and fragments of pots tone 
are scattered about. Two of the images are pretty entire, 
although much defaced. One represents a female killing 
a buffalo, exactly like the · J agadombas of Kewadol. 
This is lying on the surface ·Of the hill under the fort 
towards the east. Near it is a very neat pedestal on 
which fire images have stood, but only their feet remain. 
The other image that is entire is placed leaning against 
the wall of a small modern temple of Siva, built on the 
northernmost of two small heaps that are north from 
the great ruin. It is exactly like one of the . most 

· common figures at Gay a. A male wit b foUl' arms, leaning 
on two small personages, oue male and one female. '£wo 
small images below in form of adoration, two angels horcr· 
ing abore with chaplets in their hands. . llis head has 
a high cap with an old regal coronet. By the people it 
is called LakshmiNarayan, and is the same with that so 
called at Pauya, ouly that it wants the Jain on the head, 
being too small. Under a tree, between the great heap 
and the river, have been collected some fragments of 
images. The male part of a Linga, })art of a. Ganesa, 
two fragments of the male ]ast described, '\nth wme 
others so much defaced that it is impossible to say 
what they were. On the north en:l of the great heap I 
found a fra~ment of the same male image, being one of 
the angels that bas horered a bore his head. Under a 
tree on the east side of the large heap is a fragment of 
the human form, which the j!usahors hare put up::m a 
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heap of bricks and worship as one of their saints or devils.· 
This large heap is evidently what the people of Nawada. 
called J arasandha.' s house, but the peop1e on the spot 
hare no such tradition. The buildings attributed to Jara· 
sandha are on the hill called Giriak, just opposite to the 
village of that name. He is considered here as having 
been an Asur or Daityo of immense size, so as to stand 
with one foot on Giriak and another on Rajgiri, three 
coses distant, and from thence throw bricks into the sea 
at Dwarka on tlie other side of India. On account of 
this vile trick by which he disturbed the 1,600 wives of 
the God who lived at Dwarka, that God came here to 
'rar with J aras:ndha, and killed him by the hand of 
l>him the son of Pandu. At that time Krishna gave 
orders that people should bathe in the Panchanan, and 
50,~00 are said to assemble for· the purpose in Kartik. 

12t/i, January.-! ascended the hill to see the anti
quities. Crossing the Panchanan at the upper end 
of the great heap, I ascended a -rery steep precipice 
to the small temple called Gauri Sankor, which is 
situated at the bottom of an immense rock, on the 
summit of which is the monument called the Baitaki 
of J ara~andha. In this temple, which is very small 
and probably no't 100 years old, are two small 
images, one of Ganesa, the other of a male sitting with 
a female ou his knee, such as is usually called Hargauri 
or Krishna and Badha, but very common at Gaya. Near 
this is the tomb of a late sanyasi, predecessor of the 
ri·escilt pujari. . 

···· I went from thence east along the face of the hill, 
to another larger temple of the same shape, and perhaps 
~ix feet square, which is built O\'er what is callecl 
the impression of Krishna's feet, which at Nawacla 
was called the impres~ion of the feet of Rama. The 
marks are small and like real impressions, being exca· 
vated, and not elevated like the feet of the Jain. In 
this temple are the fragments of an idol that has been 
broken into so many pieces that no judgment can be 
formed of what is re11rest:uted. · 
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Ascending from thence a steep precipice between 
two immense rocks, I came to a comparatively level 
place, where I found the proper road, paved with rough 
blocks of stone cut from the hill. It seems to have 
been about 'tweh-e feet wide and winds in various 
directions to procure an ascent of moderate· declivity, 
and when entire a palanquin might perhaps have been 
taken up and down, but it has always been a very 
rude work, and in many places is almost entirely des· 
troyed.1 I followed its windings along the north3 side 
of the hill until at length I reached the ridge opposite to 
a small tank, excavated on two sides from the rock and 
built on the- two others with the stones cut out. The 
ridge is very narrow, extends east and west, and rises 
gently from the tank towards both hands, but most to· 
wards the west. I went first in that direction along 
the causeway, which is the1·e at least 18 feet wide, and 
rises gradually above the ridge. This causeway led me 
to a mass of bricks which is very steep, and I thought in 
ascending it that I could perceire the remains of a stair, 
somewhat like the trace of two or three of the steps being 
discernible. At the top of this steep ascent is a hollow 
space with a thick ledge round it. This has probably 
been a court, open above but surrounded by a wall, and 
f<Yrmed a terrace surrounding the building on all sides. 
'Vest farther has been a square mass of building, of 
which the foundation at the north-east corner is still 
entire and built of bricks about 18 inches long, 9 wide 
and i thick. 'Ihey are laid on clay, but have beeil; 
chiselled smooth so that the masonry is very neat, and 
have never Leen coreredwith plaster. In this corner the 
ends of fire pillars of granite project from among the 
ruins, and in other parts three other pillars are still 
standing. '!hey are of no considerable height, about ten 
feet and quadrangular, while only one of their faces has 
been ornamented with carving and that very rudely. They 

(1) Dr. Buchanan did not notice the fortification walls, which can be 
ea>ily traced, going round the hill on the west, everywhere below 
its crest, and crossing the narrow valley between th.is hill ~d 
the southern range. 

l2) Should be ·~ aouth,'' Ull page 113. 
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probably therefore formed a corridor round this c~urt, 
and the carved face has been turned towards the d1rec· 
tion intended to be most conspicuous. They consist of 
a Yery fine grey granite, white fehpar and quartz, and . 
black mica, and hate been brought from a 4istance, there 
being no such stone on the hill. Immeuiately west 
from this builuing, which has probably been a K ath 
~1 ondir, is a conical mass of brick placed on a sq~mre 
Lasis. There is no cavity in its summit, so that it ha~ 
probably been a solid temple like that of the Buddhists. 
On its north1 r;;ide would appear to have,IJeeu a small 
chamber, built in part at least with granite. The terrace 
beyond this cone has terminated ,·cry steep towards the 
west, and the rock· appears to have been cut away to 
render its \rest end more abrupt and to 1)rocure materials. 
A small plain has been thus formed on the descent at 
its west end, and in this }s au excavation probably made 
to procure materials. "\Y est fron1 thence is a very pic~ 
turesque view of a narrow parched valley between two 
ridges of rocks. In all other directions the country is 
exceedingly rich. 

I then returned to the tank, which is 1~ow dry, and 
in its bottom I found a small female image with trac~s 
of her having had a child on her knee, Lut it has a 
Chokor or disk in one hand and Gada (:Mau) in the 
other. On this account the Brahmans deny that it can 
represent Ganesa J onoui, the mother of Ganesa, but I 
have no doubt that it represents the same circumstance, 
that is, the warlike Semiramis with the infant Niniyas 
on her knee. · 

Going ea~t from the tank a little way is another 
small conical heap of bricks, quite a ruin, behind which 
on a square pEde~ tal is the circular Lase, 08 feet in' cir· 
cumference, of a fine column, the mo:'lt entire part of the 
ruin, and which is called the Baitaki or seat of Jarasan· 
dha. It is a solid building without any cavity, as may 
be known IJy a deep excavation made in its western face, 
probably in search of treasure, and has been built 

{1) Should be "liouth," as shown in BU~::hanan'a ow~;~ sketch plan. 
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throughout of large bricks laid in clay. The external 
ones within reach have been removed, but higher up 
some part remains entire and surrounded by the original 

. mouldings. The whole outer face has been cut smooth 
with the chisel, ;.md the mouldings have been neatly 
carved, but they contain no tra.ces of animal figures. The 
square pedestal has been built in the same manner and 
much ornamented. In what the column terminated it is 
impossible to say, as what now remains is merely the 
basis, and the whole northern face of the precipice under 
it to the bottom is covered with scattered bricks which 
haYe fallen from it. The terrace on which it stands 
extends a little way towards the east, forming a little 
plain from whence there is a most extensive prospect of 
rich plain. . 

The building towards the west is called by a Sanyasi 
(Pujari of the two modern temples) Hangsapur, but all 
other persons are ignorant of this name. Both parties 
admit that it was the house of J arasandha, but this is 
evidently a mistake. No prince could have lived in 
such a place, and the building has evidently been a 
temple. The use of the column is not so obvious: It 
may haYe been merely an ornamental appendage to the 
temple, or it may have been the funeral monument of. 
a prince. The last is the most probabl'e opinion, and it 
may be the tomb of.Jarasandha, who is said to have been 
killed at Ronbumi about four coses west. If J arasandha 
had a house here, I have no doubt that the heap on 
which l~arag~ua has been built is its ruins. None of 
the images here are of a size fitted for worship in such 
temples, and have been mere ornaments. The proper 
images, if there were any, are either buried in the ruins 
or hare been destroyed. 

I returned all the way by the stair or road which 
descends by the north side of the hill, whereas I ascend· 
ed by the south side. The hill consists entirely of 
quartz or silicious hornstone.1 In most parts it is 
white, in some ash coloured, and in a few red. It 

(1) Ap~endix, No. lll 
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is nowhere that I saw an aggregate, but is composed of 
an uniform substanee, in some parts glassy, in· others 
powdery. In a state of decay, as at the small temple 
of Gaurisankar, it looks as if passing into Khorimati. 

Some iuYalid nati\·e officers haY"e been within 
a year or two settled at Geriak. 'rhey complain that 
their lands produce nothing except Kurti, being too 
sandy. I am however told by the farmers that the soil 
is good,' and when fully cultivated will produce all kind!' 
of rubLi, or J anera, Meruya, etc, It was lately covered 
with stunted woods of which a good deal still remains 
in the vicinity, but of late years much has been reclaim
ed. Near Giriak are many Musahars and a few 
Bhuiyas. These here have no chiefs, and· eat everything. 

13th Jamtary.-l went six coses to Hariya/ but the 
roa.d Ol' path is very circuitous. A bout 5f miles from 
Geriak I crossed the Teluriya,2 a sandy channel about 200 
yards wide, with a little stream of water, full however 
as large now as the stream of the Fulgo was at Gya 
when I was there. About five miles farther on I crossed 
the Dadur,S much such another channel as the Puri.' 
The· villages closely built. l\Iany of the . inhabitants 
:\lusahars. They speak a Hindi very obsolete and diffi· 
cult to understand. Thei.r noses nry small and rather 
flat, faces 'oral, li})S not thick, eyebrows prominent. 
Hair long like all original Hindu tribes. 

14th January.-ln the first place I went about a 
mile northerly to see the rock fi·om whence Silajit pro·. 
teeds. I ascended the hill5 to about its middle by an 
exceeding steep rugged path through a stunted wood, of 
bamboos and Boswellia chiefly. I then came to an 
abrupt rock, of white quartz in some parts, and grey 

(1) Hanriya. 
(2) Tilala N.! Puri crossed out. Probably Khuri N. 
(~) Dahder R., R. and B.A.; Dadar N. 
(•) By taking this route, Buchanan missed the hot spring! railed 

.~gnidhara, at Madhuban near Giriak, which also are not referred 
tu in his Report. Maximum temperature ob~t>rved since 1909, 1290 
on December 25, 1920. 

(5) Handia or HaiV'iya. 
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hornstone in others, the same as I had found all the way 
up the hill. Scrambling along th~ foot of this perpendi· 
cular rock some way I reached the mouth of a consider· 
able cave, which has a wide mouth, and may be 50 or 60 
feet in diameter and 10 or 12 feet high where highest. 
'1 he floor rises inwards with a very stee}l ascent and is 
very rugged, and the l'Oof looks very threatening, and its 
crevices shelter wild pigeons. 'l'he cave itself is quite 
dry, and near the mouth is cool and airy. It is said to 
be an usual haunt of hears and tigers. At the far end 
of the care is another, with a mouth about 12 feet wide 
and 4 or 5 high.· On approaching this I was struck by 
a hot vapour and stench that constantly proceed from it, 
and I heard the chattering of bats from whom the 
stench proceeds. The heat is very considerable, so as 
instantly to produce a violent perspiration, but unfortu
nately I had not with me a thermometer.1 I looked into 
the mouth of this inner cave, and could see alll'ound it 
without }lerceiring any ulteriOl' opening, but I saw none 
of the hats who were probably hid in crevices. And the 
heat and stench lJeing exceedingly disagreeable, I did not 
go in. The care consii'ts entirely of "'hite quartz, stained 
red on the surface of some J>arts.2 What has caused 
the rock to slide out from it, I cannot say. All before and 
under it for a little way is a rock com}JOsed of small 
fragments of quartz imbedded in a tufaceous substance. 
This I saw nowhere else on the hill. ~rhere is no appear· 
ance of stratification. The rock, as usual, divided into 
rhomboidal masses hy fissures horizontal and vertical. 
·In many parts it is quite naked and abrupt, and every· 
where (it has) the hills com}JOsed of it have the most arid 
sterile appearance. The hills of c1uartz are in general 
wry inferior in grandeur to those of granite. The latter 
rise into peaks of the most magnificent boldness, and the 
crevices are much more favourable to -regetation. The 
hills of quartz, howenr, produce more springs and little 

(1) " Not due to any physical cause, such as high temperature, b~t 
merely to physiological causes, owing to the fact that the atr 
1s stagnant and extremely foul.'~ See J. B. 0. R. S., 1917. 

Vol. rn, Part rn, rages 309-310 . 
.(2) Appendix, No. 40. 
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rirulets, and in the recesses formed by these· there are 
often abrupt . precipices and scenery of astonishing 
grandeur. 

Standing before the caye and looldng up, I saw 
the Silajit besmearing the face of the rock about 
30 feet above my head, and proceeding from a small 
ledge, in which I am told it issues from a crevice in the 
quart?.. It was im1 ossible for me to proceed farther. 
One old :Musahar alone ventured on this, and before he 
set out he fortified himself with some spirituous 
liquor, haYing made a lil,ntion to the ghosts of the 
saints (Vir). A young active Harkarah attempted 
to accom}):llly him. They went round the rock until 
they found a ledge, 11nd prcceeded by this, holding on by 
roots of trees, until they came over the mouth of the 
cave, 40 or 50 feet al,ove the Silajit, and the old mnn 
descended from one ere rice or projecting })Oint to another, 
until he reached the little ledge from whence it issued. 
The young man's heart failed him and he did not ven
ture on so qangerous an exploit. The old man brought 
back about an .ounce mensure of the Silaji~, which he 
collected in a leaf. It is Hhout the consistence of new 
honey but rather thinner, and mixed with dust and 
other impurities that CI'U.Illble down from the arid preci· 
pice above. It is of a dit·ty earth colour, :-:nd has a strong 
rather disagreeable smell, somewhat likr that of cows' 
urine but stronger, although it cannut Le called very 
offensive. The whole appearance is ho11 trer disgusting.1 

Tb(' place bel<mgs to Rai Kosal Singh·of Patna, and 
all the Silajit that i:.- collected i~ sent to hi;n. The peo1)le 
say that the old man goes once about th1~e days during 
the mouths Pamh and Mag, and does not collect abo·re 
one or two sicca weight in the day, and that the whole 

(1) Writing in 1819, Bucha.nan says in his Account of the Kingdo!ll 
of Nepal, page 80 :-" In many pa.rts of these mountains, the 
substance called ,;!ajit exudes from rocks. I have not yet satisfied 
myself concerni1•g its nature; but intend hereafter to treat tl1e 
subject fully, when I dt!scribe the natural productions of Beha.r, 
where I J,a.d an opportunity of eolle<:ting it, as it came from 
the rock." For an explanation of its nature, m J. B. 0. R. 8., 
loc. cit., pagee 315-318. 
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procured in a season is not a seer. This.seems to he 
doubtful. . The man with ·any pains might to-day bavo 
collected a couple of ounces, and it exudes in a similar 
manner from another place about a quarter of a mile 
farther east. It is very likely, however, that the owner 
does not get more than a seer, and that I should suppose 
is quite enough. I heard the Hanumans, but doubt 
much of their eating the Silajit, as is pretended. 

Having descended, I went along the bottom of the 
hill towards the west. About five miles from IIariya, 
the hill on which the Silajit is ends in a low point/ and 
another from behind it comes in view, hut sinks into 
a deep gap in less than half a mile farther. 11 Beyond the 
gap it rises again, and continues beyond ~ropobon, which 
is about six miles from Hariya. These hills consist also 
of quartz, and are similar in their appearance. Their 
lower parts covered with bamboos and stunted Boswellias, 
their upper, sterile dismal rocks with tufts· of withered 
grass. A canal about 24 feet wide has been dug all 
the way along the hill, and the earth has been thrown 
towards the plain. The 'bottom is now cultivated and 
it seems intended to collect the water into reservoirs, 
that extend across the plain at right angles. The 
plan is judicious, but might have Leen more carefully 
executed. Ahont three mile9> east3 from where the 
Silajit exudes is a deep recess in the hill like a 1Jrokcn 
crater, as it is funnel-shaped and the hill is not lower at 
that part on any side, except towards the south \Yhere 
the edge has.given way and shows the hollo"·.4 

Tapaban is a place where a Mela had been held two 
days ago, and it is supposed was attended hy eight or ten 
thousand people. It forms part of the holy places of 
Rajagriho, and some Brahmans had come from thence 
to receive contributions. They are most imJ>Ortunt\te 
beggars, and call themselves 1\Iagaiya Srotriyas, but 
say that they are ~Iaharasta· Brahmans, brought here lJy 

> 

(1) Arai or Saphi ghat, 
(2) dathian ghat. 
(3) Should be '!west." 
(4) Sanu ghat. 
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a certain Raja whose name is the same with that of 
Krishna's father. 

The holy places are five ponds or pools contain· 
ing small springs of · water, but very inferior to even 
Sitakund. The water however serves to cover some 
rice fields even at this season, but here the cold at this 
season is too great for that grain. The water however · 
is turned on the fields in order to enrich them. The 
pools arc situated in a row at the foot of the hill, 
which like those farther east consists of quartz and 
hornstone. A great deal of the latter especially above 
the Kunds is red,1 but there is no rock immediately 
adjacent to them. It is there covered by fragments 
that have fallen from the precipices above. The eastern· 
most Kund is named Chundakosi, and is the finest. 
It may be about 20 feet square, and at this season three 
feet deep. The· water however, as in the others admit
ting of the people bathing in it, is very dirty. It has 
been surrounded by a wall of brick plastered, descendhig 
to the water's edge with a narrow walk round the water. 
In the side opposite to the stair is a small door leading 
into a petty temple, in which is an image·exactly like 
that at the temple of Siva at Geriak, and is here called 
Vasudeva. The thermometer, being 70° in the air, rose 
in the water of this Kund to 116°'2 

At the west side of this tank have been gathered 
together several small images, mostly defaced. I obser
ved fragments of five or six of such as is called Vasu
deva, but from the enormous distension of ears these 
are admitted to belong to ~he sect of Buddhists. I 
observed two of the goddess sitting on a lion couchant, 
which my people had never before seen; also two of 
Gauri Sangkar, and three lingas. A little south-west 
from thence is a terrace of brick and stone, said to have 
been erected by Dototraia, who was ·killed inN epaf by 
Bhimsen. On this are tr~ee modern and petty temples 
of Siva. 

(1) Appendix, No. 24. 
12\ Now called Sanatkumar Kund or Sarajkund. Maximum temperature 

observed since 1908, 113:4° on December 28th, 1908. 

10 80R.&J. 
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Immediately south-west from thence is a small 
pool of cool water, called Hangsatirtha. It has been 
surrounded by brickwork, but this has gone to total ruin, 
and the water is exceedingly dirty. Immediately south· 
west from it is a small brick temple, the roof of which 
is fallen,1 in the centre of which is a linga, and in the 
back wall are built three images of Gauri Sankar, on 
one of which is caned a person's name by whom 
probably it was dedicated. Near this temple is lying_ 
one of the images called here V asndeva and at Gya 
Narayan. 

Some way south-west from thence is the pool 
called Puran Hangs, lined with brick in good repair. 
The water in it raised the thermometer to 100°.2 

Near this is Sanantanakundo, also lined with brick, 
which raised the thermometer to 102°.3 At some 
distance farther south-west is Sonok Tirtha, also lined 
with brick, and like the othei'S in tolerable repair. lt 
raised the thermometer· to 112°.4 In none of these 
ponds was there any issue of air bubbles as in those of 
the Bhagalpur district, except in the last, and there they 
issued in very small quantities. I observed that in the 
two middle Kunds, where the heat was at 100° and 
102°, there were some small fishes and a great 
many frogs; but in the two extreme ponds, where the 
heat was 112 " and 116 °, none of these animals 
could live. This points out the heat in .which these 
animals can live with comfort. 

15th January.-I we~t to Amaiti/ which was said 
to be fire coses distant, but I found it less than 3!. The 

(1) No longer traceable. A large modern temple probably .occupies 
its position. 

(2) Now called Sanaksanandan or Sitakund. Maximum temperature 
observed since 1908, 104 '4° on December 12th, 1909. 

(3) Now called Sankaraditya or Brahmakund. Maximum temperature 
observed since 1908, 101 ·ao on Dect>mber 12th, 1909. 

(4) Now called Sanakkua or Chamarkund. Maximum temperature 
observed since 1908, in hottest part of the Kund, 123 '4° on 
December Z7th, 1915; hut on December 28th, 1917, a small ~pring 
issued direct from the ground, the temperature of which was 128 '7°. 
See also note on page 115. 

(.'!) Amethl. 
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country a tine leYcl lJchrecu two ridges of rocky hills, 
much of it under stunted woods, but the soil good. 
Less than a mile from Amaiti I crossed a narrow rivulet 
in a clay channel, but filled with stagnant water. It is 
called :Mungora.1 .Amaiti is a small place belor.ging to 
:Uitrjit. The people, as usual on his estates, very 
attentive. 

1Gth January.-- I went to Norahu,2 about 5-l coses. 
A little south from Amaiti I saw the soda e:filorescing 
on. the snrface of a small barren space. I continued 
~Jdrting the two small hills west from Amaiti for 
about l i miles. I then skirted the ridge behind them, 
which consists of an exceeding bare rock of a granular 
rude jasper, in sometimes prettily tariegated white, 
grey, and red, which if it takes a polish will have a 
fine effect. ~rhe specimen taken at Kharghat.3 No 
appet<trauce of strata, as usual broken into rhomboidal 
fragmeuts. Hather more than a mile farther, I had on 
my left a small couical peak which, with the two hills of 
Amaiti, five small hills farther south, and two consider· 
able ones farther on, are a continuation of the ridge of. 
Tapa ban. 

Hather more than 2i miles farther, I came to a 
wide gap iu the ridge towards my right, opposite 
to the third of fiye small hills abo1e mentioned, 
aud between the two ridges there is a beautiful 
})laiu, a great part of which is covered in the raiuy 
season with water, a reser1oir having been formed 
by a Lank about half a mile in length drawn ~cross 
the gap. The Lank made only of earth. The ridge 
continues only a little way farther south, in two short 
hills. I turned round the south end of the reservoir 
and weut north-east to Nowadah,4 and from thence 
north through a -rery fine plain for about three miles to 
a little cotlical hill named Korwa, from whence to 

(l) Mangura N. 
(2) Narawat. 
(0) Appendix, No. 
(4) Nawada. 
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Norahur at the west end of the hill so named is rather 
less than three miles. Korwa hill ·consists of a red 
rude jasper, 1 lrith veins of white quartz. Adhering 
to it are masses, half crystallized, of a fine white 
substance, either quartz or felspar, I cannot say 
which. The country in the recess between the two 
chains of hills to my right seems to be overrun with 
low woods, and to be very stony. To the left it is•very 
rich. 

Narawat is a small village belonging to Pitumber 
Singh, cousin german of J\litrjit. His agents say that 
until lately the country round had been waste for some 
hundred years, and that N arawat was the residence of a 
N ol Rajah, who lived in the l'ritayog and is celebrated 
in legend. There are several heaps of brick near the 
place, but of very little elevation. Whether this is to be 
attributed to extreme antiquity, or to the buildings 
having been originally inconsiderable, I cannot say. 
:Many images, in general. much defaced, are scattered 
about these heaps, and several pillars of granite, very 
rude and resembling those on Giriyak Pahar, are 
projecting from the ruins or lying above them. The 
most considerable heap may contain 10 bigahs and is 
nearly square. On it about 50 or 60 years ago ~ barber 
was killed by a tiger, and his ghost became the terror 
of the neighbourhood, until a small temple was built to 
his memory. In it has been placed the lower half of 
a Buddh. The door is supported by an old lintel very 
much worn, which has a row of angels like those at 
:Mongeer on each -side of a sitting figure, much defaced 
but probably the same as found there. Near the temple 
of this ghost a pillar projects, and there are four Sivas 
lately erected but said to have been found on the spot. 
'fwo pillars project at- no great distance. 

Near the present village are standing two granite 
pillars, and several long stones are lying near them 
as also several in1ages. A large Linga, three Gauri 

tl) Kobwa. 
}~) Arpcudi.t.1 No. SS, 
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Sangkors, with very high diadems. Two fragments 
of the image called Vasudeva, a N augraha, a Dosavatar, 
one stone-the fragment probably of one of the Gauri 
Sankars, as it has evidently gone round the upper part 
of a stone containing images below-contains. two Jains 
and a Buddh, that is taking the J oti of :Behar's diag· 
nostic: to be true, that is two of them have their hands 
crossed on their lap, and one has its hands joined in 
adoration. RamajaP however says that no dependence 
can be placed on this, as several Buddhs in Nepal had 
both hands crossed on their lap. 

A little east from thence, just at the west end of 
the hill, is a large Gauri Sankar broken in two. About 
a quarter of a mile east from thence is an old dry 
tank, called Pukhori by . way of eminence, and 
attributed to N ol Rajah. About half a mile farther 
east, under a tree, is a fragment of a ~mall Gauri 
Sangkar quite neglected, while . the Goyalas that 
form the chief population worship under the name of 
Goraiya four J ains with their hands crossed on their laps 
that are carved on one stone. The stone seems to have 
been a lintel and to have contained probably as many 
more images of the same kind. At the end is represent· 
ed a solid temple such as is used hy the Buddhs hut not. 
by the Jain, which confirms Ramajai's opinion. The 
name of the person by whom it was made is written 
under it in no very ancient character. This part of the 
country is said to have beloi1ged to the :Bunda· 
wuts who are here called Rajputs, but most of the 
inhabitants in their old territories seem to have been 
Goyalas. The Kol, it is said, possessed all the country 
west from this to the Son, beyond which was the country 
of the Cherin. Nol Raja, I presume, was a·:Bundawut 
and a Buddh. The character on. the. stone is modern, 
and the images are all probably o! the same era. Inder 
Do von is said to have been a Bundawat, and his country 
probably extended so far west at least. It must 

---------
(1) Ramajai Bhattacharyya, Pandit attached to the Survey; gee Preface 

•" the Account of Nepal, page 1, an.J Dr. Buchanan's letter to 
Wallich, of 12th March, 1819, in Sir D. Prain's Memoir, pa~e xx~. 
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however be observed that Keyadol was said to have 
helonged to the Bundawats after the Chern, and tlmt the 
Cheru and Kol are considered as the same. 

17th Januarg.-I went to Saren1 Nateswor,2 reckoned 
five coses but my route was about six, partly owing to 
t~e. winding. of the road, and partly owing to my having 
v1s1ted several places by the way. In the first place, I 
proceeded about half a mile to the south-west corner of 
Narawut hill, and leaving it on my left ·proceeded 
north-east to its other extremity. It may be near 
two coses long. The country between it and the Tapa ban 
ridge about half-occupied, the Goyalas endeavouring to 
keep as much waste as possible. My people killed here 
an antelope, and a wolf descended from the hills at 
night and alarmed my sheep. 

Having passed between N arawnt and Tetuya/ 
I passed north-east with the Tetuya ridge on my 
right, and opposite to ~~ ajholighat,4 the passage 
between the second and third hill of this ridge, I 
came to a small hummock called Kariari, which is 
situated about a mile from the ridge and perhaps 
3j miles from the south end of N arawut ridge. 
About a mile and a half from Kariyari I crossed a small 
winding canal called the Liyani, which contains a good 
deal of stagnant water. 

Khori is at present wrought in Khari.rari, from 
whence its name is derived. It is a small round 

· hrunmock. The rock is a kind of intermixture of imper· 
feet reddle 6 and hornstone or quartz, in some places 
containing imbedded in it fragments of Khori, and 
in some places stained yellow. The Khori has • been 
wrou"ht in t"U"o places, bnt to no great extent. One 
near 

0
the bottom of the hill 6 is in a very irregular 

nest, surrounded by the imperfect reddle more or less 
(1) Saren. 
(2) Hatesar. 
(3) Tetua. 
(4) Majhaull ghat. 
(5) Appendix, No. 93. 
(6) No. 17 
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approaching in nature to the Khori. The derivation of 
' the latter from the former is so evident that the natives 
say that the Khori is the reddle corrupted or putri.fi.ed 
(Sor). The mine has been conducted with very little 
skill. The workmen first dug a narrow gallery into the 
Khori until stopt by water. They have gradually since 
been beating pieces from the sides and roof, so that now 
they must have recourse to ladders to reach it and every 
piece tumLles to the bottom, from which it is brought 
up with much trouble. This Khori is harsh, and consists 
of various layers of different shades of pale red. In 
the other vein the Khori1 is white and -rery harsh and 
contains Lits of quartz unchanged. The vein is very 
superficial and has as yet Leen only just opened. , 
Farther in it will probably improve. 

From this hummock I went rather less than a mile 
to another at the village of lfajholi. This consists of 
somewhat similar materials, but in a great state of 
decay2 and becoming schistose. It may be considered as 
an intermediate state between rude Jasper and Khori. 
None of this substance in a perfect state has been yet 
discovered here. About a quarter of a mile farther 
on, is still another small hummock on which Khori3 

was formerly dug, but the vein has been exhausted. 
The rock in decay is splitting into vertical thin strata 
running east-north-east and west-south-west or thereby, 
and the vein has run· the whole length of the hill 
in that direction, and has been wrought about four feet 
wide and deep. The rock on its southern side shows 
in my opinion the transitio.n from hornstone to reddle 
or Khori.' On one part are curious minute crys
tallizations like those near :Ualipur.5 That on its 
northern side is very curious.6 It seems to be a kind 
of porphyry, consisting of an argillaceous cement 
strongly impregnated with iron, containing concretions 

(1) Appendix, No. 5. 
(2) No. 63. 
(~) No. 54. 
(4) , No. 21. 
(5) At Katauna. Hill, Bte Bhagalpur Journa.l, 19th March, 1811. 
(d) Appendi.J:, No, 3. 
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partly silicious and partly changed, and has a stron(J' 
resemblance to the gangue of the Khori which I sa; 
near N eduyanalah. 

From thence I. went obliquely to J ornaghat, the 
passage between the third and fourth hill of the 
great range. There is no plain between the two hills, 
which are united by a nry steep rugged chain of grey 
hornstone,1 in some plJces stained red. 1'he whole 
of this range from N arawut seems exactly of· the same 
nature with the southern range of the Rajgriho hills, 
only the northern face is not qilite · so parched, and 
the bamboos and stunted trees extend farther up the 
rocks. At the foot of the hill is found an unctuous 
yellow clay, called Pila mati from its colour. Potters 
use it, but ,the quantity seems to be inconsiderable. It 
is quite superficial, and mixed with many fragments of 
rock, which are separated by throwing the whole· into 
water and collecting the [lighter sediment J .2 ~ear it is a 
pit from whence the people. hare dug some indurated 
schistose clay, red "hite and yellow. From thence I went 
obliquely for a Lout a mile to Saren N ateswor, a village 
situated at the east end of a more considerable hummock 
than the three above mentioned. 

The second and fourth hill of the great ridge are the 
mo::.t consideralJle for elnation. 

The country at Saren [is J said to hare formerl.Y 
l>elonged to the Bandawats, '\tho called themsel'res RaJ· 
puts, but many of them stillli're in Perganah · Chay in 
Ramgarh. They speak Hindi, and eat pure, but perform 
Sagai. It is said that before the Bandawats the country 
belonged to the Kol. These are different from the 
Chern. The Rajah of Palamo is a Cheru. The Banda
wats and Kol entirely banished from this country. 
There remain many Bhungiyas. 

The hummock or hill of Saren, the most consider· 
able of this low range, consists of a tariety of rocks, all 

(1) .1ppendi:x, No. 57. 
(2} Leit blank m Journal. Se~ Eut India, Vol. I,~~-
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decaying in vertical masses running east and west. · In 
some parts is a K.hori more or ,less perfect/ some of 
which is dug for teaching children to write. Indura· 
ted reddle2 is still more common, but is very inferior 
in quality to that brought from Gwalior, which is 
used by the Sannyasis for dyeing their clothes. The 
great mass of rock on the north side of the hill, 
and especially towards a peak at its west end, appears 
to me evidently a slag3 containing much iron, partly · 
reddish, partly blackish, and in many parts containing 
nodules of quartz and khori. On the south side of 
the hill is what I consider as hornstone impregnated 
with iron' disposed in wa-red layers of various shades 
of colour, exactly like some Khoris but very hard. It 
has nothing of a slaggy appearance. 

Saren is' a pretty considerable village belonging to 
1\Iitrijit, with fine lands towards the north, and in a very 
picturesque situation. 

18th Janurwy.-I went to Rajagriho,6 said to be 
distant six coses, but my guide attempted to take me by 
a passage between the transverse range and the great 
hills, which being impracticable after having advanced 
two miles, I was obliged to return, and then to proceed by 
Dukrighat almost t\ro miles from where I turned. Dukri
ghat passes m·er a corner of a large mass of hills, which 
may be considered as a continuation or as the principal 
part of the range of hummocks containing Khori, and it 
fills up the space between the great quartsoze range of 
Rajagriho and the granite range of detached peaks that 
extends east from Patalkati, or rather from Burabur. 
The granite 6 on the easternmost of these peaks 7 is 
\'ery perfect and small-grained, white felspar and 
quartz and black mica. Dakrighat itself consists of an 
exceeding tough hornstone, of different thin layers 

(1) Appendix, No. 94. 
(2) No. 99. 
(3) No. 102. 
(4) , No. 47. 
(5) Radgejir, R.; Rajegur, B.A.; Rajgir1 

(6) Appendix, No. 66. 
(i) lathanl Hill, 
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of various shades of grey and of very fine grain.1 It 
resembles the stone of the hill of. Saren except in not 
being iron-shot. . 

From Dakrighat I went rather more than four miles 
to Singhaul,1 a village in Nawada. Before entering it 
I found some broken images on the ground. One 
differed from that called Vasudeva or N arayon by 
haYing two small figures on each side, in place of one. 
The other seemed to have been the throne of some idol, 
and containing a Budclh sitting above the luiad of a male 
figure, with two arms and standing. 

From Singhaul I followed a very grand old road 
attributed to the infidel Jarasandha, and on that account 
called the Asuren. It has run in a perfect straight line, 
and is about 150 feet -wide,. rising from the sides with 
a -very gentle ascent to the middle, which may have 
been about 12 feet perpendicular above the level of the 
plain, which is very low land. The people imagine that 
it was a reservoir intended to collect the rain water and 
convey it to Rajagriho, and then this water was to be 
raised to the flower garden, which the prince chose 
to have on the top of the hill. That it served for 
a reservoir I have no doubt, as it does so to this day, 
and during the -whole rainy season the space between it 
and the hills forms a lake, but in the dry season the 
water disappears, and the bottom of the lake is cultivated. 
The object of the work, I have no doubt, was for a road, 
as it extends over this low plain only for about four miles, 
and ends,about a mile before it reaches Rajagrihi where 
the land rises, so that it never could have conveyed 
-water to that place. The road -was a noble approach to 
the residence of the prince, and may have extended to 
(Patana) the royal city, although it can now only be 
traced where it formed a very elevated bank. Originally 
perhaps it was not so wide and much higher, as the 
natural operation of so many rainy seasons would be to 
reduce the height and spread the breadth. The wate 

(1) Appendix, No. 9. 
(%) Slnghaul. 

,. 
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collected in the lake has broken down the bank in 
seYeral places, so that as a road it has become pe1·fectly 
useless, for the smalll)anks with which the gaps have 
been filled up to preserve the work as a reservoir will 
with difficulty admit loaded oxen to pass. 

19th Jamtary.-At Rajagriho are two ancient fOl'ts, 
one occupying the south-west corner of the other 
is attributed to Sheer Shah, the external one I presume 
is the llajahgriho or abode of J arasandha. I went round· 
this on an elephant in ·18 minutes, keeping on the 
outside of the rampart and imide of the ditch, which 
may in most places l1e traced, being lower than the 
adjacent fields, quite levPl, ana cultivated entirely with 
winter crops, which arc watered. It is however most 
entire on the south side where, the land sloping down 
with some declivity from the bottom of the hills, it has 
been probably deeper. Jt would ap})ear to have been 
above 100 feet wide and, so far as I can judge, the 
original rampart has consisted entirely of the earth 
thrown out from the ditch, and has contained neither 
bricks nor stones. Several gaps are formed in the 
rampart, but whether or not they were originally gates 
would be difficult to say, the ·position being quite 
irregular and some being evidently too large. I can 
observe no traces of outworks nor flanking defences in 
this original rampart, which is indeed reduced to a mere 
mound of earth with some small fragments of stone 
from the arljacent hills, perhaps originally intermixed 
"·ith the soil. The present town of Rajahgriho occupy· 
ing the north-west corner of the fort and the adjacent 
plain has occasioned consider~ble deficiencies there, 
which owing to the narrowness of the lanes I could not 
trace, Lut I suspect [that] at that corner ·which is the 
lowest, there have been two or three lines of defence, and 
some irregularities in the contour. The general form is 
very irregular, extending about 1,200 yards each way. 

The fort attributed by tradition to Sheer Shah 
occupies the south-west corner oft he above for about 600 
yards square. The west and south faees are evidently 
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continuations of the original· rampart, but hare been 
much strengthened. Their surface is everywhere cover· 
ed with bricks, which perhaps have proceeded from 
a parapet of that material, but no traces of it remai11 
except these fragments. These however are quite 
superficial, and the mass of the rampart, above 60 feet 
wide and 30 high, consists of earth. Where gaps have 
been formed in the rampart, a new one has been built 
up entirely of large rude blocks of stone from the 
adjacent hills. This rampart is about 16 feet wide, 
and exceedingly ~broken down. All along the· old 
earthen rampart it would appear that there has been 
laid a platform of these stones some feet high, which 
probably served for the foundation of the brick parapet, 
and this has been strengthened at short distances by 
semi-circular projections constructed of stone. The 
eastern and northern faces have had no ditch, and the 
eastern one has consisted entirely of rude masses of 
stone, with many semi-circular projections and about 
18 feet thick. The eastern half of the northern face 
has been built in the same manner, but the western 
end has been constructed of brick. 

Both these ramparts, especially that of ston e 
are much more decayed than one would expect from 
so short a period of time as has elapsed since the 
reign of Sheer Shah, and although in these ramparts, 
as well as in the external onrs, there are several 
gaps which may have been gates, there is not the 
slightest trace of the buildings of a gate to be 
observed. This I confess staggers me with respect to 
any part of the building having been erected by Sheer 
Shah. It may be supposed that the two works are 
coeval, but besides the gaps filled up with stone I obsene 
that at the north-west and south-east corners of the 
small fort a "Wide breach has been made in the earthen 
rampart to serve as a ditch ; but had the smaller fort 
been a citadel more strongly fortified than the town, 
we should have expected that the, ditch would have 
been continued round it. Both areas contain· many 
irregular heaps having very much the appearance of the 
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debris of building, 1Jlit rising to nry little height, either 
from the lapse of many ages or from removal of the 
materials. In some parts it would appear that there have 
been tanks surrounded by these eminences, and these are 
the only thing resembling ruins that retain any trace of 
symmetry. 'The heaps consist chiefly of earth, but contain 
many small stones and a few broken bricks. I have 
some doubts whether or not they may not be natural, 
or formed of earth thrown out from the tanks. By far 
the largest is in the outer fort, and if it has been a build
ing, as on the whole I think probable, it has been very 
la~ge. 'fwo conical mounds on its west side can scarce 
be natural eminences. 

The Seruyak here assembled say that the fort 
was built by Hajah Senok or Srinik, and as being 
his reJSidence was called Rajahgriho. The same person 
built Baragong, and was contemporary with llahavira. 
He lived long after Jarasandha, who they think 
lived at Ayudiya. He lived 2,563 years ago. Senok's 
father and grandfather, U pa&enok and llahasenok, 
possessed the country. He was Nathbongs. The first 
family of kings was Akwakbongs, of whom· was 
Rikub Deo of Ayudiya, Sombongs of Hustinapuri. 
Sriangs was one of these. An account of these families 
is contained in the Hori Bongs, Padma Puran, Adapura; 
Looks belonging to the sect. J ara Sandhu was of the 
J udobongs and a Jain, as were also Rama and Krishna 
and Siva. They know nothing of the Buddhs. They 
clain1 the whole images, Siva, Ganese, Surjo, etc., and all 
the hot springs, which they call by the same names with 
the Brahmans. They say that their images a1·e known 
by Loth hands being joined on their lap, but on the same 
stone here I find images with their hands in all JJOsitions. 
They know nothing of Hangsapuri. They say that 
some Seruyaks are Brahmans, some Kshatris, some 
V aisiyas, no Sudras admitted, but any man may become 
a Seruyak. No one can be m&de a J etti or Guru except 
of the three pure castes, and any man of pure birth, 
whether his ancestors were Jain or not, may become a 
Jetti. • .All the 8! castes are Vaisiyas. But in the south 
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there are Brahmans, and in the west many Kshatris. 
They pray to all the gods of the Brahmans. 

The Brahmans of Rajagrihosay that the road attri· 
Luted to J arasandha was made Ly some infidel, they 
know not whom. Hajahgriho belonged first to a Rajah 
called Chatorboj, and then Raja Bosu, who brought 14 
gotras of Brahmans from :Maharastra to worship the 
gods of the hills. He gave them the "\lhole Parganah, 
which was taken from them by the :Uuhi. They say 
that Jarasandha lived at Geriyak. They say that Raja 
Senik was Haja of IIansU})urnagar, in the plain between 
the fire hills. The only remains are a math called Moni· 
nag, and another called N imulpuri, where the Serawak 
worship, but there are no tanks nor appearance of a fort 
or city. Bosu lived after Srinik, and Srinik after Jara· 
sandha. 'l'he last was a Ksl1atri of the .Asurimath, and 
derived his po"\lerfrom the worship of Jora Der~. 'l'he 
Uon Bhumi, where he was killed, is in the plain between 
the fire hills, a little west from Sonbondar. He was burned 
on the field, which _has ·made the earth red. 'The 
Brahmans gire the same names to the fire hills that the 
Jain do, but do not consider them as holy. :Many 
images on all the hills, but most on the two northern. 
On that to the west of the gap. above Brihmakund is 
shown a stone building, said to have been the place 
where Jarasandha was wont to sit after Lathing. The 
old road very generally attributed to J arasandha leading 
directly to the fort gives great room to suppose that the 
fort was the real abode of that prince, or rather perhaps 
the garrison to secure his various abodes in the vicinity. 
'fhe whole space between the fort and hill is very irre· 
gular, and many eminences may Le traced resembling the 
foundations of buildings. In one or two, indeed, frag· 
ments of the foundation of large stones may be traced, Lut 
there are very few bricks. I suspect that a great part 
of all the buildings hare been of stone, and that those 
of the more modern fort hare been taken from the ruins. 
from the north face of the fort to the gap in the hills 
are tr-aces of a double rampart with a road bet,veen. 
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Having visited thf fort, I went to visit the curio· 
sities towards the roots of the hills. Immediately west 
of the fort is a circular mound, containing a small 
cavity surrounded by a rampart of earth, on which are 
some broken bricks •. The .Brahmans say that this was 
a math or abode built by a Do~riami named Gytanand; 
lmt this is quite absurd. A house could never have 
left such ll ruio. He may haye indeed dwelt upon it, 
and some small temples of Siva in the vicinity support 
this opinion. The rampart entirely reseml:llcs that of 
the fort, and this may have been some outwork, there 
Leing only the ditch between the two ramparts. A 
small rher which comes from the gap between the hills 
passes through the old ditch. 

A little up its bank from t,his circular work, on 
the Wf'st side, is a small ghat of brick recently made 
at a place c•tlled Baiturni, which is holy. Here are 
lying a Gan('sa, three fragments of the image usually 
called Vasudera, and a stone-apparently the throne 
of an in,age-which contains rows of sitting images, 
some with their hands lifted up, some with both in 
their lap holding an offering, and some· with one of 
their Lands orer their knee. This shows that nothing 
from the position of r:he hands can be determined 
concerning the sect to which the images belonged. 
'11he Serewak indeed said that those images with both 
hands in the lap represented Gods and the other men, 
but the position of the Tarious figures does not favour 
this opinion. 

Some way up this torrent, at a place called 
Soris" ati in the passage between the two northern hills 
of the great range, is a new ghat on each side of the 
torrent. Here is a rery dirty pool in the torrent, which 
is considered holy both by Jain and .dstik. Imme
diately a Lore this ghat, on the lower part of tbe hill to 
the wes~ o~ the rirer, is a collection of vario.us springs 
and bmldm gs, none of them old and some oi them 
quite rel~ent. The most celebrated is Brahmakund, a 
square cistern very deep and built partly of stone, 
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partly of bricks. The water is collected in a pool at 
· the bottom, and the thermometer in this stood at 109°, 

being at 62° iu the air when shaded1
• An imaCI'e of 

Ganesa is built into the waUl Below Brahm:kund 
towards the east is a terrace for the accommodation of 
religious mendicants :\t the Mela, on its south end is a 
small temple of Varaha with two Naginis somewhat 
different from those at Baragang. Below the terrace 
is a square reservoir of brick, containing five sacred 
springs a which issue from an equal number of 
spouts made of stone, and the water as it falls is 
allowed to run off so that it is perfectly clean, limpid, 
and tasteless. . Where collected in kunds in which the 
people bathe, it is abominable. 'rhe first spring named 
Panchanon has stopped. In the second, named Kasi, 
the thermometer stood at lOt. In the third, called by 
some Panchanod but by others LaiJ.gai because the Jain 
women wash there naked, the thermometer is 1()4 °, in 
the fourth, called !'anchanod, .the thermometer [is ]'9:lt0

• 

The fifth, called Gaumukht, has stopped. In thij 
reservoir is lying an image of Surjo. · 

Immediately south from Brahrp.akund and west 
from .the temple of V araba is a small temple of Siva, 
and extending the whole length of this temple and of 
Brahmakund, on their west side, is a long narrow 
reservoir built of. brick, containing seven holy springs 
which issue from stone spouts, and the water is allowed 
to run off as it issues, except that as usual part is 
allowed to collect in puddles filled with frogs and other 
vermin and overwhelmed with weeds and rubbish. The 
first spring in this reservoir is named Gautam, and , 
its he!tt is 104?. The second named Baraduyar is of the 
same heat. Viswamitra, the third, raised the thermo· 
meter to 110°. Jumdagani, the fourth, raised it to 

(1) Mean temperaturll of the hottest place m Brahmak~d, as mea!1Ul't;d 
on twenty-eight occ&sions since 1909, 107 '3°. Maxunum 108 '3° w 
September, 1914. • 

fl) There is no independant spring in 1,his ~und, which ia used 
exclusively by women. The outftow which Buchanan ca.lled 
Panchanon has disappeared, the others are merely overflo:;vs from 
tillks higher np. 
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1 os.o. Durbasll, Vasishta anu Parasari, the fifth, sixth 
and s~wnth of these sprin~s, have berome dry.' In 
the wall of tllis place l1a~ been built an image of 
a BJuJh or Jain, with bo~h hands in th" lap. It has 
lotus flowers on the soles of the fe~t, and lions on the 
throne. It has a short inscription. In the cistern 
is I yin!? a mal~~ figure somewhat like that usually called 
Vasudeva, but somewhat different. Notwithstanding 
its sex the Brahmans call it Deri or the Goddess. 

'\ . 
Immediately west or above this reservoir and two 

small temples (Uaths) of Sh'a, and south from them, [isJ, 
a re3ervoir containing a spout of stone which emits the 
the fiaest stream in the place2

• It is 110° hot, and per· 
fectly limpid and tl}steless, but not near so copious as the 
fine 8prings of the )I ongger hills. In the reservoir are 
lying two carved stones, one a Ganes. 'l'he other, such 
an octagonal ornament as is so common at Buddh Gya, 
and containing four images of Buddhs . . 

Immediately south from thence is another spring, 
nearly as fine, and named, ~farkunda9 • In the reservoir 
are lyin~ some images. A Gauri Sankar. A male and 
female standing, ·both called Devi. Two such as are 
usually called Vasudeva, with large ears as usual. In 
one sided the reservoir is a dark hovel called a temple 
of Kamaksha, but it contains no image. All these images 
except such as are objects of worship are said to have 
been brought from the hill above, and the same has 
probably been the case with those which are worshipped, 

(1) In the Saptrishi tank, the third t.o seventh outliows, as well as 
that in the Anantrishi Kund to the north-west, which Buchanan 
did not notice, are all connected with a common underground 
source, above the Veda Vyasa tank, whiCh in turn is connected with 
the same source. , The third outliow is closest to the source, 
and is therefore the hottest, though usually more than a degree 
cooler than the source itself, Its mean temperature since 1909, 
104 ·6°. Maximum 107 ·4° in October 1914; minimum 96 ·3° in 
April, 1909, when, with the exception of Brahmakund, the whole 
of the springs were practically dry. 

(2) The Veda Vyasa Kund, called Vyas by Buchanan in his drawing 
and in the Report. Mean temperature since 1909, 105 "3°; maximum 
107 '00 in April, 1912. 

IS) Fed from the same source as the Veda Vyasa, but the subterranean 
channel from the real source is longer, and the outliow ia Blightly 
cooler on this account. 

ll SO R.& 1, 
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as they are in the same qtyle and all resemble those at 
Bucldh Gya and Baragang. The whole water from all 
these springs unites at the bottom of the hill, and forms 
a stream rather larger than that of Sitaknnd1

• 

. .A.dvancing a lit~le farther up the river on the same 
side with Brahmak und is a fine little spring of clear 
water issuing from a small square cistern cut in the 
rock. It is called Vanul' Yanuri, from a monkey and 
his wife having been immediately translated. to heaven 
from bathing in it. A little farther up, the rivulet divides 
into two branches, and in the fork is a small conical 
mound of earth and stones. On it is a small modern 
temple, but the traces of one more ancient and some· 
what larger are observable. The size of the mound could 
never have admitted a large one. The image is broken 
and is carved on a small stone.. It represents one of 
the most hideous forms· of the destructive po·wer that I. 
have seen, with three heads and eight hands, dressed in 
nrmour and holding in its hands. two serpents, various 
implements of destruction, and a human head. It seems 
to me clearly a male; and is probably the same deity with 
the chief figure in the caves of Elephanta, although that 
represents only the head and shoulders And this represents 
the whole body. By the attendant Brahmans it is con· 
sidered as a female, and called J aradevi, and to its worship 
it is suprosed that Jarasandha owed all his power. 

Beyond this is a considerable plain surrounded by 
five hills held sacred by the Jain, but neglected by the 
:Brahmans. This plain with the adjacent hills is caUed 

(1) Buchanan did not notice the Ganga-Jamuna. tank west of the 
Anantrishi, which is the thit:d independent outflow. Mean 
temperature since 1909, 106 '6°; maximum 107 :8° in March, 1911. 
Being at the highest level, it is often dry. In the Report, he 
says :-" I suspect that those near Brahmakunda have, in a state of 
nature; been one spring; which has been subdivided and conveyed 
hy various channels, so as to supply the various pools and spo111 '· 
from which it now issues; and in this manner I account for the 
different degrees of heat observable, and for several of the spout. 
that formerly ftowed being now dry.'' This observation is correct. 
The whole of the area. occupied by the ~pring~ and temples has been 
huilt up artificially again!t the side of the hill. No substantial 
changes have been made during the last century, and the general 
agreement with Hiuen Tsang's account sugge~ts that the subdivirrion 
ol lhe springs dates from a. very earl7 period. 
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Hangsapurnagar, and is supposed to have been the 
situation of a city, but of this I see no traces; some zig· 
zag structure~ of stone Loth here and at Giriyak 
were pointed out to me as walls of the old city, but I 
have not the smallest doubt that they have been roads, 
and it is probable that there has been a route communi· 
eating by the hills with Giriyak, as the zigzags of Raja· 
griho ascend the west end of the same hill on the east 
end of which those of Giriak are. It consists of five 
bends, in all1,200 cubits long, with a roundish resting 
place at each turn, and is four cubits wide. · The 
people f sent to measure it could trace it no farther, but 
they might lose it by a very short interruption, as the 
hill is corered in many places with thick reeds.1 They 
saw no images nor traces of buildings. 

A road leads through the hills, towards the south 
as well as to the north, and there is a narrow passage 
towards the valley between the two ridges. On all other 
sides are rugged hills. The situation ,is . exceedingly 
strong and in that respect well fitted for a city, and the 
extent is considerable, three coses by one, but would no 
doubt be exceedingly unhealthy. 'rhe situation however 
is very grand, and well adapted for occasional visits or 
for inspiring religious awe, and accordingly the three 
great Hindu sects have all chosen it as a favourite 
residence and claim it as their own. The Buddhists of 
Ava came to it, directed by their books, and considered 
Rajagriho as the residence of Jarasandha, one of the 
most religious princes of their sect. 

In the south side of the hill by which the central 
plain is bounded on the north and west, has been dug 
a caye ca.Ued Sonbundar. The door is small, but there 
is also a window, which occasions a circulation of 1\ir 
and gives a light unknown in the dismal caves of 
Burabur. 11he materials here however are vastly in· 
ferior, as the rock is everywhere intersected hy fissures, 
F>O that some parts have fallen down, and it admits 

(1) This &igzag road leads to a fiat-topped stone garA oo the top of 
Batn&giri, uot ft.r weat of the Jaio temple. · 
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water which has stained the walls with a red ferru
ginous crust. The stone is an impcJrfect KhorP, varie· 
gatt:d red and grq in veins, layers, and blotches, and 
is evidently the rude jasper of the hills, similarly 
markPd, passing into an indurat~d clay. This cave is 
called Sonbundar, and is an object of worship with the 
Jain. In its middle is left a small kind of quadrangular 
pyramidical figure, on each side of which is carred an 
erect man with two arms. The chief figure, is the same 
on all the four sides, but on each he is accompanied 
by different emblems. On the wall is a short inscrip· 
tion in a strange character. It probably merely contains 
the name of some pilgrim. 

On the east side of the rivulet also there are 
sundry places of worship common to all· sects. At 
the west end of the northern hill is a cluster of springs 
and small temples, similar to those opposite, and 
surrounding Surjokundo.2 'Ihis is a small reservoir 
in which the water is ~ollected in a pool, and does 
not fall from a. spout, so that it is beastly dirty and 
swarms with frogs. Its heat is 103°. An image of 
SUl'ja somewhat different from that at Kasi Tirtha is 
built into the wall, and near it a fat male figure with 
two arms, and one leg hanging over the throne. It is 
surrounded by an inscription. This figure is in several 
other places intermixed with Buddhs, and seems to me 
to represent the cook of Gautama that I have seen in 
Ava. Before the feet of Surja has bee~ placed l a J 
small figure of Buddb. In a small math of Siva south· 
west from this kund is an image of Buddh, and on the 
outside [are J two throne-like stone,s such as I saw 
at the west end of the great A suren road. Each has 
a sitting figure of a Buddh over a standing figure, Lut 
in the two the position of the hands is reversed. Here 
a wretched Sannyasi has taken up his aLode. He sits 
all day besmeared with ashes in the position of a J3uddh 

(1) Appendix, No, 56. 
(2) Surajkund. Usually in the cold weat!ler the level o.f the water 

in these tanks is kept above that of the spouts wh1ch lead the 
water into them. Mean . temperature of the inBow since 1909, 
104'60, maximum 107:0° in April, lil'J. 
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He neither moves nor speaks, and those who choose 
bestow alms on him. If he gets none he fasts. It 
was alleged that some thieves had stolen his blanket, 
but I suspect that this was a mere allegation to 
endeavour to extract a rupee from me; no thief in all 
probability would steal from so wretched an animal, 
especially as viewed as being of the utmost purity and 
enjoying divine favour. • 

'Vest from that is a small ruined math, with a 
stone containing two feet, and a short inscription in 
relief, which is not common. 'Ihe Brahmans call it 
the feet of Dototreya, one of the 24 Avatars of Vishnu, 
but from the inscription it evidently belongs to the 
Jain, as it commences with the charactrr called Bala· 
minda, "hich the ,Jain prefix as the Astik do the name 
of Ganesa. 

South from Surjakund are two· temples of Siva 
with one of Tulasi between them. OnP of them is called 
Halokeswar. Here are.several old images. A pedestal 
like those ah·eady mentioned, containing a Buddh sit· 
tiag above a ma.n standing. A Gauri Sangkor. A 
Vasudera. rrwo Sahusera Lingas, which implies 1,000 
Liugas. A l.iou rampant, which is. an ornament of_ 
Gautama. South.from thence is. Santonkund,1·a. pcol. 
similar. to Surjakundu. Its heat [is] 106°, l\o1·th 
fron1 Surj~uudo . is. that of. Sam. or the. mo.on2

• J ts. 
heat (is 1102°. ~ear .it is lying aa ornament sim.ilar. to 
th.ose. oi.Buddh Gy~~ with four. Buddhs on .. the four. 
sides.. Gauesakuudo north. from thence~. The heat. 
also .is .l 0 ~o. 

··--·------------·--------
(l} The position of Santonkund in this account corresponds to that of 

the present Sitakund, but in Buchanan's rough plan it is shown 
as east and slightly north of Surajkund,,thus occupying a site where 
in 1917 I found that ~he earth h~ !allen in, exposing channels 
leading from the hillside further east, and diverging to the present 
Sitakund, Surajkund and Chandramakund. Mean ternpet~'ture of 
Sitakund infiow, 104 ·'fO. Maximuml06 00 in M.e.y, 1912. 

(2) Chmdrama or Sornl<und. Mea; temperature of iuHow . 104 •70, 
Maximum 106'0° in May, 1912. 

(8) Ganeshkunl!. Mean temperature of infl()w, 104'0°. Maximum, 
106 ·oo in May, 1911. At the sUlps leading into thia tank, aa w&U aa 
those of Bitakund and Chandramakund, tb~ temperetm sl*~ lOOlll 
lre~ 9'r and 99°; ln'd b~s nev~ reached 100". 
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Proceeding1 from Surjokundo some way east, alon~ 

~~he· northern face of the hill, I came to the Darga of 
Surufuddin Behari, built where that great saint passed · 
much time in prayer. The buildings although desti· 
tute of architectural merit are neat and clean, and 
the area includes a hot spring formed into a pool, 
called Singriki knndo.3 The Hindus are still permitted 
to bath in the place, and have a small temple of Siva 
in the side of the pool. The heat of the pool is only 
97 .CYJ During the llamazan from eight to twelve hundred 
of the faithful assemble, and are entertained by the 
successor of the saint . 

. 20th January.-I visited the Baitaki, or seat of 
Jarasandha, which is a considerable way up the hill above 
Brahmakundo. No road has been made to the place, 
which is a platform built against the sloping side of the 
hill, of large rude blocks of jasper from the adjacent 
rock. Its upper surface is 79t feet by 72!, and its 
perpendicular height at the highest corner is 27t feet. 
'fhere is nothing about it .to indicate its real era, except 
that the stones having been altered by the action of the air 
for about an inch have probably been quarried at a very 
remote period. It is very possible that when J arasandha 
from policy or awe bathed in these sacred pools he may 
have sat on such a place, and may there have received 
presents from his courtiers as is usual on such occasions. 
A few stones have fallen from one corner, but if not 
disturbed it may remain to the day of judgment. 
Even now, near the kunds and a considerable way above 
them, various religious mendicants have erected small 
Baitoks or platforms of brick, on which they sit during 
the months that pilgrims frequent the place, and raise 

(1) The Ram-Lak~~~ tank ~a~ not in existence in Bu~hanan's ~e, 
but was made about fifty years ago. Th.e tep1d wat~r m 
the spout called Lakshman comes in a long channel from a pomt on 
the hillside about half-way to the MakhC:um Kull;d. . 

l2J The Makhdum or Sringgi Rikhi Kund. flows ~to a ~lStern from 
a long channel leading from the hills1de. .It 1s distmc~ly coo.l~ 
than the other springs, mean temperature smce 1909, bemg 95 1 
and maximum 96 ·4° in :March, 1911; and unl1ke the others lt. 
3ppea.rs to be coolest dunng th.e ramy. seaso~, probably froua 
admixture of water from cold sprmgs dunng this seaeon. 
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voluntary roniributious. If Jarasaudha ever sat~~ the 
place the couiributions were probably somewhat morQ 
than voluntary. ...\ )loslem saint has been buried on 
the platform, and his tomb has gone to decay. 1: e seems 
to have been too petty to hare procured such a·platform 
to have been built on purpose for him. One would 
hare supposed that J arasandha might have had a road 
cut for him to ascend this seat, but perhaps the difficulty 
of access was a ne,~essary part of the ceremony. The 
rock consists of rude reddish jasper :with white vein. 1 

I also ascended the opposite hill to visit a mine of 
rock crystal, Futik, situated a considerable way up. 
The lower part of the hill consists of a grey very small· 
grained hornstone 3 or petrosilex with veins of white 
quartz. 3 .Further up it becomes more granular, is 
in some places stained red, and in others contains round· 
ed concretions of quartz, and the surfaces of fissures 
and little cavities are covered with minute crystals. 
The rock among which the crystal is found 4 has been 
reduced to a kind of sandstone, but is surrounded on all 
siqes by the petrosilex, and is disposed in trapezoidal 
masses in a similar manner. Some of these blocks are 
whiteJ some ferruginous inclining to red. It must be 
observed that all the upper part of the next hill, 'situa
ted south from this and named Rutenachul, consists of 
a similar sandstone 5 while the lower part is a red 
and white rude jas}Jer. 6 Among these blorks the 
workmen hare found interstices from two to four feet in 
diameter, and winding in various directions. These are 
filled with small angular fragments of quartz, generally 
semidiaphanous, but stained red externally and 
intermixed with a red ferruginous harsh earth. Among 
this are found small masses of the Futik or rock, crystal 
generally m imperfect hexagonal prisms terminating 

(1) Appendix, No. 12. · 
(2) No. 35. 
(S) , · No. 72. 
(4) Nos. 15, 29. 
(5) No. 49. 
(8) , No. 12. 
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in hexagonal pyramids.1 All that I could find were 
very smaLl, irregular~ and of a bad quality, nor do the 
workmen procure any larger than can be made into 
beads, and these seldom clear. The beads have generally 
a good deal of a smokiness in their colour. I saw none 
of the crystals adhering to the matrix. They were all 
detached and in dbtinct crystals. There was another 
mine of crystal lower down the hill, near a small temple 
of Ganesa, but for some years since the one I visitc:d has 
been discovered the workmen have de~erted this old 
one. In the new one ten or twelve excavations have 
been made, but to no groat extent. None of them seem 
to have contained above five or six cartloads of gravel. 
The workmen say that they follow the veins sometimes 
20 or 30 feet, and that they wind very much among 
the stones. They bring out the gravd for day's hire, 
and the Hukak or bead-makers pick out the pieces. 
'lwo crystals are never found cohering, nor do they ever 
adhere to the rock. At Chukra, 3 north fN>m Sophi 
ghat, is also found rock rrystal, but my informants do 
not know the particulars.' 

It is remarkable that the Jain know nothing of 
Hangsapur .:'agar, while the Astik here preteud that it 
was the residence of Srinik Raja, chief of the Jain. 'l'he 
Ghatwal_ (who) is a Rajewar and holds his office 
hereditary~ l:l.e was a custom master and levied a tax 
OA altpas~engers going by that pass~ge. He 110w cul· 
let:ls IJtJme dutle~ ()1b bamuuus, et1:, ·/or ti1e umindar nnd 
rec~:ives a bhare of the ,,ru.fitd of the JJralmwws. He is 
~u1te impure a1ul et.IS ece1 ytltrng but ~ct!J:j t/,at /tis 
uiu:estoN. 3 ~ow the de~c~:pdaut& of hi$ aace~t(,lrs 
a.ud.ot a cer:tainBojok l)t~ma.~ divicl.e_iu e~u4l.sli1Jl'~S 
aU the otf~ri~g$_t~t the. Jaiu. ma.ke~ aAdJa~e .. c~ra.o! 
tlut.tew.F.l~· ll~ cop,d_ugtci_outtot WJ! peopleJo~ wMt 
he calls B.angsapur ~agar.aud.t4e fonul;lr. residellce. of 
Srinik Raja. 1t is sitU4ted in the. n1iddle of the p~in 
at the west end of Rutipagiri. Here is like the rp.in 

Pl Appendix, No, 84. 
lZ) Chakra ghat • 
. PI rortioo~ in italit• subt~equently crossed cut, 
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of a house about fO feet by 60, part of the walls, built 
of rough stone and clay, standing four or five feet high. 
'l'his is called the fort of Senek Raja. Near it is 
a small temple of the Jain with an inscription. It is 
built above a well lined \rith brick (Indera), which has 
been filled up. It is supposed that Srinik had 32 wives, 
to each of whom he daily gave new jewels and threw 
the old ones into the well. These were afterwards 
carried away by a lucky rogue of a Moslem. 'fhere is 
nothing like the remains of a to·wn round, but the 
'{U'OfAe-On the west end of Butinagiri is a zigzag 
ascent built of stone, which the G habral attributes to 
the Daityos, and does. not lead to any of the places 
considered holy by the Jain. 

'lite Jain call the 5-The Rajfloiri Mahaton men
tions the 5 bills on which the Jain huve most of/heir 
temp!es.-The Astik have no places of worship on the 
five hills, nor do the pilgrims visit the hills. 'l'he Jain 
on the contr.ary put little or no value on the Tirthas of 
the A stik, and bathe in them merely for cleanliness or 
comfort. 'l'liis seems to me doubtful. It was asserted 
by the l!ajagriho Brahmans, but they are miserably 
ignorant aud mere importunate beggars. Not one of 
them, I am told, understands Sanskrit, although they 
have the ceremonies by rote. Although many of them 
could repeat the ver~es of the Hajagriho :Mabato 
coutaiuiug the names of the hills, I found that no two 
of th~:;tn agreed a bout the application of these names: 
even to thtJ two hills Letw ecn which their holy springs. 
are situattd, aDd Letween which most of them pass 
their time. 'J here aN about 100 families, ·one half of. 
whil:h hare, become Bojoks and take the Jlrofits of the 
hills. '!'he oth€rs tal'e the profit of .the \\-ells, a great 
part of which arises. from the dferings of the Jain. 
:Both .oon.tinue to iutexruarry .and to take upades&. from 
the. Ramanandis, ' · 

. .. Vaykunt, who went up to copy,theJnscriptiona. on 
the two nearer hills, says that on. the western one he 
saw no lJrokeu~..ao:.w.u_. but tho~. iu.. the.· new 



tern ples of th~ Jain, ,\·hich are five. ..Four contain 
Padukas, at three of which is writing. At two some 
images have been built into the wall. One is the Dos 
Avatars with an inscription. At another, eight females 
sitting on different animals, oxen, elephants, swine, 
peacocks and geese. 1'his figure at Gaya was called 
Naugnha, and has an inscription. 'fhe other temple 
which I saw contains a Jain standing· with "the palms 
of his hands turned forward. It has an inscr~ption. 

On the western hill are about twenty temples still 
standing. Two are large. In the largest is a Paduka 
and inscription. The other is not quite finished. In 
the small ones, which are very old, broken, and covered 
with grass, some have images with hands in various 
positions, some are empty. They are not frequented 
by the Jain. They contain no inscriptions. Besides 
these he found many hertps 9f brick, formerly small 
temples but (1uite destroyed, with many pillars of 
granite such as at Giriak but larger, and parts of doors, 
partly standing partly scattered about. Many images 
such as those below were also scattered about. On only 
one did he find an inscription. It was a sitting Buddh. 

21st Januarv-I went rather more than five1 miles 
called three coses to Baragang, passing through a very 
large close-built village named Silau2 rather more than 
half a mile north3 from the village of Rajagriho. It 
contains a few houses of Lrick and many that are tiled. 
Rajagriho is still a pretty considerable village, but has 
decayed much of late, having been deserted by a colony 
of .lluhammadans of rank who have left behind them 
the ruins of good brick houses. The Jain have erected 
in it a temple and place of accommodation for pilgrims 
of rank. No resident Jain at the place. 

On my arrival at Baragang 1 took another view of 
the ruins. The part of the ruins north of Surjo tank 

(1) Rather more than eight milee. 
(!) Sllao. . . 
(l) Rather more than three and a half ~ee, the only cona1derable 

mistake noticed in Buchanan's record of distances. 
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would appear to be of a more aucient date than that to 
the south. 'l1be heaps lu~:re been reduced to mere 
masses of rubbish, in which no symmetry of l'arts can 
be -observed, and the number of bricks except at the 
four small heaps is inconsiderable. 'rhe swelling 
ground may indeed have merely arisen from its having 
long been the situation of a mud~walled village, as all 
such soon rise into eminences, the clay of old walls 
constantly raising the ground, while fresh clay is always 
brought to build new walls or repair old ones. The 
four small heaps, evidently temples, may hare been the 
only building§ of brick. 

Near the Baitok Bhairab as it is called is a stone 
containing an assembly of Buddhs such as I found at 
Rajagriho. A little south~we~t from the Jain temple 
is standing a very large figure of the three-headed Sakti. 
The Paudit calls it a female Varahun. I think it 
more probable that it represents the Jara Devi. 

In the eYening I went about two miles south by 
the way I had come, to see a large image said to be 
in that direction. I found it mr the summit of a small 
mound of bricks called Yogespur,1 which is- situated on 
the west side of a small choked tank, on the ea!'!t side 
of which also there is a small mound of brick, but that 
contains no images. On Y ogespur are seYeral, but the 
eye is immediately· attracted hy that of a g1·eat Buddh 
seated with one hand o-rer his knee, under a N im tree. 
On the stone round him he has many figures like that 
near the temple of Surjo in the streets of Baragang, 
but more numerous. It has a short inscription. This 
image is the object of worship, and two Brahmans act 
as its Pujaris. They called it J agadamba, that is the 
Goddess, for they totally disregard· sex. Near it is half· 
immersed into tl1e bricks a similar and less ornamented 
Huddh. Here are also two small Buddhs with uplifted 
hands, one has an inscription. Also a male btanding 
with two arms, one leaning on a horizontal projection of 
the stone. I have seen the same at Rajagriho. Also two 

(1) tlagdispur. 
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maies sitting with one leg over the throne, one having 
a short inscription. Three Sesanags, very curious 
figures. They represent two many-headed 1\ aga in 
coplllation, each having a human figure under the hoods, 
and these tigures terminate in the tails of serpents. The 
female embracing the male with her arms. 

22ud JarHtai'JJ·-1 went about 9~ miles to Sewan. 
The villages as usual close-built, and placed on consi· 
deraule elevations evidently formed 1rom the. decayed 
mud walls of former buildings. 'l'he ridges here straight. 
Little or no garden. ~orne old mud castles, very rllde 
but still occupied. Just before coming to · ~ewan I' 
crossed the .llohane, here a channel of about ~0- yards 
wide, with only a little stagnant water and deep clay 
banks. This was immediately below a dam by which 
the stream is tllrned Ollt on the fields. 1he dam is of 
mud, and of course is renewed each season. 

23rd January.-I went about nine miles to Hilsa,2 

by an exceeding bad. path. from one bank to auothel'. 
About follr miles from Sewan crossed the Nuni3 

(Nanahvauj), a small sandy channel now quite. dry. 
A bout 1 ~ miles farther on, at a village called Ak barplll',' 
I fouud. J conical mound of. bricks, on its top had. 
bee a. a small temple. about six feet square. within, but 
the. walls had fallen~ the_thteshold of_stone.ancLfouuda· 
~ou..entirt1. The..imu&~- injts p_~acaocc_u!Jjed...tb.e whole. 
s1d~.· opposlte.. tu.th.e.o.oor, .aud.. 1s .. sucb... ~s 1 have.. seen. 
nowh,re.~ elsd. It is.a mille .. stau.diug with..twoarms, 
but biAs lost the head.aud both. arms. It hus .lo.ug ro~es. 
auci boots. Above it are_ t\\O uaugs<:ls, be.ueath.. six. 
horses rearing. Uu. ea<:h sid~ are. two small fig~rts. 

(l} Suau. B.. and n . .A. N.o~ ~howu in tho .P.6W lita.u!l~rd .JAaps, tboug.l 
it; waa a stage on the old road betwee!l Calcutw and Patu.&..througb. 
Gidhaur and Oeogarh, and the 11ite of the decisive b&ttJ~ on 
J¥!uaey 15th,_ 1761., wht.m Law rod hia. French forC\l, wha .WilJ'e 
assisting tb.1:1 Sbahzada, aurrelldill'\l'i . w the British. Probably . at 
ISiohloganj, on the west banli of thiS Mo~~. anti abdQ.~ a mita w'est 
of Palndapur {Pondipow, B,). 

(~) Hilsah, &. im11 ItA.; HIIq •. 
(S) Nanal N. 
(fJ .!c'!:ta.rp~iu.r 1 R. ; A k b arpur, 
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standing. On the right hand a male spirit with a bow, 
on the left a female. Against the side walls are resting 
several images which have been intended as ornaments. 
'fwo are Gauri Sanglwr, as usual. One, a male sitting 
with one leg hanging over the throne, but with a slen· . 
der waist. The others are so much defaced that they 
could not Le defined, Lut I have not seen them anywhere, 
else: Two Siva Lingas. 'fhe people say that it is a 
temple of the snn, and was built by a Hungiya Brahman 
whose descendants still have land in Perganah Pilich, 
from whence a tribe of that caste has its name. 

28th January.-I went between eight and nine miles 
to Ongari.1 The whole 1)ath pretty tolerable, and so far 
as I continued on the route from Hilsa to Sahebgunj 
there was a road practicable for a cart. .About seven 
miles from Hilsa I came to Ekangur Dihi/ a pretty 
considerable village, near which is a heap extending 
about 400 yards north and south and 15U 'east and west. 
It has lost all symmetry and is. [of] no great height, 
but contains many small fragments of brick. All 
entire ones seem to have been long ago removed. On it, 
hare been in late times erected two small mud castles, 
both entirely ruinous, and a :Moslem saint has been 
buried on the place with some care, as the tomb is 
surrounded by a wall of brick. U nde~ a tree are placed 
five or six images, two of which are objects of worship 
and pretty entire, the others are so much defaced that it 
would be difficult to say what they are · meant to 
repre~ent. Both the entire ones ha\e inscriptions. 
The largest represents a female btauding with two arms, 
supported on each side Ly a, d war£, and having a Buddh 
over each shoulder. She resembles exactly, except two 
small figures of worshippers under the throne, one . of 
the figures at Kopteswori in Baragung. The other is 
a Buddh, sitting in the usual posture with a hand over 
the right knee. The peo1)le of the village attribute the 
whole to a Huhi Chaudhuri of the Kurmi caste who was 

----------------
(1) Aungarl. 
(2) Cangarh, R.; Ekangar Dlh, 
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proprietor of all the neighbouring country, Lut the hest · 
informed persons both at · Bilsa and Ongari say that 
Huhi Chaudhuri was a mere zemindar of a very late 
period, and th:tt the ruin was once the abode of Karna, 
a great King. 

At Ongari is a good tank; (of) about 150 yards 
~(1nare and free from weeds. }'or a long period it seems 
to have been a place of worship, and is said to derive its 
name from one of the appellations of the stm. There 
are however no traces of any large building, but many 
images are found in the place ; and the temple of the sun 
seems to he old, although still in good repair. The door 
now faces the west, but formerly was in the contrary 
direction : for once on a time when the heretics were 
powerful they came determined to destroy it, but as they 
were about to enter, the door turned round, by which 
they were alarmed and desisted. 11here are in this temple 
two images that are worshipped. One called ~urjo is of 
the form usual at Buddh Gya, etc. The other is called 
Vishnu, and entirely resembles those called Vasudeva at 
Giriak, etc. Before the door are lying many fragments, 
very much mutilated. Most of them would appear to 
have been portions of Vasudeva. One has been a Gauri 
Sankar. On the west side of the tank opposite to Surja 
(the temple ) is a clay hut called the abode of the serpent 
(Nagasthan). Here are several images, three pretty 
entire, namely, Gauri Sankar, Ganesa, and a Buddh sitting 
in the usual posture. A little farther west is another 
temple of clay, dedicated to .J agadamba. In the wall 
have been built several images. That of J agadamba 
entirely resembles those of Keyadol, etc. Two 
Vasuderas. One of a slender man with two arms, 
sitting with one leg over the . throne, and called 
Saraswati. A small three-headed female standing, with 
eight arms as at Buragang. ..\. man sitting, with a female 
on each knee. .-\. bull, but no lion, beneath. It is 
.-alled Gauri Sankar, but in there beincr two females, 
and in wanting the bull, it is entirely different nor have 
I seen it anywhere else. 



Under a tree" near the temple of Surja have' been 
placed several images. Devi with four hands, sitting 
as usual on a lion. A V ~'ludeva. An eight·armed 
three-headed figure in armour exactly like the J aradevi 
of Rajagriho. It seems to me a male, but the Pandit 
alleges that it is an old woman. It is ealled Kalli by 
the people of the village. A Surja. A female standing 
with four arms, with a small Ganesa sitting at her feet. 
All these images are attributed to Karna. 

29th January.-! went almost eleven miles to 
Hulasgunj.l About five miles from Ongari I crossed 
the Mohane, a sandy channel about 100 yards wide only. 
It has at present uo stream, but gives a supply for 
irrigation hy digging a. little way. Its banks, like those 
of the Fulgo, rise in many parts into barren sandy 
downs. Before reaching the river I passed some land 
.on which soda eflioresced, patt was waste, but where 
the soda had eflioresced in greatest quantity had this 
year produced rice. On crossing the 1\Iohane I passed 
through Islampnr,3 a large -rillage with a, few hrick 
houses, one of them pretty large. I here joined the great 
road from l'atna to Gaya,. which at this season is 
practicable for a cart with much difficulty, ap.d th&t , 
is :ts much as can be said in its favour. 

30th January.·-I went rather more than two miles · 
to a village named Da phtu, 8 in order to see an old 
temple of Scirja. ·About two-thirds of the way I came 
to the Jilawar, • a dty channel about lOfl yards wide, 
but containing water under the sand. I went down 
its channel some way, but did not cross. The place is 
a little to the north of its left bank. There is a consi· 
derable eleYation, consisting of clay with fragments of 
bricks intermixed, but the fragments would a.ppear to 
have proceeded from the ruins of five small temples 
that hare stood on the place. At the north end of the 
elevation is an old mud fort, built by the Rani of 

(1) Ola~sgunge, R. and B.A.; Hunathaanj. 
(2) lslampour, R. and B.A. i lalampur~ 
(~) Dabthu, 
(') tlalwar N. 
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a Dom:war Brahman who posses~ed the country before· 
the present Damkotars. 'l'he people have no tradition 
concerning the persons by whom the religious buildings 
were erected. 'l1he Pujari, a Sakaldwipi Brahman, says 
they belonging to the 'l'ritaiya Yug. l shall follow his 
nomenclature, although it is liaLle to much doubt. 
Immediately south from the mud fort is a tree with 
several large stones of ~ranite, said to have been a Pir's 
Dorga, but it has gone entirely to ruin. A little north· 
east from thence has been the largest temple of the 
place, but it has been entirely ruined. It is called 
Parswanath, but it seems rather to have belcnged to 
the .T ain, for on a very fine lintel there is at each end 
a lion rampant. On its middle is a female figure sitting 
in the usual posture of the Buddhs. A large stone is 
said to contain an image reversed.1 One of the sides 
of the door also remains. 1'he other seems to have 
been taken to form the lintel for the temple of Kanaiya . 
-,rhen that was repaired. An image, said to have been 
taken from this temple, has been erected in a garden 
south from all the temples. It is called J agadamba or 
the Goddess, but is quite different from those so called 
at Keya Dol, etc. It represents a female standing, 
with four arms. The two foremost leaning on two 
projecting cylinders. On each side is a lion rampant 
and a small human figure. An image exactly similar, 
but male, has been placed under a tree between this 
garden and Parsw~math, but it has lost the head. T 
have seen similar at Buddhgya. It is called Kanaiya, 
but is different from the others so called. Near it is 
a male figure, also without a head. It has many arms, 
is in a dancing posture, and is called Puspotinath. 
One foot on a bull. An armed male without entrails 
on one side. A female standing on a lion on the other. 
'l'wo musicians, one on cymbals (Kurtal). Under the 
same tree is a Sira Linga with four human faces, two 
male two female, on its sides, and the J oni terminating 

ll) " I sent people to raise and draw it, and it entirely resembles that 
usu:Jly called Vasudeva or Lakshminarayan, except that on each 
aide it has the lion rampant, an emblem of the Buddhas. The 
people, on seeing it, called it Kanaiya.'~ (M.S. Report). 
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. in a; crocodile's mouth. Immediately north from the 
garden containing the female figure ha,s been a temple, 
but it is entirely destroyed. The ima.ge however seems 
to remain, but has been removed from its throne. It is 
called Kanaiya, that is, Krishna, but seems to be exactly 
the same with what in other places is c::tlled Vasudeva 
or LakshmiNarayan. Immediately north from thence 
is the most entire temple, that of Surjo. It consists 
of a flat-roofed Nat mundir or propyleum, and of a 
pyramidical shrine or Uundir.• The roof consists of 
long stones supported by stone beams, and these by 
pillars. The interstices between the outer rows are 
built of brick, and the shrine is constructed entirely 
of that material, except the door which is stone and 
much ornamented. Both this door and the stonework 
of the outer temple seem to be of much greater antiquity 
than the brickwork, which has probably been renewed 
several times, but there is no appearance of the image 
or the plan of the building having undergone any 
alteration. The image represents Surjo in the manner 
common at Buddh Gya, etc. On one side of it is placed 
the usual figure of Vasudeva, which the Pujari calls 
Lakshmi N arayon. In the outer temple are placed many 
images, pretty entire, and leaning against the wall 
without order. They' seem to have been taken from the 
other temples that haye fallen. They stood as follows
A small Surjo. The usual Ja.gadamba with buffalo, etc. 
Gauri Sangkar, as usual. Ganesa, dancing. Gauri 
Sangkar, again as usual. Lakshmi N arayon, that is, 
a male figure standing with four arms, and differing 
from the common Vasudeva by having two small 
figures on each side in place of one. A Surjo, with 
boots. Vishnu, a male figure like Vasudeva but in 
armour, especially his legs. Gauri Sangkar, but it iE~ 
a male, sitting with a female on each side. No bull nor 
lion, but the male has his foot on a crocodile. Another 
Gauri Sangkar like the last. Narasingha. A male called 
Trivikram Avatar. A female sitting on a bull, with two 
arms and a porcine face, called VaraL.ani. The outer door, 
very mean, of brick. On one side is nn imnge representing 

12 8 OR. & J. 
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a prince hunting. It is called Bairub, and the animal on 
which the prince rides is called a sheep, but it was probab
ly intended for a horse. A little north from this temple 
has been another totally ruined. It has contained a 
very large linga, before which is what the Pujari calls 
Gauri Sangkar, but it is the male with two females. 

-Immediately north from this is the temple of Kanaia, 
which consists only one chamber; supported by pillars 
of the same structure as that of SUl'ja. The brickwork 
had fallen, but was repaired by the grandfather of 
.Mittrjit, and has again gone much to decay. The door 
is of stone and much ornamented. The sides remain, 
but the lintel having been broken the side of a door 
from· l'arswanath has been put in its place. The 
broken lintel lying by the door. The image seems to 
me exactly similar to Vasudeva, and is of very consider· 
able size. 

31st Januarg.-I went to a low ridge of hills in order 
to see the place from whence .Mr. Law took his porcelain 
earth. About a mile from Holasgunj I came to the 
banks of the Jilawar, and proceeded about a mile along 
its west side. I then crossed, and proceeded up its bank 
about two miles farther. :From thence to the north
. east corner of the ridge of hills is f1bout 1 i miles. The 
ridge consists of three hills, Dhermpur, 1 N uzera, 2 and 
Sophneri, 3 so called after three villages, and extends 
about three-fourths of a cose north-east and south-west, 
so as to hide Keni and Lodi. The mine is on the north 
face of Dhermpur: a little way up the hill. '.l'he stone on 
the ascent has a hornstone fracture, and seems to consist 
of grey hornstone containing disseminated in it grey 
felspar or shorl, with little clusters of black points.' 
'Ihe upper part of the hill consists of a stone similar, 
but the proportions tever:<ed. The little black points 
form the greatest proportion, and the grey hornstone 
the leasU "~hat is called the cby from which 

(1) Dharampur. 
(2) Nadira. 
(~) supnerl. 
(f) Appendix, No. 91. 
(5) ,. No. 104. 
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:Mr. Law made the llorcelain is marl, and forms a very 
large bed or nest, but its extent has by no means 
1. been J ascertained. The excavation however is con~ 
sideraLle. This 1 exactly resembles the other marl 
which he is said to have used, and which I have describ
ed on the 23rd November. The nodules which it 
contains 2 are exactly similar, and are the same with 
the rock t.~elow the marl. · In .some parts, however, the 
marl is hounded by a rotten rock of a greenish colour, 
which seems to be the aggregate in an intermediate 
~tate of change into marl, and is a kind of steatite. 3 

These hills, although they consist 3hnost entirely 
of stones and rocks, with a little mould m the crevices, 
are not near so rugged as those of granite, the masse.s 
being Bmall and the interstices filled with earth. Nor 
do they form the abrupt precipices of quartzose hills. 
They have not the smallest appearance of stratification. 
Lumps of iron ore' are scattered about the bottom 
of the bill. 

A little north-east from the corner of Dhermpur 
is a small rugged hummock of very perfect granite, 
consisting of middle-sized grains of white felspar and 
quartz with a gooq deal of black micaceous matter.6 

2nd February.~! went about two miles north-east 
to a village named Lath 6 (pillar) to see a pillar which 
has communicated its name to the place: It is a very 
fine piece of ~ranite, the pedestal, shaft, and capital 
constituting one piece, 53t feet long. '11he capital is 86 
inches long and 36 in diameter, and the base 70 inches 
in length and 40 in diameter, [both J are quadrangular. 
'the shaft has sixteen plain sides, and 38i inches below 
the base contracts suddenly its diameter by about three 
inches, EO that the shaft consist of two parts, the .~pper 
very short, and t.oth taper iu a very trifling degree. 

-
(1) .Appendix, No. 103. 
(2) , No. 68. 
{8) No. 115. 
(4) ., No. 86. 
(6} , No; 50. 
(~ Lat. 
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The sides are quite straight and well-cut, 'but not 
polished. It is lying lwrizoutally, about one-half sunk in 
the earth, and is situated in the midst of a cultivated 
plain \Yithont the smallest trace of buildings or of a 
tank near it. The tradition is that it "·as brought by 
two Gods, names unknown, from Nepal ; and cavities 
like that used for beating rice in a mortar and probably 
originally formed for that purpose, one in the capital 
and the other in the pedestal, are shmrn as the marks 
made by the heads of the Gods as they carried it along. 
It has become an object of worship, and a Brahman, 
its Pujari, has an endowment. It has probably been cut 
in the Burabur hills, and has been carrying to Baragang, 
but has overcome the patience of the people. 

3nl February.-! went not quite six cose to Manik· 
nagar.1 I first ascended the Lank of the !lohane for 
about two miles. I then crossed it, turned 'rest, and 
about two miles farther ~rossed the Sungr, which is 
not so wide as the Mohane but contains a small 
stream, whereas the :Mohane is quite dry. I then passed 
two granitic peaks, one on each side of Bisunganj, 3 

at a little distance. I then went to the east end of the 
northern division of Burabur, and passed the whole way 
between the bro. llaniknagar is a little west from 
their termination. · 

4th February.-1 went first to Kesba3
, about 

six ccses called four. About five miles frorri :Manik· 
nagar I crossed the Jamuna river, which is much 
farther from the hills than l\Iajor Rennell places it. 
The channel is not a hundred yards wide, but contains 
water from side to side, but nowhere above two feet 
deep, and though clear almost stagnant. The soil 

(I) Manikpur (one mile north-west of Kawa Dol). 
('.:) Bisllunganj. 
(3) Kespa. 
(4) In Rennell's maps, the Barabar Hills ar~ shown as exLenJing ~t 

lea:,;. three miles to the west and two miles to the south of tbetr 
true ro,ition. Opposite these hills, the Jamuna river swerves away 
from its northerly cour~e, about two mile~ farthe~ west, so tb~t 
instead of ru.mllng past the western bordPr tJl tnese htlls, ae shon m 
the maps, it was at ka~t fi~ mila; tram them wbare Dudlbnon 
®md 
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seems peculiarly retentive of water, for some old chan· 
nels beyond the river are even now quite full.' Both 
banks of the Jamuna are Yery uneven, like the sand· 
hills on the sides of the Fulgo, but they are not at all 
sandy. A bout three miles farther on, I crossed the 
~1orhar, a sandy channel about 200 yards wide and con· 
taining a yery small streani. Kesba is about three mil~s 
farther. Soda seems very prevalent in this part of 
the country. I saw it on this route in three places 
effiorescing on the surface, and saw some people gather· 
ing it. The whole quantity, however, appears to be 
trifling. 

At Kesba is a celebrated image called Tara Devi, 
which' I had gone to see. It is in a small square 
temple, evidently quite recent _and built of bricks and 
clay without plaster, but it is situated on a heap of 
bricks and stonecE, evidently the ruins of a former build· 
ing. Three Brahmans of the Panda's family were repeat
ing prayers, and seemed offended when asked by whom 
or when the temple had been built. They first replied 
in a surly manner-in the Satiya Yug. They afterwards 
judiciously observed that it "·as needless to ask v; hen 
temples ''ere built, that the Gods were not the work of 
men. On such 'a subject indeed I find it needless to 
consult the officiating priest, who is always interested 
to veil the truth. The image is of the full human size, 
and is standing with a small figure on each side, but the 
lJody is entirely covered with a piece of cloth, so that it 
entirely resembles a Hindustani waiting-maid, but I 
suspect is a Vasudeya decked out in women's clothes. 
I could not unveil it without giring offence.1 Many 
images are built into the "all, and others much broken 
are lying by the door, and all occasionally receive a 
smear of red lead. Some 0£ the images, such as the 
YasudeYa "·ith his hands on the cylindrical projections 
Lin gas, Gauri Sangkars, etc .. are similar to those of Buddh 
Gya, etc. Some I hare seen nowhere else, especially 
a female with many arms standing on a lion. 

(1) Bu Beglar, Arch. Survey Reporti, Vol. VIII, 1872-73, page ~ 
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I was going to return when I was desired to look at 
Rajah J3ut, and the Burkandaz who served me as. a 
guide told me that this had been a lustful tyrant to 
whom the country belonged, and who seized on all the 
beautiful women that he found. 'lara Devi was an 
oilman's wife of great sanctity, who meeting the Rajah 
and being afraid of her Tirtue prayed to her protecting 
Goddess, and both were turned into stone. ~'he image 
is erect, surrounded by a heap of bricks with many 
broken columns of granite, flags, and doors, which may 
have formed a pretty large temple. It is a male with 
two arms, in a standing posture. One of the hands 
hangs down with the palm turned forward, as ,usual 
with the :Munis of the Buddhists when represented 
standing. A small male is seated at his feet. A short 
inscription over [his l head. Near are several broken 
images, with a Ganesa and a two-handed Goddess sitting 
on a lion, both pretty entire. I was now joined by two 
decent young men, who told me that all over the im· 
mediate vicinity there were heaps of bricks, and that 
when people were digging them out for building they 
had laid bare the stones and images, and said that in all 
ten or twelve temples had thus been laid bare. · 

As I had far to go, it was not in my power to visit 
~he whole. I saw only one more, ~ailed Koher. The 
image represented a man with two arms sitting cross· 
legged, and supporting on his shoulders another male 
with four arms, fully as large as himself. ~'he women 
pelt this image with bricks. The men had no tradition 
concerning any Rajah having lived at this place, Lut 
had heard that it had been the residence of Kasiop 
lluni. It certainly has been either a city or place of 
worship of very considerable note. 

I then "~ent three coses to Tikari, 1 in a southerly 
direction. Raja ~I itrjit, and his son my acquaintance, 
were absent. I had therefore no opportunity of visiting 
the house. · It is of abundant size for the residence of 
a man of rank, and has at a distance a picturesque 
------~----- ---- -~---

(11 Tickarry, R. and B.A.; Takarl, 
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castle like apprarance, being built very irregularly -uith 
many projections and elevated towers. It is surrounded 
by a double rampart of earth and a wet ditch, which 
contain a considerable space besides the castle, but arc 
now ruinous. Every village near has been fortified 
with a mud castle or fort, but all have been allowed to 

, go to ruin. At a little distance is a garden surrounded 
hy a brick wall with turrets at the corners, and 
containing some small buildings of brick. Also a tank 
where a Sannyasi resides in a good brick house, and 
entertains mendicants at the Rajah's expense. The 
castle is not all whitewashed, which gives it a mean 
appearance, especially conjoined to the. decayed state of 
the defences and many wretched buildings in the outer 
fort. In the absence of the Rajah and his illegitimate 
son, I was visited by the Dewan, who gave evasive 
answers to almost every question. He would not even 
speak of the Kol, and pretended to think that the 
Rajah's ancestors had possessed the country from time 
immemorial. No person was more communicative, as 
wit,hout a special order from the Rajah no one dares 
speak. On each side of the fort is a large hazar, and in 
8ome places the streets have been made wide and 
straight like those of Sahebgunj. The houses are mostly 
of mud, tiled, but in general poor and slovenly. 

5th Februa1·y.-I went about ten miles1 to Baraiya 1 

by the way of Koch.3 About four miles from Tikari 
I crossed the Sinane,' a small channel in a stiff clay 
soil, but it contains a good deal of water. Abdut 2i 
miles farther I crossed another similar rivulet named the 

(1) In the Report (Eastern India, Vol. I, pages 25 and 67-68) Buchanau 
describes, evidently from personal observation, extensive fortifications 
at Kabar, considered as the principal remains left by the Cherus 
or Kols; but there is no record "f this visit in the Journal. Kabar 
1s three miles south-west of Koch, and he probably visited it on 
this day rather than on the 3rd December; though the last part 
of the Journal for 3rd December is irrelevant. In the Report, 
Buchanan says that Kabar is in the immediate vicinity of Bod.li 
Gaya (page 25) and some way north of Barwan (page 67). It ia 
about twenty-five miles north-west of Bodh Gaya, and six miles south 
and slightly east of Barwan. 

(~) Berhah, R.; Barwan. 
(S) Cowch, R., Couch, B. A..; Koch. 
(4) Sidangl N., R. and B.A.; Slnane N, 
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Mera, 1 which sends off by a canal a fine little stream 
for irrigation. The soil here is such a stiff clay that the 
rivers make little impression in the rainy season, and in 
the dry are not swallowed up. Baraiya is a small 
village belonging to an invalid sepoy. It is on the 
banks of an old tank, which is merely called the tank, 
nor is there any tradition concerning the person by 
whom it was dug. Under a tl'ee on its banks are some' 
broken images. A Ganesa. Two Vasudevas, of the 
usual form. A N arasingha, and one similar to that of 
Kongh, where a male standing with four arms holds the 
hand of a female with two arms. 

6th Febr1ea,·y.-I went about eight miles to 
Deohara, a through Go. 8 The whole road filled with :. 
pilgrims passing to and from Baidyanath and the 
west of India, each carrying a Kaungr. }"'ew persons 
of rank among them. Many women in red petticoats. 
A little from Deohara '[ crossed the Ponpon, which is 
about 100 yards wide, but contains more water than any 
of the torrents in the district. It has now a fine clear 
stream, perhaps thirty yards wide and from twelve to 
eighteen inches deep. 

In the afternoon. I went about a cose south to see a 
temple of Chinna m1{sta, a goddess so eager after blood 
that she cut off her own head in order to drink the 
blood. I \Hts curious to see how this practical bull was 
expressed, having been told that pictures of this goddess 
represent her dancing on a man and woman in the act 
of copulation, while three streams of blood issue from 
her neck. One falls into her mouth, she holding her 
head in her hand. Another stream is swallowed by a 
jackal, and a third by a serpent. On my arrival at the 
place I found the image ""as that of Gauri San kar. A 
small Bouddh, with one hand over his knee, and several 
fragments of other images, were placed 1Jeside, and all 
come in for a share of the oil and red lead. Two 

(1) Nehrah N., R.; Nira N. 
(2) Dowra, R. and B.A. ; Deohara. 
(S) Guw, R. and B.A. .i Gob. 
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Pujaris were at prayers by the booth. The temple is 
very small and rude, built of clay and bricks taken 
from the ruin of the old temple on the top of which it 
is placed. This has Leen a mut similar to Kongch, but 
more considerable. Round it are several Lingas 
and Somads of Sannyasis, but no traces of other 
buildings, nor have the people any sort of tradition con· 
cerning the old temple. Prom the number of mud 
stalls used by the Haluayis, a great many mLlSt attend 
the Mela. 

7th Febt•uary.-1 went about ten miles to Daudnagar1 

through a poor swelling sandy country. The road 
pretty tolerable, and practicable for a cart with little 
difficulty. The road still swarming with pilgrims. 

8th Febrttary.-1 went about four coses to see some 
antiquities at a village called Uanora.2 It is a large 
village, and stands very high from the accumulation 
of mud from fallen houses for many generations, Lut 
has no bricks, so that it has always been a mere village. 
A little way east from it is the foundatim: of an old 
temple, which has probably been of the spire form. 
The chamber square, not above ten feet in diameter, but 
the walls are very thick, nor is there any appearance of 
there having Leen a Natmundir or of any other building. 
'1 he image is a Buddh, sitting with his right hand over 
his knee and the podda flower on his soles. It is called 
Buddhrup, and not only continues to be an object of 
worship, but the Pujari is a Brahman and has the title 
of Patak. He however seemed to be ashamed, and kept 
out of the way. 

A zemindar Brahman who f'howed me the place 
said that there was absolutely no tradition concernin!.' 
the place, but 'he seemed afraid that I had comet~ 
make adrantage of some old daim and to dispute his 
property, for a Dusad told me that he would show me 
the ruins of the house of the Kol Rajah, by whom 
the place had beeu built. He accordingly took me 

(1) Daoudnagur, R. and B.A.; Daudnagar. 
(i) Marown&h, R. 
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about 200 yards north, where there was a heap of bricks 
about 20 yards square and of very little devation. On 
the surface had been placed two lingas, and in the temple 
adjacent to Buddhrup are two of these images, and 
a small Vasudeva, which the people here all call Mahama, 
besides some other fragments. The ornaments on 
Buddhrup being very entire, and there being an inscrip· 
tion, I have rlirected a drawing to be ~ade. 

From \lanora, I went northerly about a cose to 
Boutara, where I was told I should find the 1·uin of 
a small house belonging to the Kol. I accordingly found 
a small heap of bricks about twenty ,yards square and 
perhaps twenty feet high, although many bricks have 
been removed. It seems to me to have been rather 
a temple than a house, and the image which has been 
the object of worship is probably buried in the ruins. On 
the top are lying two small broken Gauri Sankars, 
which the people call Soka Bokta. The people of the 
village attribute the building to the Cherus, anothAr 
proof of the'Kol and ,Cheru being the same. I then 
returned to Daudnagar. 

11th February.-! went about three coses east, by 
the road I had formerly come, to a village named Tal 
in order to see where a substance called 1\Ius is dug. 
'fhe village stands on a very long eminence, having low 
riceMground on the south and a marsh towards the north, 
and this is said to have been an abode of the Kol, and 
it may have been a large village and the eminence 
may have been formed by the gradual accumulation of 
mud from the dec:tyin~ walls, as usual in the country. 
The soil as usual contains many fragments of pots and 
a few bricks, but there is nothing about it like the ruin 
of a fort, large house, or temple. 

The Mus is found in a small field of perhaps thirty 
yards square, on the slope towards the tank, and consists 
of small modules like the dross on somA ores of 
iron. Two men that I procured to di~ it said that 
it was found about a foot deep mixed with the soil, and 
that they never dug farther, the small quantity required 
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for medicine being thus easily procurable. Accordingly, 
in digging a hole about three feet sql1are to this depth, 
they found three or four pounds weight in small detached 
masses mixed with the soil, which is sandy. I then 
caused them t() dig about thr~2 feet deep, the soil 
becoming stiffer as they descended, but after the second 
foot the quantity diminished, a~d at three feet I found no 
more; but to be certain that none is found at that depth 
would require a more extensive opening than I could 
make. It may be dross from an old iron work, although 
there is no hill near from whence ore could be brought, 
nor is there the 8-mallest trace of furr.aces, ashes, or 
cinders. No masses are found on the surface, Lut such 
may have been removed .. 

Daudnagar and Hamidgunj form one considerable 
town; the space between, where the thana is situated, 
being small. Some of the streets, in Hamidnagn es· 
pecially, are straight and wide, but there are many 
miserable gullies and the streets are very irregular, 
a wide one often terminating in a lane, or being inter· 
rupted by a hovel in the middle. Daud Khan, in the 
town named after him, erected a handsome fortified. 
serai. It is a square, enclosed with a brick wall with 
handsome battlements and loopholes. It is strengthened 
by round bastions, and has two large gates. His des· 
cendants occupy it as houses, in many poor buildings 
erected within. r n fact it was probably intended as 
a stronghold, but called a. Serai to avoid giring offence 
to the jealousy of government: It has no ditch. 

His son, Hamid Khan, built a 1·~al Serai in the 
part of the town which bears his name; that is, he 
allowed the Betiyaris to build a long straight wide 
street with their hats on each side, while he secured 
each end with a mud gate. The only other public 
building of note is a small Imambari in good repair, 
and a mud building called a Chautera, consisting of 
three stories gradually decreasing in size, open on 
all sides, but with a pent roof orer each stage. It is 
a very irregular and sorry structure, but is said to be 
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an exact model of a famous building cf the same 
name at Jaipur. That however is built either of stone 
or of marble, but unless of a much better design 
must be a poor tMng. Two of the Nawabs have 
brick monuments near the Imambari, but they are 
small a.nd rude. The houses are very inferior to those 
of Gaya, but are almo~5t all built of mud with tiles, 
and are more comfortable than the lower classes in 
this country usually possess, although none are fit for 
persons of any rank. 

12th February.-! went rather more than eleven 
miles to Pahaleja.1 Vast heaps of sand are blown up 
by the west winds of spring, forming downs along 
the bank of the Son, as also near the Fulgo. The 
town extends about two-thirds of a mile from 
north to south, but much more from east to 
west. Rather more than four miles from the town, 
I came to Shumshirganj,9 a market place and serai 
formed by a N awab Shumshir Khan, who is buried 
in a garden a little south from the village. It is a 
handsome· pretty considerable building of brick, and 
the garden is surrounded by a brick wall as usual. It 
has a small endowment, with which a Fakir burns a 
lamp. · The garden supports a mali, but has become wild. 
The building is in tolerable repair. This Shumshir 
Khan is commonly called J ubberdost Khan, or the 
violent Lord, and is said to have married a sister of 
J ovon Khan. A Borkandaj is stationed in the market 
as a guard . 

.A bout a mile farther on, I came to Aganud Serai, 
founded by a Mogul of that name. The serai forms 
a street and is in good repair, being kept up by the 
Betiyaris, but the gates by which the ends were secured 
have become ruinous, and one still hangs over the heads 
of passengers in a very tottering condition. · The other 
has fallen and is no longer dangerous. Here also is 

(1) Pallijow, R. and B.A.; Pahleja. 
(t) Sumseernagur, R.; Sumsernagur, B.A.; Shamshernasar, 
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placed a Burkandaj, as is the case in a nllage soine 
way farther on at a little distance from the road. 
Except to act as spies, what good these men can 
do I know not, and no one of them can, I suspect, be 
trusted to give information [any] more than he could 
be expected to fight. Pahaleja is a poor r)lace. Some 
invalids near, very litigious fellows. Thi~ forenoon 
I felt an ea,rthquake ,very distinctly. It lasted above 
a minute, and was accompanied hy no noise. 

13th February.-! went rather more than eight 
miles by the great road to Arval. 1 The road pretty 
tolerable for a cart. 

15th ·February.-My people brought me a pumice 
stone from the Son. 

I 

lP.th February.-Arval is a poor small hazar, with a 
ruinous bungalow built by Colonel Hutchinson. I went 
rather more than eight miles to Mera, and halted on 
the ruins of a Cheruwan's house. The Atarba Brah
mans, who are the owners of the country, say that the 
· Kol and Cheru are the same, that none now remain, 
but that they are to be found in the southern hills. 
They were expelled by Mullik Beo, after which the Atarba 
Brahmans came and occupied the country. Many 
Musahars here, they are called Bunghiyars. 

The ruin at :Mera is an oblollg heap, perhaps 300 · 
yards in length and 150 in width, and consisting of earth 
and fragments of bricks. On its middle has been a 
space of perhaps 150 yards square more elevated than 
the rest, and there are traces of brick buildings round 
it, some of the walls still standing. They are not 
sufficiently thick for a fort, nor do they appear to have 
been a wall surrounding a court, a.s there are several 
hollow angles towards the plain as if there had been 
separate buildings. I suspect that this building has 
been erected on a previous ruin. Under a tree are 
fi,·c or six images. One N arasingha; the others all 
males with four arms, st.'lnding between two small 

(1) Arval, R. alld B . .A.; Arwal. 
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figures, but their bauds in different positions and [with] 
different rmblems. Gndu a tree in a Yillage- near are 
two images, one as abo\'e, the other GaUl'i Sangkar. 
The people say that all around in digging wells they 
occasionally find images, many of which ha-re been 
thrown into an old tank at the west end of the heap. 
About 15 or lo years ago an English gentleman was 
per::,uaded by a Drahman to dig in search of treasure. 
fhey fOlmd an old well lined with brick, in which wa!' 
an image, hOme keys, and human Lones. 

19th February . ..:..! went bet"·een twelve and thir· 
teen miles to Vikrarupur, 1 called by some, three coses, 
by others five. ...-\.Lout 3l miles, called one co~e, I came 
to Palli, 11 the first place in Vikram. It is a pretty large 
Lazar, and at one end are the foundations of a brick 
building. 

21hf February.-! went rather less than four miles 
to see Raph, which I had passed before. It is a heap 
extending about JOO yards· east and west and 100 north 
and south, of considerable elevation and very irregular 
surface. I saw no stones, and the quantity of brick is 
small. There is no trace of a ditch. On the whole it 
probably has never been a place of consequence, and 
owes its size chiefly to the gradual accumulation of 
clay from the walls of a Yillage situated on its summit. 
· A.t its east end under a tree is a male image, in the 
usUal form of those called Vasudeva, etc. 

22nd Feb1·uary.-l went south three coses to Bho· 
rotpur,s with a view of-seeing some land that produces 
soda, having pre-riously sent people to dig a well in the 
place in order to ascertain how far the water might be 
affected. On coming to the well I found no soda . near 
it ; about twenty yards from it a very little could be dis· 
cerned in one spot of a rice field. The people said that 
there was plenty there, and would not show me any 

( 1) 8 lkra.lll. 
' . i-l Pollay, B. IUld. B.A. 1 NlnJqnr Pall. 

{') Burdponh, lt; lhll'athPII'L 
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other place. The Zemindar was busy at the marriage of 
his daughter, his son-in-law had come from a distance, 
he had pitched seven or eight tents, two or three of them 
large, and had three elephants. In short, he seems to be 
a person of note, and is called a Raja. The house of 
the zemindar large, and some part of brick. 

24th Feb1·uary:-l went to Seerpur, 1 and proceeded 
first to llaph, although I had been told that it was not 
near the road. Several of the villages that I saw north 
from thence are situated on similar eminences, which 
seem to me chiefly owing to the accumulation of mud 
walls. The boundary between Gaya and Patnaat Purnal! 
is about seven miles north from Raph. :From thence to 
the Lank of the Ganges is about four and a half miles. 
I then went east along the Patna rqad about ar mile. I 
did not keep the road from Vikram to the riverJ which 

· is a cose round. The road from ratna to Arah is very 
good, and seems much frequented. 

2'fth Februarg.-l went to Moner, a passing along 
the Son the whole way, for it now joins the Ganges at 
SerpUl', and not at )loner as in the time of llr. Rennell. 
'Ihe country very populous. The huts tolerable. 
:Uoner is a large place. At its west end is a fine tank; 
which communicates with the Son by a subterraneoue 
tunnel, but at this season the water is dirty and full of 
weeds. It is lined all round with brick, and at eacl 
side has. had a stair of brick with a platform on each 
side, and on each platform is a small cupola but these 
buildings haYe become ruinous, and tht bare heaps of, 
earth by which the tank is surrounded must always have 
spoiled the effect. On its south side is the tomb of the 
great saint of the place, merely a grave under a tree with 
a white sheet spread orer it, but it is surrounded by a 
brick wall, and there is a small mosque within this and 
some cloisters for the reception of :Fakirs. .Many of 
the faithful are buried w.ithin the enclosure, which 

(1) Sietpour, ,R. and B.A.; Sherpur. 
(2) Palnal. · · 
(e) Moneah, R. and B.A.; MMW. 
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is as usual slovenly and ruinous.1 In this simpie 
manner -was buried the first propagator of the faith in 
these parts. His grandson hns procured a mausoleum 
worthy of the increasing pmrer of his sect, and by far 
the handsomest building that I have yet seen in the 
course of the survey. On account, however, of the 
superior sanctity of the ~randfather, his tomb is called 
the great Dorga, while the splendid monument of the 
grandson is called the little. It is in the usual style of 
the :Muhammadan Mol.; baris, consisting of· a cubical 
chamber covered by a dome and at each side ornamented 
with a portico, while at each corner there is a small 
chamber surmoUllted by a cupola. 'Ihe "·hole is of stone, 
but the dome is plastered on the outside to exclude the 
rain, and has been gaudily painted. ~'he chamber is 
light within, having windows secured with exceeding 
neat fretwork in stone. 'J he whole walls, pillars, and 
roofs of the porticos and small chambers are carved and 
ornamented with foliages and fretwork, in some places 
too minute and in too sma~l a relief, but in others in 
a very good style. 

'Ihe north side of the enclosure is occupied by a 
small mosque and a wing of cloisters, Loth in a very 
good style and constructed towards the area at least of 
stone, and the cloister extends along the west face to 
the principal gate, which has been a very handsome 
structure of stone. 'Ihe ascent to it is by the only hand· 
some stair that I have ever seen in a native building. 
lt has steps on three sides, and the steps are of a just 
proportion, so as to render the ascen,t easy. 

· ~rhe other rarts of the buildings endosing the area 
are irregular, but at one o£ the angles has been a cupola 

(1) " In former times, it is said, Maner was the residence of a B~~ 
chief, but a saint of Arabia named Ahiya, who seems to have been 
of the military order: arriving in the ~nuntry smote the infidel aud 
threw his gods into the river. He then took up his abode at the 
place, and buried on the situation of the temple twelve of his 
companions, who in the struggle of conquest had obtained 
martyrdom. When he dwd, he was buried in the very spot where 
the idol had stood, <llld his descendants fo this day occupy the 
palace of the idolatrous chief, or at le'as't ·a hO'Ilde built wl:ere it 
~Wad." :M. s. Rapart, pail'S 1'44-ln 
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of stone, the fretwork in the windows of which is 
remarkably fine. On the whole it is an exceeding hand
some building. It~ two chief defects are, that it has a 
kind of castellated embrasure in place of a lmlustrade, 
and that under this it is surrounded by a row of sloping 
finO's resembling- the e-ares of an Italian cottage, in place 
of ~l cornice. 'I'hc stone is from Chandalglmr (Clnmar) 
and cuts well, but is not durable, so that much of the 
earring has suffered from its decay, and the whole is in 
the most clisgusting stat~. Fakirs have heen allowed to 
hoil their pots in the porticos, and have overwhelmed 
them with soot, to ~·eml:"'dy which irrrgular patches over 
the pots hare lJeeu whitewashed. One of the corner 
chaml)ers is oecupied hy a he.astly ascetic, who has shut 
up the doors and windows with old pots, clay, and cow
dun~ patched together in the rudest manner, nor are any 
pains taken to keep the place in repair ; yet the descen
dant of the saint hns 6,000 bighas free of rent, and that 
of the richest quality. The whole is said to be expended 
in the feeding in idle squalid mendicants, vagrants 
who are in this country an intolerable nuisance. That 
this accmmt is true there is no reason to doubt, as his 
abode although surrounded by a high brick wall and 
occupying ttte seat of former Rajahs bespeaks the most 
squalid asceticism. The buildings are said to h8Jve been 
errctrd by a certain Ibrahim Khan, who had l)een Suhah 
of Gujt>rat, and who died before they were entirely 
finished, a circumstance that usually happens, as the 
completing any work of this nature is considered as un
fortunate as immri~ .. tately to be followed. by the death of 
the founder. X ear 1 has been a handsome monument 
for the mother of the Nawah. It has become very. 
ruinous. There are no traces of the Rajah's palace 
except some heaps. The great saint is buried in the 
place "·here his God stood, which together with all other 
objects of idolatry were piously thrown into the river. 

29th Febrtta1·y.-I went to the Golghar,l passing 
through the elegant cantonments of Dhanapur.2 The 

(1) The Colah at Bankipore. . 
(2) Dynapour, R. and B.A.; Dlnapore. 

13 80 R. &; J, 
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barracks form au elegant Luillling, and the quarters for 
European officers are very extensive and also handsome. 
The grounds of this place are neat, and vastly superior 
to Bankipore. The bazars extensive. The General 1 has 
a very good garden, in which he has English . apples and 
Bokhara plums, both of which he says produce excellent 

·fruit. The plums of two kinds, purple and yellow. The 
grafts of a year old already blossoming. He has ~lso 
peaches with a depressed fruit, which . I have seen 
nowhere else. Having a taste for cultivation as a florist 
he has procured some,plants from Nepat, especially the 
fine Porana. · 

1st Mctrch.-Went to Futwah by a road already 
described. 

, 3rd Marek.-Having heard from the Sannyasi of 
Buddh Oya that the Vazirs of Ava had gone to Champa· 
puri, about eight cases south·east from Patna, I had en· 
quired after the place both at Hilsa and here, and at 
both places learned that there was a village of this name 
on the banks of the Ganges3 about five coses below Fut· 
wah, but that no remains of ancient buildings were to be 
seen. I howeYer sent a man, who told me that near it 
some ch:ldren in. play had discovered an image, which 
had been taken by the zemindar and placed under a tree, 
where it was worshipped by a few persons of the vicinity. 
I this way went to see it by the route which I had come 
from Bar. The stone slab is about three feet high, and 
contains as the principal figure a male standing, with one 
head and two arms. No traces of weapons, but both 
hands broken. On each sicle a flower like what is called 
the Chokor of Surjo, but there is no horse. On each side, 
·standing, are two male figures, one smaller than the other . 
.Below are some votaries. Above are five Buddhs and 
the representation of two solid temples. The Buddhs 
a.ll sitting. The one in the centre has both hands in his 
lap. The two next have one hand in the lap and one 

(1) General Watson. (East India, Vol. I, page 288). 
(2) Champa pour, R.; Chumperpour, B.A.; Champapur, about li miles 

west of Bakhtiarpur, and twenty-eight miles l,y road from the 
Golah. 
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over the right knee. The extreme one on the right. luis 
hoth hands Lefore the Lreast. '11hat on the left has one 
hand on the la.p, one raised towards the shoulder. The 
-rillage where t.he image is placed is called Gunsur, ! nor 
docs it coutain auy traces of buildings, except that it 
!-ltands on a large eleration of clay and Lroken pots, as 
wmal in this country. · 

On the way l)ack, my bearers halted at a tree where 
some retailers of provisions were placed. These furnished 
them with copper vct:'sels, out of whieh even Brahmans 
will eat. They mixed harley and 1)ease meal together 
with a littlt> salt and cold water, and ate this with a dry 
capsicum. Farther on they halted at a hut where a 
Sanuyasi distributed water to the passengers, and each 
man got a handful of lentils (Cicer Arietiuum) on the 
stra,~~. The Sannyat-~i said I hat he has five Ligahs of land 
and an Indera.. Ile seemed to be constantly engaged in 
pouring water from a brass 1wt down the throats of the 
passengers, as from cleanliness he did not allow them to 
touch it with their mouths. They held their hand under 
their mouth, and he poured the water upon their hand 
from. whence- they drank. In order to compensate for 
this act of cleanliness, the Sannyasi held the pot with 
his fingers in the inside and the thumb without, a custom 
of which it is difficult to break the natives. His fingers 
were of course in the water. Some passengers gave him 
a cowrie or two, Lut his collections in that way cannot 
amount to aLorc one or two annas a day. 

Futwa is a very large village or country town, and 
some of the houses good iii the opinion of the natives, 
Lut the clay of the walls is exceedingly rough and un· 
seemly, as usual towards the east. West from Patna 
they a1·e milch neater. On the Lank of the river imme· 
diately under the town is a stratum of pale yellowish 
clay, which extends perhaps 200 yards, and is about four 
or five feet above low· water mark and perhaps 16 or 18 
under the surface. It may be about six feet thick,. and 
from the name of the Uauza in which it is found is 

(1) Ghoswarl. 
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c~lled Raipur clay.1 It is used as a wash for the walls 
of houses and in the distillation of essences, but not by 
the potters. It is a fine smooth light clay, and contains 
many cylindrical cavities, as if it had been perforated by 
the roots of plants, hut no remains of vegetables are to be 
now seen. 

6th Mw•ch.-In the morning I went to Rekah· 
gunj, in order to have an interview with Govind Das, 
one of the chiefs of the sect of N anak. He is a middle· 
aged man without any hypocritical cant, but does not 
seem to be a man of learning; and is exceedingly tire· 
some from repeating a vast number of Puranic . legends. 
He pretends to be chief of a Bung or division contain· 
ing 360 Gudis of the Kolasa sect. At ~.I urshedabad and 
Lucknow are two others, and he calls himself a Fakir. 
The Fak.irs of the Kolasa admit only of Brahmans, 
Kshatris, and Vaisiyas into their own order, but among 
their followers they receive every Hindu who is not vile, 
but they receive no Mlechhas. The Fakirs, like other 
Hindus, cnnsider that there is one chief God, Parame· 
swor or Para· Brahma, but think that no one, even the 
Gods, knows his name or anything a Lout him, and that 
he gives himself no trouble about worldly affairs. He 
admits that Vishnu, Siva and Brahmaare Gods (Is\rara), 
and occasionally makes offerings to th~:m, but bays he 
merely does so in compliance 1vith custom, and that the · 
only object of worship is Parameswar. 

They have no private form of prayer, but have a 
short kind of creed, like that of the Moslems, which they 
repeat. They have also four forms of prayer for four 
different times of the day, and when any person gives 
an entertainment and offerings at the Sangot, one or 
more of these forms are repeated according to the time 
when the offering is made. A person of any religion 
may partake of the entertainment; but is not consi· 
dered as at all converted by this,· nor "ftOuld any of 
them admit him to eat at any other time. 

(l) "Ra.pura or Gori Mati "; aee East India, Vol. I, pa&e 274. 
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The Fakirs sometimes. ~arry, but are somewhat 
disgraced by this. All Fakirs whatever their caste 
may eat together, and absta~n from many kinds. of f~od · 
and drink. They should g1ve up all con!lect10n w1th 
Brahruans, but many in compliance with custom 
e'rnploy Purohits to perform their ceremonies. Their. 
pupils not admitted into the priesthood, follow exactly 
the same customs th:tt they did hefore, retain their caste 
customs, Purohits and Gods ; they only change their 
Guru. 

Nanak had two sons from whom are descended 
1,400 families, called Shahzada.s, who are much respect
ed and re!'ide at Dera in the Pnnjab, where they seem 
to be dedicated to religion and lire on its profits. He 

1 

appointed as his successor Ungot, who was followed 
by Amardas, Ramdas, Arjunji, Hara-3ovind, Hara 
B ai, Hur Krishna, Tek Bahadur and Govinda. In his 
time, the :Moslems being exceedingly troublesome, he was 
obliged to take up arms and the title of Singa, and thus 
founded the Church militant called Kalisha in order to 
distinguish it .from the spiritual ehurch Kola~a, and 
there has been since his time no universal head of the 
sect. In the Punjab e-rery Rajah is at the head of their 
sect in their own dominions, and they have become 
persecutors, compelling :Moslems and Hindus of all ranks 
to follo'v their customs. They admit of the use of all 
animal food except beef and spirituous liquors; but 
each caste retains its own customs and worship. He 
however does I\Ot seem well acquainted with the customs 
of the Sin gas. · 

Govinda on assuming the title of Singha appointed 
four military chiefs, and called them Gurus but made 
them quite equal. He himseif never took to the sword. 
He was born at the Hari )londir in Patna, on which 
account.that place is much respected, but the owner is 
a tJerson of no authority, according to Govind Das, who 
is evidently Yery jealous of him and will not allow that 
he is a lf aha nth. Both sects give Kora or entertain· 
ments at Ilarimandir, and the owner has at least the 
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profits of this, but Govinda pretends that he has no 
authority over inferior Gadis. 

Among thll 1,400 Shahzadahs, also called Bedis, 
none it is allegeJ. has produced a daughter. '!,hey marry 
with three other ranks . called Sori, Boli and Tihun, 
whose descent my informant does uot know. The 
daughters, I suspect, are privately murder'ad. 

END OF JOUUNAL. 
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Patna. 

From Buchanan's MS. Report. Abridged in Eastern. 
India, Vol. I, pages 35-43. 

There is a good deal of difficulty in ascertaining the 
boundaries of Patna. To exclude what is without the 
walls would reduce its dimensions to a trifle, while the 
suburbs are built in a very straggling ill-defined manner. 
I find it most suitable for my purpose td include in this 
section the whole of that part of Patna Pergunah, or 
Haveli Azimabad, that is under the jurisdiction of a 
Kotwal and 15 Darogahs, who are appointed to superin· 
tend the police of the 16 wards (Uahullah), into which 
the above-mentioned extent is divided. Each ward 
includes part of the town, but several of them also 
include an adjacent })art of the country, consisting 
chiefly however of garden land. with some low marshy 
ground that intervenes. The city of Patna, taken in 
this sense, includes the suburbs of Bakipur and Jafi.er 
Khan's garden, an extent nearly of nine miles along the 
bank of the Ganges. The width from the bank . of the 
Ganges is on an average about two miles, but some part 
of the channel of the Ganges; and of the islands opposite 
to the city, must be also considered as belonging to this 
jurisdiction, so that on the whole I shall allow it> an 
extent ~£ 20 square miles. It must however be observed 
that among the nati·res the gerdnawah or extent of the 
city of Patna is usually said to reach along the bank of 
the Ganges from Sherpur to Baikunthapur, about eleven 
miles farther west and nine miles farther east than the 
boundaries which I have assigned. 
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A plan made by a native assistant will show the 
sulJdivisions and explain my meaning. The city within 
the walls is rather more than a mile and a half from 
east to west (as may be ~een by the plan in the Bengal 
Atlas, No. 15), extends three-quarters of a mile north, 
and south, and is exceedingly closely built. :\Iany of 
the houses are built of brick, more howerer are built of 
mud with tiled roofs, but very few cue thatched. To 
outward view they are exceedingly unsightly and slovenly, 
and are rendered peculiarly mean by the lower story 
towards the street, in eren the best of them, being let 
for shops to low tradesmen or even to artificers, who are 
very c:treless. Within, many of them are no donllt neat, 
and accordin~ to the iJe<l of the inhabitanb wrr com· 
fortaLle, as e\~ery one who has means to ntford it ~·esicles 
in this part of the town, nor is it fa~hionalJle for the 
wealthy to hare country houses. The X a wab Bakur 
Ali Khan has indeed a house in a snlmrL, but this was 
formerly occupied by an European gentleman, and, I 
believe, has been lJought l)y the X a wah with ,, view 
chiefly to receh·e visits. from E uropcans, and hi~ family 
resides in the city. Kasinath, a rich J,anker, is the only 
person, so far ns I saw, that h:1s a country house, and 
both the buihliug-s and garden arc neat, and of a respect
a1le size; lJut, I lJelieYe, are used rery rarely and that 
only on festi rals ami entertainmeuts, and his family 
constantly resides in the town. This predilection for 
the city would be harJ. to explain, as it is J.ifficult to 
imagine n. more disgusting place. There is one street 
tolerably wide that runs from the eastern to the western 
gate, lJut it is hy no means straight nor regularly 1Jllilt. 
EYery other }Jassage is nanow, crooked, and irregular. 
The great street, when it breaks into sloughs, is occa· 
sionally repaired with earth thrown in by the com·icts, 
the others are left to nature lJy the police, and the 
neighl.,ours are too discordant to think of uniting- to 
perform any work. Paving, cleaning, and lighting, con .. 
sidered so essential in every European tmrn in such 
circumstances, are totally out of the question. In the 
heats of spring the dust is heyond credibility, and in 
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the rains erery J)lace is corered lfith mud, tiHoc.gh 
which howner it is contrh·ed to drag the little one· 
horse chaises of the natires. In the rainy season there 
is in the tow~ a considerable pond or lake, which, as it 
dries up, l~comes exceedingly dirty, and in spring is 
offensire. ' 

Ea~t from the city is a very great suburb, the chief 
part in which, called :llarufganj, is situated betlfeen the 
eastern gate and the river, and is the principal market. 
It contains many store-houses for grain. ~lost of the 
J,uilding's, especially the store-houses, are built mth 
wocden po~ts and walls made of straw·mats, with tiled 
l'O(·f~. J.lthouzl1 <dmost the whole was burned to the 
£round la!'t yea~·, and although a sin1ilar accident usually 
happen'- once in fi-re or six years, it has been 1·ebuilt 
exactly on the same footing. Immediately abore the 
town is a long narrow sulJmb extending almost four 
mile~ in leng-th, but seldom half a mile wide, and there are 
ruanr sh(Jlt interruptions from gardens, but one great 
~treet, lined in most parts on l1oth sides with houses, 
extends the whole "\fay and near the city dirides into two 
lJranches, which rejoin at the eastern gate. )fany narrow 
crooked alle~·s extend on lJoth sides of this 1·oad, and are 
lined with hoYels Qf all kinds, mostly, howerer,_ having 
mud walls and tiled roofs, and some of them haYe two 
Horie'; J.,ut there are scarcely any respectable houses 
occupit:d l_,y natires. The Nawab Bakrn· Ali has, 
hmrewr, as said alJDH', a large house; Raja Kalyan 
Singha, last natire gowrnor "of Behar, has two or 
three houses, which, from the caprice of enormous 
wealth, are now empty ; and Raja Mitrajit, of Tikari, 
has built a house, where he occasionally resides. This 
part of the town seems to ha-re risen -in consequence 
of the European settlement, and the houses vf the 
Europeans are scattered through it, chiefly along the 
hank of the rinr; while, no precautions hannO' been 
taken, their dependents hare huddled along the;, areat 
road, and formed lanes and crooked passages bet~een 
it and the gentlemen's premises, so that the access to 
~ercral of these has become exceedingly disagreeable, 



and to some of them difficult. Notwithstanding that 
this is one of the chief European settlements in India, 
being the seat of a court of appeal, of a city judge 
and magistrate, of the collector of a very fertile 
district, of a custom-house, of a commercial resident, 
of an opium agent, and of a provincial battalion, the 
number of EUl'opean houses is trifl:Ug, and they are 
so scattered that they make no shuw. One of them 
is a wry elegant abode, and had it not been made to 
consist of two orders, one abore the other, and both 
therefore too small, it might have been a fine piece 
of architecture ; as it is, however, it is undoubtedly the 
best p1irate dwelling that I lulre seen in India. The 
others are indifferent, and some o.f them nry bad. 
Of the 52,000 houses estimated to be contained in 
this city it is said that 7,187 are built of brick, 11,639 
are of two stories with mud walls and tiled roofs, 53 
differ from the last in having- thatched roofs, 22,188 
are mud-walled huts coyered with tiles, and the 
remainder consists of mud-walled huts covered with 
thatch. Some of the roads in this quarter are kept in 
tolerable repair by the laboUl' of the convicts, but the 
dirt, dt1;st, and mud of the greater part of the suburbs are 
almost as bad as those of the city. 

The town is very indifferently supplied with water. 
Near the river the supply from thence is abundant, 
but in the dry season the bringing it from thence is 
a severe task on the women, ami in the rainy season it 
is very clirty and had. Near the river the \rells are 
deep, and the water which they contain is generally 
ealine. Farther from the river many 'Yells are good, 
and some of them not very deep, so that on the whole 
the people there are Lest strpplied. One magistrate, 
some time ago, compelled the people to water the street, 
each person in front of his own house, and this, no 
doubt, was a general comfort for the whole, but in 
many }:lal'ticular cases was attended with hardship, so 
that this has been abandoned. The bank of the Ganges 
occupied by the town is tolerably high, and in most 
parts the town might Le extended farther south than 
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has been yet done, lJut all along its northern Loundary 
is a tract of low land deeply inundated in the rainy 
season ; this, however, whrn the floods suLside, is very 
well cultirated, and I do not J,eliere that it renders 
the !-ituation of the town unhealthy . 

. \. city nine miles long sounds large; Lut, when 
"e rome to inw~tigate particulars, we ~halllJe a good . 
deal disappointerl. It har-ing Leen last year proposed 
to lery a tax on houses, the acting collector proceeded 
to make au enumeration, and the returns Jn·ocured 
gan~ 45,807 houses, exclusire of those occupied ·1Jy 
persons dedicated to relig-ion. Two or 'three houses 
J,elo11ging to one person "ere often returned as one, 
whidi sawd trouble, as the tax" as fo lJe laid on the 
Yalue of each property. On. account of this and of 
tile religious how•es, and a few that may lJe supposed 
to lutre L'~captd the rigilauce of the surreyors, the 
number must be allmred to be some\\ lwt more than 
the return g-in·n to the eollcctor. The late magistrate 
had commenccu. an t'lllllllt'ratiou of the })CO})le, but it 
was left incomplete, and Las not lJeen coutiuued. I 
am, therefore, under the nccessit~· of proce€ding Ly 
co!ljectme COIH:erniug- the number of people in each 
house, and the addition that must IJe allowed to the 
numlJer of houses returned to the collector. On the 
first 110int, the an'rage conjectures of all the Darogahs, · 
r.ach of whom hau canieJ his inre~tig·ation hv actual 
enumeration to a certain extent, will gire au ·awrage 
of l'lix per~ons for ead1 house, and the total number 
of houses, acconling to the conjecture of the Darogahs, 
amounts to rather more than 52,000. The whole 
population will, therefore, amount to 312,000, which 
I Jo not thiuk liable to any consideralJle enOl'. There 
are k~sidcs a great ruany persous, sepoys, camp· followers, 
tra\·ellers, 1Joatmen, etc., "hose n1JmlJer fluctuate; hut 
is geucrally pretty consiJeraLlt:. 

The pl'indpal road, espedally in the c!ty, is wry 
much crowdl'U; l1ut there are no mch multitudes of 
l'a~sengers going in and out as are to Le seen near the 
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large towns in England. A hundred yards from the 
southern wall of the city you are completely in the 
country, and within sight of it I found myself, in 
looking after the curiosities of the place, just as great 
a matter of wonder to the women and children as in 
the most remote parts of Behar. It did not appear 
that the villagers, at,l('ast the \YOmen and children, 
had ever seen an l~uropean, and they flocked round my 
palanquin with great eagerness. · 

The inside of the town is disagreeable and disgusting 
and the view of it from a distance is mesn. Indeed, 
at a little distance south from the walls it is not dis
cernible : there is no ln1ilding- that overtops the inter
vening trees, and no bustle to indicate the approach 
to a city. The view from the river, owing to the Euro· 
pean houses scattered 8Jong its bank, is rather better, 
and is enlivened by a great number of fine-formed 
natire women that frequent the banks to bring water. 
Still, however, the appea-rance of the town from thence, 
especially in the dry season, is very sorry, the pre
dominant feature being an irregular high steep bank 
of clay without herbage, and covered with all manner 
of impmities, for it is a favourite retreat of the 
votaries of Cloacina, accompanied by the swine and curs 
that devour the offerings. 

Major Rennell has given in the Bengal atlas a 
plan of the poor fortifications by which the city of 
Patna is surrounded; and, as ever since his survey they 
have been totally neglected, their condition is now to 
the last degree wretched. A very little pains would, 
however, render them a. security against predatory 
horse, and would enable them to preserre the effects of 
all the vicinity from such a force, which in the present 
reduced state of the native princes is now more likely 
to be employed than any other.1 I have little doubt 

tl) The~~ ob5ervations had special referPnco to the condilions in th• 
~~ar 1n wluch this Report was writt~n. "The body of Pindarrahs, which 
latelv m11de an irruption into the Company's territory near Mirzapore, hal 
since. created a t:OlJ~ideraLle degree of alarm at Pa.tna and its neighbour· 
h!X.'d.' (Calcutta Gazette, April 2nd, 1812; ue Sandeman's ::lelection.a, 
Yol IV.) 
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that in case or alarm the inhabitants would willingly 
undertake the necessary work, were they directed by 
the ~lagistrate. The gates are now in a most deplo· 
rable state of decay, and are rather alarming to 
stran(J'ers that enter. In order to prevent accidents 
they ~hould probably be pulled down, as in the present 
state of the rampart they can be of no use in defending 
the· place. The fort in the north-east corner of the 
city is now so overrun with modern buildings that its 
form can be no longer distinguished, nor could I perceivo 
any remains, except some old gates. It is the common 
itlc:a among the natives thatthe fort and city were built 
by Azim,· the grandson of AurungzeLe, and that 
Pataliputra had long been completely destroyed when 
that prince arrived ; and, as I have before said, it would 
appear that in ·A.D. 12G6 Patali hlid become a nest of 
robbers, and was then punished ; but a fort was built ; 
nor can I trace anything relating to it in Dow's history 
until. the year lGll, when a convention of .Afghan chiefs 
assembled at the place, which was then the capital of 
Behar. .Fnrther, it would appear that about this time 
the town was not only furtified, but had within the walls 
a palace, where the ~ubah resided. The inscription 
also on the gate of the fort, dated in the H. 1042, 
attributes its erection to a Feroz J ung Khan. The 
vulgar opinion must therefore be a mistake, and takes 
its rise from the name of Az"im having been given to 
the city. It is alleged that until the ~lahratta invasion, 
the city walls contained all the inhabitants; and its 
principal increase and prosperity seem to have been 
0\' ing to the European commercial factories, for at one 
time the English, Dutch, Danes and :French had 
factories here, and traded to a great extent, especially in 
cotton cloth. This· trade has no doubh suffered, and 
a1though that of nitre and opium has increased, yet 
the parts of the town adjacent to the factories have 
dl'clined ; but then the city is said to have greatly 
bcreased, and the value of the ground in it, within 
these firleen year~, is said to have doubled, owing to tl1e 
difficulty of procuring a spot for building a h~use. 
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The English Com}Xlny's original factory is now 
occupiecll,y the Opium Store-house, a Yery substantial 
good building-, well fitted for the pmpose to which it is 
applied. :Kenr it is the jail, also a larg-e building, but 
neither handsome, nor strong- enough to confine ruffians. 
The house at present O('cnpied as the city court is near 
the jail; hut is a wry ahominalJle-looking place. The 
court of apreal is a handsome modern lmilding, hut 
wry small. 

At the western cxh·emity of the suburbs is a 
lH1ilcling called the Golg-har, intended as a granary, and 
perfectly sui f}enais. For~ the sake of the great man 
by whose orders this lmilding- 'ras erected, the 
inscriptions should he remoYed, were they not a beacon 
to warn gorernors of. the necessity of studying political 
economy, and were it not of use to mankind to know 
ewn the weaknesses of )Jr. Hastings. 

Immediately al,oye and helow the city two natiYe 
merchants ln1ilt hrick keys, of considerable length, to 
facilitate the landing- and shipping ot goods in the rainy 
season. Boats can then lay along the key, and deliyer 
and t!lke in goods with ease ; Lut they neYer would . 
appear to hare Leen of use in the dry season, when some 
contrivance to facilitate the conveyance of goods up and 
down the enormous lJank is most wanted. These keys 
are called Poshta, are priTate property, and at present 
arC' chiefly used for lodging coarse goods, such as timber 
and Lamboos, wl1ieh in the dry season are deposited on 
the hank. Parallel to the city, at some distance south 
from it, and extending some 1ray farther each way is an 
old bank, which seems to haYe been intended to exclude 
the floods, and still answers for that purpose. 

These with the roads and a few miserable brick 
bridges are all the public works that I hare seen, except 
those dedicated to religion. In the middle of the city 
the Roman Catholics hare a church, the lJest looking 
l,uilding in the place. Near it is the common grare of 
the English who were treacherously murdered 1Jy the 
orders of Kasem Ali before his final overthrow ; it is 
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corered by a pillar of the most uncouth form, built 
partly of stone, partly of brick. There are many 
musjida, or mosques, hut nonr of them nry large, and 
many of them are no'\f let as w<~rchouses hy their 
owners. This is the case with the handsomest of them, 
which is IJuilt entirely of ~tone, and of which a new is 
annexed. It stands with one end to the street, and the 
house of a descendant of the prophet, who is styled the 
motau;oli of the mosque, is situated in fl'Ont. . This 
drawing will giYe an idea of the style of building in 
Patna, and of the manner in which it is disfigmed by 
the wretched sheds built in front for artificers and petty 
traders. .-\It hough the owner has let his mosque for a 
warehouse, he is strenuous in his calls on the faithful 
to pray, and he is the loudest crier and the loudest 
prayer in the whole town. 

The chief place of actual worship among the )Ioslems 
of Patna is the monument of Shah Arzani, about the 
middle of the western sulJurb. He was a nath·e of the 
Punjab, and, after a long residence, died here in the 
year of the Hijri 1032. The proprietors are the chelas 
or disciples of the saint, and not his descendants, and 

·all of these holy persons ha\·e alJstained from marriage. 
Kurimbuksh, the present occupant, is the seY"enth 
surcessor in the office. Be has considerable endowments, 
and gires food daily to from 50 to 200 fakirs. Every 
Thursday night from 100 to 500 }lilgl'ims, ,l! oslems 
and llinuus, many of them from a distance, come to 
intercede with the saint for his assistance, and make 
offerings. In the month Zikad there is an annual fair 
p1ela), which lasts three days. On the first, people 
a1)ply to Shah Shujawol ; on the se~ond, to Vasunt; 
and on the third, to the great saint ; the two former 
baring been among his suc~essors, and the latter of 
them, it must Le ohserY"ed, has a Hindu name. About 
5,000 rotaries attend. Adjacent to the tomb is an 
Imamr:ara, where 100,000 11eople assemble with the 
pa~cantry used in celebration of the grandsons of the 
prophet. Near it is a tank dug lJy the saint, where, once 
in the year, 10,000 people assemble, and many of them 
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hat he. A puhlic crier calls the people to prayers, hut. 
few or none assemlJle ; those "-ho are roused to pray 
by the crier perform their derotions on the spot where 
they happen to be at the time. I hare not observed among 
the lloslems of Bengal or Bihar any meetings in theu 
mosques, such as we han.' in our churches, in order to 
hare public 1n·ayers and ·to hear their scriptures eitlH'r 
read or expounded. The only other })lace of worship 
among the :\Ioslems at all remarkable is the monument 
of another &lint, named Pir Ba hor, 11hich was built 
about 200 years ago, but it is only attended Ly a few in 
its ricinity. It at present helongs to a widow, who, 
since her husband's death, acts as Pirzadal1 for the 
families who were wont to rer1uire the nssi~tance of the 
deceased. · 

The only })laces of worship at allremarkalJle among
the followers of the Brahmans are the temples of the 
Q"reat ancllittle Pntanaderi, Pataneswari, or Goddess of 
Patana, i.e., the city. 'fhe. great goddess is saicl to hare 
been placed in her present situation by Patali, daughter 
of Raja S1.tdarsan, who bestowed the town now callell 
Patna on his daughter, and she cherished the city like a 
mother, on which account it was called Pataliputra, or the 
son of Patali. The ... building is small, but avowedly 
recent, and erected at the expense of the priests. Far 
from acknowledging the story of Patali, these allege 
that their deity has existed here from the origin of 
things. This in India is an usual pretence, hut there is 
a circumstance attending the tutelar deity of this city 
that in most parts is not so ordinary, although very 
much so in these districts. The image (see drawing 
No. 12-J:) called a g-oddess is a male, and is no doubt a 
representation of a Boudh, and probably of Gautama, as 
he has seated hy him two disci pies as usual in A. ra. 
Near the throne is placed a female deit.v, lmt this is not 
the object of worship, and represents, I have no douLt, 
Semiramis seated on a lion, and on her knee holding the 
infant Niniya~ (see drawing No. 125). The Pandas or 
priests are Kanoj B1·ahmans, and many goats are 
sa.crificed on Saturdays and 'tuesdays, lJut they hare no 



endowment. The little goddess lfas placed in her 
present situation by ~Ian Sin~ha, w~le that n?ble 
Hindu had the government of .Bihar. The temple lS of 
no great consequence, but is much more frequented 
than that of the great goddess, and the priest, who is a 
Kanoj Brahman, is supposed to ha-re very considerable 
profit. 

The Pataneswaris are properly the Gram·deratas of 
the town, but as the worship of these deities is not 
fashionable in Behar, this is considered by many as a 
term too degrading. Still, however, many are aware of the 
circumstance, but Guriya, Pir Damuriya, Ram 'Ihakur, 
Damuvir, Sam Sing, Benimadhav, Bhikkari-Kumar, 
Siriya de-rata, Karu-rir, Patal-rir, Jalapa, etc., are also 
applied to as Gram·devatas. N ea.r ·the eastern gate in 
the suburbs is a small temple pf Gauri and Sangkar, but 
the image represents only the genera th-e organs of these 
deities. Every :Monday in Sravan from l,uOO to :J,OOO 

, votaries assemble, and make offerings. 'Ihe priest is 
a gardener. .At the north-east corner of the city, at 
a place where some lady, name unknown, burned with 
her hmband's coq)se, 50,000 a~semble once a year, a:r:d 
make offerings. In the great days of bathing in the 
Ganges, most people cross to the junction of the Ganclaki; 
but on a certain day about 10,000 Tromen assemble and 
bathe at a ghat in the Trest end of the city. 

The followers of Nanak ha-re at Patna a place of 
~orship of great repute. This is called the Hari-~Iandir, 
and owes its celebrity to its having been the birthplace 
of Go-rinda ~Singha, their last great teacher. The 
:Mandir itself is d little consequence, but it is sur
rounded by pretty large Luild.ings for the accommodation 
of the OTrner. The meetings are less frequent ar.d 
Immerous than formerly, the owners applying less of 
their profits to what are called charitable purposes. ~he 
Harimandir, which is in the city, Lelongs to the KhaleEah 
Eect founded by Govinda, and confined in a great 
measure to the we~t of India. The Kholasahs or 
original Sikh3, who pre-rail in Behar, have in· the sulnrb 
H EO. R. &; 1. 



called Rekabgunj a considerable place of "\Y'Orship, and 
the owner possesses very considerable authority aud 
income. 

Petty causes, even under 50 rupees, must be 
carried directly before the judge, who appoints a person 
called Sales to determine each. Four or five persons 
live by this employment; but the people of the eastern 
suburb can apply to , the commissioner of Phatuha. 
TJ:!e same man, . however, is also commissioner at Bar, 
under another judge, so that Loth duties must be 
neglected. ' 

The principal Pirzadah among the :Moslems is the 
owner of the monument of Shah Arzani. One Kazi 
performs the ceremonies for the whole persons of rank, 
but has deputies who attend the lower ranks, and as 
usual in this vicinity are called N ekah-Khanis or 
marriers. 'Most persons of rank do not employ the Kazi, 
and their own kinsmen or dependants, having learning. 
·sufficient, conduct their ceremonies. Of the Hindus, 
2 annas are of the Sakti sect and 3 annas of the sect 
of Siva. Of these 5 annas, 2 annas follow Brahmans, 
partly resident in Patna., partly in 'firahut, and a very ' 
few in Bengal, but some men of extraordinary virtue 
from Benares, and called Dandis, intrude on the sacred 
order; 3 annas follow the Dasnami Sannyasis, most of 
them strangers. Three annas of the whole are of the sect 
of V1shnu. By far the greatest part of these follow 
the Ramawats and Radhaballabhis, nearly in about 
:equal numbers. ·Part of' both classes of these instrilc .. 
.tors are Brahmans, but most are Sudras. 1\Iost of them 
reside, and there may be 20 houses of both sects, Lut 
·Some of the occupants of these houses have married; 
and four only of the houses are of considerable note. 
1:hey have very little endowment,. but considerable 
:profits, and the buildings are pretty large, but all modern. 
~he best is in the suburb of lf:arufganj, and belong3 
to Ram Krishna Das, a Ramuwat. Besides the Rama .. 
wats and Rr.clhaballabhis, an .Akhara of the Nimawats 
·has a few followers. Four annas of the Hindus are of 
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the Kholasah sect of the Sikhs, mostly following Govind.a 
Das of Rekabgunj, but there are sereral other inferior 
SanO'O'ats. Not above 50·) houses adhere to the doctrine 
of the Khalesah sect in the Harimandir, but many 
iitraoO'ers frequent this place of worship. Two hundred 
hous~s are guided by the Kavirpanthi, of Trhich there 
is an Akhara. A few wearers are of the Gorakshanathi 
sect, and h.a ve Gurus of their own. Ail these and a 
few other trifling castes are considered as orthodox 
{Astik). Three hundred houses of Jain or Srawaks are 
considered as heterodox (Kastik), and betTreen 3 and 4 
annas, the dregs of impure poyerty, are considered 
altogether unworthy of care. _ 

· Most of the few antiquities, that remain, hare been 
already incidentally mentioned. The traces that can 
be considered as belonging to the Hindu city are . 
exceedingly trifling. Ererywhere in digging, broken pots, 
but very little else, are to be found ; and Trhere the 
river washes away the bank, many old wells are laid 
open, but nothing has been disconred to indicate large 
or magnificent buildings. In the Ganges, oppusite to 
the suburbs above the ton·n, I found a stone image 
lying by the water's edge when the rirer was atthe lowest. 
It has represented a male standir:g, with two arms and 
one head, but the arms and feet have been broken. r1 he 
face also is much mutilated. It is nearly cf a natural 
size, and rery clumsy, and differs from most Hindu 
images that I have seen in being completely formed, 
and not carved in relief with its hinder parts adhering 
to the rock, from \thence it has been cnt. On the back 
part of the scarf, which passes round the shoulders, are 
some letters which I have not been able to have ex· 
plained, and too mnch defaced to admit of being copied 
with absolute precision. Some labourers employed to 
bring this im~ge to my house informed me that it had 
been Eome years ago taken from a field on the south 
Eide of the suLurbs, and had been intended for an object 
of worship : but that a great fire having happened on 
the day when it 1ras remored, the people "ere afraid, 
and threw it into the sacred rirer. '!Ley also informed 
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me that in ~the same field the feet of another image 
projected from the ground, and that many years ago a 
.Mr. Hawkins had remoT'ed a third. Ongoingtotheplace 
I could plainly discover that there had been a small build .. 
ing of brick, perhaps :hfty or sixty feet in length ; but most 
of the materials have been removed. On digging I found 
the image to be exactly similar to that which I found on 
the river but Somewhat larger. 'Ihe feet are entire, and 
some part of the arms remain, but the head has been 
removed. On its right shoulder is placed something which 
seems intended to represent a Thibet Lull's tail. This is 
an insignia of the Y a tis, or priests. of Jain, but in other 
respects the images have little resemblance to such 
persons, one of whom is represented in the Drawing 
No. 132. · I rather suppose that the.se images have been 
intended as an ornament to the temple, and to represent 
the attendants on some god, whose image has been des
troyed. In the drawing No. 2 the images have ·been 
represented with the inscription on the smaller, that on 
the larger is totally illegible. 

In the suburbs at a little distance from the eastern 
gate are two heaps called :Mathni, which are supposed 
to be of llindu origin; but th·jre is no tradition con· 
cerning the person by whom they are built, and their 
size is trifling. South from these heaps about a mile 
is a very considerable heap, which with some small 
eminences in the neighbourhood are called the five hills, 
and are attributed to the five sons of Pandu : but this 
is probably an idle fable. One is at least 100 feet in 
perpendicular height, and hns no hollow on its top, so 
that I suspect it to have been a solid temple of the 
Buddhas. The others are almost level with the soil, and 
have probably been houses for the accommodation of 
religious men. It is said by the peasants of the neigh· 
bourhood that they consist entirely of brick, but the 
owner of the larger obstinately refused his consent to 
allow me to dig for its e.x:amination. 

I cannot learn any tradition concerning the island 
S3.mbalpur, oppo~ite to Patna, having ever been a town; 
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nor, so far as I can learn, are any ceremonies performed 
there, as Major Wilford had heard. 

It need not be wondered, that so little traces of 
the Hindu city should remain, as the occupancy of men 
totally regardlegs of the monuments of antiquity soon 
obliterates every trace ; and it is only in remote and 
wild parts of the country, that the ruins of buildings 
are allowed to remain undisturbed; or among nations 
very far civilized, that any attention is bestowed· on the . 
preservation of the monuments of art. Chehelsutoon, 
the palace of the viceroys of Behar, which has accommo· 
dated many personages of royal birth, and which fifty 
years ago was in perfect preservation, and occupied by 
the king's son, can now be scarcely traced in a few 
detached portions retaining no marks of grandeur; and 
the only remain of a court of justice, that had been 
erected in the year of the Hijri 1142, is a· stone 
commemorating the erection, which was dug up in the 
(year) 1221 (A.D. 1807), when a police office was about 
to be erected on the spot where the other had formerly 
stood, and which in 79 years from its foundation had 
been completely obliterated. 
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Appendix. 
The Collection ot niinera.l Specimens. 

Buchanan's report on the ~Iinerals of Patna and Gaya hat 
been reproduced without abridgment in Eastern India, Volume 
I, pages 241 to 2 7 4. He classified the hills. in which most of 
the specimens were found into three main groups, as follows :-

(A) The, Southern range of Hills, consisting of two main 
· ridges, approximately parallel to each other-(1), hills which he 

considered to be pure granite, forming the southern boundary of 
the district from the Gu-:pa Hill to Durvasarikh and Sringgirikh 
near Rajauli, this granite fmiher to the east and south of 
Rajauli becoming much modified in the neighbourhood of the 
mica. mines of Belam and Dubaur ; and (2), hills of quartz, 
jasper, or hornstone, stretching from Ektua and Mahabhar in 
the neighbourhood of Akbarpur, in a north-easterly direction ; 
as far as the hills of Gidhaur in westem Monghyr. He als(} 
thought that he could trac~ (3), a series of small isolated hills of 
granite, lying north of the latter ridge, and likewise running 
north-easterly from the neighbourhood of Fatehpur through 
Sitamarhi as far as the group of hills close to Lakhi Sarai and 
Kiul. 

(B) The Rajgir Hills, which he also subdivided into two 
principal portions-(1), the hills traceable, in most pa1is as a 
double ridge, from a small heap north of Bakraur close to Bodh 
Gaya in a north-easterly direction past Tapoban, Hanria, Rajgir 
itself, and Giriak, as far ~s the Sheikhpura hills, but including 
also the isolated hill at :Bihar; all of these being almost entirely 
silicious and very little modified by contact action i and (2 ), the 
subsidiary range of small isolated hills which lie close to the 
northern ridge of the main group, commencing from N arawat 
and continuing through .Maihauli and Saran to the confused 
heap of low hills north of Chakra Ghat in the main ridge, and 
called Dukri Ghat or Belsara. These he considered to be mainly 
eilicious, but mu~h more metamorphosed. 
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(C) The Barabar Hills, which he regarded as (1), o. central 
nucleus, the Barabar hills proper, including Kawa. Dol, all pure
granite; (2) an eastern wing, comprising the series of isolated 
hills such as Dhermpur or Charbigha (mis-spelt Tarbigha. in 
:Martin's edition), Patha1:kati, and Bathani, all of these being 
granitic in their nature, but with the exception of the last--named 
hill more or less modified; and (3), a southern wing, consisting 
of the hills close to the town of Gaya, some of these being of 
granite, some of quartzite, and the rest a mixture of these 
natures in varying degrees, modified by contact action. 

The principal omissions in this classification are the numerous 
low hills in "the strip of country lying between his route of , 
December 13th, 1811, past the no1ih of the Maher and Sobhnath 
hills as far as Sitamarhi, and that taken on Januny Hth to 
16th, 1812, skirting the southern boundary of the Rajgir Hills 
from Han ria to Tapoban and Amethi. The Journal shows 
that he did not examine the nature of the hills in this area, 
amongst which the quartzite ridge about five miles long ending 
on the east at Reula, and the isolated hill at Tungi near 
J amuawau, are the most prominent. If he had done so, and 
particularly if he had ex~mined the small hills close to the 
present Gaya-Xawada road near ·wa~irg1nj, the four easternmost 
of which are of granite exactly similar to that of the Barabar 
Hills, it is not unlikely that he would have modified his classi~ 

£cation to some extent,. and that be would not have associated 
the isolated granite hills south of the Rlljgir Hills so closely 
with his Southern division. 

The li~t of minerals which follows has been compiled from 
the numbers giren' to them in the Journal, as shown in th& 
various footnotes. It seems that while it can hardly be regarded 
as anything more than a temporary classification, pending the 
more debiled examination which Buchanan made during his stay 
at Patna after his tour had Leen completed, it is as regard<~ 
numbers fairly complete. 

1 udging from the Report, the collection of minerals from the 
hills of Patna and Gaya consisted of either 111 or 112 specimensj 
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and at le-1st three or four so-called Minerals of the Plains were 
probably also included. The highest number definitely assigned 
to any Epecimen in the Journal is 115, but there are seventeen 
l.Tanks in th~ list. Amongst the specimens collected from the 
hills, fourteen o£ these omissions can be explained, for in at 
least three cases Buchanan has aEsigbed the same number in the 
Journal to two quite different minerals, and in eleven other casea 
has not written down any number at all, 

In this list the brief description of each specimen follows 
that of the Rt>port rJther than the Journal, as the former repre· 
Fents Buchanan's m~tured views. The hill at which, each speci
men was found is mentioned io the Journal, but inr.the list its 
locality is shown according to Buchanan's classification described 
above. 

Num· 
ber. 

Description. 
I 

Where I Refe· 
found. renee. 

1 Grey eilidoos nodules, immersed in marl (So.lOl), and like C. 2. %3 
~o. BS. 

2 Qu~rtz, imperfectly gl11ssy, with some reddish matter A. 2. 71l 
intermi1cl. See Nos. 45 and 85. 

' S Porphyritic ar!l'illaccous cement, strongly impregnated with B. 2. 12' 
irun, and containing concretions Gf hornatone and KLnri. 

• Jasper, rranular, variegated red and white; takes good polish B. 1. 120 
ornamental. 

6 Khari (indurated rlay), uniform wl1ite in colour and B. 2. 12' 
apparently arrroaching pipeclay. 

I No record. 

7 Jasper, variegated red and whitr, in places covered with .\. 2. V9 
irregular eryotals of white quartz. 

8 Silicious hornstone, dark-coloured, with small fragment& Clf C. 3, U 
fehpar. 

9 Silicious horrutone, grey, very fine-grained and tough ... B. 2. 121 

10 Black potstone (Kalapathar); hornato:Je impregnated with C. 2. "23 
hor!!blende, like X o. 96, but much harder. 
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Num· Description. Where Rete• 
ber. found. renee; 

11 Rock intermediate between granite and hornstone ... c. 3. 29 

12 Jasper, reddish with white \'eins ... ... . .. B.l. • 140 

13 Jasp~r, blotched red and white, exactly like No. 33 .. B.l. 86 

u Gneiss, anomalous, materials very po'!dery ... ... A. 3. 81 

15.! StonP, very strange, fracture conchoidal, and very difficult c. s. 115 
to break, on the whole most resembling j11sper. 

lSB Crumbling sandstone, in which rock crystal i1 found, sur· B. I. uo 
rounded by ailicious rock. See also No. 29. 

16 Granite, small-grained ... ... .. . C.l. 11 

17 Kbari, surrounded by imperfect reddle ... ... B. 2. 123 

lS Khari, imperfect, bad quality ... . .. ... B.l. 62 

1P No record. 

~0 Grauite, appearance somewhat uncommon, but tolerably per· A.a. 81 
feet, looks well when polished. ~ee also No. 45. 

2l Rotk show!ng transition from hornstono to indurated olay B.2. 12-' 
(Kbari). 

22A Granite, imperfect, approaching hornstone ... . .. c. 3. 49 

22B Gne:ss, the black micaceous matter perhaps hornbl~nde ... A.l. 61 

~3 Granite and hornstonP, both imperfect, and degenerated into c. 3. 4.9 
a ulliform white sandstone. 

24 Hornatone, red ... ... ... . .. B.l. 118 
' 

~6 Gneiss, the black micaceous matter perhaps an iron ore, as A.l. 6~ 
very heavy. See also No, 112. 

~6 Granito, fine grained, in bed of river and decaying into thin A.l. 69 
vertical plates owing to the action of water. 

2, Hornstone, found ilr.bedded in a rock of granite (No. 41} ... c.s. 50 

JS No rt'cord. 

29 Rock, the matrix of rock rrystal. (See also No.15A) ... B.l. uo 
30 Quartz or horn,tone1 white, granular ... ... A.2. 76 

u No record. 
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Num• Deaeriptioa. Where Refer 
ller. found. ence, 

32 Silicioua nodules, opaque, resembling indurated Kbari ... A.B • 7' 

33 Jasper, blotched red &nd white, exactly like No. 13 ... D.l. 80 

84 Granite, imperfect, 
No. 2U..) 

approaching hornatone. (See also c.s. 49 

85 Hornstone, grey, very nne-grained ... . .. B.l • 140 

86 Gneiss, with the quartz entirely changed or deatro~ed ... A.l . 67 

37 No record. 

88 Granite, with glassy qnartz, takes good polisb1 very fine. C.l. 18 
(Like Nos. 63 and 66.) 

39 Granite, bleached, appearance very anomalout ... A.B. 81 

40 Hornstone, greyish, in plac~ stained red ... ... B.l. 115 

41 GraniU>, grey, perfect , .. ... ... ... c. 3. 49 

42 Hornstone, grey and granulaf, in placea stained red ... B.l 91 

43 No record. 

44! Quartz, white, glassy, etc. ... ... .. . c. 3 . 50 

44B Quartz, tine opaque white, with some black dots ... Al. 71 

45 Granite, appearance somewhat uncommon, but tolerRbly A. a. 81 
perfect, felspar yellowish, and quartz glaSsy, takes good 
polish. See also No. 20. 

46 Quartz, fine white graina, with black dots and some A.2. 79 
mica. 

47 Hornetone, impregnated with iron, in waved layeu of B 2. 126 
varioaa ehadea of colour, like some Kharia, but ve~y 
hard. 

68 Granite, imperfectly fased, the quartz rema:ning un· A. 3. 85 
changed. 

.s Sand!tone, putty white, partly ferrugiuous, incliuing B. I. 140 
to ted. (Like No. 29.) 

110 Gra.nite1 quite perf'ec\ ... ... ... c. 2. 15ll 

61 No record. 

6ll No ra:ord 
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····I ber. Deecri ption. 

63 Schistose substance, intermediate between jasper and B. 2. 124 
indurated clay (Khari). 

64 Kha.ri, .. hite, like No. 5 B.%. 12-i 

65 Jasper, red., with veins of white quartz, orlllllllental., but B. L 121 
red part• do not polish so well a1 So, 6. 

66 Jasper, variepel red and grey, changing into Khari ... B. 1. 137 

67! Hornstone, grey, st&i.ned redin some places. (Xot des- B.%. 125 
cribed in Report.) 

67B Quartz, white opaq~e, in large grains mis:ei with dark A.. 2. 75 
dotB. 

58 Mica, in veins or bed ... A.. L 71 

59 Granitel, much black mie&eeOus matter, with a little white A.. 2. 79 
qu&rtl, very ornamental if proc11l'lble in larie blocks. 

60 No record. 

61 No record. 

62 Gneiss, usually clilled schistose mica A..t. n 
68 Granite, quite perfect, like No. 38. C.L u 
641 Granite, grey, appearance uncommon. \thite felspar pre- A. 3. 81 

dominating, admits of good pollih. (See a1ao No. &7.) 

6S Jo record. 

68 Granite, quite perfect, like No. 38 

~1 No record. 
... c. s. 126 

68 Silicioua nodnlee, like No. 1, and aimi.l&rl7 immersed in C. 2. 152 
IIW'l (So. 103). 

t9 Quartz, white and opaque, with white felspar, lllte No. 110 A.l. 68 

ro.&. Qusrtzoee, approaching to jasper or hometone, white, red, B. 1. 81 
or blackiah. 

tOB Horns\(llle or imperfect fln&rtz, like 70B, but with ellkJ B.l. 82 
£bre1 of amiin thus. 

n lri~ (Abw), bromb in thick mas&ea 

~3 Petrosile.x. grey, like No. S5. 
A.. 1. 68 

B.l. UO 
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Nnm· Description, Where Refer-
ber. ''oand. enr.e. 

73 Quuta, glassy and mealy aggreglte, with red and black B.l. 6~ 
apecka. 

'141 Quartz or hornstoue, red, granular, See also No. 30 ... A. 2. 76 
\ 

75 No record. 

~6 Granite, fracture rather conchoidal, tons\eting of white c.z. 2S 
qu:utz and fe!lpar, and granular hornblende, rather like 
No. 104. 

77 No record. 

~8 Granitt>, imperfect, very dark and difficult to break, c. s. 4i 
apparently impregnated with ho1 nblende, 

'i9 Quart1 or Jasper, with red stains ... ... 
~· 

B.l.. 6J 

80 No record. 

81 Masses in decay, whit~>, red, or greenish, perhaps approach· c. 8. 60 
ing to cornelian, with greasy appearance, and can be 
polished. 

82 Granite (called Urdiya) like ~o. 38. ... ... C.!, 25 

83 Quartz, small opaque m-wes united by a greyish powdery A.a. E5 
substance, which does not t.lke a polish, into very solid 

8J. 
rock. 

ltock Crystal (called Pbatik) ... ... ... B.l. Hl 

85 Quartz, glassy ... ... . .. ... A.2. 79 

86 Iron ore ill loose nodules ... ... ... 0.2. 163 

87 Hornblende, in large masse!, blackish ani exceedi~gly !.2. '16 
heavy, ornamental for building parposea. 

88 Schistoae mica, quartz reddish, miea silvery ... ... !.11 711 

89 Iron ore, like No. 86 ... ... .. . ... c. 2. 21 

90 No recor.i. 

91 Hornstone, grey, ronta.iniog many amall m16181 of lela par, C.J. 151 
and clasters of black dots. 

92 No record. 

93 Reddle, imperfect, mixed with hornstone or qttarta ... B. 2. 123 

94 Khari, more or leta perfect ... ... ... B. 2. 125 

95 HornatJne, imperfect, 'lthite, degenerated inti) a kind of c.s. 60 
pndstone. , . 



·------------------------~~-Whtre !Refer. Description. fo~nd. :~~~ 

· 96 Potetone, bladrleh, very heavy, softer than hornblende, C. 2. :!J 
takes a IOli~h but inferior to marble in lustre. (Called 
Sangmusa.) 

07 Granite, grey, appearance une~mmon, powdery black A. S. 81 
micaceous matter predominating, does not take good poliab. 
(See also No. 64.) 

SIS Quartz, glassy red and white, l11rger·grained than No. 106, A. S, ~' 
and not at all schistose. 

ll9 Indurated reddle, called Geru ... B. 2. 126 

100 Marl, white, calcareous, rather haraber than No1. 101 and c: 2. 2J 
!OS. 

101 Marl, white, exactly like N'o. 103 ... . ... ... c. 2 . 

102 SlPg, ferruginous, very heny, containing nodales of quartz B.l. 126 
&nd Khari, but inaptearance reaemblta No. 3. 

103 Marl, white, harsher but more friable than chalk, will not C. 2. 1$1 
n:.ark wooil, used for wlbl·wasbing houses. 

10' Hornstone, grey, similar to No. 91, but proportion of quartz, C. 2. 101 
felspar au<1 black matter reversed. Admits of tolerable 
polish. 

105 Iron ore, tailed Losinghana1 froictnre resembling granite, C. I. 11) 
ncept in cvlour. 

105 Qnutz, glassy red and white, fine-grained and splitting into A. S. 7' 
vcrticalllatcs. 

lo7 Rork consisting of large grains of quartz and fel~par A. 1, 6S 
intermixed. 

108 Granitt>, reddish, exceedingly ornamental ... A.l. 7() 

lOCI Hornstone, white, w1th small m~ases of white felspar, anti C. 2. u 
blackish or dark green micl\ceous matter in large irregular 
blvtches, very ouu1.meutal, &$ it takes a fine pJlish, 

110 Fel.!par, white, my beautiful, sometimes mixed with white A..l. 11 
~ or glaStly '!Ua1h. 

111 Quartz, granular, white, grey &nd red 

lU Gneis9, perbapa an iron ore. See ala~> No. 25 ... 

Jl,l. 

... J.,l. 

114t 

67 

113 Hornblende, very fine, errata !a large and dieti.Act. doe~ not C. ,2, Jl 
take a fine pollih. 
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196 

Description. lwhe1e Befer• 
foud. ence. 

114 Hornstoue, strange, whitish, livid, and red, in parta evidently A. a. 81 
aalag, 

115 Hornstone, greenish, decaying into an imperfect steatite, C. 2. 153 
called Khungta. 

M'n!BBALS OJ TIIB HILLS, 

Described in the Report, but not numbered in the Journal. 

1 Granite, very fine, middle.sized grains ... C.l. 12 

2 Silicious stone, white, stained dirty red in irregular specks1 B. 1. 80 
fracture intermediate between tlint and quartz, 

S Granite, grey and fine•grained, but much decayed, found in A. 8. 81 
river bed. 

4 Granite, grey and large·grained, very 6ne, would be bighl,y A.l. S2 
ornamental in building. 

I Granite, grey and solid, nry ftne ... ... A. 8. 63 

6 Jasper, rude, red and white ... ;,; ... B. l. 6' 

~ Quartz, strange, glassy and intermixed wttb brownish A.. S. 81 
matter. · 

8 Quartz or hornstoM, imbe<lded in white Khari. (Probably B.l. 116 
rather like No, S.) 

9 Silaji~ -;-.. B.l; 1lG 

10 Yellow:clay, unctuous, called Pilla l\!ati ... B. 2. 126 

11 Indarated elay, schistose, in red, white &nd yellow layers ... B. 2. 125 

!tiJJBALB 01 m PL.Uli'B. 

Described in the RepOI.'~, bnt noh numbered in the Journal. 

1 Sone pehbl~e, ailicioue, chiefly quar~s, opaque or diaphanous, 
take a bigll poliah. .' 

2 Pumice, found in bed of Sone ;;-; ,,, "' 

3 Mus, small detached masses like alag from iron furucee of 
·the Kols, 

6 Yellow elay, cdled Rapura or Gori Mati, from faruacea of 
Ganges at Fatuha. • t 

...... ... 

7 

163 

159 

168 



Appendix 2, 
'rwo New Inscriptions tro111 the Ba.raba.r Hills. and an 

Identification of Gorathagiri. 

By v. H. Jackson, M.A. 

From tAt lotJrnal of the Bi!ar and Orissa Rmarcn &ciefy, 
1'oZ. l, Pari II, 19151 ~Jagea 159·171. 

I. 
In his account of the countr1 between Pataliputra and Gaya, 

liiuen Tslllg mentions a great mountain, inhabited by the divine 
l}il>his, poisonous snakes and savage dragons, fierce beasts and 
bivds of prey. On its top a stiipa about ten feet high bad been 
built of g<>ld, silver and precious stones by the Deva.s, but so 
long ago that the precious substances had turned into stone, 
while no one had visited the spot for ages. He then saya 1 

"Ort t~e ea1terra 1ummit of the moardairt there is a ltupa. Here 
Tathagatd frmnerly &tood, for a time beholding the coantr1 of 
M agodha." 1 

There is little, if any, ruom for doubt regarding the true posi~ 
tion of this mountain. If Telarha, Dharawa.t, and Kauwiidol are 
to bf! identified with the sites of the mon.a.a~eries of Tiladaka, 
Onnamati, and. Silahbadra1 respectively, as seems practically cer• 
ta.in, their bearing& and' distances from the Baraba.r Hills corre• 
spond sufficiently closely to those stated by Hiuen Tsang to show 
that these hills are the mountain to which he referred, and that 
the temple of Siddheswarnth now occupies the site from which 
Buddha was said to have contemplated the country of lfagadha. 
T~se identifications were first suggested by lfr. Beglar in 

llul'a traula~QII, !ol! U, p.lO~ 
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l& 12·7 3.2 For some years Genera.l Cunningham, probably 
rniEled by an error in Julien's translation,• considered that 
lJ iuen Tfang's mountain was in the southern range of the hilla 
lying between Giriak and Gaya, ''somewhere about three miles 
to the north-west of Wazirga.nj ".' During his third tour in 
Bihar in 1~77-78 he altered hiiJ opinion,li and the reports of 
his two hst tours in 1S7v-SO 0 and 18~0-81 or show that no 
doubt was left in his mind regarding the correctness of 
:Mr. Beglar's iJ.entification. This is accepted by all later 
observers.8 

In the Maba·blmra.ta, Sabha Parva, Ch. XX, v. 30, a refer· 
enoe i:; made to another hill, named Gora.thagiri, from which the 
country of :\IagJ.dha. was surveyed by Krisht;~a, Bhima and 
Arjnna, on their way eastwards to Girivraja (Rajagriha) to £ghl 
againr:;t Jariisandhl. This passage, with Dr. Wen~er's transla.· 
tion, wa3 quoted by Broadley in his account of the l3nddhistic 
Remains of Dihar, •. but I am indebted to Prof. Ramavatar 
Sarma, 3J.i., of Patna College, for the following extract from 
and strictly literal translatiGn of the Madras edition text :-

~q ~il.'{ ~ ,'{_ttl ~r·~~Cii't~~~ 1 

~=rit~-HriT,lj ft~fumi lll~T ~~at~ ll~t:ll 
?.rntm r.Tt Wd 'q ~~~~a~t 1 ""''-"'~~·~·~ ... 
~~~~T51~~ i~~t: u~e.n 
a ~t:tt244•n~~ij~ 'iiij. ~~.a +fll. 1 
rr~f1tf01nrra ct1il;;hni ~l~ n~on 

t !l'l:b. Smcy l!eports, 1Si~·73, Vol. VIII, pp. 35-37,1t7S. 

• \\a~tm, Vol. II, pa.ge 105. 
• Ancient Ge-Jgraphy of India, Map XII and p. 457,1871. 
• Arch. Sumy Reporta, 1S77-7S, Vol. XI, p. 165, liiSO. 
• Ar~l. Survey Reports, 1S79.S01 Vol. XV, preface, p. iY, 1882. 
' Arch. Sa:-vq Rep<>rtd,leSJ-Sl, foL XVI, pp. 40, 48, 43, 1883. 
a E.; .• G;iersoo, ~ote~ o~ the ,lllitrict of Gay11, ~,1ge 4~; Stein; lndiaD 

A.!l::qua~y. \ ol. Xl.X, p. !lo, .M.uch 1001 i Ke1th, Beogal : I abt •lid. 
.Pc~5eot, \"..,!. YII, !'· 74, 1911. 

• J ..J..S. B., Y ol. XLI, Patt 1, p; :lOS. 
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cU'J~ i!{JN-

q~q-r~ IN\''fRT\tf ~'tilc?tiiRr ifTif r ' ~ ~ ~ 

fifmi~; !lhnft~ f~4UtJ~lli~: ~t Itt• ' ~ 

~~it f~: ~if qymJ~~~.n 1 
crqr~~tf~t~ ~~~~vm: u,ll 
~;r{Plfl:~; ~~~nl .. 
~t!.q)enfini~~ ~Tft fitR:~t{li~IL 

XX, v. 28 '' Crossing the charming Sarayu and seeing the
eastern Kosalas, going beyond Mithila, they crossed the. rivers. 
:Mala and Charmanvati. 

29. A~d crossing the Ganges and the Sone, proeeeding east• 
ward, the three infallible ones1 clad in sacriii.cia.l grass and rags,. 
went to the Magaclha field. 

30. Getting to (or on)'tAe Gorat~a A ill tluy aaw t~e .lJagad!a 
cit!J, ever full of cattle wealth, possessed of water aJUl having 
beautiful trees. 

Said the son of Vasu.deva-
XXI, v. l. 0 son of Pritha.' (Kunti), thus shines the great,: 

beautiful Magadha settlelf1.ent, 'possessed of cattle, ever full of 
water, free from diseases and rich in good houses ; 

2 and 3. The great hill Vaihlira, the Varaha, the Vrishabha 
and the ~ishi bill, with the £fth Chaityaka, these beautiful £ve 
lofty-peaked, cool planted mountains, closely constituted, are 
unitedly guarding, as it were, Girivraja/' 

1 have been unable to trace any other reference in. Sa~:skrit 
literature to this hill called Goratha, and as far as I 
can ascertain, Mr. Beglar is the (lnly &l'Chlllologist who hat 
attempted to identify it with any particular h~l in Bihar. 
He says that as" the names 'Goratha' and c Bathan 'are both 
connected with cattle, and as there is no hill near enough t() 
Rajgir besides the Bathan hill, the inference is obvions that the 
hill named Goratha in the :Maha·bharata. is the same. as the 
rresent 13atbani hill n.1o 

Arch. Smq R~pnts, Vol. VIII, pp. 46·47, 1872-73. 
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In this case, }fr. Berilar's attempt at iJentiucation cannot 
. pJssibly be reg:nded as SUJOessful. The conne0tion between the 

names of the htlls i3 so slight th·1t it c.:mld scarcely be taken into 
account even if there were any other better reasons for selecting 
.&tbani as a possible site or Goratha, but of these there appear 
to be none whatever. The distanoe from t.he Siddheewar peak of 
Darabar to the northern gap in the hills at Rajgir is aboat Z3 
miles in a straight line, The hill called .B.t.thani is merely a low 
ridge of large granite boulders lying approximately on this line 
and ai a pmnt about two-thirds of the way from Barabar to 
Rajgir. Quite close on the south there are higher hills, some of 
wbich are nearer to Rajgir than Batbani itself, but all are low 
compared with the hills in the Rajgir range and none woul~t 
naturally be selected as hills from which a comprehensive view of 
the surrounding country could be obtained. 

If there were no other clues for ascertaining the true position 
of Gorath~giri it would be unprofitable to saggest any othet 
site, but the object of this paper is to show that during the last 
two years additional facts have been discovered which appear to 
establish beyond any reasonable doubt the conc!nsion that when 
this pal't of the 1\lahi-bhirata. was composed Gorathagiri was a 
name given to the Barabar hills. The new evidence which i~ 
~ronght forwarJ ia that of inscriptions, for the name itself has 
been fuund cut on rock~ in two t~eparate pla,•es, both of which 
are not far from the well-known c:l\'es dedicated by Asoka to 

the Ajivib3. 
IL is an interesting fact that both these new inscriptions are in 

Erlhmi tharacter3 o[ the same type as those nsel in the dedic1· 
tory inscriptions of the caves, anJ that in the opinion of Ealu R. 
D. Banerji of the Ar.!h::eological Depattment they belong to t:1e 
third century B.C. It is therefore prohable that they are 
con!emporary with the cave inscriptions themselves, which d.t.te 
fr..lm ~57 aud 2;)0 B.C., aml possible that they may have been 
cut by the ume workmen. Accor,Jing to Vincent Smith, "no 
eltant in3cript:on, in either the north or south) can be n;fmeJ 
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with tonfidence to a date earlier than that a[ A~·Jh .. " n 
ll~nce the epiJraphic evid~nca for the iJantifit!ation of Gora.· 
thagiri is for India. one of unwn1lly gr.?at antiquity. 

Again, if this identification is ac.:eptel, i~ becom~ practically 
c~rtain that the r<Jf~r~nce3 in the lf.~oha-bharata. and in llinell 
Ttlallg's acc(}ont to a hill fr.>m which the country of Magadha wae 
sun·eyed are both to be applied to the Siddheswar pea.k o~ the 
Barabar hills, on which an ancient temple oE Sin now Ehnds, 
shaded by tamarind trees. Hiuen Tu.ng':; dory thus bE-OOmes 
a Bwldhist version of the HinJu legend regarding this hill. Xo 
more suitable choice cJuld hue been made, as the view on all sides 
from the level and a.rtificially raised platform rounJ. this temple 
is rema.rka.bly fine. On a clear day at the end of the rains the 
whole of the northern range of the Rajgir Hilli stands out sharply 
dt:fined r.nd appears quite close, while hills like Gurpi and 
Sringirikh ard perfectly distinct on ths horizon, although twenty 
or thirty milts further away. 

II. 
An Ntamp1ge of the firstand larger of the5e new inscriptions 

is reproduced in Figa:e I. This was discov~rt!d by :Mr. C. Russ~ll 
and mystlf on l!arch 5th, 1913. The weather at the time was 
oull &nd rainy. It will be seen later on that these conditions, 
though very unwnal for lurch, are exceptionally favourable when 
t'ea.rching for or endeavouring til decipher in!criptions which h=~.ve 
be-.'Ome weatherworn anJ indistin.:t. As is shown in Figureg ~ 
and 3, tlle inscriptiCin has been cut on a large isolated bould!!r, and 
is now about Sl feet from the ground. The rock itseU can best 
be found by going about 100 yards along the ordinary path which 
leads north·west of the long low ridge in which three of the fonr 
caves have been excnated, til a pa.rt of the valley where the 
general level ri~ distinctly, and an ancient dam has recently been 
repaired for irrigttion. The rock is close tQ the dam, on the 
south side of the r~th. ~ The inscr:ption fa.~s west-north-west. As 
it is qnite exposed, it has become rather indistinct even under the 

u_ r~:y H:.tvr! Clf li&dia, 3r\l tLtiun, ln6, p. 15. 
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must favourable conditions. When firilt found, the word Goratha 
could be read at once, but the remainder was not clear until an 
estampage was taken by the Archreological Department six months 
later (Figure 1a). On this, Babu R.D. Banerji has kindly reported 
as follows : " The impre~sion which I find in this office is not 
complete. It omits the last letter. I read the inscription as 
follows : Goratnagiro.-There is no doubt about the reading of 
the last syllable. it is giro = (?) pirau, 'in the hill'. Gora.tha. 
may be an apaMra1JiftJ form of Gorata, which is a form of the 
acacia, or it may be simply the rat!ta or chariot drawn by oxen." 

Since receiving this report I have examined the inscription 
carefully on several occasions, and have taken the estampage 
shown in Figure 1. It seems certain that to letter bas been 
omitted, and that there are no signs that a final letter ever existed. 

The second inscription, shown in Figure 4, "as discovered by 
me on December 27th, 1914., while making a systematic search 
d the whole of the western· face of the long ridge which contains 
the Sudama and Lomasa J.:lishi caves. The photograph reproduc£d 
in Figure 5 shows that it is to be found about 20 feet south of 
the centre of the doorway in the latter cave. It is about seven 
fed a.~ove the level of the lintel of this door, but except along 
tbe (ace.of tbe rock, where a ditch was cut in 1847 by Captain 
Kittoe in order to drain the water out of the caves, earth bas 
accumulated to a depth of about three feet. Figure 4 shows that 
with the exception of the letter Ha this inscription is practically 
identical with the first. Babn R. D. Banerji informs me that 
the reading is Gorat~agiti, and that while the form of the tha is 
unusual i' could not possibly be anything eJse. A 

This inscription is only about half the size d the firot, and 
though deeply cut is if anything more worn, owipg to the fa~t 

that there is a slight depression in the rock just above it, down 
which a stream of water runs during rain. A littltl distance from 
the final character there is some evidence of the existence of 
another, perhaps r1a, but this is very doubtful and the letter oould 
not in any case belong to the same word . 

.A. See note ad~ed, Februaryl9::!5. 
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'The existence of at least two inscriptions of exactly the same 
type is probably suffident to remove most of the doubts regarding 
tl1e identification with Barii.bar which might remain if only a 

single rcciJrd of the name Goratha had been found there, but it 
is necessary to discuss two p'ossible objections. 

The first is one which depends on the meaning to be attached 
in the extract from the .Maha-bbarata. already quoted, _to ifl'l(~· 
'IT{~ Maghadhapuram or "City of Magadha", which Krish:Q.a and 
the two Pii.Qqavas are said to have seen from the Goratha. hill, 
If the definite fortified city ~f Old Rajagriha. or Girivraja is 
referred to, as might naturally be supposed, it is impossible to 
see this city from the highest point of the Barabar hills. It is 
however just as impossible to see it from any hill outside the 
Rajgir range itself, and it does not appear necessary to assume 
that in the text anything more than the country of Magadha. is 
intended. In his translation Professor Sarma has called attention 
to the fact that in this extract Magadha is associated with three 
di!I.erent terms-~~J-field, ~'I{ city and~ settlement
although in each case the idea conveyed seems to be the same. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Oldham, to whom I am much indebted for 
advice and criticism on this paper, has suggested to me a. very 
interesting explanation which is not inconsistent with a literal 
i!lterpretation of the wo!d Magadhapuram. He writes-" lt is 
just po:;sible that Magadhnpuram may have been a town close to 
the east of the Barabar hills, on the site of what is now known 
as lbrahimpur/' 

It is certain th~t a large settlement formerly existed on 
this site, in the southern portion of the triangular area between 
the two branches. of the Phalgu, which bifurcates at this point, 
with the granite ridg-e named Jibhiya on the north as its base. 
The foundations of the houses in the villages of Ibrahimpur and 
Jan contain a. large number of ¥ranite bloch, all of which have 
been cut anJ some carved or otherwise ornamented, while in 
the fielJ3 surrounding the villages similar blocks and large 
;q\l.'lnt:ties of bricks are constantly unearthed by the cultivators. 
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Thia town may have extended at fat as the L11l, at tbe foot 
of which there are many similar remains, but there are no signs 
fhd it waa of such great antiquity as a reference to it in the 
Maha·bhara.ta would imply. Though a care(ul watch was kept 
during a survey of Old Rajagriha or Girivraja, which 1 was 
recently enabled to carry out by the kind assistance of Sir John 
1\Iarshall, Director·General of Arc ban logy in India, no artificial• 
ly shaped stones were noticed in the foundations of the_ numerous 
buildings which can still be traced, and hardly any amongst the 
large quantities of loose stones scattered over the area of the 
ancient city, so that i~ seems certain that the original builders 
were not aoquaintcd with the use of dressed stone. Moreover, 
there are no signs ia the lbrahimpur area ofthe artificial eleva• 
tiona with fla.t tops which seem to have been used as forts, or 
of the massive walls and roads of gentle gradient leading up too 
neighb3uring hills, which are characteristic features of Old 
Rajagriha. 

At the very foot oc Siddheswarnath, however, there is a site 
which includes all these features. This ie, on the south, the 
natural enclosure within the hills, which contains ~he four caves of 
Aioka. and on the east, the extensive plain stretching as far as the 
western branch of the Pha.lgn, which was described by Buchanan 
as follows : -''The people of this divieion have a contention 
with tLosa of Gaya, and pretend that Ra.ma performed the offer· 
ings to the gigantic Asur on that part of his body which extends 
to ~he north-east corner of the Bal'il.bar hills, and they contend 
that, much inconvenience in attending on the pilgrims .to such 
a distance having been experienced by the Gayawals, these priests 
6et up a new Ram-Gaya of their own, which I have mentioned 
in my 'account of the sacred places that are their property. This 
account is far from imprCJbable, and on the Vishuwa-Sangkranti 
from 10,000 t() 15,000 assemble on the west bank of the Sungr 
river, where there is a plain above a mile in diameter surrounded 
by small hills and rocke, and called Ram-Gaya. In the middle 
of this plain is a rounJ hill named Murli, to the summit of which 

a roaJ has formerly been maJe, probaLiy to fO:ne building, of 
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which a few traces remain. Throughout the' plain are heaps of 
Lricks and stones, but whether the remains of a town or temples 
it is impossible to say: the former, from the extent, h the most 
probable opinion." 12 

A more careful examination of this site has shown that 
Buchanan's opinion is correct, as will be seen from the 
following extract f1·om a description of some little known 
features of interest in the Barf.bar bills,13 which was written 
[by me] shortly after the firEt of the two inscriptions described 

in this paper had been found :-" Insidf the Barabar enclosure 
the stone foundations of buildings can be seen in various places, 
notably upon and. to the e'lst of the artificially raised area at 
th~ foot of the Siddheswa.rnath Hill, due north of the caves~ and 
in the jungle towards the south-western end of the valley. The 
whole enclosure is too small to have been the site of any large 
town, but the nataral strength of the positil)n and the fact that 
the' deft nces are strengthened at all vulnerable places by stone 
walls render ft reasonable to suppose that it formed a rt!fugP, 
t:sed in times of danger by the people who ordinarily lived in the 
rlains and nlleys outside. Apparently the main town was at 
the foot of the artifidal road leading down from the strongly 
fortified eastern gate of the enclosure. In this part of the plain, 
now called Ram·Gaya, there are numerous rectangular heaps of 
rol:ks marking the site of ancient buildings, and it is interesting 
to observe that the builJings here and also inside the enclosure 
were considerably larg'l'r than the majority of those which can 
be traced in Old Rajagriha. The town seems to have extended 
over the Ram·Qaya phin as far as the little hill called Mural~ 
which is noteworthy for its artificially flattened top, approached 
from the north and south by roads of gentle gradient

1 
evidently 

intended for wheeled vehicles/J 
The inference that tho town on this site was contemporary 

with Old Rajagriha is supported by other evidence. On the 

11 Ea1terr.I 11aio, Vol. I, p. 100. 
11 Pat"a Collt9' Magui11e, Vol, VI, No.3, pp. 97-lOf; or Httdutla• 

Rteiew, \:ol. as, S•ptcmber 1913, rp. 683·688. 
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crest of the southern mnge of the hills which surround the 
Barabar enclosure there is· a flat-topped stone fort exactly like 
the numerous examples which can be seen on the Rajgir hills. 
This fort was approached from the interior of the enclosure only, 
by a. road up the hill which was defended by a stone wall. At 
the western end of the hill Murali in the Ram-Gaya plain there 
is a sfmilar but much larger rectangular structure, which is now 
called, together with the hill itself, the Akhara or wrestling· 
gro~nd of Banasnra..u 

1 
Structures like this, though less regu .. 

lar tn sbape1 can be seen to the north-east aml south-west of 
the Maniyar Math, the most prominent feature in the centre of 
Old Rajagriha. 

The second possible objection to the identification is 'that in 
one at least of the three dedicatory cave-inscriptions the Barii.bar 
hills are called by a. different name-~crfi Khalatika. The 
Visvii.mitra cave has been excavated in a. ridge of rocks s.ome 
distance to the south of t~e ridge which contains the other 
three caves. Its own inscription has been cut on the polished 
side of the entrance, so that it has been protected from the action 
of rain and, with the exception of the referenc~ to the !jivika& 
which bas been intentionally defaced, it is still almost as sharp as 
when first cut, It reads as follows :-

Lajina piyadasina duva- I dasavasabhisitena. iya.m 
Kubha. Khalatika pavatasi 1 dina Ajivikebi 

or, as translated by Senart-15 "This cave situated on 'Mount 
Kha.latika has been g'iven to the Ajivikas by King Piyadasi 
in the thirteenth year after his coronation/' 

The only other reference to a. hill named Khalatika pavata. 
which can be traced occurs in the fourth Va.rttika. to Pa~ini 
11 2, 5!. Here the obscure reference in the text to the wosd 
Kha1atika. is expbined by inuioating the proper gender of 
the adjective which must be used to denote forests near 
th.is hill. 

16 "Ram·Gaya and its remains,'' by K. p, Sen Sinha, Patna Colle!Je 
Jiagari11t, Vol. Ill, 1910, pp. 49·51. 

~ Indian Antiquary, Yol, XX, p, 16~, 1891., 
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Again, Cunningham has stated that in the dedicatory inscrip
tion on the north side of the entrance tG the Ka.rna Chaupar 
cave h~ was able to recover the words: Khalati (or Khalanti) 
pavata.. 15 llis version of this inscription is given in Arch. 
~urvey Reports, Vol. I, Plate XX, and in Corp. loser. Ind., 
Vol. I, Plate X VI. Before this re!ltoration can be aecepted, 
further evidence seems to be required. Sena.rL has commented on 
thG absenca of a locative in this, and neither Burnou£ who worked 
on Kittoe's record of this insedption, IT nor Buhler who used 
a later impres:~ion obtained by Fleet, 18 were able to make out 
anything beyond the first letter Ha. ,• 

The meaning of the word Khalatika. itself appears to have 
given some troubie to Sanskrit scholars. Burnouf proposed to 
substitute for it t~lfa't Skhalatik:J. or u slippery", u and 
Buhler, assaming it to be equivalent to Khalati, tra.nslated it 
as "bald 11 or "ba.re "·· Botu slippery and bare are suitable 
adjectives to apply to portions of these hills. 

If it were not for philological objections which are apparently 
insuperable, I would hwe ventured to sugge3t that Khalati ·or 
Khala.tika, and Goratha. or Goratha.kaJ were different versions 
of a still older name given to the Barii.bar Hills, It is however 
quite safe t() conclude that thes9 hills ara called, in inscriptions of 
a more or less contempor!!.ry na.ture, by two different names, owing 
to the example of Rajagriha or Girivraja.. The names of both 
these localities were changed at a later date. 01~ Rajagrihl 
was known as Kusagara.pura in the time of Hiuen Tt>ang •.. 
Buch1nan in lSU recorded its name as " Hangsapurnagar ", 
and Kittoe in l8U as '' Hansu Tanr ", but at the present time 
both these interesting names seem to have been forgotten, 
Similarly, the Loma.sa ~ishi cave is ca.lled 11 Pravaragiri·guha." 
in the Sanskrit inscription over its e11trance, which although 
undated appears to belong to the 7th century A.D. Frorn 

II Corp.Inscr. Ind., '\"ol. I, p. 133. 
n Le Lotna de la Bonne Loi, Appendix X, P• 781. 
19 Indi&ll Antiquary, Vol. XX, p. 36,, 1691. 
~· B urnouf, Le Lotus, p. '179~ 
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Pravaragiri or .u etcelldnt hlll" the modern name Ba.rab:lr 
appears to have been derivtd.ro 

III. 
In a paper to ~hicb reference has alrea(ly been made> 11 

I mentioned that other inscriptions of Asoka's time are possibly 
still awaiting disl!overy in ibe Bar;ibar hills> and that a search 
under favourc~ble conditions might be sueceslful. As this 
anticipation has already been justified, other visitors may 
perhaps be sufficiently interested to make seal'ches, so that a 
few remarks on the conditions wLich have been shown lty 
es:perience to be especi~lly favourable may be useful. 

In order to detect or dl·Cipher indistinct inserip~ions, any 
contrast which exist11 between the different parts of the surface-c( 
a rock must be developed as much as possible. Occasions should · 
therefore b!l selected when (a) tha incident light is oblique 
and not too strJng; (~) the general itrumination due to glari 
from the sky or cloud:J is small; and {1) the !at11ral reflect· 
ing power of the rock itself is reduced. It is easy to fee that 
observations made in the early morning or evening are suitabl~i 
in most cases, but it is not so obvious that a remarkable 
improvement in visibility can be effected even in a strong light 
by tlaoroughly wetting the rock-surface and thus diminishing its 
reflecting power. During showers of rain, the eonditions (h} 
and (c) stated above are ohtained by natuntl agency, but raill 
seldom falls during the cold weather, which is the only suitable 
seaeon for examining bare and slippery rocks, and would 
probably damp enthusiasm as well as rock3 if it did occu.r. It1 
most importan~ effect, however, can he produced at any ti.me by 
drenching the rocks with water by means of a garden syringe. 

The remarks of different ob,ervers on the Karna Chaupar 
inscription :already mentioned show how .much its visibility 
varies at different times. Apparently it was not noticed by 
Sir William Jones and Mr. Harington in 1784,11 or by 

• Fleet, lnscriptione of the Early Gupta Kmgt, Corp. Inaer. Ind., Vol. III,. 
PP· 22V!23. I have to ~bank Babn R. D. Banerji f·)f thia reference. 

~ !.tiatic Reaearehea, Vol. I, pp. 276·27S. 
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Dr. Buchnan in 1811.9 lt was first recorded in lSU by 
Captain Kit toe, who was compelled to spend a night in the cave
cfbeans having been graciou,Jy pleased to forego their visits,,_ 
and thus was able to observe that the inscription was" best seen 
byclenr moonlight, standing beneath ".23 Thia is likely enough, 
for a comparatively weak light like that of the moon produces no 
appreciable glare, so that if it is sufficiently oblique the reflecting 
power of the surface is comparatively unimportant. Kittoe 
also remarked that sunrise and &unset were favourable, and 
he noticed a llentence which seemed to have been cut' over 
the door, tho;gh this had become illegible. Mr. Caddy 
also noticed a figure rtsembling a fish on the inscription.2• 
On the other hand, Dr. Grierson who bad seen the inscription 
many times when he was Collector of Ga:ya, considered that it 
would be useless to attempt to obtain a satisfactory impression, 
as ''the face of the inscription has been chiselled away by &ome 
Musalman fanatic ".26 It is quite possible that any reference to 
tl.e Ajivikalil has been purposely obliterated, as in four of the 
other five Barabar and Nagarjuni dedications, but it does no~ 
appear necessary to assume that the damage to the rest of the 
inscription is due to anything except exposure. I have on occa• 
~rons SE'en enough to enable me to confirm the accuracy of the 
observations of Kittoc and Caddy, and I believe that with careful 
attention to the conditions for visibility it will be possible, if 
Dot to agr~:e with General Cunningham's versi;m, at any rate to 
make out aaore than is shown in Fleet's impression, from which 
Buhler was unable to satisfr himself regarding more than sixteen 
or at most twentr-one out of the first forty characters given by 
Cunningham. D · 

n Eastern ludia, VoL I, pp. l03·10i; and M.S. J onrnal, pp. 21·22. 
" J. J.. S. B., r oL XYI, P&rt I, pp. 401-416, 1847, 
'' PrJceelings, A. 8. B,, 1895, pp. 152-168. 

ss Indian A.tltlqU\T)', rot.' XX, p. 170, footnote, 1681. 
JJ. Set olte t.dded, February 1925. 



Note1 added1 Februar!/ 1925. 

(A) The Loma.sa. ~iShi Cave. 

· Two years after thh iJentification of GorathaC!'iri with tile-
~ . 

Darabar Hills was published~ Mr. R. D. Banerji detected the-
word Goradkagira in his impression of the Hathi·gumpha 
inscription of Khara·vela (in the Kha.Q~a.giri hills near 
Bhubaneswar) at the end of the seventh line. It is now clear 
from the editions of this inscription published by himself 1 and by 

Mr. K. P. J'ayaswa,ll that in the eighth year of Kharavela.'s. 
reign (about 165 B.C.) his army was at the Barabar hills1 and 
four years a!te~wards at Pataliputrar. The Hathi-gumpha itself 
and its inscription date from the following year. 

This new fact regarding the relations between Bihar and 
Orissa in the second century B.C., together with the similarity 
of the second of theltwo inscriptions dE:scribed in Part II of the
preceding paper to Mr. Banerji's discovery, and its close 
proximity to the entrance of that curiouoly anomalous eave called 
the Loma~i ~ishi, render it qnite probable, in my opinion1 not 
only that much of the remains of buildings, fortifications, etc.,. 
still traceable in the neighbourhood are those of Khara-vda'& 
army of occupation, but aiso that the excavation of the Lomasa. 
J:;tisbi cave itself was comme;ced under his orders, anJ left 
unfinished because for :some reason or other which is not yet. 
known his occupation of Gorathagiri was suddenly aban~oned. 

This cave, which was evidently intended to resemble its 
immediate neighbour, the Sudama. cave, in every respect internally, 
is the only one of the seven Barii.bar or Nagarjuni eaves which is 
unfinished or which bears no dedicatory inscription. The polish 
of its walls, in the places where these are polished at ali, is 

a J. JJ. 0. R. S., Vol.lll,l'•rt IV, Decembn ~n7, PP· 485·W7, 
nid, pp. 4~HS5. 
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distinctly less perfec.t •. On the other hand, it is the only OM 

of these caves which possesses a. well-finished and polished chaitya 
porch, with a frieze of crocodiles and elephants. I Lelieve that 
this is the only example in Northern India. of the horse-shoe 
gabled type of porch, which is not uncommon in the caves found 
in Southern and Western India. Thel'e are examples in the Orissa. 
caves, e.g., the Rani·gumpba; and the striking resemblance of 
the Lomasa. ~ishi entrance to that of the Gontopa.lle cave· 
temple in the ·Kistna district, and to the facade of a modern 
Toda dwelling, has been noticed by Longhurst in the Madras 
Archareological Report for 1916-17, page 31. 

(B) The Ka.rna Cha.upa.r dedicatory Inscription. 

On th<' 30th December 1921, I examined this inscription on 
a dark night, using a syringe to drench the rock as suggested in 
Part lll of the preceding paper, and also employing a new idea, 
namely, a petrol lantern to throw a bright light at different 
angles upon the inscription. Under these conditions the 
improvement in visibility was rematkable, and it became evident 
that the inscription had been cnt on a flat and polished surface,. 
though this is now much weather-worn ; that in certain places 
damage to the surface was perhaps accidental, but that in ooe 
place at least it was undoubtedly intentional. 

Each of the first four lines originally contained ten letters. 
In the third line the first letter has been badly damaged and is 
now undeciph<'ra.ble, and the second is not much better. In the 
fourth line all the letters after the fourth, Ha, have been 
intentiondly and completely obliterated, and the chiselling 
extends upwards, probably accidentally, to include the sixth 
letter of the third line, and downwards into a small portion of 
the polished surfac" on which no inscription has ever existed. 

The remaining letters agree generally with Cunningham's 
transcript, except the last two letters of the second line, which 
are certainly not metfl ; the fourth letter of this line is I A a 

instead of ta, and the eighth letter of the third line is undoubt .. 
eJly yam untcad of ,a. '.rhe fir5t letter of the fifth line, 
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which is followeJ by a 3Vtutika and a sign re3cml,Jing an upright 
dagger, which may be a tri~t•la, though like "; is Ieally na. The 
fish mentioued by Caddy is below these symbols and is quite 
distinct. It possesses a well-marked dorsal fin, and a·ppeared to 
be headless, but closer examination has recently shown that the 
stone surface within the outline of the head, which can be traced, 
has either chipped oft or crumbled away • 

. I found no signs definitely confirming Kittoe's idea that 
a Fentence bad been cut over the doorway of this cave, but the 
rock in this region is much more weather-worn, and parts may 
have broken away. Polish acts as a preservative. 

Two facts are therefore clear. First, that the name of the 
hill in this inscription began with Ha and that nothing else can 
possibly be deciphered now. Second, that this inscription differs 
from those of the other five in the Barahar and Nagarjuni hills 
in that it omits the name of the sect to which the cave was 
dedicated ; u~less indeed the combination of a 1t1a1tika followed 
by an inverted tri1ula or dagger can be regarded as a symbol of 
the sect of the Ajivikas1 who are definitely named in the other 
inscriptions. 



lliuen Tsang's Route in South Bihar. An identification of 
the Buddhavana Tlloull.tain and a. discussion of the most 
probable site cf the Kukkutapadagiri. 

By v. 1:. Jackson, !II.A . 

. }rom the <1 ournal of the Bihar antl Orissa llmarck SJciety, 
T' oi.lll, Part III, 1917, pages 293·316 

The Eighth Book of Hiuen Tsang's Records of the We:tern 
W orB, whi.;h contains the first put of his acJOUT.l~ of the 
country of ~lagadha, concludes with a loug and detlild account 
of Bodh G:1ya. The Ninth B~ok opens with a description of the 
places of int~rest t~ Ba.ld.bist pilgrims in SJuth Bihar, startin5 
from l3oJh Gayii. and r.;1chin6 Ku:~ii.garap,tra. or Old Rajagrikt. 
ALout tLis part of the itinerary there are dtffi.Julties which hava 
been much d~bateJ by ar.;hm 1logists, but not yet fin1lly settleJ. 
From Bodh Gayii. itself, across the Naiunjana (Nilajan) river 
to Bakraur and then~'e to the east hank or th~ ~Ia11i (~·Ioh:in:l) 
river, the route is clear enough. L'lter on, the _Yashtiva.na, or 
"furest of ;he stafft was reached, in the midst of which was 
a stupa built by Asoka, and in which the 11 exceedingly Eimple
ruinded and moderate " J ayasena read with his pupils, anJ 
11 amused himself amid the forests and hills, dwelling iu a sort 
of fairyland, whilst his mind wandered amid the limits of 
truth".1 This must undoubtedly have been, as Gener•tl 
Cunningh!lm first suggested,! somewhere in the neighbourhood 

' llcnl's translation, Vol.JI, p.Hli. 

' Ardo~. SnrHy H<>1vrts, 1871·72, \\.1. III, p. 139, l&i3, 
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'Of tlHl moJlm ,·mage ·ef Je\bian, in the v:.tlley bctl'l'een tha 
parallel Ianges of hills which run up with scarcely a break to 
Hajgir and terminate at Giriak, This is clear from the fact 
thut the "two warm springs" in which the watrr was "very 
-hot;,, which can only be the well-known hot springs at Tapoban, 
trcre, al'cording to Hiuen Tsang, 1

' south· west of the YashtivaM 
about ten li (two miles) or so, on the south side of a great moun· 
tain ''. l\Ioreover, Si1· Anrel Stein, the only archreologist who 
has published a detailed account of .Tethian anJ. its neighbour· 
hooJ, has drawn attention to the fact that the name Yash· 
tivana itself still survives as Jeshtiban, " a small undulating 
plateau, partly grassy, partly coverel with low jungle, at the 
west foot of the hill which is the last offshoot of the Hagf}ia. 
ridge in lhis direction".~ I hope to be able to discuss Stein's 
identification of this site) and or the others mentioned by Hiucn 
Tsang as far as Old Rajagriha, in a future paper dealing with 
tlJe antiquities of J ethian and it~ neighbourhood. All that neeJ. 
be said at rment is that the Yash~ivana must have been either 
on this site, an ancien~ settlement about l mile east of the village 

of J e' hi:m, said by the villagers to have been the residence of a. 

R:~ja of Bhaluahi, or between this site and Jethia.n itself. 

Unsolved Problems-Kukkutapadagiri, Buddhavana. 

Before arriving at the Y~htivana, however, Hiuen Tsang 
llc!lrribes t.wo hills, neither o£ wbkh has aa yet Leen conclmiveiy 
identified. These are the Kukkutapaclagiri, or Cock'~·foot 
~fountain, also ca!led Guru·padah, and the Buddhavana. Moun .. 
tain. Dr. D. B. Spooner has·kindly supplied me with the fol• 
lowing strictly literal translations of tbe data given by Hiuen 
Tsang for ascertaining the position of these hills, and has drawn 
attmtion to the fact that there is no impo.rtn.nt variation in these 
data in any of the numerous Chinese manuscripts which have 

1 St~in, Tour ir1 .Socth BiLlr aJJu Haziiribiigh; Ir.J1an Antiquary, Yd. 
XXX, p. 6!!, hb:uary 1001. 
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Leen Mllated in the preparation of the standard text _of the 
Si-yu-ki :-

. (1} "Mahi river east enter large _forest wild, go hundred 
and more li, reach Cock-foot mountain," 

(Z) t( Cock-foot mountain east north go hunJred and more 
li, reach Bu(ldhavana mountain/' 

(3) " Buddhavana mountain empty valleys midst east go 
three tens and m'ore li, reach Xashti·grove.'' 

The attention of archooologists bas been hitherto mainly . 
directed to the fascinating problem involved in the determination 
of the true site of the Kukkutapadagiri. Thi3 is only natural, 
because not only are its position and physical'.features described 
with apparently considerable definiteness, but also because the 
great Kasyapa, the president of the First Council held after 
lluddha's death at the Sattapat;lJ?.i stone house near Rajgir, ia 
associated by Hiuen Tsang with this hill, and with the remark· 
able legend that he st~lllies covered over by the three peaks 
which " rise up into the air 11

• 

ct In future ages, when Maitr13ya shall have come and declared 
the thrPefold law, finding the countless persons opposed to him 
by pride, be will lead them to this mountain, and coming to the 
place where Kasyapa is, in a moment :\faitreya will cause it to 
open of itself, an(l ~.11 those people having seen Kiisyapa, will 
(\nly be more proud and obstinattl. Then Kasyapa, delivering 
the robe, and having paid p~ofound reverence, will ascend into 
the air and exhibit all sorts of spiritual changes, emitting fire 
and vapour from his boJy. Then he will enter Nirvana. At 
this time the people, witnessing these miracles, will dismiss their 
pride, and opening their minds, will obtain the fruit (of holiness). 
Now, therefore, on the top of the mountain is a stupa built, On 
quiet evenings those looking from a. distance see sometimes 
a bright light as it were of a torch; but if they ascend the 
mountain there is nothing to be observed."4 

~ !:leal, r ol. II, page 144. 
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Kukkuta.padagiri either Sobhnn.th or Gurpa. 

Of the three di:fftlrent sites which have been suggested a!l 
a plssible site of tht! .Ku!.kutapadagiri the earliest, namely, 
General Cunningh:m's ilentifi~:1tion with the low Pat'hranra 
riJge about a mile N.N.E. of the large village of Kurkihar, 5 

must be dismissed as impossible, as Stein Las already remarked. 
There remain therefore Stein. 's own identific1tion with the 
Sobhnath Hill ahont four miles S.S. W. of Waz:rganj, 6 and 
Babu Sri Gonal Bose'::~ iJentifica.tion with the Gurpa Hill, about 

. a mile south of the stlltion of that n 1m~ on the Grand Chord 
Railway, which was supported by Dabu Rakhal Das Banerji and 
Dr. Bloch.7 The'argument~ !or and against these &ites have 
been summcJ. up with mu~h fairness by A. W. Keith, s who 
after care£u\ inspection of both hills came to the conclusion 
that" Sobhnii.th and not Gurpii was the site shown to Uiuen 

Tsang", although it was" quite.possible that in late Buddhist 
time Gurpii. may have been a rival site, shown to pilgrims~ among 
others l\Ia Tuan·li, 9 as the resting place of Kasyapa ". In 
coming to this conclusion, however, Keith appe~rs to have been 
much impressed by the fact that all the Buddhist remains, etc., 
at Gurpa, were small and portable:-

"The inscriptions at Gurpa are all on pieces o£ stone easily 
ca.rri~d. None have heen found cut on the rock itself, so they 
are meless in indiuating the age of Gurpa as a sacred place. The 
L~i~ks anJ. stones of the two shrines (on the summit cf the hill) 
obviously belonged to so::ne other building, and there are no signs 
of anv siupa ever having existed {)n tbe peak itself." . 

• Arcb:J~ological Sur{ey retorts, 18ol·62, Vol. I, PI'· 15-16; and 1879·801 

Yo!. XY, pp.4·6. 
1 S~.:in, loc. cit., pp. S6·89. 
1 An accJtmt of the Gurpii. Hill, by R. D, Banerf, J.J..S.B., Vol. II, New 

Scrie~. 19J6, pp. 77-83. 
8 Kei:h: Xot~s on some Dud:l.hi;l; Remains in ~Iagail.ba; Bengal: Past and 

Pr2s~nt, V'oL VI, Jnly·Septe:nher 191(), p~. 5i·5B. Th·! derence tl !\h Tuan·li 
ill cJmct~d in the nut numhilr. 

1 \\'atte~- Yvl, II, P· 1!7. 
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This makes it evident that he diJ not r.otice the. ruins· of 
a stiipa; on the peak, to the north-weEt of the two small shrines 
which he mentioned, but quite close. The found:>.tions are, as 
R. D. Bancrji says, qliite distinct and are composed of large 
bricks, like the other Buddhist stiipas on the hills in the neigh
Lonrhood of Jethian which will be described and illustrated in 
another paper. In this important respect, therefore, the remains 
on the Gurpa Hill are at least as distinctively Buddhistie as 
those on Sobhna.th, which as Keith admits m·1y have been 
' 1 adapte,lin later years to serve as a Hrahmanical temple". 

Until quite recently, the cpinion which I had formed after 
independent consideration of the problem for'eight years an<l after 
several visits to the localities concerned was that1 on the whole, 
the balanee of probabilities inclined in favour of the GuTpa Hill. 
'fhe close correspondence of the remarkable fissuTe~ in the rocks> 
by which alone access to the eastern summit of Gurp5. cln be 
obtained, with the passages wh'i-"!h Kusyap1 is sa.iJ to hav& 
opened by striking the rocks with his staff in order to enable 
him to reach the mountain peak, seemed almo;t decisive, 
especially ber.ause there is nothing remotely resembling these 
narrow passages on Sobhnath, For reasons mentioned later on 
in this paperJ it now seems to me probable that Himm Tsang 
intended to describe Sobhnath when he wrote his account crf 
the Kukkutapadagiri. A rival site for this mountain may have 
existed at Gurpa even in his time} and the confus:on thus caused 
would explain why he ~eems to have mixed up the characteristic 
features of Gurpa with his description; 

'l'he Data for the Buddha.vn.na.l\lounta.ln .. 

The real reawn why the opinions of experienced observers 
differ in this manner is that, somewhere or other, the bearings 
and distances httween Bodh Gaya and the Yashtivana given by 
Hiuen Tsang are wrong, and must be mo;litl.e<l, and that until 
a £atis£a.ctory sib can Le proposed for the Budd havana ~Iountain 
little or no help in the task of Jiscrimiuatiog between Sobhniith 
anJ Gurpl can Le o~btincd by working b:J.ck\YarJs alon; hi:J 
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route, from the Yashtivana to the KnkkutaraJagi1·i. A sluJy 
of the map will show that the Yashtivana is only 30° north-east 
of Sobhnath, and practically due north of Gurpii.a while the 
corresponding distances in a bee-line are about l2f and 25 miles 
respectively. How then could the Yashtivana (Jethian) be 
reached from the K nkkutapadagiri (Sobbniith or Gurpa) by 
going first of all about 20 miles to the norlh·east and theu 
another 6ix miles or so in an easterly dirl ction? Such a. course 
from either hill must lead a long way to the east of Jet hi an, aml ia 
fact to the south-east of the Bawanganga-Giriak ridge, the most 
easterly portion of the whole ran~e; and deductions from the 
distances mentioned, such as "one·fourth required to compensate 
for the excess measurement on o1·Jinary roads from village tl) 
villagl.l n1o would only make matters worse. As it is quite certain 
from the account given by Hiuen Tsang that the Buddhavan:-. 
.1\lountain was somewhere in the Jethian-Rajgir-Giriak range: all 
that can be inferred is that a pilgrim following Hiuen Tsang's 
direc:.ioos from Sobhniith wou1d no~ go so far astray as he would 
from Gurpii. 

I now believe that the Buddhavana 1\Ion.ntain can be satis
factorily identified, and that Iliuen T~ang's account only needs 
a simple and not unnatural correction in order to clear up all the 
difficulties. Before disc~ssing this in connexion with previous 
attempts at iLlentification, his description of this mountain must 
be quoted in full 11 :·-

" Going to the no.rth-east of the Cock's·foQt :Mountain 
about lou li, we come to tbe :tnountain called Buddhavana, with 
its peaks and cli1fs lofty and precipitous. Among its steep 
mountain diffs is a stone chamber where Buddha once descend-. 
ing stayed; by its side is a luge stone where Sakra, king of 
Devas, and Brahma·rajii. pounded some ox-head sandal-wood and 
anointed 'l'atbagata with the ~ame. The scent is still to be 
perceived on the stone. Here also five hundred Arhats secretly 
dwell in a Fpiritual manner, and here those who are influenceJ 

n Stein, loc. cit., p. 8:1 •. 

11 Ile<1l, r vi. II, P· US. 
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l1y religious desit·e to. meet with them sometimes see· themJ on: 
one occasion under the form of Sa.maneras just entering the-. 
village to Leg food, at. other tir.nes as withdrawing (to t4e£r 
celts.:), on some occasions manifesting trJ.ces of their_ spiritual 
power in ways difficult to describe in detail. 

"Going,about 30 lito the east, amongst wild valleys of the 
Buddhavana mountain, we come to the wood c;:.lleli Yashtivaua." 

H is important to notice that alm)st immediately afterwards 
Hiuen. Tsang gives a very similar· description of anothe~ u stone: 
chamber" in the side of a hilliZ :-

"To the n.orth·east of the solitary hill [of the l~lshi· Vyasa], 
there is a small hill, also standing alone. In the side of this hill 
(A a& ~efl1l e:rca.t·ated) a stone chamber; In length and. breadth i~. 
is enough to seat 1,000 persons ~r so. In this place Tathagata,. 
when living in 1the world,. repeated the law for three-months. 
Above the stone chamber- is a great and remarkable rock, on. 
which Sakra, king of Deva3, and Brahma.·riija pound~J some 
o:r·lte()d sandal•wood, and with the dust sprinkled the body of 
Tathagata. 'fhe sud:J.ce of the stone still. emits the scent of the
Ferfume." 

Now this second stone chamber has already been. identified' 
by Stein as the well-known RajpU;t~ cave, high up on the. 
precipitous north face of the hill called Cha!}Qll ia the J ethian, 
valley, and rather less than two miles north·eMt. of Jethian. 
itself.13 Although th:s hill can hardly be described as '1 small''· 
and "standing alone IJ (being in fact a portion of the high and: 
almost level ridge whicluuns up transversely for several miles. 
to connect with the bill called Chhatagiri which separates this. 
valley from that of Old Rajagriha) Stein's identification is. 
placed beyond all poEsible doubt by the etistence of a road 
nearly a mil& long, which has been constructed to lead with. 
an easy gradient up. to the cave from the plain below. This. 
road is also described by Hiuen Tsang; and a!tribated by 
Lim t() King Bimb:sara of Rajagriha. This being ro, it may 

u Bcal, r ol. II p. U:l. 
l.3 ~teiu, lJC. d,, pp. 6~·83, 
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l'e:\sonably be assumeJ that the "stline chamber" in Bu<llbavana 
was aLo a cave simil:tr to the Rajpi.Q.Q, even if perhaps not so 
large, and similarly situated amongst "steep mountain cliffs". 

Buddhavana. not Budhain. 

The fid site for the Buddhavana Mountain was snggested. 
by General Cunningham.14 Led almost entirely by tLe 
resemblance between the names, which is certainly remarkable, 
he considered that it was Budhain, crone of the stations of the 
Indian Survey, 28 miles to the north-east of Buddha-Gayii. and 
H miles to the south-west of Rajagriha. '' 16 But as he himself 
inuicated in his '1 1\Ia.p of Magadha showing the Uoutes of Fa 
Hian and Hiuen Tsang 1116• Budhain is several miles east or 
north-east, i.e., on the wrong side, of Jethian1 and he made no 
attempt to explain this discrepancy. Since he never visited 
either Budhain or J rthian, his knowledge of the locality was 
vague, as his map ite:el£ shows. And such evidence as he could 
collect did not tell in favour of his site-" I could hear nothing 
............ of the cave in ~he northern (?).face of the 13uJ.dhavana 
~lountain. There ·are several holes or recesses on Budbain, but 
IlO cavern, eiLher natural or artificial. This may have fallen 
in·''. 

At the enJ of the account of Rajagriha in his paper on tho 
DndJbistic Remains of Biharp Mr. A. M. Broadley mentioned 
that he hall visited "the rugged valley of J etiban " and the hot 
e:prings of Tapoban, and he closeJ. his third paper in the India" 
Antiq11ary for 1872 with the words'' I propo11e in the next pa.rt 
to trace the route of. Iliuen '!'sang amongst the hills and valleys 
to the west of Rajagriha ".18 He was evidently on the track 
followed twenty-seven 3·ears later by Sir Aurel Stein, Lut 
unfortunately the further intitalment of his explorations which he 
rromised did not make its appearance, and he seems to have 
left nothing on Iecord. 

u Ancient Oeography of lnJia, l!i71, p. 46L 
u A.rch:Ed >gical Survey Reports, 1871-72, Vol. II~ p.l39, 187a. 
u Arch~ologic;~,l Sumy Rcportg, Vol. Ill, Plate XL. 
u J . .A. S. B., Yo!. XLI, Part 1, 1Si2, p. :.150. 
18 Iudian Anlizuary, Yol. I,, AprillS7:l, p. 110. 
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It, in the auh:mn of the same year, :Mr. Beg1ar bad lJcen a Lie 
to cany out General Cunningham's instructions to nplore the 
nllcy we~t of the old city of Rajagriha, be•coulJ not have 
failed to obtain valuable information. But he was deterred by 
the •' pathless jangal '' in the v:Jley, and a!ttr making two 
unsuc~essful attempts b renetrate it, confined his obserntions 
to the top of BaiLhargiri, whence with "a powerful binocular" 
-a rather unsatisfadory instrument for archnlogical research 
at the best of times-he worked out a series of identifications, 
which arc quite erroneou> and need not b<> disc-qs:ed here.19 

In his Notes on the D:strict of Gaya, published in lE93, Sir 
George Grimon dcmibed several interesting f.:-aturcs of the 
Jethian ralley, but he did not criticize Cunningham'£: identifica· 
tirn of the Buddhavana }fountain, owing apparently to a mis
reading of Hiuen Tsang's route; for he :ays that" after le~ving 
1'asht1t·ana be came to the Buddhavana, the modern Budhain, 
four miles north of J ethian. Thence he descendc:d into the 
Rajgir valley". ro 

Thus it was not until O.::tober 1899, wben Stein made his 
tour in South Bihar and Haziiribagh, which remains the ~tand· 
ard and almost the only &uthoritat.ire account of this part of the 
country1 th~t Cu!lningbam's identification ~;eems to La,·e been 
fcriomly qne~tioned. Going on an elephant through the ralley 
sout.h·west of Old Rajagriha1 he notes 21 :-

" After a march of close on three hours I ~'!'ached a roeky 
ridg-e which tra\'me~: the ,·alley in the <linction from north· 
east to south-west and culminat€s io the li~c:Jia Hill, marked 
as a. Trigonometrical f:tation (e1evation 1 ,.fj' 2 feet} on the Survey 
Map. The p2es Ly which I crossed this ridge near its northern 
end, where it jcins the main northern range of the >alley, was 
called Budhain by the Ahirs who ::.ccom:panied me •. This name 
may rosEibly apply al~o to the high rocky emit:ence of the main 
range, which rises to tle north of the Jas!l. Bnt a· g1ance at 

u .Ar.:h.~:ol(•l!':cal ~uney I:qmta, 187:!-~3, Yd. \"1 II, I'P· 65·&7. 
1>1 .S••ICi on the Di;trirt (rf Gay a. p 23. 

Jl ~teio, llc. ci:, JP· Cl·t2. 
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the mar will show that its identifiealion fl)it!t IlutUharana of 
Jliue~& '!lang is ma.efestly imp038ibt~. The pilgrim tells us 
that he reache<l Yashtivana by going to the east, whereas 
Jethsan anll t4e neighoo»ring Je&h tioan, w4ic1, a a toe dall aee, 
correspon.iJ1 u·Mlou~tedlJ to l'"aJA{ivuG, lie t~ the south-w!st ~ 
Budhain.'' \ 

Stein thus does not mention what seems. to ~a conalusive 
argument against Cunninghlm's identification.. After finiShing 
his description of the neighbourhood &f Jcthian, and ueaching 
the stone chamber and Bimbisara road iJentified with the
Rajpil}~ cave, Iliuen Tsang continues : "From this spot, pro• 
ceeding eastward through the mOU;ntains abJut. 60 li, we- arri:ore 
at the city Kusagar.t.pura • • • High mountains surround it 
()n each side, and form as it were its external walls. On t'M 
U'est J ;, appraac4e£l lluoMglt. a narror/1' pm.'' This is un.douht• 
tdly the p1ss now called BuJhain, and it ca.nnot be- imagined. 
that a traveller of Hiuen Tsang's calibre would describe the 
same place twice ov~rl first as the B.udJhavana Mountain and lash 
as the neighbourhood of a pas's leading away from the locality., 

In two minor respects Stein's statement quoted above reqwre~ 
comction. Althougn, as he says, this pass and the hill to the 
north of it are called Budhain by the people of the district, 
the Survey station called Budhain is to the south ~£ the pls.~, 
on the transver5e hill which they call Chhatagiri. Also, this 
hill does not culminate in the Ha~gia (Hal}ria) HiH as. he 
suppo~ed, and as a stair of the maps avail:tble· would indieate .. 
The bro are quite distinct, and are separated throughout by 
a narrowl but deep valley choked with dense jungle, which 
provides an alternative though difficult route from Rajagriha to 
Jethian. 

It is much to be l'l?gretted that when the Cadastral Survey 
of th~ neighbourhood. was carried ont in 1907-08 and 1913·15 
thii range of hills wag not resurveyed. In arch.:eological inte!est. 
and importance these hills can scarcely have their equal in India, 
Lut with the exception of the rorti.:ln between lliijgir and Giriak 
whi~.:h was resurveyed by tho Ar.:lw:olo;;icll Dtpartment und,:r 
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Sir .Tohn Marshall's orders between 1905 and 1908, they are. 
almost unknown. Though, thanks to the Hon. ~h. Oldham, 
the form lines of these hills from the old Survey have been 
inserted in the Standard Sheets, they are hopelessly inaccurate 
in many respects, and contutit very unfavounbly with the new 
maps of the Kharakpur Hills. 

Buddha.vana. probably not west of Jethian. 

The identification which Stein himself suggested for the 
Budd havana Monntain is as follows 22 :--

"It appears to me highly prob1ble that the Buddhavana. 
Mountain, ' with its peaks and cliffs lofty and precipitous/ must 
Le looked for in that portion of the southern range which lies to 
the south-east of Jetbiau, near the point marked by the entry 
'Shah poor ' in tho Revenue Survey Map. Here the hills rise 
once more to a fair height, and project sruall transverse spurs all 
covered with jungle, The central and apparently highest point 
of this portion of the range is ·at a direct distance of about five 
miles from J ethian. ~fy enquiries in the neighbourhood did not 
bring to roy notice any local name that could be connected with 
Buddhavana, nor could I hear anything of the cav~ which 
Iliuen Tsang mentions on this mountain , • I , 1 • , 

In view of the vagueness of the topographical information here 
furnishedJ a personal search for_ the cave offer~d little hope of 
su~oess within the limiteJ time available. I accordingly· decided 
to proceed from Jcthian di1·ect to Kurkihar,. where a far more 
important question concerning the position of Hiuen Tsang's 
( Cock's.foot :Mountain' required close examination.'' 

After identifying this with the Sabhnath Hill, Stein became 
emboldened, for he says 23 :-

''It only remains to point out that the distances and hear .. 
ings given by Hiuen Tsang with reference to the 'Cock's·foot 
:Mountain' are in full agreement with the position now 
ascertained for it , • . • After leaving the ' Cock's·foot 
Mountain' IIincn Tsang counts about 100 li in a north· 

21 Stein, lor. cit., p. 83. 
~ 3 Skiu, luc. dt., p. 80. 
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easterly direction to Buddbavana, Accepting the position I hnve 
above approximately marked for the latter locality, we find it 
a little over eieven mil~s and the bearing north-east.. The sligh\ 
difl\:tence here noticed in the two map values of Hiuen 'Tsang's 
' 100 li' is easily accounteJ for by the fact that in proceeding 
to Buddhavana the pilgrim had to cross the southern Rajgir range 
at a point where it is comparative Jy h:gh and ru~gt:d, as his own 
reference to 'peaks and cliffs lofty and precipitous ' clearly 
indicates.'' 

This cannot be regarded as a satisFactory e1planation1 as 
Stein would no doubt have seen if he had been able to visit the 
locality which he proposed. Shabpur is close to the place where 
the great Tapoban l'idge commence<;, and i~:~ not so1dh-ea•t. of 
Jethian, but &01dk-west, Stein having cviJently written east for 
tcest by inadvertence. Shah pur is not "north-east " of Sobhniith, 
but only: 16 ° to the east of north. The direct distance from 
Subbnath is not eleven miles, but only nine, and there is too great 
a discrep:1ncy between this and " a hundred and more li '' -
e~pecially when there is, as a matter o£ fact, no " comparatively 
high and rug;ed "range between Sobhnath ar.d Shahpur-to be 
accountP.d for by any allowance like " one-fourth required to 
compensate for the exc2ss measurement on ordinary road·s 
from village t'> village". Between Shah pur and J ethian there 
certainly is a 11 wild valley" two or three miles long (not shown 
on the maps), bu~ alth)ugh I have not yet '.ictually traverscJ. 
it, the most carefui enquirie3 have failed to give any infor· 
mation regarding any cave or other feature of interest in its 
vicinity. 

Between Majhau1i and Chiriawiin Ghats, two low gaps io. 
the northern range, there is a lar~e and prominent hill usually 
called Tetua from the large village of that name close to its nor· 
thern foot. The highest part of this hill is about three miles north· 
west of Shahpur, and about six or Eeven miles west of Jethian, 
while it is about eleven miles from Sobhniith, though naturally 
its bearing is still nearer due north than that of Shabpur. 
In spite of the obvious discrepancies, it appeared to nre fur 
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several years that this l1ill was a more likely site of BuJdhavana. 
lts southern face especially is very precipitous, and the valley 
between it and J ethian, tl?ough now fully cultivated, might 
have been "wild" 1,30a years agi>. Its alternative name, 
Ghordaur, suggests that it is associated with locall~gend. But 
closer examination has brought to light no feature of interest. 
In December 1908 I searched it on all sides fvr a cave, but with· 
out success, and I have recently found tLat even on the top, 
which seemed to be a most lik~ly site for an old lluddhist shipa, 
there is nothing to be seen. 

Buddha.vana. as the Ha.nria. Hill. 

These ob~ervations lead· to the conclusion that lhere is no bill 
west of Jet.hian which answers to Hiuen Tsang's deocription of 
the Buddhavana :Mountain, either in phyEical features or in dis· 
tance and direction from the two possible sites of the K ukkuta· 
ra<lagiri. It will now be shown that ii a single correction is 
made in Hiuen T~ang's account, making the Yashtivana about 
30 li, or six miles, to the west of Buddhavana instead of east as 
be wr(•te, this mountain ca.n be readily identified as HaJtria, the 
highest hill in the whole range, and a station of the Survey as 
mentioned by Stein in a passage alrcad.r quoted. 

This leads to the conclusion that, as the survey station markeJ 
Budhaiu in the map is only just over a mile W. N. W. of the 
st~tion on HaJ;~ria on the other sitle of the valley, the name 
B11ddhavana still lingers not far from the immediate neighbour· 
hood of the mountain itself; and that Cunningham's suggestion 
was not far wrong after all. 

It also follows, if this identification be accepted, that thA 
rrobabilities are in favour of Sobhnath rather than Gurpa as 
the site of the Kukkutapadagiri, as described by Hiuen Tsang, 
because the direct distance from Sobhnath to Rania is about 17 
miles and the hearing just under 40° to the east of north, thu3 
corresponding remarkably closely to Hiuen Tsang's distance, 
100 li, and direction, north·east. From Gurpii. the ir:.dications 
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are I.:>s~ a~urafK, the direct uisbnce hetng ab)ut 27 iniL'S anJ 
the bearin; only about 11° to the east of north. 

Thit iJentification first suggestei itself early in )!arch 
1915, whltst I was eng15eJ. in tr1dn5 the foJtstep; of Dr. 
Buchanan, &3 describel ia. his hitha~t.J unpn':lli;:;h~J Journal 
f,>r 1511-B. I h1d pr~rilln:oly assmncJ tlat the large cave des· 
tribed in Buchanan's Report, about six mites" east and north £rom 
TapJban, and in the same ridge of the Rajagriha Bills, at a f•lacd 
called Ilangriya" 21 cJull be no other than the RajpigQ cave 
in the J e! hian valley, an1 that the d1screpancy in distdn\!e could 
be a:.::cJ'lnteJ. for by supiming th1t he had appnached it from 
Tapoban rill Saffi Ghat, whi~:h would inv()lve a consi:ler11ble 
detour. With the exception o£ a sma3 cave high up on the south 
fate of the ~Iakariwan Hill ~i above Jethian I had failed to dis· 
cover or hear of any cave on these hilb except the Rajpi~<J; and 
this cave dosely corresponded in ih min featur~ with Bucha· 
nan'!! de3Cription, althn1gb it seemei difficult to accJunt fvr the 
fad that he did not mention the arti6cial pla.tfvrm in front, or the 
Bimbisara ro.ld leading up ta it. A closer study of the 1ournal 
rerealoo the fact that Buchman never entered the Je~biau 

valley. anJ that he haJ described an a!t,gether diiferant cave, ia 
the llii).ria Hill. On 13th January, 1812, he says: "I went 
[from Giriakj 6 coses b Hariya but the road or path is very 
circuitollS.'' On the n::oxt day his J'ourna.l begins: "In the first 
rl.u:e, I went abunt a mila northerly to seg the rock from whence 
s,1ojil r!'(l(lCe..!s. I ascended the hill to abont its miJJie hy an 
exceeiing steep ro.gg'hl p1th • • • I then ~:ame to an abrupt 
I'O(;k of white qnart.a. • • Scrambling along the foot of this per· 
I~dicular rO<!k some way I re:J.Chel the mouth of a con5idernble 
cave which ha3 a wide mo:1th and m1y be 50 or 60 feet in dia· 
meter and 10 or 1! feet high where highest." Ji Then follows an 

h we::u In2a, \" oL I, p. 2&1. 

,, :\£. S. J.>ur:u.J, p.lW. 
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Mcount (It the cave, etc., which has been incorporated witbo ut 
substantial alteration in the published Report 16 :-

"Immediately below this was a mass consisting of small 
fragments of quartz or hornstone, imbeJded in a white harsh 
indurated clay like some of the kharis described in Bhagalpur 
• • , • • • , , The floor l'ises inwards with a very steep 
ascent; and the' cave has no doubt been formed by large masses 
<>f the rock having decayed, or having been changed into the 
imperfect Khari above mentioned, and having then tumbled 
·down the slope. The roof looks very threatening, and in its 
-crevices shelters wild pigeons; while the cave is said to be an 
usual haunt of bears and tigers. It is perfectly dry, and near 
the mouth is cool aml airy, but at its further side an aperturl.', 
twelve feet wide and four or five high, leads into another 
smaller cave, the heat and stench in which was so great, that 
I merely looked in, to satisfy m ysrlf that there was no farther 
opening. On approaching the mouth of this, on a cold morning 
ia January, I was instantly thrown into a moEt profuse perspira· 
tion; but unfortunately I had not heard of any such circum· 
stance, and I had no thermometer with me. The heat, I have no ,. 
doubt, is subterraneous, the stench appeared to me to proceed from 
bats. I did not see any, but thought I heard them chattering 
among the crevices of the rock. 'l'ho rock, in which the cave 
is, consists of a greyish siliceous hornstone, in some places stained 
red. The rock of imperfect Khari lying under this c~ve, and 
which bas evidently fallen from it, confirms strongly the opinion 
mentioned in the Bhagalpur papers, of Khari owing its change 
from siliceous rock to the action of heat. " 

After descending the hill, the Journal shows that Buchanan 
went towards the west about six miles to Tapoban, passing on the 
way '' a. deep recess in the hill like a broken crater, as it is funnel 
~haped," and the gaps in the ridge now called Saffi and Jethian 
Ghats. By an obvious slip, exactly simiiar to that made by Stein 
as regards Shahpur and to that attributed in this paper to Hiuen 
Tt1ang, the Journal states that this crater-like recess 

1 
easily 

~~ Eastern Iudia, pp. 254:·255. 



N!~'og-nizlL1e at tL,. phet! calleJ Smu Ghr1t, was ta~t inst~ad of 
we&f of ll~~ria. TLis bas be~n coJTe.::teJ in the Report. 

The Hanria. Cave and Hill. 
The southern slopes of the Harnia Hill are so f.1r from any 

toads that they are perhaps the least easily ac~(ss[ble portion o£ 
the whole range. from the foot of the hill Buchanan's cne is 
Lardly visible, and no idormation can be obtained from the 
reor le of the locality. This is on ac~ount of the fact that, just 
as Buchanan c!esrribtd, 1i'ajit is still collected from the steep 
rocks around the cave during the months of P.ms anJ Jlagh, by 

the ~Iusah·m liring in or near the viltage of Ha:Jtria, and is a 
va.luaMe commodity, said to sell in the neighbourhood for meci· 
civ.al purposes nt one rupee a tala. Not unnaturally, therefore, 
the exact localities and the method.of collecting the ailnjit are 
le2t as secret as po~sible. 

Tbe ordinary path mentioned by Buchanan which leads up 
tl:e hi:I is £a~ily found, and though very rou6b, shows signs of 
consideraLle tr;~ffic. About halfway up th~ hillside it ekirh the 
westemm0st of the rrecipices at the foot of which Buchanan's 
cave, or the cave of the five hundred Arhats, is to be found. A side 
track mueh onrgrown with jungle leads eastwards and upward-s 
b the cavil itself. 'Ihtre are in reality thr.::e caves here, cl"se 
tl)gether, of which the centre and much the large~t on~ is evidently 
Bu.:hanan's. Yery l:tt!e remains to he added to his description. 
1 mmeJ:atdy i11 front of the cares the slope is extremely steep, 
and the general a.rpearance cannot Lut suggest his th~>ory that 
rortions of t!le hilbide have slipped out from underneath and 
fallen Jown fl€C!pitous !ilOf€'S. Jt is sir::go~U t!llt all C3Vi!S in 
the nei;hbou:ho:Jd of Jqhian show this family resemblance. 
'Hough Eu~h:wan diJ not associate the fcrJla.tion with the effect 
C>f \\'ater, the'' m:m of small f:agments oi quartz or hornstone 
imbedded in a wLit~ (or reJ) induratel clay" in frimt of the 
rave so strongly resembles tha curious concrete-like ma~:~es founl 
in o;J Raj:1griba, where water u present, a3 imrnediattly to sug· 
gt>St that the lorg·c·;mtinueJ pe:c0lation ~f w~t~r Ll' Lecn the 



The upward slope of Buchanan's cave is no~ remarkably steep, 
and though its roof is lower, it is on the whole considerably 
larger than the Rajpi.t;l~ cave. ImmediattJly on enterin'g it, one 
is impressed by the sensation of hidden life and movement due 
to the swallows, pigeons, owls, and especially b Lts, which w.ith ati 
occasional jackal, hyaena, or be1r inhabit this cave in large 
numbers. H is easy to account for the effect produced on the 
mind of a superstitious pilgrim more than a thousand ye!l.rs ago 
which led him lo as.:!ribe these things to the supernatural agency 
of Arbats, particularly if he, as Fa Hien mentions ragarding the 
Kukkutapii.dagiri, p~id his religious worship in the evening-'' if 
any should happen to be distressed with doubts, directly the sun 
goes c~own the Arhats arrive and begin to discuss with (th1 
rilg1·i•s) and explain their doubts and difficulties; and, h:wing 
done so, forthwith they disappear. 11 n 

Though no definite foundations of ancient buildings can be 
tracecl, it is noteworthy that both inside the cave and on the steep 
slopes underneath it there are large bricks about ten inches 
squarE', of the type nsua.liy seen in the ruined shipas on these 
hills. These are no~ apparently to be found in other places on 
the Ha:t;lria Hill itself. 

Buchanan ascribtJd the " most profuse perspiration " into 
which he was thrown when he explored the inner recesses of this 
cave to subterranean heat. This, if correct, would be an observa· 
tion of considerable ·importance in connection with the nature 
of the rocks in these hills, and with the origin of the hot springs 
which issue in three localities at their foot. It is quite true 
that at the back of .this cave, as also at the back of the RajpiQq 
cave and the Gidhadwar cave near Giriak, a sensation of most 
oppressive warmth is felt, which causes aa immediate outburst 
of profu~e and prickiy perspiration at all seasons of the year, 
This sensation is, however, not due to any physical ·cause, snch 
as high temperature, but merely to physiological causes, owing 
to the fact tha.l the air is stagnant and extremely foul. On 3rd 
March 1916, the temperature in the shade at the mouth uf the 

u Beal, Vol. I, p. lxvii. 
8 89 Rev. 
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H~ria cave was 80·h° Fabr., but the air seemed quite cool and. 
pleasant. At the farthest end. of the oave, where the sensation 
of oppre@sive heat was almost in~olerable, the temperature was 
only 82'0°. Without a thermometer I would have guessed 
that the temperature was at lea~t ten or enn twenty deO'rees 

• 0 

higher than this, and that Buchanan's theory was corrert. 
Returning to the ordinary track, this winds over the preci

pices to the crest of the r.idge. Here it joins an aneient road 
more than a mile long, which does not appear to have been 
noticed by any previous observ6r. This road was evidently 
constructed in order to provide easy means of communication 
between the valley of Old Rajagriha and the syBtem of fortifica· 
tions on the wp of H~ria Hill. From the valley the road 
ascends the northern side ofthe ridge in a westerly direction. 
On the ridge it turns sharply to the east, continuing to ascend 
until it joim a large flat· topped ftone fort, of the type common 
in all the hills surrounaing Old Rajagriha, b~ilt on the south 
l:iide of the more or less level summit of the hill. 1.'he platform 
containing the Survey mark is about fifty or sixty yard3 north 
of this gfJrk. From the fort, which commands a ftne view of the 

. plains of South Bil:mr, a massive stone wall evidently intended 
to guard the summit proceeds first to the west and thence to the 
north until it drops to a precipice so steep that evidently no· 
further defence to this hill-the farthest outwork of the defences 
of Old Rajagriha on the south-west+-was considered necessary. 

The ancient road from the valley to the top of the HaJ;lria 
Hill is quite broad and still comparatively level. It is of course 
much overgrown with jungle, but the gradient throughout. is very 
gentle and uniform, and there is no difficulty in tracing it on 
account of the stability of the massive stone foundations resem· 
bling walls on which it has been carried. In all es3ential 
respects it resembles the other roads asceniing hills from the 
valleys of Rajgir and Jethian, which wtre ascribed by Hiuen 
Tsang, whenever he saw them, to King Bimbisara of Rajagriha. 
I now know at least ten roads of this kind. 
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An explanation of "ox·head sandal-wood." 
So far, no theory of any kind has been advanced by Stein 

or other arcbologists in order to explain the scent of the " oX• 
head sandal-wood" which Hiuen Tsang describes..as still linger• 
ing on the rocks by the side of or above the " stone-chambers 1

' 

now identified with the caves in the Hapria and· Ch~qu Hills, 
where it had been pounded by Sakra and Brahma·rija in order 
to sprinkle the body of Tathagata. The observations of 
Dr. Buchanan suggest a very probable explanation, namely, that 
Hiuen Tsang was describing the aitajit which still undoubtedly 
exudes from the rock above th';l mouth of HaJ}.ria cave durin! 
the cold weather months1 and probably also under favourable 
conditions from the rocks above the Rajpi:Qq cave. Buchanan's 
object in visiting the Ha:Qria cave was" to see the rock from 
whenoe ailajit proceeds '' and his account of this is as 
followa .ttl :- · 

" Looking up from before the cave, I saw, about 30 feet 
above my head, the ailajit besmearing the face of the rock, and 
proceeding. from the edge of a small ledge, in which, I am 
told, it issues from a ·crevice in the hornstone. H was impos
sible for me to inRpect the place, which is only visited by one old 
man of the Musa.har tribe. Before venturing on the peril, he 
fortified himself with some spirituous liquor, having previoUBly 
made a libation to the ghosts (vira) of the vicinity. An active 
young man in my service attempted to follow him. · Going 
along the foot of the rock, they found a projecting ledge, along 
which, supporting themselves by the roots of trees, they 
advanced, until they had reached about 40 or 50 feet above the 
place from whence the ailajit exudes. Here the young man's 
heart failed, while the old . .Musahar descended the naked rock by 
little crevices and projections with which he was well acquainted, 
and having collected as much of the ailaJit as he could scrape 
from the rock in a leaf, he returned by the same way. A very 
moderate ladder, placed where I stood, would have saved all this 

u Eastern India, Vol. I, pp. 255-ZSS. 
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.danger; but the old Musahar perhaps considered tlu1.t such 
a means of facilitating the route might interfere with his g~in. 
I was told that the old man generally ascends three times a 
month during Paua and Jiagn, and visits as often another 
place about a quarter of a mile farther east, which I did not see. 
He says, that in the season he does not collect above two 
pounds weight, and perhaps gives no more to the. owner, Ray 
Khosal Singha. of Patna, who sends it in presents, as it is 
considered a valuable medicine. When fmh from the rock, 
liltJjie is of a dirty ·earth colour: and is always mixed 
with impurities, that crumble into it from the precipice 
above. It is then about the consistence of new honey, 
and has a strong rather disagreeable smell [somewhat 
like that of cows' urine, but stronger] although it cannot be 
called vf:.ry offensive. When kept iu a. bottle with a glass 
stopper for some months, it acquires a deeper brown colour, and 
becomes thicker ; and, exposed to the air, it may soon be made 
into pills. It seems to be very different from a substance which, 
in Nepal, is called by the same name. From the. hot springs 
in the ticinity and the heat of the cave below, I suspect that it 
exudes from the action of subterraneous fire. The natives 
prett-nd that monkie~ eat it, and attribute the sm-all quantity 
procured to their Jerredations i but I think that the 
circumstance is doubtful, and have no dllubt that, whh care and 
a ladder, several pounds might be pro~ured, should it be found 
useful; but it owes its celebrity among the natives to its being 
supposed to possess the irn~ginary quality of an aphrodisiac. 
When placed on burning charcoal, it swells a little and smokes, 
and when heated red; is reduce1 to white ashes, without · 
emitting flames. It canno~, I presume, therefore be considered 
as a bitumin~us or inflammable substance, the only class of 
minerals to which it has any resemblance." 

In March 1916 nothing resembling Buchanan's description 
could be seen. Parts of the precipice above the mouth of the 
HaJ,lpa cave were stained black lr brown, but these patches 
were all quite dry and dusty, and the interior and roof of the 
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cave were also quite dry. This tallies with t.he statements made 
to Buchanan, and also by a Musahar from 1 ethian who accom• 
panied me, to the effect th1t &ilajit always dries up after the 
month of Magk. In December 11H6 the appearance waa 
quite different, and resembled Buchanan's account. The ailajit 
was readily distinguishable as a black glistening exudationJ 
spreading over several square feet of the rock, including the 
ledge which he mentioned. Unfortunately a sample could not 
be obtained for analysis, as the place whera it occurs is 'quite 
inaccessible from below without a ladder, or from above without 
a rope. The whole of the roof at the back of the cave \VaS found 
to he wet, and drops of water were falling from several places. 
Even in the month of December I have never seim anything so 
definite as this at the Raj pi!}.~ cave, but portions of the perpendi· 
cular rock above the mJuth of this cave are also stained in 
exactly the same way, and I believe that ailt£jit is also collected 
in the immediate neighbourhood, if not at the cave itself. 

Summary, 
It is clear, therefore, that in all important respects except 

one the Hal} ria Hill corresponds to. the Buddhavana Mountain. 
It fits in most acl!urately with one of the two possible sites of 
Kukku~apadagiri. It contains " among its steep mountain cliffs 
a stone chamber '' so similar to t.Le otqer " stone chamber" now 
known as ·the RajpiQ.<,l ewe that Buchanan, in describing it) was 
uatil recently supposed to have described the lat,ter, The fortifi· 
cation on the top of Ha!fria and the great road constructed up 
to it show that cousidera,ble importance was attached to the hill. 
And lastly, the valley underneath, between the Makariwan• 
HaQria·Sonagiri range on the south and the transverse Cha:t;J.qn· 
Budhain-Cbhatagiri ridge is still an altobo-ether wild and iunO>le· 

.. b 

covered valley which may easily be identified as the" wild valleys 
of the Buudbavaua Mountain". This valley ends five or six 
miles W.S.W. of the foot of the ancient ro1d, just opposite the 
ruined t>tiipa near Saffi Ghat known as Sahudra.sthan, identified 
by Stein,· and within two or three hundred yards of the site 
known as Jesht(ban) or Yashtiva.n itself. 
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Thus the only discrepancy is that the Yasb~ivana is about as 
far west of H8J).ria as according to Hiuen Tsang it was east 
of the Buddhavana Mountain. In order to establish the identi· 
fication of Hftl;lria with Buddhavana, it mast be assumed 
that Hiuen Tsang wrote " east 11 instead of " west 11 by mistake, 
for as Dr. Spooner has poh::sted out., this cannot be accounted 
for by any error in the Chinese manuscripts used for the transla
tion. It has been shown that both Buchanan and Stein have 
made exactly the same kind of error in their accounts of this 
·neighbourhood. 
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Appendix. 
The Nature of Silajit. 

Buchanan, who was acquainted with both varieties, con· 
sidered that this Bihllr aillljit was very different from the ailajit , 
which is still exported from Nepal. The latter, according to 
the descriptions of J. Stevenson 29 and A. Campbell, ao 
consists almost entirely of crude aluminium sulphate. Tbe 
same kind of ail:s}it \VaS report~d by Sherwill to be produced 
in small quantities from alum slate in the neighbourhood of the 
river Sone near Rohtas. 81 Buchanan's description of the 
Ha:t;~.ria ailajit, and the mannPr of its formation, suggest an 
altogether different explanat!on, which must, however, remain 
merely a hypothesis until a detailed cpemical analysis can be 
made. This kind of ailajit seems to appear some months after 
the close of the monsoon, and at a time when, as numerous 
recent observations not yet published have shown, the flow of the 
hot springs in the Rajgir Hills is at a maximum in normal years, 
and when water is penetrating through the rocks at the back of 
the cave. Though these rocks are not 4rati~ed, they are split at 
intervals into horizontal layers, with a genera.! downward slope 
roughly corresponding to that of the roof or floor of the cave. 
Should communication exist through these layers between crevice~ 
at the back of the cave and the outer face of the rock, as is 
probable, the water which accumulates 'behind would have to 
trickle through deposits of the excrement of bats, etc.~ before it 
could reach the surface. It would thus take up large quantities 
of organic and nitrogenous matter, and probably dissolve out 
some of the silica and other constituents of the rocks themselves, 
and it would in this .manner acquire the general characteristics 
of the substance which Buchanan describes. 

Pod&cript,-Early in April, 1917, shortly after the expla
nation given above \~S written, the Hon. Mr. Oldham, who had 
been kind enough to interest himself in the matter, sent 

u J . .4.. B. B., Vol. II, p. 321, 1830. 
•o J • .4.. S. B., Yol. II, JlP· 482-484. 
11 On tbe Gc!iloliral Fcato:cs d Zillnh Bihar,p.l7. 
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me a small quantity of lilaiit, obtained from the Hli.tgiii Hill 
through the Sub-Inspector of Hisua at the rate of two rupees a 
tola, which be bad received from the Subdivisional Officer of 
Nawiidah. This has been chemically analysed by Dr. K. S. 
Caldwell, Professor of Chemistry, Patna College. It will be 
seen from Dr. CalJ.well's analysis, which is printed in this 
number of the Journal, that the theory that this Ha~ria Bilajit 
is of animal origin is fully confirmed. The peculiar and very 
persistent ·musky odour of small traces of this substance can 
}Jaruly be said to resemble sandal-wood, but it is chllractcl'istic of 
the rocks in the Ha1,1ria and Rajpi1,1q caves. 
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Chemical Analysis of Sila.jit from tbe Hanria. Bill, 

By K. S. Caldwell, Ph, D., F.I.C, 

Prom J.B.O.R.S. Pol. III, Pa1't III, pp. 317-318, 1917. 

'l1he specimen received for analysis was a semi-liquid viscous 
substance of a dark brown colour with a smell reminiscenl of 
wet guano. It is, as will be seen below, mainly organic in 
nature, gives off ammonia readily on warming with alkalis, and 
contains an organic acid soluble in alkalis and reprecipita.ted by 
hydrochloric acid. This acid contains nitrogen and is probably 
uric acid, though with the small quantity available I was unable 
to free it from the accompanying brown colouring matter which 
interfered with the usual colour reactions. 

On ignition a nearly colourless residue is obtained which 
contained phosphate (about 13%), silica and calcium, together 
with some magnesium and alkalis. The substance is mainly 
of animal origin, and the results of the analysis support the, 
explanation of it'l formation suggested by Mr. Jackson in the 
previous paper. 

.Jnalyai1. 
Water 
Inorganic residua on ignition 
Organic matter 

... -
= 20•4% 

13•5% 
66·1% ... -
100·0 

S·H% of the organic matter is nitrogen, 1•36% being in 
the form of free ammonia and ammol).ium salts. 
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Compo&ition of the inorganic residue, 
Silica ... = 13'4% 

Phosphoric acid {PO,) ... = 1 ~·1% ( = 1·8% of original 
substance.) 

The remainder being m3inly calcium with some magnesium 
and potassium with small quantities of sulphate and chloride. 

J..lialinity of the Inorganic Residue. 
100 grms. of ash= 1969 ccs. of normal NaOH. 

= 98·5 gm. CaCOa. 
As far as I am aware, no previous chemical analysis has been 

published. Dr. P. C. Roy in his History of Hir.du Chemistry 
gives the · following quotation from Rasaratnasamuchchaya :
u Silajatu (Bitumen) is of two kinds, one having the smell of 
cow's urine, tbe othex resembling camphor. It oozes out in the 
heat of the sun at the foot of the Himalayas from the bowels of 
gold, silver and copper respectively "-and remarks that " the 
resin of Styrax B~nzoicum ·and also a variety of bitumen, 
especially the latter, are referred to."~ Tbe snbstanre obtained 

·from Hanria Hill may well be that described as having the smell 
of cow's urine but, as the analysis shows, it is neither a resin nor 
a bitumen. 

Campbell2 mentions a Black Silajit-" a bituminous sub· 
stance used in Nepal said to be exuded from rocks.'' He sa.ys 
it resembles shale, but ha.s much vegetable matter in it. He 
apparently made no detailed examination of it, and remarks that 
he is ignorant of its nature. This substance may be similar to 
that analysed above, but evidently contained less water. 

1 History of Bindu CbemistrJ, p. 47. 
• J..4..8.B.l831, Volume II, p. 321. 



Notes on Old Rajagriha.. 1 

By V. B. Jackson, M.A. 

}ro·IJS Annual Report, .J'rclceologicalSurfle!J of India, 1919·14, 
pp. 265-271. 

· Very little is known about Old Rajagriha., i.e., the ancient 
oity in the valley enclosed by the Five Hills. It seems to have 
been abandoned as a ruyal residence by the kings of Magadha 
about 1>00 B.C. When Fa Hien visited it about 400 A.D., 
he noted that it was entirely deserted.• . Both Fa Hien and 
Hiuen Tsang, however, considered this area to be the old city of · 
King Bimbisii.ra, and inside it, or at any rate very closely 
connected with it they saw four stiipas commemorating certain 
incidents in the life of Buddha. Briefly, these were as follows : 
(1) Outside the, north gat.e of the Palace City (or "north face 
of the royal precinct '') a stupa where Ajatasatru liberated the 
drunken elephant; (2) north-east of this, a stupa where Sariputra. 
heard ASvajita declare the law; (3) north of this, " not far off,'~ 
a stiipa by a very deep hollow or ditch where Srigupta's fire-pit 
was; and (4.) north-east of this, a.t a u.bend of the mountain city 
wall/' a stiipa. marking the site of Jivaka's preaching hall, 
with the foundations of the house of Jivaka and ''the hollow of 
an old well'' still visible. 

None of these sites have as yet been identified. The walls 
which surrounded the old city are still fairly complete, but the 
area inside these walls is now covered with jungle, in many 
parts exceedingly dense, and nothing stands out prominently, 
except the Mat;tiyar lJath in the centre of the enclosure. 

' 'Por;u:acooant of'' Bajagriha and itl remains,'' accompanied by plana of the 
aite, photograpla, biblio11nphical references, etc., lee Sir JohD, Marshall'• article 
aa !.S.R., 1906.()6, pp. 86-106! 

,_Leggt11 trall.llation, p. 82, 
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With ,one remarkable exception, all modern travellers, 
including the Jain Pandit employed by Colonel Colin :Mackenzie 
in 18211 

1 have recognized that an ancient city actually existed 
on this site, but only in very vague terms. Dr. Buchanan 
visited Rajgir from the 18th to the 20th January, 1812, in the 
course of his survey of Bengal and Bihar. It is a great pity 
that practically the whole of his account of this portion of the 
survey bas been overlooked, owing to the fact that Montgomery 
Martin, who edited the Reports for publication in 1838, cut out 
no less than 22 pages of the MS. at this point, so that the frag· 
ments referring to Rajgir, which appear in Vol. I or his 
Eastern India, are limited to a de$Cription of the hot springs 
and of New Rajagriha. The complete Report, which is still in 
the India Office Library, shows that in "Buchanan's time the 
people of the neighbourhood called t be portion of the valley 
enclosed by the walls "Hang5apurnagar/' and that they con• 
sidered it to be the site of an ancient city. Nevert.helm, after 
receiving the reports of th~ as~i:;tants whom he seut to examine 
the :Ma~iyar Math, Buchanan came to the conclusion that there 
was not "the smallest trace of anything resembling a. city, nor 
indeed is the situation at all fitted for the purpose. It is 
surrounded on every side by arid rocks, which would render the 
heat intolerable, and it is well known that all such situations in 
India are to the last degree insalubrious/'2 

If Buchanan had i11vestigated the matter per~onally, he 
would undoubtedly have changed his mind ; for the stone 
foundations of ancient buildings can still be traced in many 
places, and are particularly numerous in. the neighbourhood of 
the northern entrance close to the road leading from the modern 
village of Rajgir. Buchanan's own Journal, however, which 
has never been published and still remains in the India Office 
Library, makes it quite clear that he did not enter the eoclusare, 
but with the exception of a visit to the Sonbha~qiir Cave confined 

I Indian Antiquary, Yo!. XXXI, 1902, pp. oB-70, 
I MS. Report, pp. 363·.364. ' 
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his own observations to the portion of the Vipula and Vaibhar 
Hills in the illlmediate neighbon!hood of the hot springs.1 

In the year 1847 Capt. K.ittoe mentioned that the name, 
given to the looality wa9 Hansu Taur (Tanr ?),2 but at the 
present day this name as well as Buchanm's "Hangsapnr· 
nagar," both of which are interesting in connection with General 
Cunningham's identification of the stupa on the ;hill at Giriak 
with the Goose ~Ionastery of Hiuen Tsang,3 seem to have been· · 
forgotten. The late Dr. T. Bloch was of opinion that this city 
in the valley was not used for permanent habitation, but only as 
a hst resort £or purp,ms of defence, 

Though the mtp published by Sir John Marsha!! in 1905-06 
gives a very accurate represJntation of the hills, etc., surronnding 
Old Jtajagriha, the diflbulty of surveying an :ma cov~red with 
dense jnogle has stood in the way of any attempt to show the 
iuterior of the ancient city in any detail. For severa.l years I 
have entleavoured to make myself as familiar with tuis area as the 
jungle permitted, and during the Christmas holidays of 1912-13 
and 1913·14 I was enabled, by the kind assistance of Sir John 
Marshall, to complete a survey of it. The plan now sho'wn 
represents with very c~msiderable accuracy practically all the 
important £ea.tures of the old city which are visible without 
exca\·ation. Whether any of the foundations 'of walls, etc., 
which ca.n be traced on the surfaca, b:Jlong to the ancient·. city or 
are comparatively modern is of course uncertain. On the other 
hand, it is evident that on the higher levels, especially those in 
the south of the area surveyed1 the ancumula.tion of soil in this 
valley bas not proceeded with anything like the same rapidity 
as it has in the plains outside the hills, for the natural roek in 
many places is still close to the surlace, and . occasionally crJps 
out over considerable areas. 

For the Joan of the necessary surveying apparatus I am indeb• 
ted to Mr. F, Walford, Principal, Bihar School of Engineering. 

a MS. Journal, pp.167·186. 
1/ • .&.S.JJ., Vol. XVI, Part II, p. 958, 

' Rep. Archalological Survey, Vol. I, pp. 1S·l9, 



Most of the measurements were carried out by Babus 
Chandi Prasad Misra and Ram Lall, Student~Overseers of the 
School, I can confirm the accuracy of their work in many 
respects, hut the portion of the work for which I am specially 
responsible is the preliminary survey of all the· details shown 
in the plan, and the supervision of the men employed to clear 
the jungle a.iong the lines of measurement, etc., d~ring the 
survey. 

The reference bhle on the plan will probably be snfficie:nt to 
explain the results whioh have been obtained, but a few notes on 
some of the main features may be of interest. 

(1) External 1JJalla and gatea.-The north wall of the city 
has practically disappeared, having been carried away by the 
torrent which runs down from the ravine between Ratna·g·iri and 
Yipula-giri during the monsoon. A few fragments still remain, 
but these are rapidly vanishing. The unusually heavy rainfall of 
1913 made considerable changes, especially in thd longest 
portion of the wall which still exists. The eastern end of this, 
on which a survey mark was built in December 1912, was carried 
away, and at its western end .enough subsided into the bed of 
the stream to conceal one of the two sal posts whioh were visible 
during the ocld weather of 1912-13. These posts are stumps 
embedded in ~kind of white cement, and appear to be very old. 

The original north gate was probably in the gap about 50 
feet wide immediately east of the temple mound in the north~ 
west corner of .the city. 

The west wall, as far as the Son Bhiir;tqar Cave, hall also dis~ 

appeared, owing to the branch,of the Sarasvati stream which 
runs from the south. There is now no sign of a west gate. The 
remainder of this wall, as well_ as the whole of the south and 
east walls, are still practically complete. 

The south wall is the highest, rising 30-40 feet above the 
level of the valley inside. In this there are three well-marked 
iaps, through which ancient _roads can be traced. The pilgrims' 
road from Sona•giri to the Son Bhinqar Cave now passes 
through one (No, 8 on plan) which probably represents a South· 
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West gate leading towards Jethian. Near the middle of this 
wall there is another gap which seems undoubtedly to have been 
'the principal gate or the city on the south. From the 
Bangangi opening in the hills 1 a road can be distinctly traced, 
which turns to the west round a spur of Sona·giri, part of 
which has been cut away to make room for it, and then 
after some distance again turns sharply through this gap to 
enter the old city. This road can then be traced through the 
city as far as the north gate. It runs close to the eastern wall 
of the Mat;tiyar Math compound, as is shown by the dotted line 
in the plan, and was almost certainly the ancient main road. -

Still further to the east i3 the gap (No.4 in plan) through 
which the modern road from Rajgir now passes. Until recently, 
I was under the impression that this gap, like the road itself, was 
comparatively modern. A closer examination, however, leads to 
the conclusion that this gap represents an ancient gate, and 
that the original road through it corresponds very closely with 
the track !:till taken by the pilgrims who dtsoend from Ratna.·giri 
and cross the valley to Udaya·giri. 

There is still another gap in this wall near thP. centre (No. 6 
in plan) through which a torrent from Sona·giri now runs. 
Probably this was not ~ gate, but immediately to the south of it 
there is a tt Bimbisara road'' leading some way up the hil~ 

with artificial mounds or forts in the plain below. 
The details connected with · the section of the wall at the 

extreme east of the city are of much intereEt, and have been 
surveyed very carefnlly after much of the jungle was cut down. 
It is evident that the great embankment from U daya·giri, called 
the Niikve Band, originally joined the city wall, and that the 
whole of the drainage from the Giriak valley on the western 
Eide of the watershed was diverted to the north through a moat 
on the outer side of the wall. For the first 3M yards or so of 
its length this moat has been cut out of solid rook, and is 15 ti> 
20 feet deep. Floods have, however, broken through the Nakve 
Band in quite recent times, so that the main stream now rans to 
the south. and has· COlllmenccd to cut away the city wall. 



:.Most of the measurements were carried out by Babus 
Chaodi Prasad Misra and Ram Lall, Student·Overseers of the 
School, I can confirm the accuracy of their work in many 
re~peots, but tl:e portion of the work for which I am specially 
responsible is the preliminary survey of all the· details shown 
in the plan, and the supervision of the men employed to clear 
the jungle aiong the lines of measurement, eto., during the 
survey. 

The reference bble on the plan will probably be sufficir:nt to 
explain the results whioh have been obtained, but a few notes on 
some of the main features may be of interest. 

(1) Ezternal walls and 1atea.-Tha north wall of the city 
has practically disappeared, having been carried away by the 
torrent which runs down from the ravine between Ratna·giri and 
Vipula-giri dn.ring the monsoon. A few fragments dill remain, 
but these are rapidly vanishing. The unusually heavy rainfall of 
1913 made considerable changes, especially in thd longest 
portion of the wall which still exists. The eastern end of this, 
on which a survey mark was built in December 191Z, was carried 
away, and at its western end .enough subsided into the bed of 
the stream to conceal one of the two sal posts which were visible 
during the ocld weather of 1912-13. These posts are stumps 
embedded in~ kind of white cement, and appear to be very old, 

The original north gate was probably in the gap about 50 
feet wide immediately east of the temple mound in tha north· 
west corner of the city. 

The west wall, as far as the Son Bhar;uJar Cave, haCJ also dis· , 
appeared, owing to the branch,of the Sarasvati stream which 
runs from the south. There is now no sign of a west gate. The 
remainder of this wall, as well_ as the whole of the south and 
east walls, are still practically complete. 

The south wall is the highest, rising 30-40 feet above the 
level of the valley inside. In this there are three well-marked 
~ps, through which ancient. roads can be traced. The pilgrims' 
road from Sona•giri to the Son Bhinqar Cave now passes 
through one (No.8 on plan) which probably represents a South· 



'West gate leading towards Jethian. Near the middle of this 
wall there is another gap which seems undoubtedly to have beeo. 
'the principal gate or the city on the south. From the 
Bangangi opening in the hills 1 a road can be distinctly traced, 
which turns to the west round a spur of Sona·giri, part of 
which has been cut away to make room for it, and then 
after some distance again turns sharply through this gap to 
enter the old city. This road can then be traced through the 
city as far as the north gate. It runs close to the eastern wall 
of the Ma'Q.iyar Math compound, as is shown by the dotted line 
in the plan, and was almost certainly the ancient main road •. 

Still further to the east ia the gap (No.4 in plan) through 
which the modern road from Rajgir now passes. Until recently, 
1 was under the impression that this gap, like the road itsell, was 
comparatively modern. A closer examination, however, leads to 
the conclusion that this gap represents an ancient gate, and 
that the original road through it corresponds very closely with 
the track still taken by the pilgrims who dt:soend from Ra.tna·giri 
and cross the valley to Udaya·giri. 

There is still another gap in this wall near thP- centre (No. 6 
in plan) through which a torrent from Sona.-giri now runs. 
Probably this was not a gate, but immediately to the south of it 
there is a "Bimbisara road'' leading some way up the bil~ 

with artificial mounds or fort:; in the plain below. 
The details connected with · the section of the wall at the 

extreme east of the city are of much interest, and have been 
surveyed very carefnlly after much of the jungle was cut down. 
It is evident that the great embankment from U daya-giri, called 
the Nakve Band, oliginally joined the city wall, and that the 
whole of the drainage from the Giriak valley on the western 
side of the watershed was diverted to the north through a. moat 
on the outer side of the wall. For the first BOd yards or so of 
its length this moat has been cut out of solid rook, and is 15 ti> 
20 feet deep. Floods have, however, broken through the Nakve 
Band in quite recent times, so that the ma.in stream now runs to 
the south, and has· colJl,menccd to cut away the city wall. 
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lt is also clear that in ancient times the chief, if not the 
only communication, with the Giriak: valley was maintained by 
a bridge which crossei the moat, in connection with the gap in 
the city wall marked (5) in the pla.n. The foundation, for the 
columns which supported this bridge are still visible. 

Another interesting feature in this neighbourhood is the 
embankment which runs to the cast for mor~ tha!l a mile in 
a straight line as far as the Gridhrakii.ta H.ill, where it joins 
a SLmilar structure which lea.~s across the valley up to the hill, 
and connects with the '' Bimbisara road" which can be clearly 
identi6ed from Hiuen Tsang's account. This embankment 
seems to have been intended partly at~ a road and partly as 
a protection for the p~>rtion of the Giriak valley on its north. 
This area, though lying outside the city wall, appears to have 
been the site of a considerable settlement. 

The remainder of the east wall· has not been surveyed 
accurately, as time did not permit ~e to clear the dense jungle 
with which it is covered. ·There must have been a gate in this 
wall communicating with the remarkable zigzag road which 
runs up Ratna·giri and ends in a. flat-topped structure close to 
the Jain temple on the top of the hill. It is possible that this 
gate is represented by the gap through which the pilgrims now 
pass, but close to this gap is another narrower one, the sides of 
which are faced with stoae, sufficiently wide to allow a palanquin 
to pass •. A similar gap can be seen in the south wall of New 
Rajagriha, close to the Dak bungalow, and immediately west of 
the large gap in this wall through which the modern road passes. 

The only other feature of the eastern wall which may be 
mentioned is the curious bend near itll north end, with a tank 
close to ii outside the wall. This is possibly the ·site of the 
garden of Jivaka mentioned by the Chinese pilgrims. 

(2) His! areal inaitle flu city.-The plan shows that the 
interior of the city is by no means sG uniform asa casual 
obeent!r unfamiliar with the locality might suppose. On the 
contrary, a sharp distinction can be dtawn between relatively 
high areas, on which, as a rule, Etones and the foundations of 
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bui!Jings exist in abundanet>, and lower areas, in wMch few it 
an~ sig-ns of previous inhabitation can be traced. Most of the 
r:ortions of the city marked in the plan as covered with " de~se 
jungle" are low·lying, and it is rractically impossible to trace 
auytLing of intercEt in these, owing to the accumulation!! of 
50il and the changes caused Ly the sluggish streams which wind 
through them. 

'Ihc irrl!~ularity of the boundaries of the b1gher areas shown 
in the plan ii to some exteLt due to tl1e fact that the survey 
lines have been taken along their Lases, so that the appearance 
is comrHcnteJ l~y ceLtis fallen from ab;H·e. In many cases 
HJe top! of the8e a:rcas aN definc1l Ly boundal'y wallil. Some of 
tl1em have oLv:ou:ly been Luilt up artificially with level tops, 
and thus resemLie in :~.11 re~pccts the numerous forts which can 
l1e recn on the hills wbicL surround Old Hajagriba. Others, 
'' hich arc less definite, have probn.Liy been built up in the usual 
manner from tlie debris of a succession of buildings on the site. 
1\otaLle amongst the former arc (a) tle' area on the north-west 
of the 11ailijar j1atb~ which is about 1,500 feet long and 500 
feet broad with a tank, now usua1ly dr.t ~ in its centre ; (~) the 
3PPJOiimately rtdangu1ar area lyiogabout 8.00 yards south-east 
ef the ~Ianiyii.r !fa1h with the slnine of Patadevf on it, which 
is worshipped Ly Ahir3 as a lll'otection agaimt wild animah; 
tLi~ ~tands quite 30 feet above the level of the old main rJacl 
which runs past it on tl1e WC>bt, and on tl1e north and east is 
connected with similar, though lower, areas ; (c) the area tq the 
!•mth of tbis close to tb.e Eouth city wall (.No. 15 in p1a~) 1 on 
"·hich stands a Equare fort with stone walls Si feet thick and. 
<:ircular Lastions at the cornc:rs. TLis fort was altogether con• 
ccalcll by jungle, fO thick th:~.t sixty wooll~cutters took mc,re than 
four bonrs to dear tLc foundations of the walls sufficiently to 
~Lllow measureLUents to be maJe. It appears to be of great anti· 
q.uity, aud as it lies in thi very limited portion of Old Riijagriha 
from wl1kh the GridLraku~a Hill is visible, it may be of interest 
in C:Cilll.Cctiou with the tradition that when Kiog DimLidira was 
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shnt up in rri£on by his son Ajatasab'u1 he was able to sec Em1dha 
on that hill. I 

(3) Roaaa.-Two considerations are of assistance in tracing 
the ancient roads through the city. The first is that these roads 
oo not cross old foundations, and nre comparatively free from 
ston(.'s, The second is that they 11.1n along comparatively low 
lands, with higher areas on either side. The roads which tra· 
versed the level country outside the city itself seem to have 
been protected by walls on either side. In 1812 Buchanan was 
able to trace rr the foundations of a double wall leading .to the 
gap" all the way from the South Gate of New Rajagriha. to 
the entrance to the valley. Though these traces are no longer 
obvious, a similar arrangement can be seen along· portions of 
the road which leads from Old Rajng:riha to tbe Biingangli gap. 

The ancient main road through the city has already been 
described. At two places {Nos. 11 and 12 on plan) it passes 
i'hrough narrow gape between embankments which project from 

l the high areas on each side: These may possibly repreEent 
gates within the city iteelf, and ono of them may be the 
" north gate of the palace city". It seems certain that the 
road on the east of this, which is now used, is comparatively 
modern, as throughout its length it crosses the foundations 
of walls and building~, some of the more important o£ which 
are shown in the plan. Still farther to the east there are 
signs of another main road, which rrobably 1·an from the n01'th 
gate to the portions of the city on the east. Other roads seem 
to have run by the side of tha city wall~, usually on the inside, 
Lut there is a well-marked road on the out:ide, which extends 
from tho centre of the south wall as far as the moat on the cast, 
This road is protEcted externally with a similar though lower 
lYall. 

(4) 1/'c!lla.-The Nirm5ya.l well close to- the 1\faniyar Math 
on its nozth is well known, and a tradition still exists that 
treasure was formerly concealed in it. This well is of the ordi· 
nary circular type, and has been excavated in a maes of brick· 

1 Lite of .Buddnil. nockhill, p. 90 
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work. It is now dry, and about 25 feet deep: The similar 
well by the side of the old road ncar tho Banganga gap from 
which Beglar obtained two inscriptions1 still contains water. 

There are several other wells which seem to have escaped the 
notice of previous observers, and indeed are known to very few 
of the villagera. Tncse wells are all square, and have been cut 
out of solid rock. Just 'outside the old south gate there is one 
which still conhins water, appa.rentl y stagnant. lf.s sides aro 
about 10 feet squue anJ 20 feet deep. The well north·west of 
this one and inside the city membles it in all respects, except 
that it is choked with eaL·t h and is onlY about 12 feet deep. A 
third lie~ between this well and the Maniyar Math, which is 
almost filled up. About ~00 feet to the west of this is a fourth, 
about 80 feet deep. The lower part of this is square, b!lt the upper 
third is built up in circular courses of stones. As it is surrounded 
by dense bamboo jungle which made observations impossible, its 
position shown in the plan is only approximate. A similar well. 
is said to e1ist close to the south-west gate outside the walls. but 
I have not yet seen it. 

(5) Founilations of walla.-AU the walls which arc shown in 
the plan were from 4' to 4r thick. They are composed of large 
stones, anJ at present are in most cases practically flush with the 
ground. As already mentioned, walls of this type ca.n frequently 
be traced along the edges of high areas. Others form the 
boundaries of rectangular compounds. The enclosure surround· 
ing ;the Mal}.iyar :Math is about 90 yards long and 62 broad. 
The area of the compounu north·east of this (No. 10) is about 
10~ acres. The stream which runs tbrou~h the similar compound 
further south (No. H) has co.rrieu away large portions of the 
boundary walls, bnt enough rem1ins to give an idea of its size. 
'l'hough all these walls run approximately north and south, or 
east and west, the direction is not accurate, the error varying 
from 2 to l ~ ilcgrecs. 

(6) Building8.-No attempt has been made to show the 
founJ.atious of these in any detail, As a general rule, the houses 

1. Bep. Archll!ologicRI Sumy, Yvl, \'~ll, JlP• 66-86~ 
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JIJmt hare ken very small, not more tb::tn ten feet sqm~:.'. In 
a few placee the foundatbns are circular. 

In a.Jdition to the etone fort on the south which has alr.:ady 
~een mentioned, another strong building or fort (No. 9) stood 
clJse to th(we13tern wall, aLout hal£ way between the Riijgir 
entran1~e and ~the Son BhiiJ,HJar Cave. Tho foundations are 
ab-:>ut five feet thick and it seems to have been about no feet 
square. At ite north-west corner was a eemi·cir~.:ular tower 
abouL 36 feet in diameter. 

Another large building- (No. 7) ran parallel to the north wall 
of the ciry. Its breadth waiJ a~out 72 feet, and its northlra 
wall can be traced for 160 feet. 

(i) !Jrwecl a!onn-Though a carefnl watch was kept, very 
few Jres~el stone; were found. H ~eems certain that the 
original inhabitants of the valley were not acquainted 
w:th the use of dressed stone for buildings. At several places 
in the valley to tbe 'south o~ the ~Jal)iyar Math, fragments of 
tee curious low grind 8tocls w1ich arA worshipped in Patna 
n':ld~r the name of grm!llj wt?re fouod, , The flat tops of these are 

:po:!sbed.1 

(S) Uenfification of •iffi.-Bcfore sites can be assigned to 
tle fcur e.tiipa11 1\"hic~ hrth Fa Hien and Hiuen Tsang ·associat· 
cd with the north gate of the Palace City, the position of either 
thia c·ity it.:elf or of the Garden of Jivah must he definitely 
ascertained. In Plate XLI of Yolame III of the ArchreoloO'i· 

0 

cal Reports, General Cunningham m1nked on the map ()f 
ltajgir what he called the" probable ros:tion" of these two sites. 
Ee placed the north gate of the Palace City (calling it 
lla.stinapn:r Gate for some reason not mentioned) at a. point on 
the mod€m rolld through the old city about 800 yards S.-S.-E., 
of the small temple 1rhich stands on the mound in the north
west corner of thi! city wall; and he marked the garden of 
Am tal ii.~i or Jiva.h outsic!e the north wall and at the foot of 
Yipul•,;iri, with its cmtre about 400 yards cast of this temple. 

! ~· Slll(Xitll ~ in A. S. B. 
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.A I though the present survey has shown thAt there is no 
evidence of the existence of either the gate or the garden in or 
very near the pofitions assigned. to them by Cunningham, 
there are distinct signs of a gate on the ancient main road about 
GOO yards Eouth of the temple, with brick remains close to it. 
This gap or gate stands at the north·cast corner of the largest of 
the artificially raised areas found inside Old R.ajagriha, 

It seems quite possible that this area represents the site of the 
Palace City. Apart from the probability that the royal resideul!o 
ll':lB a well·protectd area insi<le the city, and at a considerable 
distance from any of the gate• in the outer wall, the Chinese 
pilgrims' account Rhows that its north gate was eo far from the 
Dorth gate of the mountain City that they found it convenient to 
describe the Gridhrakii.ta Hill after mentioning the four stii.pas, 
and before des~ribing the remainder of the notable places, such 
as the Kara:Q.da venuvana, associated with the north gate of the 
mountain city. 

Still farther to the south, however, there is a similar thongh 
less distinct gap or gate across the main road close to the north· 
east comer o£ the small walled compound which eurroundEd the 
Ma1;1iyar Math, eo that the identification cannot be regarded 
as certain, 

Simil~rly, there seem to be two possible sites for the Garden 
of Jivaka. Hinen Tsang stated that this was north-east of the 
north gate of the palace city, and close to· a bend in the 
mountain city wall. According to another Chinese account 
cited by Watters, 1 it was apparantly " in the enclosure between 
the city prorer and the hills which form its outer defence on the 
t'ast Eide "• Both accounts would be correct, if the garden were 
dther nE>ar the north-east corner of the city wall, which has been 
ra.rtially washed away by the torrents from Ratna•giri, or near 
the small tank just outside the wall at the place where this 
makes a yery distinct bend. 

It is impossible to decide between these sites, which are both 
concealed l'y dense jungle. The probabilities seem to be in 

~ r..a .. CA""", Yol u, r· lil. 
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favour of the neighbourhood of the tank, but this, while north· 
eas~ of the Ma1,1iyar ~Ia~h, is only slightly to the north of due 
east from the northern gap or gate on the old main road. 

Between the sites suggested for the gate and the garclen 
it is nece~Bary to cross a stream shown in the plan. The bed of 
this lies low, and the st,iipa. by the very deep hollow or ditch 
marking the site of Srigupta/s fire-pit was probably at some 
point along its aucient course, in or close to the large 
compound (No, lOJ. 
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119, 139 
161 

159, 160, 
161. 
158 
103 
104 

" Chuhusari ") • • • 
Chautara, at Daudnagar 
Chetrapal, see Kslietn 

pal a. 

161 Dhanmahna, Hill . 

38,. 100, 
135, 149. 

•• 31, 64, 115 
76 
67 

• 65, 66, 70, 
71, 73. 

24 
152, 153 

Cherus. ~arne as Kol • • 

--. not same as Kol . 
-- wE'st of Son • • 
--, ruins of Rajas' 

124, 160, 
163. 
126 
123 

hon5e~ • 7, 8, 9, 10, 
13. 

Cbn:ara B1 

Dharampu:r, Hill • 
---. or Dharam· 

sala, Hill . . • • • 
Dharawat ffiharaut) . . 
Dharhi, mica mine . • 
Dharkharo, mica mine • 
Dharma P..aja • . • • 
Dharma Raundh, River . 
Dharpai, mica mine . 
Dhennkarnna • • , • 

36 
11 
69 
69 

. 53, 54 
53 

67, 69 
49 



Dhiba.r 
Dhourha , •• 
Dig am bar 
Digha.r, · River • 
Dighi, tank at Bargaon • 
Dihiri, Hill • 
Dilawa, Hill • 
.Dom •• 
Domchanch • 
Domkatars , , 
Donaia, River • • 
Donayi, Hill . • , 
D or h a r, B a r g a o D 

( =Daghoba f) • • 
Dravida • • • • • , 
Dronawar (Dun war) 

Brahmans •• 
Dubaur ••• , 
Duk:ari, River • • 
Dukri Ghat 
Dumaula • 
DUlD!'a 
Dunaiya ••• 
Dundu, River 

. ~ 

Durvasa Kunda 
Durvasarhi, liiT1 • 
Duryodhana Raja • 
Duudhs •••• 
Dvapara (yug) • • • 

1
• 

D"araka ••• • 

I 

P&GI 

31 
10 

103 
75 
96 
u 
80 
I 
71 

150 
65 

82,86 

98 
42, 43 

150 
71,'13 

63 
127.128 

lO 
2 

31,32 
81 

135 
70, 71 

101 
2, 15 

6 
Ul 

9 
1 

l•rthquue •• 
lkangar Dih · •• 
'Elephant • 

'll.ephanta, ea.,.. , 

7 

' 

163 
14 

•• 78, 87, 89 
129, 165. 

31, 136 
J!llor. . • • , • 24 

F 

r.m m 
rUJr • • 65, 73, Sl5 

' 

Pat.hpur . 
ll'&lljdar, of Eihar 
l"trial!.ta • • • • • 1 

. 
' 

fl7, 162 
165, 167 
170, 171. 

Z1 
96 
Got 

Fort, at B ihar • • • • llO.~. 

G" -. lr1 ak •• 
ir. 
ri. 

101, 104. 
109, uo 
129--133 -,Rajg 

-, Teka 157 
'10 
00 
1/1 
78 
711 
80 
81 

-,brick , at Amawan. 
, at Sikandra • 
, at Koch •• 
, atRupau •• 
·, at Islamabad 
., at Lachhuar 
• at Chewara • 
·,at Bihar .• 
·, at Maldah • 
• at Bargaon • 
·, at Dabthu • 
·, at Tekari • 
Sarai, at Daud-

-,mud 

Fortified 

QO,QS 
88 
fl7 

149 
151 

nagar .•.•. ' 161 
Frogs, in hot springs . • 120, 134, 

Fulgo, Ri 
138. 

ver, see Plialgu. 
Futwah, or Fatuha • • 4, 23, 168, 

Q 

Oachh, s ect • 
ace. Gada, m 

Oadadhar , temple. 
Gadi 
Oandhar, liiT1 • • 
Ganesh 
--, 

--, 
GanMh 
Ganga 

I.Dlag• of . 

Temple of. 
.Tanani • 

Bai .• 
Ganges, River .• 

169. 

103 
113 

43, 44,51 
170, 172 

29 
• 113, 139 
• 12, 13, 311, 

42, 46, 90, 
uo, 131, 
133, 134, 
135, 148, 
'149, 156, 

158. 
142 
113 
63 

Garkho, Rinr (Gudari) 

. 4, 83, 85, 
165, 168. 

1 
97 

134 
48 

103 
12 

Oaruda 
Ganm ukh, Kunda. 

char •• 
nhman 

Ganpro 
Gaur, B 
Gauri • 



Gauri-Shankar, 
of. • • • • 

P&GI 

images 
• 12, 13, 38, 

42, 46, 90, 
110, 111, 
131, 133, 
134, 135, 
148, 149, 
156, 158. 

-----, temple 

Gonawatola . 
Goraiya •• 
Gorakhnath • 

• •. • • 71, 102 

----, image . 
Gosain .••••.• 
Gotr&. •••••• 

of. • 
Gautama Buddha • 

• • 111, 115 
•• 42, 55, 60, 

7, 123 
19 
46 

• 52, 53, 54 
132 

'170-172 
171 
103 

102, 167 

Govinda Das • • • • 
Govind, Guru of Sikhs • 
Grama Deva ta1 • 
Gujarat •.•• 
--, Brahmans • 
Golal Bharthi . 

103 
19 
'11 
32 
;52 Gautama, image of • • 

Gautama Knnda • • • 
Gautama 'VIta • • • "' 
Gaya •.••••• 

Gaya Gaj •.•••• 
Gaya Kup ••••• 
Gaya. Sir ( = G a 1 • 

61, 101, 
102, 106, 
138, 139. 

52 
61, 134 

61 
26-29, 
33-35, 
oiD--51, 

and 
pn•nm. 

43 

Gnnde, Hill . 
Gurpa, Hill . • 
Gurpasin .•• 
Gwalior ••• 
Gywa (Saturn) • 

H 

51 Halok'eshvar 
Hamid Khan, Hamid-

ahirae) • 
Gayamr • 
Gayawals. 

Gayeshva.ri 
Ghatwals •• 

51 nagar •••••• 
61 Hamsa, image • . • • 

• • • 21, 41, 43, Hamsa Raja . • . . • 
47. Hamsapur , ( " Hangsa-
43 purnagar") 

• • • 32, 67, 71, , at Giriak • 

Ghiyaspur 
Ghoswari (Gnnaur) 
Gidhaur ..•• 
Girdhesnr Siva (Gridh-

reshvar) . • • • • 
G i r d k u t, H ill~ 

142, 143. , at Rajgir • 
2 

169 
80,85 

Hamsa Tirtha, Knnda, 
Tapoban ...• 

Ranria .•.•••• 
49 Hanuman . . • • : • 

---, image of. 
49 Rar :Mandir, at Patna . 

Hara-Gauri, image of, 
49 Me also Krishna a.nd 

106, 127 
61 

23a 

161 
146 
110 

110, 114 
131, 132, 
137, 142. 

12) 
115,118 

118 
'l7,2B 

171 ( = Gridhra..kuta) • • 
Girdu Bat ( = Gridhra

vata) •••••• 
Girdu Kup ( = Gridhra· 

kupa) 49 
109-115, 
119, 122, 
132, 137, 

Radha • • • • • 22, 38, 59, 

Giriak . • . . • • • 

Gitanand . 
Goalas •. 

Goh 
Gola (Golgarh) • • 

148. 
133 

88, 103, 
123, 124. 

158 
6, 167 

Harachand, Raja • 
Raragovinda . 
Hara Krishna . 
Hara Rai ••• 
Harh~ri. River . • • 
R ari~hchandra, Raja . 
Rarivamsa .. 
Rarmayan, Haji 
Ha.roh&r, River 

m. 
24 

171 
171 
171 
65 
61 

131 
15,20 

2, 83, 84 



vi 

Hathidah •••••• 2 Ja.in images-
Hemza (" Horija ") . • 
Jret Ba.kahasa=Keiu ! . 
Hilsa •.• -

2 distinguished from 
48 Buddhist . 49, 104, 

107, 110, 
123, 139, 

146, 147, 
148, 168. I 

Hoel, River • ,. • . 1 
Homa • • • • • • • 103 -, pilgrims • 

150. 
53, 104, 
105, 106, 
108, 131, 
133, 134, 
138, 142, 
143, 144. 
101, 103, 
104, 106, 
108, 123. 
101, 104, 

Hulasganj (Hunathganj) 11, 33, 149, · 

Hurkarghat • • . • 
Husa Mudin Sahei ! . 
Hutchinson, Colonel • 

152. 
80 
13 

3, 163 

Ibrahim, of Bihar . 
Ibrahim Khan, Nawab . 
Ibrahimpur • , • 
Idgah •. , •• 
Imambara ••• 

25, 92, 93 
167 
25 

14, 15 
27, 161, 

162. 
• 82, 84, 85, 

123~ 

2 

Indradyumna, Raja • 

Indupur 
Invalids 

Islamnagar 
Islampur • 

Jaduban!i •• 
J afar Khan, garden of , 
Jagadamha=Mahesha.ri. 

. . 

2, 3, 84, 
115, 158, 

163. 
78, 79 

149 

102, 131 
4, 5 

21, ·no, 
145, 148, 
150, 151. 

Jagannath •.•• 
J a gat Setth • 
Jagdishpur • 
Ja.hanabad • • • • • 8, 

38, 53 
102, 107 

145 
9, 10, 

37. 
J&in imagee-

not distingnished 
from Buddhiat • • • 12, 97, 98, 

100, 125, 
133, 1:55. 

-, priest at Bihar . • 

-,,Rajas ••••. 1 

- temples, at Bargaon 
----at Bodh 

Pay a. 
----at Gona.· 

wan 
----at Pawa 

Puri 

131. 
99-101 

53 

77 

102, 107, 
108. 

---- at Rajgir • 143, 144 
Jaina.ga.r, near Kiul . • 82, 84, 86 
Ja.ipur, Rajputana • 24, 43, 45, 

Jaitpur • , 
Ja.iwar, River 
J amadagni K u n d a, 

54, 103, 
162. 

9 
149, 152 

Ra.jgir •••••• 
Jambudvipa , • • , 
Jam una, River • , • 

134 
61 

• 10, 35, 36, 
154, 155. 

Janardha.n, temple . 
Jaradevi • 

Ja.rasandha • 

Jarha=Patharkati. . • 
Jarra • , ••• , • 
J aswant Singli, Rani of 
Jat ••••• 
J etti, see Yati 
Jibhiya, Hill • • • • • 

48, 49 
132, 136, 
145, 149. 
14, 102, 
111, 114, 
128, 129, 
131, 132, 
136, 137, 
140, 141. 

23 
70 
9 

103 

24 
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Koch • • • • • • • ~1, !7, 46, Jivanath, Sannyasi ai 
Barabar . 19 47, 157, 

Jorna Ghat . . • • • 126 158, 159. 

K 

Kabar • . . 156, 157 
Kachahri, at Bihar • • 90, 96, 104, 

105. 
Kadir Kumbaz, tomb, 

(=Qadir gumbaz) • 93, 95 
Kakolat • • • • • • 74 
Kali, image of • . • 42, 149 
Kamakshya., t~mple • • 135 
Kamgar Khan • • • • 31, 66, 70, 

76, 79, 88, 
rn. 

Ka.na.ksar, River, at 
Bodh Gaya •• 

Kanhaiya •••••. •; 
Kapteshwari, temple • , 

53 
150, 151 
100, 147 

76 
. • • 16, 18, 102, 

148, 149. 
•• 14, 16, 17 

38, 102, 
,105. 

134, 138 
156 
21 

Karhar •• 
Karna, Raja • 

Ka.rna. Chaupar . • 
Kashi ••• '. 

Kashi, Kunda •.• 
Ka.syapa, Muni • . 
Katari •••••••. 
Kateris, see Kshatriyas • 
Kathautia ••• 
Kaurihari, River • 
Kawa Dol, Hill. . 

32 
81 

•. 11-14 and 

Kawarmata., River 
Kenar •••• 
Keni, Hill .• 

paasim. 
79 
63 

• 21, 25, 26, 
152. 

154, 155 
35 

170, 171 
65 
67 

Kespa .••• 
Kewali, Hill. 
Khalisa •• 
Khanpura ••• 
Kharakd.iha .• 
Kharghat 
Kharhari, Hill • • 
Khariyari, Hill • 
Kbukhari ••• 
Khuri, River 

121 
63 

124 
21 

• • • 66, 73, 76 
1, 84, 86 

121 
Kiul, River . 
Kobwa, Hill . 

Kol, see also Cheru.s • • 36, 37, 157, 
159, 160. 

Kolahal, Hill { =Kaulesh· 
vari) 

Kotbanpll'l' Jafra • 
Koteni Bakraur 
Krishna 

Krishna and Radha, 

61 
15 
55 

17, 102, 
111, 119, 
131, 151. 

in:age of • . • • • 10, 38, 50, 
111. 

44 
27 
47 

Krishna, of .Vijayanagar 
Krishna Chandra Ba.su • 
Krishna Dwa.rak& • 
Kshatriyas • • • • • 31, 39, 101, 

105; 106, 
131, 132, 

Kshetra pala. • • 
Kukd.ihi, Hill • • 
Kulna, Hill • • • 
Kumhara, River • 
Kundas, springs • 

Kund.ilpur . 
Kunthunatha, 

thankara 
Kurkihar. 
Kurmis 
Kurth:a • 

Lachhuar . 
Lab eta 

17th Tir· 

L 

170. 
103 
66 

76, 77 
B9 

119, 12Q, 
134, 138, 
139, 140. 
100, 101 

102 
28 

147 
10 

79-81 
86 

Lalli, see Na.ili. 
La.kshmi ..• • 33, 43, 89, 

107, 110, 

Lala, River . . • • • 
Langat Kunda, Rajgir . 
Lat, pillar at . . • 
Law, Mr. Thomas. 

Liyani, stream • • 
Lodi, Hill. . . 

151. 
79 

134 
153 

&l, 152, 
153. 
124 

21., 152 
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Loheri, Hill ••••• 
I..ahas.1. Bishi, Cave • 
Lilajan, River, lee Nila-

jana. 

66 Maniknagar • • • • • 
17 Maninag •••••• 

Man Nat, image of • · • 

154 
133 
5a 

159, 160 
17 
71 
I 

M 
Madhava Ac:h&!1a • • 
Maga Rajas 

44 

Mahabar, Hill • 
Mahabodhi •• 
Mahadeva, temple of • • 

• 70, 89, 90, 
94, 95, 96, 

100, 101. 
75 
56 

16, us 
56 
us 
160 

57, 59 

l!agadha •••••• 

65,56 

Magah.iya Srotriyas • • 
:Mahama ( =Maha m&i t) 
Mahamuni, image of • • 
--, tempi~ of • • 
Mahanadi, B i v e r, = 

Mohane • 54 
Mahanth • , • • . • • 5, 19, 39, 

51, 52, 54, 
55, 57, 61, 

171. 
Mahapalt. • • • • • 
Maharashta. Brahmans • 
Mahasrenik, Baja • 
Mahavira •• 

Maher, Hill • 
Majhauli ••• 
Majhwe, Hill •• 
:Makbara •••••• 
:Makhdum, dargah of • • 
Makhdum Shah • 
:Makhdumpur 
Maldah •••••• 
Malik Bayu • • • • 
Mallepur • • ••• 
Mallinatha, 19th T'lrl.han-

k:ara ••••• • • 
Mandam, Hill at Gaya= 

104 
us, 132 

121 
101, 102, 
104, 107, 
108, 131. 
30, 31,63 

125 
64,82 

166 
105 
15 

U, 12 
88 

Q2, 163 
86, 125 

100 

Maran ! . 49, 50 
Mandir . • • • • • ~ 43, 44, 45, 

67, 68, 59, 

Maner .•••• 
){angara, Bi.Ta' 

151. 
'1,165 

121. 

Manora, •••••• 
Ma.rai, of · Viswamitra • 
M&l'8Dlaku, Hill 
Maranchi ••• 
Marara •••• 
Maratha .••• 

Markande, Kunda • 

78 
• • 50, 58, 59, 

94. 
135 

63 
4g 
g 

--,Rishi .••• 
--, Siva, temple • 
Masaurhi 
Math •.•••• • 31, 78, 132, 

133, 135, 
138, 139. 

53,54 1\!atunga Bapi, tank • • 
Mayi, or Muhi, name of 

Afghan tribe • • 78, 88, 1Z2 
Mekra • 2, I 
Mela • 5, 21, 49, 

Mera •••••• • 
Mica ••.•••• 
Milki, Chakwars of • • 
1\fir Muhammed, mosque 
Mir Nasir Ali • • • • 
Mirzaganj • • • • • 
Mirza marhi, Nagvjuni 
Mirzapll'l' •••••• 
Mitrajit Singh, Baja of 

64, 97, US, 
134, 159. 

163 
~74 

I 
104 
89 
'ilJ 
20 
65 

Tekari • • • • • • 16, 22, !8, 
Z6,'37,40, 
47, 49, 1.21, 

122, 127, 
152,156. 

----,, Muslim son 
of. • 

Mlechchas • • • • • 
Mohane, River • • • • 

38, 156. 
170 

64, 146, 
149, 154. 

Mol Raja=King of the 
Manas ! . . . 1~ 

Morh&r, River • • • • 9, Z6, 01, 
155. 

Mosque 

Mughal 

••• 6, 25, 'ilJ, 
m., gJ, 'J7, 

104, 165. 
• • • • • • 80, 95, 104, 

16t 
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I 

:Mujawir, k e e p e•r of 
shrine •••••• 

Naudiha. •• 
15 Navagraha. 

21 
38, 46, 
123, 144. 

92 
:Mundaprishta, vedi at 

Gaya • . • • • • 51 
Munis . . . • • • • 55, 61 
-,Buddhist ima.ges • 52, 54, 55, 

57, 58, 64, 
88, 89, 94, 

95, 104, 

Murali, Hill. 
Murshidabad 
Musadpur 
Musa.hars .• 

N 

Nabinagar, Hill . 
Nadira, Hill . . . 
Naga, image . . 
Nagarjuni, Caves . 
---,Hill. 
---, Deva. 
Nagasthan •.• 

107, 156. 
20, 49 

170 
91 

110, 115, 
117, 163. 

82 
24, 152 

146 
• • 14, 16, 20 

. 14, 19-26 
15 

148 
98, 134 
15, 16 

21 

N a.gini, image • . 
Nahar Khan Newati • • 
Naili .•.•. 
Nanaiwang, River, see 

Nuni. 
Nanak ..• 

Nandi, image • 
Nara Panth. 
Narasimha, temple 
---,image. 

.• . 

Narawat {" Norahu ") • 

;Narayan, image of, see 
also Lakshmi a n d 

73, 170, 
171. 

46 
51 

46, 47 
151, 158, 

163. 
62, 121. 

122. 

Vasudeva . • • 42, 43, 97 
Nastik, heretic • • • 28, 38, 39, 

46, 47, 53, 

Nat Mandir • • . 0 

54. 
• 28, 44, 45, 

113, 151, 
159. 

Natesar, 
Nathbongs, 

vamsa !) 
N&ubatpur 

see Saren. 
( =Nata· 

131 
7, 8 

Navaratna., at Bihar . 
Nawada ••••• • 64, 75, 76, 

77, 79, 80, 
102, 111, 

--,near Nara.wat • 
Neduyanala • • • • • 
Nemnath, Tirthankara. • 
Nepal ••••••• 

Nilajana, River=Nirin· 
chiya. • 

Niniyas •• 
Nirmalpuri • 
Niyera, see N adira. 
No! Raja •. 
Nukaur, tank n e a r 

Nawada 
Nuni, !River • 

0 

Ongati, see ·!nungari. 
Osavala, sect of Jains • 

p 

Padma. Purana. . • 
Padn:avati 
Padmodaya R a j a, of 

128. 
121 
126 
102 

119, 123, 
154, 168. 

53 
113 
132 

122, 123, 

77 

102, 103, 
108 .. 

131 
104 

Bihar o o 101, 102 
Padukas • 108, 144 
Paharpur • • , 64 
Pahleja • • 162, 163 
Paimar, River • 63 
Painal • • • • • 165 
Pajawa, at Bihar • 93, 96 
Pala Rajas . • . • • 42, 48 
Palamau Raja, a Cheru • 126 
Palganj . • • • • • 102. 105 
Pali, language . • • 0 15, ·52-55 
-, near Koch . . • 36, '37 
-, near Islamnagar • 76, 79 
-, near Nirakpur . • 9, 164 
Paliwal, sect of Jaina o 103 
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Panchane, River • , 96, 105, Pinda., offerings 
PAGI 

47, 51 

Panchanan K n n d a, 
109, 111. Pir, Darga.h of, at 

Dabthu 150 
93 
15 

122 

Rajgir • • 134 
36 Pa.ncha.npur • · , , 

Panchvahani Ghat = 
Panch Bhurwa ! 71 

• 41, 42, 44 
14, 123, 
145, 149. 

Pandit, of .Mysore • 
--, of Stlll'vey • 

Pandu . • 53, 57, 111 
Papermakers, at Bihar • 91 
Papmochao, at Gaya 

Pir Painti, saint of • 
Pirzada. 
Pitambar Singh 
Pitwans 
Pokhari, tank at Nara

wat • 
Pokharpur, at Pawa Puri 
Pompapuri 
Ponwa.r Rajputs 
Potters. 

8 

123 
102 
101 

( =Pnpamochana) 
Parabrahma, Paramesh-

49 Prakash 

88 
126, 170 

28 
4a 

vara. 
Parasara. • 
Parasari Kunda . 
Parasnath, Hill. 

170 
60, 61 

135 
102 

, temple, near 
Bodh Gaya 53, 54 

------, near 
Dabthu. 

Pariwal::: Porwar 

Parsis • 

150, 152 
102, 103, 
105, 106, 

Partappur , 
Pashupatinath, image • 
Fatal Ganga • 

108. 
61 
2 

150 
17, 19 

159 Pathak 
Patna • 

Pattharkati • 

• 5, 6, 7, 26, 
90, 110, 
117, 149, 
165, 168, 
169, 171. 

23, 62, 
127. 

Pausal, abode of Yatis • 103 
Pawa l1uri • • 100, 105-

Pegu, temples, of • 
Peruya=Pandua ! 
Phalgu, River • 

Phulwari • 
Pilich, pargana of 

108, 110. 
60 
38 

• 2, 20, 21, 
. 24-27, 29, 
•40, 44, 51, 
53, 54, 62, 

77, 83, 
115, 149, 
155, 162. 

6, 110 
147 

Prapita-maha, temple 
Pratapa R u d r a, of 

Warangal . 
Freta Bhawani . 
Pretashila 
Purana Hamsa, 

44, 47 
34 

• 32-35, 61 
Kunda 

at Tapoban 
Puri, see Pawa Puri. 
Puri, River=Khuri ? 
Pushkarana 

R 

Radhakund, t a n k at 
Gay a 

Rai Durlabh . 
ltai Khosal S i n g h 

( =Khushlal !) • • . 
Raja Deva, temple built 

by 
Rajasthan, palace of 

Asoka 
Rajauli 
Rajballabh 
Rajgir , 

Rajmahal, hillg • 
Rajput . 

-- colony at Bihar . 
- convert to 

120 

115 
102 

50 
44 

117 

4a 

56 
65-73 

44 
127-144 

and 
passim. 

75 
:39, 70, 
103, 105, 
109, 123, 

126. 
95 

Buddhism • • 55, 56, 60 
Rajwar • 66, 81, 142 
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Ralim Nalali=Rata • • 53, 54 Salimabad • • • • , 2 
Ra.ma • , , , • • • 10, 21, 27, I Samadhi, of Sannyasis • 10, 571 111, 

28, 53, 64, I . 157, 159. 
111, 131. Samudra Vijaya • . . 102 

Ramanandis • • • • • 143 Samvat . • • 108 
Ram Das1 fourth Sikh Sanak Tirtha Kunda • , 120 

Guru • 171 Sanatana Kunda . 120, 139 
Rameshvar • 38 Sangat, of Sikhs • • 5, 73, 170 
Ramgarh . • • • 61, 67, 71, Sangram Saba • • 101 

75, 126. Sankara Acharyya • 38, 39, 60, 
Ram Gaya 
Ram=::lila 

. • 20, 21 61. 

Rana-bhumi, at Ra.jgir . 
Rani llhlati, a Maga. . 
Ranjit Rai .••. 
Raph, see Arap. 
Ratnagili, Ratnachal. • 

.Rauniyan . • , • , . • 
· Ravana .. 

Rawa, Hill .••. 
Reh, Rehra, alkaline 

land ..•.• 
Rennell, Major . 

26-28, 33, Santinath, 16th Tirthan· 
40, 50. kara . . . . . 

114, 132 Sanwas • . . • • 
96 Sapahi, mica mine 
70 Sapahi Ghat . • 

Saphneri, Hill . 
Sarasvati, image • 141, 142, 
---,near Bodh 

Gay a 
143. 

21 
48 
19 

---, at Rajgir • 
Saretl, village and hill , 
Satghara, Barabar caves 

40 Satsanda, Hill • • . • 
4, 5, 8, 70, Saturn, planet, =Gywa 

78, 154, at Gaya . 
165. Satya yug. 

Rikabganj • • • • • 170 Semiramis 
Rin Mochan . • • • • 49 Seton, Mr. 
Rishabhadeva • • • • 131 Shahabad , 
Rohita, Kowar=Kumar. 61 S h a·i k h MU!hammed, 
Rohtas . • · • • • • , 7, 24, 61 Dargah of , , , , , 

101. 
88, 89 
• 69 

142 
152 
148 

54 
133 

124-128 
16, 17 

82 

61 
61, 155 

113 
'ZT, 49 

a 

64 
Ruhi Chaudhuri 147, 148 Shahzadas, descendants 

' Rukaur • • • • 78 of Nanak , • • • . 171, 172 
Rukmini Kunda 48, 61 Shamsherganj , , ,' , 162 

Sharafuddin, of Bihar , 20, 140 
s 

Sahasra Lingga, Rajgir . 
Sahibganj (Gaya) • 

Sakaldvipi Brahmans . • 
Sakri, River . 
Sakti, image , 

-,sect .. 
-,temple. , , , , 
Sakya Muni, image of • 
Salabatganj . • • 
Sa.laiya., Hill • • • • • 

139 
11, 25, 

26-29, 51, 
55, 62, 64, 

147, 157. 
150 

77, 89 
52, 100, 

145. 
39, 54 

51 
52 
73 
~0 

Shekhpura . . , 31, 81,. 87, 

Sherpur •.•• 
---,Hill. 
Sher Shah • : . 
Sheshanaga, image near 

Bargaon ••••• 
Shitab Rai, Garden of • 
Shobha Mand~pa, or 

Natmandir 
Shrotriya, B r a h m a n 

88. 
165 

76 
129, 130 

146 
4 

44, 48 

versed in Vedas • • 14, 21, 118 
Siddheshvara, temple at 

Barabar ••• 
Sijhori Ghat 
Sika.ndra • • 

19 
80, 81 

130 
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Silajit . 

Silao 
Simhala, King of , 
Simhasana, Bodh Gaya . 
Simhavahani, temple. 
Sinane, River 
Singhatiya 

115, 117, 
118. 
144 

56, 58 
59 
54 

157 
62 

128 
55 

. 27, 28, 64 
119, 136 

120 
139 

64 

::linghaul . 
Sisson, Mr ... 
Sita, image of , 
::litakunda, Monghyr . 
---, Tapoban 
---, Rajgir 
Sita :Marbi 
Siva, image of . 

...__, sect of 
-,temple 

Siva Bharthi 
Siva Devi 

• Siur, Hill . 
Smartt a 
Soda, efflorescence of . 

Soha 
Sohaipur . 

46, 122, 
1;31. 

14, 60 
. 5, 19, 21, 

24, 27, 36, 
37, 48, 49, 

52, 110, 
119, 133, 
134, '135, 
138, 139, 

140. 
19 

102 
80 
39 

. 10, 40, 62, 
76, 79, 80, 

121, 149, 
155, 164. 

15 

Sobel Deva, Raja . i 
Soma Kunda, Rajgir . 
Sometshikhara, Hill, = 

30 
95 

139 

Parasnath 
Son, River 

Son pur 

102 
.••• 7, 8, 123, 

162, 163, 
165. 

Sorusbedi, ""Solah Vedi 
Springs, bot, at Tapoban 
----, at Rajgir • 

17 
46 

119, 120 
133-136, 
139, 140. 

Sravakas, Jain laymen . 99, 102, 
103, 105, 
131, 132, 

133. 

Sren.ika, Raja, ( =Senok) 

Sriangs == Sreyamsa 
Srimal, sect of Jains . 
Sri Malini. 
Sringirikh, Hill, Gaya . 

, near 
Rajauli ..... . 

Sringirikhi Kunda . · 
Sripujya, spiritual head 

of Jains . . . '. . 
Subah,. i.e., Subadar, of 

Patna 
-------,of 

Grujerat. 
Sudama, Cave·. 
Sudras 

Sujodun Raja, (==Saud· 
yumna ?) • 

Sukhnar, River . 
Sultanpur. . .. 
Sumar, River 
Sumba, Hill . 
Sun, worship of . 
Sunrh, River 

PAGI 

101, 102, 
131, 132, 
142, 143. 

131. 
102, 103' 

104 
49 

71 
140 

103 

90 

167 
17 

39, 105, 
106, 131. 

101 
66 
21 
84 

106 
. 61 

20, 25, 
154. 
152 Supneri, Hill 

Surya, image of . • 31, 38, 47, 
97, 98, 107, 

131, 134, 
. 138, 148, 
149, 151, 

168. 
--, temple of . • 44, 47, 98, 

106, 145, 
148, 149, 
151, 152. 

Suryagarha • 
Surya Giri, of Bodh 

Gaya. 
Surya Pokhar, Bargaon . 
Surya Kunda 

Surya. Talab, at Gaya 
Suryavamsi Rajput . 
Surjiruk, Barabar hill 
Suvarna. Sar, see Kanak· 

sar. 

1, 2 

38 
97, 144 

138, 139, 
140. 

47 
67 
18 

Suvidhinatha, 9th Tir· · 
thankara 102 
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Sv11rga ilwara • • • • 46 
Swetamba.r • • • • • 103 

T~pasya ••• 
Tapoban • , 

T 

Tara Devi, image at 
Kespa •••••• 

---, temple at 
Bodh Gaya ••• , 

Tara Tambul • • 
Tarhari. Bargaon • 
Tati, Riv'er , , • 
Tegh Banadur • 
Tek, Hill. 
Tekari • 

102 
118, 121, 

124. 

tss, ts6 

57 
104 
98 
87 

171 
82 

19, 156, 
157. 

Telbeta • • ~ • 30, 31 
Telingana • , 107 
Tetari • • • 77, 78 
Tetariya • 24 
Tetna, Hill • 62. 124 
Thakur, of Pathra , 74, 75 
Tiger • • • , • 116. 122 
Tikait , • • • • • • 67, 74 
Tilaiya, River::Telnriya 65, 115 
Tirtlia • • • • 47, 49, 105, 

Treta Yng ••• 
Trikait Rai • • , 
Trivikrnrna • • • 
Tu~hra, character , 
Tnngi ••.•.•.• 

u 

138, 143. 
122, 150 

Z1 
151 
92 
95 

• 
Vanar, Vannri, Rajgir 
Varaha, image • • 
--,temple •••• 
Varahani, image • • • 
Vasishta Kunda • • • 
Vasudeva, or Lakshmi 

Narayan, image usnall1 
called • •. • .: • • 
~ 

............. ~ ... M- -·. -,· 

Vasnpnjya, 12tli Tirthan· 
kara. ••••••• 

Vedas ••• , ••• 

PAGI 

136 
98 

134 
145, 151 

49,135 

119, 120, 
123, 128, 
133, 135, 
139, 148, 
!1.49, 150, 
151, 152, 
155, 158, 
160, 164. 

102 
39 

90, 104 
44 

Vihar, name of Bihar • 
Vijayanagar • • • • • 
Vikram, see Bikram. 
Vikrama Samvat, era , 
Virbhav, sect • 

48 
39 

•.• :59, 48, 60, Vislinu .•••• 

-,image •• 
139, 170. 

• • :51, 38, 148, 
151. 

Vi~hnnpad, temple at 
Gaya • • • • • , • 41, 43-47, 

Vishnva, vernal equinox 
Vislivamitra, Cave • • 
----, Ktmda • 
Vyasa ••••• 

w 

51, 61. 
21 
17 

134 
60, 61 

Udavana •• 
Udv.ant • • 
tr~i'l'a, Raja 
Ungot, see :Angad. 
Upasrenik, Raja • 

. . 39 
49 Warangal. 

101 WoU •• 
. . . 44 

124 

v 
Vaikanthapur, see Bailt• 

at pur. 
:V aishnavu 1 • • , • 

131 y 

Yama • ~ • •. ~ ~ • 
;r ati, J aiD asceti!l 1 • • 

Z9, 103, 
107, Yogiasana, Banba.r • • 

Z9, 103, I Yogeshput, see Jagdiah· 
105, 106, put. 
m, 170.. :Yudis.hthir1 ! 1 I I • 

49, 51 
!101, 103, 
106, 108, 

13L 
19 


